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Figure 11-1. 	 Percentage of Currently Married Women Who were Using The 1974 Korean National Fertility S,:rvey. (KNFS) was undertaken as part of the World 
Contraception(Including sterilization) at Various Points in Time Fertility Survey (WFS), an international programme of research into human fertility. The WFS 
Over the Last Ten Years by Type of Place of Residence. ............................. 123 was launched in 1972 in response to the announcement of World Population Year 1974 and the 
Fgd United Nations' call for concerned, world action on population matters. It is a project of theFigure 11-. 	 Percentage of Currently Married Women, Who were Using International 	 Statistical Institute (ISI) undertaken with the collaboration of the United NationsContraception(Including sterilization) at Various Points in Time and in cooperation with the International Union for the Scientific Study of Population (IUSSP).
Over the Last Ten Years by Level of Education.............................................. 123 
- 1.1 WFS OBJECTIVES 
The basic aim of the WFS is to assist as many countries as possible to acquire the scientific 
information that will permit them to describe and interpret their fertility levels and patterns, 
and to facilitate national efforts in economic, social, and health planning. By providing suchassistance, the WFS aims further to increase national capacities and eventually global capacity 
by enrolling as many as 40 to 50 countries world-wide for fertility and other demographic 
research by the provision of a cadre of trained personnel. More immediately, the WFS aims to 
collect and analyze data on fertility which are internationally comparable, therefore permitting
comparisons 	 across countries and regions, and promote world understanding of its fertility and 
population situation. An importa,,t subsidiary aim, a by-product in effect, is the provision of a 
body of methodological and substantive liternture on fertility studies, thus contributing to the 
cumulative, scientific knowledge about human fertility." 
1.1.2 KNFS 	OBJECTIVES 
These aims of t-e WFS were seen as eminently consistent with the needs in Korea, when an 
invitation to participate was received from the ISI in early 1973. Korea accepted quickly and 
embarked upon a survey in 1974, thus becoming one of the very first countries to mount a 
survey under the WFS programme."1 
The Government of the Republic of Korea has very specific demographic targets built into its 
economic development plans: an annual population growth rate of 1.7 per cent by 1976 and 1.6 
per cent by 1981. The national family planning programme, underway since 1961, has been 
carefully articulated with these targets. A periodic asses-sment of the demographic situation and 
the impact of the organized family pianning programme is a necessary exercise. In Korea, 
however, this effort is handicapped in no small 'aeasure by the absence of a reliable vital 
1) 	 A fuller statement, from which this paragraph is ad 4 pted, is found in the WFS document. Survey 
Organization Manual, WFS/TECII. 134, January 1975, pp.2-3 
2) One compelling reason for mounting the survey so soon in 1974 was to avoid an overlap with the 
quinquennial population census that is scheduled for October, 1975. 
-16­
-17­
statistics registration system. She has had to rely on sample surveysestimate her vital rates. The and other indirect means toWFS programme wasestimates-fertility, seen as a timely opportunityin particular to obtain theseperiodic assessments conducted, znd other related data to provide another measureover the years. The findings were expeci ;d to 
in a series of
contribute to theGovernment's development planning efforts generally and to its evaluatior of the national familyprogramme in particular. 
The WFS programme, withas an opportunity its emphasis on obtaining data ofto improve Korea's fertility estimates the highest quality, was seen alsoand enhancefertility and demographic research. The f,:rther her capacity forlast decade had seen marked improements in both these 
respects. The present exercise was seen to fit in well with
excellence in this sphere. 
Korea's 
-ontinued striving for 
Finallyiforthe Republ c ofa long time concernedKorea had earli r endorsedwith the nationalthe United population problem,Nations' the Governmenton population matters" call for concerted, ofto commemorate and saw world actionthe World participationPopulation in the WFS programmeYear 1974. was as an appropriate wayThe survey announced and promoted
throughout thedistributed t roughout the countrycountry as an activityto of the Worldprize winning poster announce the 1974PopulationKorean NationalYear. This is illustratedcommemorating Fertility Survey. in thethat year, reproduced here as Figure 1. This poster was 
Figure 1. KOREAN NATIONAL FERTILITY SURVEY POSTER 
WORLD POPULATl~l' 
'of 
- T3A1. O2T I 1174 
NATIONAL FERTILITY SURVEY SEPt 1974 
El Il u a~nosurveysIl qjEco~XfI 71 .l ff ECONOteCPLAN(4SNGBOARDW MI At 01 19 KMRSTPA OFHEALTH& SAIAL AFFAIRS 
7t 4 I '3) President Chung Hee Park 74 was 14 21-7NJ KORENINISTITU FOAMLYOCANN.NGAConfucianism.one of the signatories of the UN call publicized in 1973. 
1.2 COUNTRY BACKGROUND 
1.2.1 GEOGRAPHY AND LOCATIONThe Republic of Korea, traditionally known as the Land of the Morning Calm,Korean peninsula, a mountainous occupies thearm I, 000 km. in of land which extends roughly length and 
is 216km. wide at its narrowest point. The peninsula is separated fromUnion to the Chiha and thenorth by the natural boundary of the SovietYalu and Tuman Rivers. To the east, the
Japanese archipelago lies across the East Sea on the west,the Chinese mainald. the Yellow Sea separates Korea from(See Figure 2.)
 
The coastline
Mogpo. There is much indented, with severalare several thousand offshore major ports inislands, Korea; Incheon,though relatively few Pusan, Masan andare of habitable size. 
Korea is a mountainous land, with numerous ranges of steep,rock-faced peaks covering about70 per cent of the total land area. Rivers are mostly 
Nakdong, Kum, the 500km. long 
short and swift; notable exceptions are theand flows through the capital city of Seoul
Han, which 
course to the Yellow Sea. Korea on itshas a temperate climate with a rainy summer season whenmuch as half of the asannual rainfall occurs. 
The land area of the Republic of Korea is, slightly under 100,000 sq.km., aboutAustria or Portugal. Its population, according 
the size of 
to the most recent Census (1975), numberedmillion, with a resulting density of 351 34.7 persons per sq. km., among the highest in the world. 
addition toisroleAdministratively, as the nationalthe Republic capital, Seoul is by far the largest city, with aof Korea is divided into nine provinces and two special cities. In 
1975 population 
6.9 million. Seoul ishome of of one the financial, cultural,out of five Koreans. and educational centre of the nation,(1975) population of 2.5 The other special city. Pusan is and is themillion), and the major port the nation's second largest
48 per along Korea's southern coast. Currently,cent of the national population !ives in cities of over 50,000 population. 
1.2.2 SOCIAL AND ETHNIC BACKGROUND 
The. Korean population is essentially a siagle homogeneous ethnic group, distinct from its Chinese
and Japanese neighbours. The original settlers of Korea 
are thought to have been various Mongol
tribes who migrated southward from what is now Manchuria onto the peninsula in prehistoric
times.
 
As part of theii common cvltural heritage, present day 
 Koreans share a single written andspoken language, and literacy is quite high. The combination of these two factors greatly
 
enhances 
 internal communications in Korea,as the present one. and facilitates the successful implementation of such 
The basic ideology of Korean society has been. for many hundreds of years, a form of neo-This ideology has fosteredcharacteristice the evolution andof ma. riage persistence ;f severaland family life. inculding the traditionalnear-universality of marriage 
monogamy extended family stucture, and strong soci'l pressure for having sons. Until relatively
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Figure 2. MAP OF THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA 
recz-itly, !ha stroag family and regional tie3 deriving from Confucian teachings acted against theem2.g-,ie ua thlu Ksreai p!iinj[.i of aJapaunz!3 aan.axatio-i mA.ra ovi.71. Ruletin 1,)1,), Krl wA not opsned, by a stries of dynasties until'o th.
 West until the latter part of the19th century.
 
The life of a Korean is marked by a number rf significant milestones, formal 'rites of passage,'which are duly celebrated and recordedr "latter huangap, respectively mark the first and by his family. The twosixtieth anniversaries most important, do!these of an individual's andbirth.and other age-gradedrecently a rarely-achieved Thefurther denotes observancesone) calling for ,amilythe completion of is the highly accurate recordfive 12- ear animalcelebration.cycles, resultOne a landmark of lif thekeeping by parents ofof the importance of(and until 
birth dates of their children. liLrporting of age is 
censuses 
rare in Korea; the validity of age data inand surveys may be assumed to be uniformly high. 
1.2.3 ECONOMY 
Any discussioneffects of foreign of the recent economic history of Koieaintervention on national mustdvelopment. include referenceLiberated to the wrenchingin 1945, from a 36-yearperiod of Japanese occupation, Korea soon afterwards became the battleground of a destructivethree-year war which ended in 1953 in an uneasy armistice and political division roughly 
following 
the 38th parallel. 
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Traditionally an agrarian society, the recent economic growth of Korea has transformed the
country into an industrial 3nd rapidly urbanizing nation, with all the associated advantages 
-anddisadvantges-of a such rapid development. Since the early 1 960's, the Gross National Producthas grown at an average annual rate of about ten per cent; per capita income has increased 
six-fold in the past fifteen 
-'ears.Agriculture has been modernized; the limited energy and mineralresources are being exploited, and exports continue to increase. Such progress, however, creatas 
problems of its own. Cities are growing faster than their capacities to absorb additionalpopuatlion, resulting in housing shortages, congestion, and rising unemployment. Rapid industrialdevelopment has raised the standard of living and contributed greatly to the balance of tradepopulated areas. 










Guiding the course of recent economic development has been the series of Iive.Year Plans,initiated in 1962, with the goal of sustained and balanced growth in all sectors of the economy.targets )fthe fourth plan, beginning in 1977, are the establishment of a base for a self­sufficient economy, the promotion of social development, and increa 
-ed efficiency nad technological 
n o ai n 
S.Also 
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an integral part of the nation's developmental effort is the Scamaul (New Vi.age) Movement 
a camapign to raise the living conditions of the Korean people, paiticularly in rural areas,begun in 1971. The theory behind the movement is tha a -self-supporting' community will beable tobreak the cycle of backwardness and poverty that has marked most of rural Korea for 
centuries, and lead to increased in ividual productivity 
and income, with a consequent higherliving standard. 
1.2.4 EDUCATION 
As already noted, literacy in Korea is quite high generally and nearly universal in the younger
ages. Education through the primary level (six yeats) is compu'-ory, and the governmentplans to extend this through junior high schoolat the university level, by 1n81. Vocational training has beenand the student population emphasizedis rapidly increasing, proportionately well
as in absolute numbers. 
as 
in secondary Noteworthy in the past !ecade is the growingand higher education, reflecting tile rising status number of young womenof women. 
1.2.5 POPULATION GROWTH AND FAMILY PLANNING 
in 1960, the population was about 25 million and was growing at the rate of three per cent a 
year. The total fertility rate was57 years. Fifteen years later, about six children per woman andthe population had increased life expectancy at birth,by forty per cent to 35 million, butthe annual rate of increase had been cut to 1. 7 per cent. The total fertility rate had declined to3.5 children by 1975, and life expectancy had risen to t8 years. 
Much of this improvement in Korea's dcmographic outlook bemay attributedfamily planning programme, initiated in 1n62 as part of 
to the national 
a newly formulated national population
policy. The First Five-Year Economic l)evelopment Plan. irtrcduced it l2that "a tneasure included a declarationto control populationfrom lapidly improving health will bc needed'conditions due tu thein the decade follo wingmccr aing growththe Korean War.rateTher sultinggoalsof this policy were to reduce annual rates of growth to 2.5 per uent in 1966 and further to2.0 per cent by 1-971; explicit annual contraceptive targets were et towards the realization of 
These declines in the growth rate were reached partly b, the achievementacceptors, of target levels ofbut also as a result of socio-economic 
the 1960's and 
changes Age at timarriage rose rapidly duringinduced abortion became more widespread leallh orogrammes improvedreached greater proportions andof the population. Urbanization and rapid econonilc grotth of the1960's and early 1970's contributed to the decline in the natural increase rte. 

The Ministry of Ifealth and Social 
 Affairs is the implementingplanning programme. In the 
agency of the national family1)70. National Family Planning Centre, the
for Family Planning, 
 now Korean Instituteor KlFP, was -stabl;shed to upport the national progranmmie intraining, evaluation, and researclh. Specifically, it provides training for family 
the areas of 
maintains ongoing records planning workers,of program acceptPnce and continuation, and undertakesnational tile series ofsurveys in fertility atd family planning, 
The Planned Parenthood Federation of Korea(PPFK), a voluntary organizatiot, affiliated withthe International Planned Parenthood Federation,
in each of the 
was founded it 1961. PPIK maintains offitcesnine provinces as as awell central staff in Seoul and. through its intermediary 
role between the government and tite public, provides much of te information, education andcommunication (IE&C) activities that support tte family planning programme in Korea. 
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1.3 EXECUTING AGENCIES. FUNDINGS, STEERING AND TECHNICAL 




 Korean National Fertility Survey was undertaken jointly by the Bureau of Statistics(BOS) of the Economic Planning Board (EPB) and the(KIFP), supported by the Ministry Korean Institute for Family Planningof Ilealth andparticular agencies reflects Social Affairs. The involvement of thesethe Government's interest in undertaking this survey for the 
purpose of obtainingrogramme. data of relevance to economic planning and the national family planning 
The Economic Planning Board is the chief planning unit of the Government. TheStatistics, placed under this Bureau ofbody, is responsible for collecting a wide range of statisticsGovernment, for theincluding population ard vital statistics. Since tle Korean War, it has mounted 
five national censuses (1955,.as 1960. 19,66, 1970 andit is frequently commissioned to take special 1975). It is also experienced in survey work,purpose surveysto vitul statistics.' ranging from unemploymentIt has facilities for, among other things, sampling, field work, coding and 
data processing. 
The Korean Institute for Family 
-:"taning. unlike the Bureau of Statistics, is a semi-autonomousagency, formally established it 1971 as an adjunct to the national family planning programme,which is supervised by the .linistry of llealth attd Social Affairs. It originated in 1965small Evaluation from aUnit in the Family Planning Section of the MinistryAffairs, became a Centre n 1970, of Health and Socialasodfinally an Institute in 1971. It now has Astaff of about 50 professionaland is engaged in :hs training of family planning workers;and population education family planningof community leaders, students andthe national other groups; the evaluation oftmily plantilng programme; and 
areas. 
research in population and programme relatedIts experience in fertility surveys is impressive, having mounted prior to 1974 full-scale
na'ional surveys in 1968, 1971 and 1973"
 
These two agencies, with staff and 
 facilities that complement
the first time on a formal basis- to carry 

each other, joined forces-for 









Chief of the Population Division at the BOS and ite Chief ofThe latter served the Researchas tlte Field Director during
-December, 197li) the field period (Septemberin as much as the KIFP, by pre-arrangement,
overseeing all was charged with organizing andtield activities. Listed in Appendix 12 are the individtals wto se,-ed lt these
and other capacities 
4) For example, a Special Labour Force Survey was taken in 1974, a Special Demographic Survey in 1966, 
and series of quarterly vital statistics surveys since 1963.5) See the follwing reports fromT,e these surveys:Korean 1968 Fertility and FanilY Planning Surt, , Seoul:Report on 1971 Ferti!ity..4tbortion 'ue.o. National Family Planning Center, 1970Seoul: Korean Institute for Family Planning, 1973197:1National Family Planning and Fe','tilty Surrey: .4 Comprehensite Report, Seoul:Family Planning, 1974 Korean Institute for 
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The overall responsiblity for the project was shared by the two agencies from beginningend, but responsibilities 	 toof labour for some specific tasks were divided according to the special facilitiesva ilable a t ea ch ag e nc y. for this survey. Figure 3 s ho w s tia gra r a tica lly the c ha in o f c omma nd and division 
Project headquarters was at the BOS,1974) when the 	 except for the five-months period (August-December,KIFP served as headquarters for training and field work. 
1.3.2 STEERING AND TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
 
A Steering Committee was set up 
 soon after Korea accepted the ISI invitation to participate inthe WFS programme and provided the initial impetus in planning for the local project. Its 
membership represented the three agencies sponsoring the project.
 
B oth the E conom ic Planning B oard and the M inistry of 
Health and Social A ffairs, by serv ing
its successfulas s p o n so rin g ag enc ie s , p ro v id ed theimplementation le gitima c y fo r th is proje ct in the pu b lic 's e yes a n d fa c ilita tedat all levels. 
~~~~~~~~~~Earlyin she p'oject, the Project Manager, in hiscaciysthDreorfteBuaufrequested the subcommitt.eCouncil, ar, advisory for Population and Socialbody to the Bureau of Statistics, Statistics of the Statisticalto serve as the Technical Advisory 
Co m mit te e fo r t h e 19 7 4 K o re a n N a t io n a l F er t i l i t y S u rv ey.spectrum of localexpertise 	 It s mem bers h ipwhose collective cur,;el was indispensable re pres ent e d t h e w ho lefor an undertaking of
 
such nationl significance as the present survey. The committee reviewed the study design 
-thesurvey instruments in particular-and provided overall guidance to the project at several critical 
stages.
In addition to the counsel of the Technical Advisory Committee, the project called on several 
individual consultants from ie local universities for advice and guidance on specific technical 
matters. 
1.3.3 FUNDING AGENCY 
The funding for the project was secured, with the assistance of the ISI, from theNations Funds for Population Activities (UNFPA), 	 United which granted a sum covering 60 per centof the total budget of the project, outside of the regular UNFPA country allocation and prior toits approval of a grant for the W FS to T he 1SI.grant w as adm inistered in Korea by the UN FPACountry Co-ordinator under the supervision of the UNDP Resident Representative's office. Thelocal
report project manager was accountable to UNDP!Koreaa monthlyand on a quarterly 	 on basis through a financialbasis through both a financial and a technical progress report, copied 
to the ISI in the Hague. 
contribution to the project amounted to about 40 per cent of the total budgetincluding, among other items, the salaries of the senior staff and all computer costs. UNDPiKorea 
assited in buying abroad two tax free station wagons and five cassette tape recorders, and 
also permilted on several occasions substantial increases on particular budget items and/or shifts 
among them when unanticipated expenditures had to be made. 
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1.4 TIME SCHEDULE OF THE PROJECT: PROJECTED AND ACTUAL 
As a guide to planning, the project activities were identified in detail and time schedule 
projected. In the course of implementation several adjustmentsare the major survey activities with both the projected and 
had to be made. Presented below 




1. Project Preparation Jaa 1974 Approved in May 19742. Sampling 
Jan. 
-July 1974 Feb. 
-Aug. 1974 
3. Questionnaire Design and Pre-test May. 
-June 19744. Training Apr. -Aug. 1974and Field Operation Jul. -Nov. 1974 Aug. 
-Dcc. 19745. Tabulation Plan July 1974 April 1975 
6. Data Processing Oct. 






c) Machine editing 1975d) Additional age corrections 
-- Dec. 1975-Feb.of household data Jul. -Nov. 1975 1976 
e) Variable recode
f) S mple coverage check 
_ 
 Jan. 1976Mg" Sample adjustment ay. -June 1976 

Jul. -Aug. 1976
h) Tabulation of tables 
-7. Preparation of Country Report Sep. 1976-May.Apr.-Aug. 1975 1977 Aug. 1977-Nov. 1977 
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CHAPTER 2 
METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
 
2.1 THlE QUESTIONNAIRES 
Three questionnaires were used 
schedule, the individual questionnaire, and the community questionnaire. Fach of these 
in the 1974 Korean National Fe tility Surveywas modelled after the householdthe respective instrumentsWFS versions that were available as of August 1-74.To meet
sacrificingthe specific local needs and interests, however, eachbasic comparability instrument waswith all other efforts under expanded, withoutthe WFS programme either byincorporating theto WFS modules that werethe Korean available by then or by adding newsituation. questions pertinent 
2.1.1 THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE (SEE APPENDIX 1)

The household schedule in 
 Korea was used not only as a screening device to identify thesample fo7 the individual survey but also as an important source of data in its own right. It was 
o be administered in a sample of household largeat least enough to provide an adequate basis fornational if not also regional estimates of fertility andin Korea, as was noted earlier, from mortality-sorely lackingroutine sources.
 
The WFS model 
 includes the following items: a list of all household member,to head of household, by relationshipage, sex, education, and marital status of each member; and for each 
ever-married woman,
of the most the total number of children living and deceased by sex, the date of birthrecent child, its sex, and its survivorship.In addition to these questions on household membership and fertility, the Koreanincluded questions on mortality, adapted version questions from the WFS General Mortality Module,on household characteristics to and severalpermit analysis of differential fertility and mortality.Thc added mortality questions are of twothe survivorship types: (1) the Brass-type questionsof the parents of each (columns 9-14) onperson listed asfacto (i.e., slept there "last a de jure (i.e., usual residence) or denight') member of the household;any deaths it, the household during the and (2) a question (No. 35) on estimates of deaths within the past two years. The objective was to obtain reliableXast 12 months without having toassociated with such worry about boundary problemsquestias licn asked in terms of a time referenceThe 12-months estimate of exactly one year.could be obtained from the date of death asked of each such event. 
The added questions on household characteristics included:owned (No. 36), number and type of modern objects
(No. 39-40), type of living quarters and ownership status (No.37-3d8),
and farm status and size size of living quarters(No. 41-45). These, in addilion toof each household member the eduacational status(from the WFS model) and the location of the(urban, town, or sample householdsrural-for example), could be used to analyze differential fertility andmortality.
 
The Korean household schedule 
 varies from the WfS model in one other signiticant way. Inasking for the date of birtt, and age of each household member (columns 6, 7 and 8) and the 
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date of death, if appropriate, tof the most recent live birth (column 27), certain cultural faa.n 
1. In ite tirst place, dates tend to hecalendar or reported interchangeally inthe lunar (or Korean) calendar. By referring either the solar (or Western)table adapted from it, dates to an almanac, or - conversion are mutually conertihle from one calendar to another once the 
calendar used in reporti-g the dates has busn identified letnce, in 2la7nin,thedule,supplementary question: Is that solar or lunarfor the date of the event. calendar? fol!ows the earlier question that asks 
2. In the second place, age tends to be reported according to a system where-by a person is one year old at bith and gains a year on thecalculation of first of each suh.euientreported by the year of ones oirth from the t sportea year, this complicating thetis system is called, would differ from his or e. A ersons Korean ig.. as ageher exct .ge (i.e , age as of last 
r;rthay) by one to asmchiascas two fer,.foms, the question on age in coluto n 7 must befollowed in Korea by an idditionar question in column 8. 
3. The third cultural practice is one quite common in ttis part of Asia long under the influence
of pre-modern Chinese civilization: Korea, Japan, a number of cuntries Lordering China inSoutheast Asia, and of coiis China pro-l-cycle to identify any Fhe practice involvesgiven clendar year -,pecial!y the use of a 12-animalin identifying the year of birth. The fullcycle actually contains GOyears, as the 12 animalsIlcrse, Ram. Monkey, Cock, Dog, 
,kat, , "Ieer. Hare, Dragon, Snake,and Boar; ate combined lv.ih 5 elements(Wood, Fire, Earth,Metal and Water), alternating between positive and negati e. hutrefer to the ycer of birth (and age) the usual practice *. tb, just the animal yeir of birth. Thus, by asking for apersan n's Kor zmof gebirah,d thtmal )ea e c len ar 'ca of bir h c n bperson s Koreant de er m nedan age and the animali year of bir~h, the calendar year of birth call be determinedaccurately. 
2. 1.2 Tl'E INBD VIDUAI. QUESTIONNAIRE (SEE APPENDIX 21 
The individual questionnaire, whIch was adminiieted to all ever-married women undera sub-sample of hirusenold, :uhj.ct ti the household 
.:urvey, is basically an extended 
50 in 
uersion ofthe WFS Core (Nfark I) avrilable as of August 174. The Korean questionnaire,comparablc therefore,with other surveys in tire WFS progeam,.-
., ere the is Mark 1 Core has been used asa minimum, exceptAugust for minor variations1974. The mujr ;opomnents due to the revision of the model itself inof the quesionnaire are indicated by the London afteric section headings: 
Section 1 Respondent'b Background 
Section 2: Ma;ternity tlistory 
Section 3 : .Marrige Iistory 
Section 4 :Contrzceptie Kno'ledge and UseSection 5 Fertility Hias .1F 
Section 6: FamilySection 7 : Work Size ValuesIliotory ad Opportunity 
Secton 8 : Current Last) Husband's Background 
Jthe Korean qu.sationnaire extunds the Core in several respects:1) It incorporates some of ithe fatureg of the WFS Core (Mark Uf) for low fertility countries 

such as, the integrated full pregnancy hi:story (Section 2), 
 the interv.-by-interval full 
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contraceptive history (Sectio,of the more recent pregnancies5), an!and the more detailed probing with regaed to the 'waatedness'future expectations 
'Section 5). These features were by 
and large present in past fertility surveys in Korea.
 
2) The Korean questionnaire includes selected 
 items from three of the WFSrecummendedol the amq t airnincloue, te ioem an the onohe Mome
modules: the Family Nodu!e, the Abortion and the EonomcMod,ile. 
d 
The emphasis of 
accessibility of 
the faily planning questions (Q422-468) was on ascertaining the relativen-vice outlets and availability of follow-tip services, on the premise that thesefactors contribute to both acceptance andactual length of use of contraception were continuation of contraception. Questions on thenot included, however. 
The inclusion of questions adaptedTeicuino usin from tite Abortion Module wasdpe rmteAoto idl appt ipriate for Korea asa plJraefrKraa 
abortion is a widely practiced form of birth control and is known to play anin243limiting the Korean ir-.ortant roleis intended to a~certain,women's achieved fertility. In the preg;,ancy historyfor each non-fertile pregnancy, chart, questionwhether or not it was'terminatedby induced abortion. Further, for each pregnancy interval,whether there was there is a probe (Q245) as toanother abortion. 
Additional sets of questions concern knowledge and accessibility of places where abortionhcn obtained (Q469-471) ; attitude towards
of the 
be 
respondent ever resorting to 
induced abortion (Q472-473) ; and the likelihoodint the future (Q474-475). The attitude sae urecommendedin the Abortion Module was not adopted in order
manageable.priority 
to keep the length of the questionnaire
was given to seeking good estimates of the incidence ofattem pt to ascertiin the attitudinal dim ensions abortion overof this practice, which is know n to bewidespread. 
Questions dealing with the wife's work opportunity (Q722-731), tile parent's aspiration for 
children's education (Q732-734),traditio al role in the family (Q735-742)and the parent's expectation withwere adapted from the regard to children'sWFS Economic Module. Koreansociety is in , state of flux today, wit changes taking place in the role ofin the family. These women and childrenquestions supplement the questions aboutincluded in the WFS the wife's work exprience,Core, and were expected tL ." Id data significantly related to fertility 
behaviour. 
3) Te third respect
several in which the questionnairesparies fromstsquestions that were dictated by tre special he S Core is the inclusion ofinterests and circumstances peculiar toKorea's fertility situation, not covered by the Core or any of the modules. For example, Section6 includes the so-called Coombs' scales for family size and sex preferences. These and other 
additions are discussed in detail in Appendix 3. 
In addition to supplementation in content, tie Korean questionnairefrom includes a few variationsthe Core that are more pragmatic than substantial: 
a An unusual approach was adopted for recording the pregnancy history, This is presented in 
Appendix 4, 
b. As indicated for the household schedule, special questions were required toevents. obtain dlatee of 
c. Other minc: variations in the structure of questions which are too minor to discuss.
 
A 
more detailed account of deviations from the Core Questionnaire may be fcund in Appendix 3, 
9­
2.1.3 THE COMMUNITY QUESTIONNAIRE 
The community questionnaire, adapted from the WFSsupervisors in every ri, or model, was administered by thenatural village, in field 
was found, which a rural sample enumeration district (ED)120 in all. There are plans, under separate UNFPAoriginal data from secondary sources funding, to supplement theand to analyze in detail the relationship betweencharacteristics communityand individual fertility and family planning behaviour through a linkage of the 
two sources of data: the community and the individual surveys.
 
Discussion of the community 
 survey, therefore, will be reservedthe new project to run for about sixteen months for the report planned forstarting in mid-1977, 
Z.2 PRE-TEST, INSTRUCTION MANUAL AND TRANSLATJON 

The drafting and finalization 
 of the household scheduleplace from April and the individual questionnaire tookthrough July, i974. After consultations between local experts, the project staff 
and the WFS professional staff, a diaft of the qu.lstionnaire was prepared for the first pre-test. 
2.2.1 PRE-TEST 
1) The first a ne:r byand Yssurg M-un,pre-test (held rural community,on June 21-26, 1974) in Chungnam Proviice to thewas conducted in South of Seoul,Daejeon, a middle-sized city,
the capital city. 
Ten female interviewersnstructed previous of the in fertility and surveys were recruited and within the experienceuse househo!d family parningthree days. and individual questionnairesIt became forclear during the training that the pregr.ancy history and theplanning sections required fertilityfurther revisions, and co they were excluded from the pre-test, 
Two hundred interview& were completed with the full household scheduleindividual questionnaire. and the curtailedEach day meetings were held tosequence, detect problems of wording, questionfoimat, timing comprehensibility,training sessions to supplement the 3-day acceptability,fr.ral training theetc.interviewers receivedThese meetings prior to thepre-test and also wereto ex'periment with the used asrevisions called foc" in the questionnaire design. 

Maps-1,,'ctotypes 
 to be used in the main survey--"ere providedfor the purpose by the Bureau of Statisticsof identifying boundaries of census erumeration district., in which pre-testinterviews were assigned. The senior staff testedar.J suifficient these maps for unambiguous boundary linesnumberinadequate, of identifiableand this information landmarkswas conveyed A number ofto the Bureau themStatistics soo werethatfoundthey couldimprove their mapping operation for the to bemain survey, 

The first pre-test version 
 of the individual questionnaire,pregnancy even with,.ut the sections onhistory and
minutes to fertility planning,administer. Questions was foundon migration, attitudeto itemsitems from the WFS Abortion Module), induced more than 
be tooonlong, requiringabortion (the scale
several 60questions on the cost of contrazeptive supplies, 
3 0 
questions on kinship involvement, among others, were removed or reduced in an attemptshorten the instrument to to a more manageable length.Some of the questions relating to parental expectation with regard to children, adapted fromthe Economic Module, were difficult to conveyinterviewers, because 
not only to the respondents but even to thef the questions' impersonal reference to parents inreworded, as they are now general. They werein the final version, to refer to the respondents' own expectations.
The Coombs' scales, introduced experimentally, were found to be usable. The interviewers 
could be taught how to administer the questions, and theythe respondents. Their responses appeared were understood and accepted byreasonable. 
Respondents found it hard to recall dates of separations from their husbands. The pre-testsuggested the advisability of keying periods of separation to pregnancy intervals and the useof a chart like the one developed for the main survey. 
The questions enwife's relativ s,and extended family relationships didcausing considerable confusion in not differentiate betweenrelatives to include. The the respondents' minds as, 
husband's pre-:est suggested the advisability to which parents of restricting the questions to theand d.stinguishing between the respondent's own parents and her in-laws. 
recommendedThere werebyother problems; WFS Core for example,were the questions aboutfound cumbersome, contraceptive methodsand divorces wereabout their ex-husbands. reluctantMost of these to talkwere handled as problems of interviewing technique 
and dealt with in the training sessions. 
2) The second pre-tast, held on July 2-7, 1974, was conducted in Chuncheon, another middle-sized 
city, and ofitoulvalle toateteatChunscong-gun its rural hinterland area, in Gangweon Province, in a mountain
valley to the east of Seoul. 
Five of the interviewers from the first pre-test, chosen
continued availability, were 
for their demonstrated ability andjoined by five female researchthe revised staff members KIFPthe hopseholdserve as interviewing team for the ot the tosch dule and second pre-testthe individual The team was instructed in the usequestionnaire, of
complete with both thepregnancy history and the fertility planni:r, sections, in a one-day sessiontraining continued in Seoul. Furtherin the field following the completion of at least one interview each. 
Two hundred and fifty interviews were completed. As before, daily feed-uack sessionsconducted werein to learn of problems and to discuss ways to meet then.question wording and skip instructions, Ex-ept for minor revisii asthe instruments were judged to be workablewere also of manageable andlegth. The household schedules averaged about 15-20administer, minutes toand the individual questionnaires-with all sections included-took about 60 minutes 
on the average. 
Both the pregnancy history chart (descrii--d in detail in Appendix 4) and the skip instructionsof the section on fertility planning worked smoothly. The pre-test experience with the 
latter sction suggested the advisabilityWFS Core Ito furthe, reduce of adopting the colour schemethe apparent complexity of recommeded in thethis section. 
This pre-test mobilized all those who were to serve
and was used as a means to familiarize them with 
as senior supervisors 
both the survey 
in the nan survey 
instruments and field 
conditions. 
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Oa persistent eld problem that was revealedobtaining duringprivacy the pretestsfor the individual interview was the difficulty ofIn the training sessions !or the main survey,this problem was given specialoftention and the interviewers were iflt uctedeffort before the to make everystart of the intcrveieaw to get others to leave. 
2.2.2 INSTRUCTIONComprehensive, MANUALSdetailed instructionsquestionnaire in the use of the householdwere prepared. Given schedule and thethe relative individualcomplexity of the survey instruments, 
instructions were prepaijed, question 
the 
-in a manner by question, in great detail, statingconsistent the question objectivesillustrating withthe use of the WFS objectives,many charts where commonand skip instructions questionsincluded in thesewereinstruments.These instructions were involved-andbound together inand used in training as loose leaf form (to permite e as a reference easy replacementfor the orinterviewers in the field. 
All the questionnaires and the supporting documents Were drafted in English. The translation 
into Kuirean was done by several seniorTranslations staff from the cooperatingwere checked agencies:for accuracy BOS.by every translator checking and KIFF In the each other'scase of the household work.schedule and the individual questionnaire, a further independent 
check was done by back-translation. Theretranslators, were no majorthough numerous mistrans!ations to produce a refinements - some by the originalKorean version extremelyinstances, as faithful subtle-
was the to the English original were required in themutually agreed -s possible. effortEnglish wordings In athat these wasere handful ofnochangedway to slightlyrender tointo Korean thereflect the exact English original.Korean wordings when it 
2.3 THE SAMPLE 
2.3.1 SAMPLE SIZV, 
obtainOne of the basic aimsreliabe estimate  ofof 
the i974 Korean National Fertility Survey,
vital rates-fertility, in particular. as noted earlier, was to 
Figures based on simple random20,000 households sampling indicated that a samplebirth rate, and was needed to size of at least 15,000 towithin 10 obtain precisionsper cent for estimating within 5 per centthe age specific for estimatingfertility rates. the crude 
on too large a sample lest the non-samplingThe ompexiyuesionaj~o th indvidalhowver prcluederror excee  the sampling error. Ilence, itto he otio ofourusig~theuse, the simpler households was decidedschedule, with its fertility questions, on a large a sample as the
-
a) See 
-ppondix 1 Sanot -----Size Required for Korean Nationalin "GenT,1i Fertilit SFczte,e, 
,t r eredSisnphagg poceurelo 11.',,,1d kri.I-lyon In ~ fr~'Is,th7e) "e ul: yChos), journal of ion FertilityKoreaSurvey , 197 (edit.ed byFainily Planning (pr Lhn08 itedApi). P. 8. stadie.~ Seoul:kov~Korea ti. by gbnprkm n n for Fa park), 
project could bear without adversely affecting the quality ofof the more complex the operationindividual questionnaire and restrict the useon a much smaller subsample of the former. Thethanlatter incould tolerate a substantiallyproviding smaller sample, as its main aim woulduse in studying estimates be to provide data ofthe correlates and patternsof current of fertility and family planning behaviourrates. ratherOn the advice of both the local consultant and the WFS professional staff, it was concludedthat samples of about 18.000 for tie householdwould 
probability 
sample,Korean National Fertility Survey 
survey meet the objectives, 
capacities of the executing agencies. 
and survey and awuoutwould be within 5, 0g for the individualmanageable limits of the survey 
2.3.2 SAMPLE DESIGN 
T'he sample design for the 197.1 
nationally representative, 
aimed for a(ED's) using basically self-weighting,were a two-stage design for thesurvey asconstitutingwith a used the primarythefurtherultimatesampling sampling units householdexpenditure. stage for (PSU's), withand the individualcensus By this definition, survey. Censusand 
sampling units. The definitionpersons hous holds enumerationapplied in of a household, in districtssharing living quarters couldas usedthe selected PSU'sthis survey, is a group of 
belongin theo a populationdifferent 
persons who sharehousehold bothif they happened living
designed not to share expenditure. quartersto obtain about The first18,000 households for the 
two stages of selection washousehold survey,was defined in terms of women under 50 
and the third stage wasyears oid who had ever been married. 
2.3.3 SAMPLING FRAME
 
The list of census enumeration districts ,ED's), available on the computer at the Bureau ofStatistics,the averagewith the countssize of of households andCensus, served the ED's population fromas the samplingwas about the 1970 Populationhouseholds,frame. T.is80 was a convenient frame on at least 
and Housinga useful size of unitview of both sampling and from two counts: (1)field work efficiency, and (2) each the points ofED had an accompanying map
prepared in 1970, whichthe resulting could 
The "effective* 
be easily updated.
institutional frame coveredpopulation mot inaccessibleand the about 97. 6 islands were excluded from the frame;per cent of the total population 
and nearly all(99.87) of the ever-married women under 50 years of age." 
2.3.4 
SAMPLING FRACTION OF HOUSEHOLDS
 
population duringThe basic sampling fraction1970-74, for thesampling fractiona study was determinedusing as follows; given17.000 thehouseholds growth ofas the numerator 






7) The 75.771 ED's included in effective frame contained,households i-nd 8lan.2n8 the according theto 1970 Census,about 5,000.000 ever-married 5.846.288 women under age 50. 
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2.3.5 FIRST STAGE: SAMPLING OF ED'sseach ectoiro~Conveniently, allbythe EDs unt-rmtelrettitrative h samllestwere listed separately for the urban and units, all in geographicalthe rural sectors and within 
sequence that an urban-ruralso and anas it 	 implicit geographicalwas filed. There 	 stratificationwas no attempt to stratify the 	
was built into the list
split in population 	 ED's any further, ince thedistribution 	 urban-ruralwas about 
.10-60 andof selection to the 	 existing list a systematic application ofwould have produced 	 an intervalpopulation 	 a sampleof the entire nation 	 of ED's spread evenlywithout necessarily 	 raising over thetravel costs,of a more clustered 	 sample as conpared todesign. (In retrospect. 	 the costs not justify 	 the field cost for thisthe sampling eflic,ency 	 project probably didother fertility surveys, conducted gained.recently inThis viewKorea, canusing stratified, areabe tested later bysampling designs.)comparison 
with 
ofThe distribution of householdsthe ED's contained in thecontained 50 EDi's around the120 or more. To tokeepJ20 households, mearn of 801was as follows:the assignments6 pin 	 the 90 per centr cent containedsample places fairly uniform,with neighbouring 	 less than 50 a 'combine 
and split* 
ED's so that together they woul. contain at 
and 4 per centoperation was introduced 	 least 50 householdsthose ED's 	 and thoseED's that contained 120 	
with less than 50 houeltolds were combinedorwere 'split' by more households-eitherthe assignment of measures of size originallyas(M) follows:or after reconstitutionNumber of households 	 by combining







These procedures 	 produced 
95 
76. 061 measur,srural sectors) 	 of size (32, 748 infrom tle 75, 811 original ED's 	 the urban and 43,313 in tireThe ED's were 	 (32, 50 in the urbanselected by systematic sampfing 
and 43, 251 in the rural sectors).
with a random start from the list of measuresof size, so that each ED was 
-elected wi~h probability proportional to its measure of size. Twointervals of selection were chosen, I171 for the urban sector 	 and I'342 for the rural sector.Thus the probability 	 of selection was twice as large for the urban ED's asTite :in 	 for the rural ED's.was to get a greater prcad of the ultimate sample of householdswtere ED's 	 in the urban sector,tcl to be physically samller butsector. In order to 	 mai nttaina more densely populated than theself-weighting model 	 ED'sthis difference is in the ruralcorrected in the secondstage of selection, 

The systematic 
 selection from the rural secter yielded 127 ED's. Thus,selection of the ith 	 rural E D was: thc probability of 
217,, 






2.3.6 MAPPING AND LISTINGPlanning were trainedThirty staff membersand sent, Oversa tWo-monthfrom 	 periodthe Bureau (July and August),of Statistics and the to each of the 319Korean Institute for Family
sample ED's to update the maps originally preparedrevised on the basis of changes that may 
in 1970. The boundaries were checked andhave occurredstructures, 	 since thetopographical 	 1971 Censusfeatures, 	 and landmarksetc- confirmed 	 -BOS checked each 	 or added as needed.map upon completion, 	 The technical staff of theclarifications. There 	 sending it back, if necessary,was no relisting of 	 for any correctionsthe households 	 ortime before 	 at this stage becausethe actual field work 	 of the shortage ofplanned for the last quarter of the year.
Listing of the householdsstarting in late September, was carried out1974, in each sample EDby each team of interviewers at the time of the actual survey,supervised by their respective 
field supervisors. The sequen,;e of activites 4 ectamonEDtatiwsasflw:1) The ED was located and its exact boundary identified, with ;he useimmediately referred 	 of the updated mapas guide but revising backit to the technical staff offurther as needed. l'ie BOS for quick resolution.The more difficult 	 problems in this effort were 
2) All the living quarters 	 (LQ's) within the ED boundary were listed and serial numbers
assigned to them in some geographical order by the field supervisor.3) The supervisor assigned the LQ's to the interviewers, who visited them to list the households 
occupying them. Each household was assigned a 
of the name 
number within each LQ, the listing consistingmembers who of the head of theusual resident household, 
the night before. of household 
were 	 there its address,and/cr "slept there' and the number 

4) The supervisor consolidated the household 
 listings prepared by theindicating 	 interviewers into a masterthe size of each household as follows:isti the sing he households bylQ'sa 
NO 'HN 
e h be 
LQ 
1 N 2. f s 4.NO.e I .... 



















for the ith rural ED, and probability of selectionforthr l ,2, aduring 
forru altheED's). Hence theith urba  ED. (Note thatoverall probabilityfor mostof selecting a ruralED's Mi=l, correspondinghousehold wasto a complete take of 
,.g-
....1121, 1 127 1271 127 1127 -_I-_ 
and the overall probability of selecting as urban household was 
.. .12___6fractions 
1'1, 11', 3746 -31'g., ­ 3 - 7-48n 
an overall sampling fraction slightly higher than that suggested in sub-section 2.3.4 above, 
2.3.8 THIRD STAGE: SELECTION OF INDIVIDUALS 

A subsample of 
 6,00o households was expected to yield the
women 
 desired numberfor the individual survey. of 5,000 eligibleThis was based on an expected 95estimated from similar sr'eys per cent response rate,in Korea, and an average of 0.876estimated fromt the 1,0 cernsus. Thus, eligible women per household, 
6, 000X0. 95x0. 8765000. 
of households,Hence the subsamplingwith fractionthe expe ationforof theobtainiugi dividual survey(18, 000x 1/,3=6,000)was set athouseholds,(h,=I13) ofin which everyeligible woman would be the samplesystematic sampling with subject to the individual survey. Again the sub sample was selecteda random start, bywith interval 1=3. 
2..9 DETAILS OF SAMPLING IMPLEMENTATION 
Each interviewer was assigned a set of households to be visited eitheralone or for both the household for the household surveyand the individual surveys. Thewith any responsible adult household survey was takenmember of the given household. Up to atbout three callback- weremade during the team's stay in the ED if no responsible adults cotuld be contacted on earlier 
visits. 
if in a given LQ, a ncn-listed household was found 
- eithernew household because it was originally missed or ahad moved in or been formed in the brief interim since the listing, that householdwas subject to the household survey along with the orginal household that was listed. If ahousehouldan had moved outED where all householdsby this time, the housei'oldwere subj ct ittowas not foll wedsurveysize of 1) and to its (anewrural ED withof it address - unlessa itmeasurehad moved to another address within was inthe El). These rules permitted theinclusion in the sample of newly formed and newly moved-in households. (Those moving outa c hanthec e o f be ing inc lud ed hadgiven brevity cf the at between listing andca ses, how e ve r, intervAthe ir destin ainitialtion s.) Su c h interviewing.c o uld not b efor most ED's and The i terval nume rous,was a daytwo to three days only in the most unusual instances. 
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was administered immediately following the householdIn the subsample surveyof households subject to the individual to every eligiblesurvey, the ind vidual questionnairewoman, if any, 
who happened
earlier visits. to have slept there" the night before. Up to aboutthe team's in ED ifTherestaywas notheattempt madeany of th three calbacks were madef eligibleto follow-up a women couldwoman not be interviewed onwho left the ED after the first 
vilsit to the household. 
If a newly formed or newly moved-in household or a previously missed household was found 
in a LQ where a household wasindividual surveys subject to the individual survey, both the(assuming presence household and theof eligible women) were taken.In 5 ED's, where there were many more households than anticipated, varying subsampling 
were employed to reduce theone ED, and as much as 1/4 in one work load to manageableED where several limits:ea r a apartment buildings had been constructedb oo m in g in d ustria l s ite 1/2 in two ED's, 3/5 inT h e redu c tio n s in th e sa m ple " tak e " in th ese E D 's w ere ma d e byeither increasing the intervalof selection of selection or subselectingthan originaily called for. segments and -,ppiyir.,-longerThe interviews obtained from intervalsthese ED's were weightedback up bl. auplication as needed in the final data files. 
2.3.10 THE RESULTS OF SAMPLING IMPLEMENTATION 
The application in the field of the foregoing procedures yieldedhouseholds for samples of 21,248the households and the and 6,849individual surveys, respectively.completed in 20,932 or 95.6 Household schedules wereper cent, of !he total household sample.subject potentially to the Of the 6,849 householdsindividual survey, 5,271 households, or 77.0 per cent, were known tocontain at least one eligible woman. In fact, 5,724 eligible women were identified in the 5,271households and 5,4.17 (.94.6%') of them successfully interviewed. 
HouseholdSampleOutcome Individual SapeNu er pee iua peAll Cases 21,24a 100.0 5724 
 e. 






Not at home 






a' Includes ".io competent respondent," "respondent 
51 1.i 6( 17.2) 
was ill,- 9- .6 2.0)
 
The larger than expected 
 "take" of households for the household :urvey and the relativelyfewer eligible respondents for the individual survey suggest that the
families "nuclearization"
has progressed of theat a fairly rapid pace in recent years- the consequence beiag moreindependent households but fewer members in eacb, 
The response rates for the household survey and the individual surveyseen in the summary below of were high, as can behow the samples were disposed: About 95 per cent of b ith the 
8) Thhouseholdsecom pduringris o~197dtce75 wasn u e f 1 7 n2.5 per cent, substantially9 5 c nimahigreater thanr the growth ofn . t e i c e s n t e n m e1.75?,) the total populationana the average household size declined from about 5.0 in 1970 to about 4.8 in 1975 
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househldthovis alf aapntrhct a ialivofuoltsamplesrel~liVidual smples ieldelyielded coTo lesel interviewscopleted interviews owes onlymalhandro lwhish
th i n h ilf wth only a handfulinterviews M c !.n u) ofa couldp - (lessni, ba o obtainedsitrig at r_a i~ls . Tn 2were due s oillprimirilypinformant iu 'he case torc zdifhiultiess vi ; 2,s o fin slocatingim p ksi afro mof the household responsiblew hichsurvey
woman) and the appropriate respondentin the case of the individual survey (i.e., eligible 
subsequent review of the ield wfollowing 
implementation;1) qn e wf ee wk vl t fl i mo r s ip eaever 
2) DIctlistin ofg household (9ts7 cases) 

2) Dulicae listingo hserrosin te
3) A series of m inor errors ca) osuperiorin the application of intervals; 
(b) Use of a wrong randcm start f s o 
(c)Misapplication of t2le
interval of selection 

All erroneously selected house. toldsand duplicates were removed, and suitable adjustments 
made to the data files. 
2.4 TIlE ORGANIZATION AND EXECUTION OF TIlE FIELD WORK 

The Korean Institute for 
 Family Pl.:isn';g (KIFF) was charged with the responsibilityrecruiting and training ofthe fieldstaff ant .ctually m ountingthe various tasks the survey in the field. To facilitateduring this important phaseup at the KIFP from of the project,August through December the survey headquarters197.1. were set 




executing agencies for this survey hod to beor other institutions or by recruited either by seondientopen advertisement. from theThree levels of ticld twopersonnel
were required; field supervisors, tild editors, anid interviesr.FIELD SUPERVISORS 
in early August 1974. 22 persons were recruited to serveseconded from the BOS, three from as fieldsupervisors Seven werethe KIFP, and the remainderother outside agencies. Supported by the pre-test 
from the local universities ani 
expcrience, tradition 
recruiting was broker by deliberately5 females to serve as field supervisors,jr o Mus s heretofore customarilyMost r ec hjob. recruitsr i s s pe xrperie ncea regardedhad Supervisoryy experience as a maled p o e
and proven e d r h p q aii s a dleadership ualities and m n amany had 
FIELD EDITORS AND INTERVIEWERS 

The 
 primary recruitment sources for the field editors and interview :rs were advertisements 
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in a Seoul nevspaper. Given the cultural and linguistic homogeneity of the 
in t 
Korean population,
r v ew u l bes ui theSoi e i s could h  recr ted centr:dlypa e r uin a ingSeuc t Seoulnd Femalesl.o applicants over 22 yearsth oldhigh school education were o e e t f ~ e nwithp pat~tsought. Marital leastostatus was not specified.to take a written All applicantsexamination were requiredwhich tested their general intelligence, general knowledge aboutsurveys and ability to write legibly. They were interviewedtheir verbal skills, by a selectionpoise. anpearance, grooming, committee to evaluateand suitability foran extended period of team work and travelime.
 




u n duringa i e training.n t e f l Characteristics of the field supervisors, 









Total35 and oer 4 4t 35























2.4.2 TRAINING OF FIELD PERSONNEL 
The training programsupervisors' was implemrnted intraining (7 days), threesessions of the field and interviewers' stages: trainers' trainingsupervisois and training (18 days). (3 days), fieldthe interviewers are The c;ricula for the trainingreproduced inadded Appendix 6.thal the It should beield supervisors participatedthe sessions provided solely in tle interviewer',%training sessions
Survey instruments and 
for them. The trainer's instruction consisted of as well
the field a review ofastheinproedures to be used for this survey. Each trainer's assignments

were tixed and clarified also at this time. 
and the Interviewer'sThe ba.ic documents used inthe trainingManual for the were the Supervisor's Manualfield supervsiors, for the field supervisorsthe field editors,The tables of contents and the interviewers.
modelled of these manuals arethe after the corresponding reprouced inspecific survey Appendix 5.WFS documents They wereprocedures 
-sampling, but supPler.,ented bothin particular 
-and with materialsinstruments adopted needed forfor tile Korean 
National Fertility Survey. 
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Tape recorders and video tapes were used as training aids. The tape recorders were used to 
record practice interviews, which were played boick for instructioinal parpses The sideo tapeswere used to demonstrate the setting of ansections of the actual interview and theie'lividual questionnaire. uleof the more complicated 
Other training aids included the use of "Idown.up versi,ns of several of the charts fromindividual questionnaire the serve and the recruitment ofas "live' practice respondents. married w,,mcen from the local commun. ,- to 
The interviewer had four days of practice in the tied during the trinterviews were rt % ioing period The completedit:sef and discussed in detail alterint-rviews each fieldwere t.iken by e.ach trainee. tra i c \t Al 8 practiceThe last t'o dasampling It pravti( ini-luded II) listingas well as administering the andhousehold sciedules Lnd The 'dividual qu etionnaires. 
One shorltcoming was the very little time devote- to field diitin Fri edurespractice m editing. Possibly another arid Supervisedthree days of intensive traininkfie!d editors specifically on tor the superioors andediting proced,:re. would the in have b een beneficial. A little moreEl) listing and subsampling procedures practiceuld also have reduced diffiCtulties encountered later
by the office staff in correcting the error, in implementid;on crmmitted by the tield staff.errors were minor, Theas caii be judged from the review of the sampling procedures, but they could 
2.4.3 FIELD WORK AND SUPERVISION" 
The :o-called 'tearm approah recommended by WFS w.:; adopled in organizing the field work,as in all previcus major fertili t, surve.sorganization is sho en in Figure in Korea. A diagratrrnatic view. of tile field work 
Twenty-one teams were organized
supervisor, with each team having the fol!o,I field editor, ing composition:and 5-6 intervieweers. Iinto which the The teams ;ke assignr!edwhole country was divided for operational and to ine of three conuessuperv,,orv etliiency:Zone A. Eastern and South Central Pros ines; (Gangwric, Chungbug a:.d iyunigl.ug 
Zone B. Southcrn and South Western Provinces; Jeonnam, 
.eotilci GvungIiam.Zone C. Wes, Central Provinces; Chungnam, and JejuGvunggi, and Seoul Special City 
A roving supervisor was assigned to each zone, toserving as a "trouble-shooter" circulate continuoulvand maintaitig qualit, among the teamscontrol. le ield Direictiir and one senior 

officer served 
as central supervisors, stationed at the field headquartersfrequently to monitor the field in Seoul but travellingwork. 
One of the KIFP officers intiially recruited 5arid trainedserve as the central liaison otficer, as a field iiPivi-or wa: assigned to.tationedin Seoul to receive calls and inquiriesThe sampling from the field.expert from the lOSwasnecessary, he on call r atnytoo travelled rieldto the fiel todal i more problemsrelat.diditficul problems. to samplitg If 
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them before-hand. The element of surprise could be expected to improve quality control. 
responsibilitiesThe day-to.daywere numerous:.supervisi n of the field work was carried out by the field supervisors. Their 









 the listing operatio,
-- Select the households for both the household and the individal surveys,

-Assign the hoiseholds to 
the interviewers; 
-Scrutinize the completed interviews;
-Check tfte sample
-Assist the addresses, including spot-checks;
field editor in editing, 
as needed;
-Assign reinterviews 




needed; the central headquarters, calling for central staff assistance as 
NhMaintaiin the team morale;
-Administer the Community survey in the rural places. 
The following control sheets Were prepared by each field supervisor: 
-Summary of Household Survey Interviewing Activities
-Summary of Individual Survey ltterviewing Activities
 
-- Summ..ry Report by El)
 
-Daily Summary Report of Events from Completed Interview3
-Household Listing Sheet 
-Sample Selection Sheet 
The field editors, often assisted by their supervisors, edited all interviews completed by theirrespective team interviewers at the end of each day, whenever possible. Supported by their 
supervisors, they held feed-back sessions with the interviewers to correct any errors in interviewing
and recording. Some return visits werc requested if the errors were difficult to resolve. Theysometimes took the more difficult interviews if the regular interviewers failed in their efforts.They were instructed to rcinterview some of the cases as a quality control measure, but fewactually lid so. 
The roving supervisrrs carried with them cassette tape recorders for evaluation purposes, buttheir use was limited by tht lack of experience and training in their use. 
The plan to do systematic office editing throughout the field work failded to materialize due toshortage of personnel at the headquarters. The Field Director and WFS consuZLant, did someinitial office editing which brought out the more common errors of execution being committedby the interviewers and field editors. However the Field Director ard his senior assistantcalled into the field for supervision so frequently 
were 
that they had tittle time to do mucn else at 
headquarters. These staffs were more useful as trouble-shooters than as nuality control agents, 
FIGURE 5. QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM: INTERVIEWING TO OFFICE EDITING 
" ...Quick .... ... il 
feedbackStf 
Play Tape recording . in eriea
b ek 







Quick scrutiny ERRORbefore leaCorect [Correct by
by interviewer by self [ ne before leaving 
. b___-_____J
-Theroi rere e._ 
ESpOR Spot check or Scrutiny by
........... reinterview by E RROR I Correct C t by




 fied dit I30-39 
ERROR 
. Spot check by
.................... central or .... ... .. 
 .__...__i roving Detailed editing ERRutR C ,rrect Correct by




jSeid to headquarters 
. . . ............
........
....
ERROR Office edi ing 
..RR Corect inOffice CorrectField is 
Questionnaire............. 

ready for furtherprocessing . 
... Routinely imople-sented 
............ 
 Planned but infrequent or not implemented 
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although in the process of trouble-shooting many errors were detcted and corrected. Highlevel supervision of systematic quality control and more explicit plans for office editing are
recommended for future surveys.
 
The quality control system originally planned for the 
 Korean survey is diagrammed in Figure5. Those a,-tDities that were weak, If not virtually absent, are shown in boxes or arrows with 
broken lines. 
2.4.4 CASE LOAD AND LENGTH OF INTERVIEWS 
The 109 interviewers comple!ed approximately 20,327 household schedules and 5,2G5 individualquestionnaires over a 75 day period from September 16 to December 5, 1974.was The average loadthus 16.5 household schedules and 48.3 individual questionnaires for the entire period for 
each interviewer, and 2.5 household schedules and 0.6 individual questionnaires per day perintervieer. These grossly underestimate the actual work efficiency of the teams in that at leastone day a week was a day of rest and travel time between sample ED's varied considerably.Besides, field conditions faced by the teams and individual interviewers varied considerably. Inthe absence of more detailed documentiior, however, the above gross averages must suffice. 









minte o 102 schedules 10010% 
Mean:11.5 1 . minutesi u e
 
individual questionnaires took substantially longer. The distribution was as follows: 
- Number of minutes
 







70-79 minutesi t  1711 
80-89 minutes 5 




Mean: 59. 5 minutes
 
Median: 
 56.4 miunter 
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2.5 MANUAL EDITING, CODING AND KEY-PUNCIIING 
As the completed interviews and contro! sheets were received at the headquarters from theteams scattered throughout the country. the central supervisors, the liaison officer, and tle
sampling expert-assisted by several clerks-scrutinized tie iiaerviews and the sample selection
sheets to uncover quickly any major errors of execution so that co;rective measuresinstituted while the teams 	 could bewere still in the field.few weeks of the 	 This was done car ;t,ulfield period, but the heavy demand in the at ayleast during the firstfield made it difficult for the centralstaff to continue this activity throughout the entire field period The bulk of the checking, 
therefore, took place only after the fieldhad to 	 work vas completedbe resolved by return to 	 Several problems discoveredthe field b the central staff several months thenafter the fieldperiod.0going 
p e ri od .10 
allThe clerks checked the completed interviews against the controlcould be accounted 	 sheets to make surefor and then filed by binding the household sechdules thatand the individualquestionnaires separately by ED units. In this way, the FD-by-ED progress of the field work
could be recorded and the completed interviews themselves made easily accessible for laterprocessing. 
2.5.1 PREPARATION OF THE CODES 
The codes were prepared in consultation with the WFS professional staff to ensure that 
international comparability would be maintained and that variables 	 needed for the standardtable of the Country Report would be derived. Four card types were prepared for the household 
schedule and 15 for the individual questionnaire. The basic principle followed thein constructionof the codes was to code the data in their raw forms and use recode programs on the computer 
to bring them tcgethe,"as needed for tabulation. The aim was to maximizedata for further analysis beyond the First Country 	 the utility of theReport. Later, however, in order to facilitatethe production of the tables required for the First Country Report, 
 soti e manual recoding
(e.g., the Pattern of Contraceptive Use) was added to the original coding 
 scheme. 
2.5.2 MANUAL EDIT;NG AND CODING 
Thirty-five of the regular coders at the BOS were mobilized to edit and code the 20,000 or sohouseiold schedules. In addition, 20 coders were recruited from among the interviewersproce. s the 5,000 or so individual questionnaires. 	 to The regular coding supervisor at the BOSsupervised the former, and the liaison officer during the field work was assigned to serve as 
supervisor of the 2U 	 individual survey coders.
 
The editing 
 and coding was done in stagcs: manual editing, solar data conversion, specialcoding of the more difficui" codes, and producing coding. 
The editing consisted basically of checking to see that all skip 	 instructions were properlyfollowed and that every question appropriate to a case wa.s asked or accounted for. Also datesgiven in lunar form 	were converted to the solar calender using the solar date conversion chartprepared by the KIFP. All dates-after conversion to the solar calendar-were checked forc¢nsistency between events: the woman's birth date, her date of mariage, and her children's birth 
dates, for example In a small number of cases whe:e months were missing, one of four seasons 
uasrandom assigned
, and the middle month of th, season imputed. For missing days, 15 was 
The individual Questionnaires were systematically checked for consistency between responses inSection 2 (Maternity 
(Fertility Planning). 	
History), Section 4 (Contracepjiv, knowledge and Practice), and Section 5All editing activities, including the solar date conversion, were verified bythe coders checking each other's work. 
The more difficult codes uch as occupation and penended questions wereof coders efore 	 done by a specialteam producing coding and checked independently on a 100 per cent basis. 
Ilpon completion of the manual edit and special coding, ,l coders went into production coding,through each interview card type by card type. The original coding was verified on a 
0 pe r c e n t basis. 
The supervisors checked the completed production coding sheets to ensure that all ED's and
all cases in a given ED beenhad included. 
The coding sheets were then key punched, followed by 100 per cent verification of the punchedcards on the verifier. Finally, card imagesthe were transferred onto magnetic tape for further 
processing. 
2.6 PREPARATION OF CLEAN TAPES, RECODING AND TABULATION 
Before te tapes culd be ed for tabulation, they 
efrthtascol esdfo tbutin thywereadjustment to correct 	 subject to further editi .g andfor eriors or departures from the original sample design during field 
implementation.

Computer editing consisted of 
 range checks for illegal codes, consistency checks between

ccdes, arithmetic checks of calcul.itions such as artd
exact age, interval checks for overlapping
events in the birtt and marriage history. The CONCOR computer edit package recommended byWFS was ot available for use in Korea, and the computer editing involved considerable
 
assistance from the WFS 
 London staff. The programming of edit specifications proved troublesome 
and cxtremely time consuming, and delayed the progress of the project by at least 5 months. 
Separate tapes, or tiles, of the computer edited household and individual ques'ionaire data wereadjusted for a small 	 number of large El)' where a smaller sampling flaci,,n was employed.The relevant data were weighted to the original sampling rate by duplication. The files werealso checked for completeness and consistency between the household and individual data. 
Finally a recode tape and a tape of marginal frequenciesprepared. The recode tape provided input for the COCENTS 
to check the tabulations weretabulation program, which wasadapted to vroduce 	 the standard tables for this report. Special programs were prepared by


















































































































































































































































































































































FIGURE 6. AGE.SEX COMPOSITION FOR THE SURVEY COMPARED TO THE EARLIER 
POPULATION CENS'US-
Male 
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Toe ags-ssx distribution f.om the 1974 household survey sample appears to represent closelytlb- national population from which it was drawn (with on3 exception in the agesas noted). The index of dissimilarity 22-24 for males,betwoon the two distributions is quite low: 4.4 for males
and 2.9 for females. The quality of age-reporting too appears to be good. This is seen graphicallyin Figure 7, where the age-sex structure from the 1974 survey is shown by single years. Whilethere are some irregularities, the Myer's index, which measures the degree of digital preference
in age-reporting(.5). 10 and can range in value from 0 to 180, is ow for both males (5.1) and females 
TABLE 1. AGE AND SEX COMPOSITION OF THiE !971 IIOUSEIIOLD SURVEY POPULATION 

COMPARED TO POPULATION CENSUSES OF 1966 AND 1970 

Male Female Sex Ratio 

Age 1966 19", 
 1974 176V' 1970
Census Census 1974 1966 1970
KNFS Census Census KNFS Census 1974
Census KNFS 
0-4 15.8 14.I 4.4 14.9 3.0 13. 07;.2 106.86 6. 
5-9 16.3 14.9 13.o 15.3 ;3.9 i.1 I7.e 07..10-14 !2.7 14.4 :4.0 :2. C 5 .613.5 11.9 207.2 107.3 106.2 
i5-IS 9.5 i0.0 1.0 5.0 9.7 10.6 1S.9 1.6a 04. a20-24 8.2 8.2 5.6 7.6 7.8 7.8 109.9 106. 1 70.225-29 7.6 6.9 7.1 
 7.8 7.1 7.5 96.9 99.0 93.03G-54 6.7 7.0 7. 0 6.8 6.9 6.3 99.2 102.2 112.3 
J5-39 5.0 5.8 6.6 5.7 6.0 .2 89.7 97.4 104.1
40-44 4.5 4.4 5. i 4.7 4.9 5.2 95.9 59.7 96.3 
45-49 3.8 4.0 3. 3.350-54 3.2 3.2 3.4 3.3 4.2 4.2 1oo.6 9 . 9 9T.7
3.3 0.8 96.6 97. 668.3 
55-59 2.5 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.9 2.8 91.3 91.2 91.2 
60-64 1.7 1.9 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.3 81.9 b-. 3 79.765-69 1.2 1.1 1.4 1.8 1.6 1.9 71.8 71.6 71.6 
70-74 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.1 1.2 1.2 64.7 17. !7.575-79 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.6 56.9 53.2 51.8 

80 ,- .2 O.4 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.6 52. 
.45 9 ..
Unknown - - I - - ­ - - -
All ages 100.0 i10.0 10.-
 100.0 100.0 105.0 101.4 10.a 100.0 

Index 
 of dissimilarity' 
(1970 V. :974) 2.9 

Index of dissimilarity.1!2 te sun of absolute differences betw-n the percentages in each age group 
for197Gand 1974 

The calculated value represents the number of percentage points that must be shifted 'etween the twodistributions to make them equal. lience, the lower the value :he more similar the distributions under
comparison. 

Source: 1) 1966 Population Census 
 Report of Korea, 12-1 Wh .le Country, Bureau of Statistics, EconomicPlanning Board, Seoul, May 1969. 

2) 1970 Population and Housing Census Report, Vol. 1. Whole 
 Country, Bureau of Statistics,
Economic Planning Board, S-oul, November, 1973.) 1974 ATNFS, H11S Table 11.1 
0 For a description of the Myer's index and some values obtained from actual observations in several
countries, see "Mfethods of Appraisal of Quality of Ba'ic Data for Population Etirnatg,"Manuals on Methodsof Estimating Population. Manual I1. ST/SOA,'Series A, Population Studies, Ns 23, United Nations, 1955,
 pp. -!1-42. 
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3.2.3 POPULATION DISTRIBUTION By SIZE OF COMMUNITY 




 Population size 
Seoul City 
.0ooqPuan SpecialSpecial City 50.000 or more 6, WO, 000 +Other Large City 2, 000 o00 r+ 
Medium City 500.000 or more 




Town Less than 50, toa 
Vilae20, 000-49, Q99Village 
Less than 20,000 
The 1974 s'Yvey was based eon a self-weighting probability sample of all the households 
found in these COmmunities throughout the Republic except for a few special places. Thus,ifthe sample design was properly implemonted, the distribution in these types of communities ofthe population enumerated in the survey should be similar to the distribution of the totalpopulation. A comparison of the 1974 survey and the preliminary counls from the 1975 censusshows that they are indeed quite close. The data are summarized in Table 2. 
TABLE 2. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION BY SIZE OF COMMUNITY:1974 HOUSEHOLD SURVEY COMPARED TO t975 CENSUS 
Size of Total
 
Community 1974 1975 

- 01974 tale 975 Female7







Urbn:1 47 4 
 48 48










MediumCity 9 9 9
 
R l4 4 2 2
Rural: 4
 






41 46 4f 
 45 41
Total 00'% 10of 100_- 100?0 
iour0e. 1)0a f0 71Source: 1) Prelininay Count of 1975F ioe%Popaat. and tfouoing Censuo, Bureau ofEconomic Planning Board. Seoul, March. 1976-- Statist 
2) 1974 KNFS, tHS, Table 11.I
 
If anything, the survey seems toOvercot nt of the town populationfor have a slight undercount of the village population and anbroadly into both males and females. When the population is dichotomizedthe urban and the rural sectors, however, the distributions in the survey and the 
census are identical for all practical purposes: 48 per cent urban and 52 per cent rtral. 
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[ i 3.2. 1 AGE-SEiC COMPOSITIONThe communities vary considerabiv By SIZE OF COMMUNITYin demographic 
structureSdepending (i e.,age-sex composition)Ssiz an their degree of urba-zaion is measured crudely bySof . ,,J 
._i_ population i the productive d hence more size of population. Generallyages 15-59. urbanproportionatethe distributioncommun ty, of the population in,Ieach The the greater the proportiontype of communityold ages-is 
shon n 
by the conventional 
in Table 3. 
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Seoul has the largest proportion inthe productive ages(6O.Q%) and the smallest proportion in thedependent ages (36, under 15 and 4% ior 60 and over), the villages by contrast have thesmallest proportion in the productive ages (19%7) and the largest proportions both in the younger 
and in the older aes(43 znd 8.b, respectively) The other community types 
.ank themselvesbetween these extremes more or less in order by size of community. Tle comparisonsar preentd grphicllyin Figure 8. In every pyramid, the deficit of males in the ages 20-24 
up clearly. It is alan ckear that the base which repres nts recent birth  is relatively wider 








3.2.5 POPULATION DISTRIBUT10N B3Y MARITAL STATUSthe household survey was used as a screening device to identify the ever-married womeninthe ages 15-49, a subsample of whom were to be interviewed i.,the individual survey, it was important that the ever-married be properly enumerated in the ..- usehold survey. We can test 
adequacy of tihecoverage by comparing the proportion of women ever-married in each agein the reproductive years as enumerated in the 1974 household surveyagainst the1970 




TABLE 4. PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN EVER-MARRIEDREPRODUCTIVE IN EACHYEARS: 1974 HOUSEHOLD AGE GROUP IN THESURVEY COMPARED TO 
Age of women Percentage ever-.arrle3 
sc?4IIHS 197) Ceasus 




)-44 99.7 99.9 
99.7 99.8 
Alt iges; 5-49 67.2Source: 1) ;97o i'pulatjin ad tlo-ing Cenus, 66.5Rport. 1,., Wlt Country, Boreau ofStatistic. Econmic Planning Board, Seoul, Novtnber. 1,173.
2) 1974 KNFS, flls, Table 11.3 

We can safely conclude that the 1974 household survey succ; led
women in canvassing the ever-marriedin the reproductive ages adequately and provided
sample a g, ,jd frame from whichfor the individual survey, to draw the 
3.2.6 POPULATION DISTRIBUTION BY EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENTThe household survey includes eduatio urveThe educationouseold asasabackgroundinludebakgrond 
.racerisicsuhrvcmpaisonyve.Alcoparionsex h.racer tics.of the distribution The comparonsurvey,by educational attainment among :,..household survey and oe age six and over in the 1974the 1970 censuses presetnted in Table 
.15 
TABLE 5. PERCENTAGE DISTRI1IUTION OF POPUALTION AGE SIX .ND OVER 
- COMPARED TO 1970 CENSUSPY E)UCATIONAL ATTAINMENT BtY SEX: 1974 IIOUSEHIOLtI SURVEY 
Education 
1974 IS 1970 Census 1974 lIS 19% Census 
impePrimaryMiddle 7221 .316 
-7 1254essHighCollege or higher 17 137 d, l 22 Total 310s2o" isc 5 iQ3,J inn?. 
__ 
SourcC 1) ]!7o t',platin ad )turieg ucrt,Statistics, P:- Vol. 1, "hic Country.2) 1174 KNFS, Bureau ofEccumiic1111S, table 11.2.8.ItPlanning Board, Se.l, No 
-vember.197:1 
The proportion withidentical between the no schoolingdata and the proportiontwo sources. is, with collegeThere howvecr, some educaticunderrep-csentationare virtuallyof those
which primary education for both males and females it tle lT-11970 census. In thc two survev as compared to theremaining categories, middleslight overrepresentalion in the 
and high school education, there is a 
to require 
197.1 survey These differences probablyany adjustment in are tint latiue enoughthe kind of analysis presented innon-schooled, this report. I'll Ustimate of thean important subgroup, at least is in close agreement between the two distributiots. 
3.2.7 SUM.fARy 
1. The Korean household survey, Covering 21,253 sample households, enumerated 104.89398.6 per cent of whom were personsusual residents1,431 persons were though net necessarily ptemporary visitors.The age 
2. The age-sex composition of the householdsimilar !o members enumeratedthat obtained in the 1970 census with the exception in the household survey wasin the ages 20-24 for the
enumeration undercou was from This districts containingduemilitaryto the exclusion the samplinginstafraeionsh frame of the special 
installations 
3. Age-reportigin the household survey appears to quiteMyers index value be accurate an suggested by the lowof the digitai for both ntales (5. 1) and femalespreference in age-reporting (3.5). This index measureswith low scores suclt as the degr,.those calculatedindicatin for thisdigta preference4. The distribution 
digital Preference.surveyg oflittlethe surveyed Population by size Of community basicallyreepreliminary unts from lsthcensus. tthe 1975 Whilebse of t b sicall resembles thePrelc~um1in15ry froof village population and tl an e 1 75 eos 5 W ile there a ppears toover'representation be s i gh tof the town Populationu nder-represen tationdistribution by broad urban in the survey, theand rural classification is Vcirtually identical between the two 
sources of data: .18 per cent urban and 52 per cent rural. 
f th agesoi truture ofreeals Cotrasting patterns between the cities ceodmuenittizedcommnites,and towns tainedirj iiat 5h9 other end. Tte cities and at One end and villagestowns
cillages. have relatively more persons in 
the 
59, fewer persons the productive ages,andIn comparing the in tile dependent ages,Population under 15 and 60 and over, asPyramids, the compared to thedeficit of males in theup clearly in every type of community ages 20-24wider for nties than for the 
and the base reesise showsthe c d towns vilages,
 
in the 
 Productive (arid hence, reproductive) n ormLt ng arer roprd o f persoages in the forter a COmpared to the nlatter.s 
ever-married by five-year age group coveringvery close between the survey and the reproductive years, 15-49, 
sureY the 1970 census, indicating the adequacy of the 1974 
Shouseholdas a samplingOf the Cer-married womenframe15-49 who7. In both the were enumerated in thesurvey and the 1970 census, for the household survey.no schooling was
osholn individualreported for about 13 per cent ofthe mtales and 25 per centeducated too was of the fenMeas in the ages survey,nearly identical between 6 and over. The proportionthe two data sources, butwhic of collegethe proportionwas withprimary education basedWeas slightly under-represented as the proportion With onmiddle and high

-chool education 
 was slightly over-represented
8. ht in tile survey as COmpared to the 1970 census.general wcacoluehttecan concludewe !7attheuniverse from 174 householdwhich it was survey sampledrawn, as the comparison reflectsof several characteristicsquite closely thebetween the
 
Surveyed population and the 




3.3 BACKGROUND CIIARACTERISTICS OF INDIVIDUAL SURVEY 
RESPONDENTS 
3.3.1 INTRODUCTION 
We present in this section a brief description of the backgroundwho were subject to the individual survey. The purpose characteristics of womenis two-fold. First, it will introduce the 
reader to the subjects of the inquiry so that it can place the main findir, , presented in later
sections, in their proper context. Second, by making explicit the associations among the key 
background variables, a more critical onderstaiding of the data might be facilitated. Therelationship between background characteristics and fertility and family planning is often 
confoun ded by two demographic variables: wife's age and marital duration. Presented in Tables5 and 6 are the distribitions of tt5e women, respectively, by five-year age groupduration, within each categ-ry of ti...everal and by maritalbackground characteristics to be examined. Inthe discussion to follow, some of the b,;ckground characteristics will be examined in relation 
to each other as well as in ,elaii,, : age and marital duration, 
3.3.2 AGE AND MARITAL DURATION 
The age distribution of the women interviewed in the individual survey is representative ofthe universe of ever-merried women under age 50 ftam inwhom they draw:i, as can be seen 
Table 6 where a comparison is made between the 1974 individual survey (KNFS) and the 1970 
census.
 
TABLE 6. PER CENT DISTRIBUTION BY AGE OF EVER-MARRIED WOMEN; 1971 
KNFS COMPARED TO 1979 CENSUS 
Age 1;,.. KNFS 1970 census 
15-19 1 120-21 10 
 1o25-29 2 
 25 
3-34 25 22 
35-39 19 19 
4 - 44 16 5 
45-49 12 13 
All ages I0% i 00 
Index of dissimilarity' so 
'See note under Table I for meaning of this index,
Source: 1) 1970 Populatin and tfausing CensoaReport, vol. 1, Whele Country,Bureau of Statistics, Economic Planning oard, Seoul, November. i973 
2) 174 KNFS, Table 1.1.1 
The paucity of respondents in tile ages below 20 is of course a reflection of the relatively
high age,, at which women in Korea marry today. (See Section 3.4 below.) The median age isabout 34. 
The distribution by marital duration is presented in Table 7. 
TABLE 7. PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OF 1974 KNFS SAMP., BYMARITAl DURATION 
Marital duration er cent 
Less than 5 yeats 22 
5-9 years 1910-14 years15-19 yea s 15 
20-24 years 1225-29 years 12 
30 years or more 7 
All durations 7oo% 
Source: 1974 KAFS, Table 1.2.1 
The relatively small number of women found in the last category reflects the fact that few women subject to this survey were married before age 15. (See Section 3.4 below.) The 
median duration of marriage for these women is about 13 years. 
The importance of these two demographic variables is that they are related to several of the 
background characteristics as well as to fertility and family planning behaviour-the main focusof the present survey-and therefore must be taken into account in any analysis involving the 
background characteristics in relation to the latter. Often the observed bivariate relationshipbetween a background variable and fertility or family planning behaviour hides an age or 
marital duration effect. 
3.3.3 EDUCATION AND LITERACY 
Educational level is grouped in five categories: no education,high school, and college. As shown primary school, middle school,in Tables 8 and 9, 21 per cent report no snhtooling, 50 per 
cent repoit otnly primary school education, and 29 per cent middle school or more. Collegeeducation is reported by only 3 per cent. It is clear from these tables that educational att-inmentis closely related to both age and marital duration. Those who report no schooling are definitely
concentrated in the older ages and the longer marital durations, while those with middleschooleducation or more are concntrated in the younger ages and the shorter marital durations. 
These trends result from the recency of impro -ementin educational opportunities in Korea for 
women, in particular. 
That the better educated tend to be younger and more recently married must be taken into 
account when education is examined in relation to fertility and family planning. The age andmarital-duration effects are further confounded by the fact that the better educated tend tomarry late. (See Section 3.1.3 below.) We note that the college-educated are grosslyunderrepresented in the youngest category due obviously to the fact that they generally tendmarry late and most nr them would not tobe eligible for this survey. This truncation effect does 
not appear when their distribution by marital duration is c')nsidered. 
Literacy is not used as a variable in this report because of its close relationship with 
education. Eighty-two per cent of tLe respondents are classified as literate. This percentage is ashigh as 97 per cent for those under 25 years of age, reflecting again the diffusion of education 
in recent times. 
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College or higher 






















Prof. and manag. 
Clerical 






Current and before 
Current, not before 
marriage 
and after marriage 
Not current, after 
Not cur ent, before 
marriage only 
marriage onlyNot current, beforeN rr e o re 
Never worked 
Source: 1974 KNFS, Table 
VARIAIILES; INI)IVIDUAL SURVEY 
Percentage distributionNumber Per cent All ages Under 25 25-34 35-44 45 or over 
5.420 100 100 It 42 35 12All 
1,135 21 too I I8 50 31 

2,713 50 
 too 13 
 42 36 9Primary 

803 
 15 tOO 20 62 17 
594 




!65 3 100 4 57 24 15HgI9S1 
2.834 52 100 It 48 31 O410 8 Zi;. 12 41 35 12 

2, !76 40 100 1I 34 40 

3.334 61 
 100 13 
 42 34 

1 277 247 24 100 8 39 38t 100 15
OO 1 





 12 43 
 33 2 

0 4 
 too 4 44 
 3 14 
I 10 




 9 100 
 9 46 
 34 II 
402 
 7 100 II 49 
 29 1 

15
821821 5 100 Io1 46 33 
 10 





1,339 25 100 IS 49 28 8 

353 7 too 8 
 45 37
Nee okd9 o t04 5 3 8Unskilled93 2 




1,402 25 i00 
 38 42 12 
1,267 
 23 too 5 a 46 21 





 5 100 5 29 44 22 
22Not 
968 18 100 24 58 144margeod 
1,166 





TABLE 9. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EVER-MARRIED WOMEN BY MARITALDURATION, WITHIN CATEGORIES OF SELECTED BACKGROUND VARIABLES;
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY 
































Prof. and manag. 496 
Clerical 402 
















Not current, before 357atafterriamarO 
t
o n af er 214a7e
current, after 253 
ma r a e o lmarriageNot current, before S168only 
Never worked 166 
Source: 1974 KNF-, Table 1.5.2 
Percent All Lessdurations than 5 
100 22 
Years since first marriage 
- 10-14 15-19 20-24 
1 15 - 2 12 
25-29 30 or 
o 
15 12 10 7 
21 t0 2 5 12 I8 la 21 
50 too 20 21 16 917 13 24 
tO 3 
 04 
15 too 34 25 14 to 3 I
10 5 2 2 1 09 5 2 
3 00 39 22 14 6 10 7 2 
5 
 o 6 23 15 13 11 7 552 100 23 
 I
8 100 
26 13 12 10 8





61 o 2 9 1 5 I.3if 9 724 100 16" 18 14 17 14 it 0 
10 too 27 19 17 12 I a8 
 6 
4 100 26 21 It 
 12 9 14 7
 
1 100 14 2 14 14 20 6
 




 34 20 12 12 10 9 51 12 9 9 AIS I0U 
 25 22 
 15 15 11 7 5
35 too 13 13 16 16 Is 15 12 
25 10O 28 24 IS 12 tO 
2 too 28 24
7 i00 16 15 19 I0 6 520 17 tt 719 "0 
2 100 38 17 
 12 12 to 3 
 8
 
25 tOO Id 1717 18 13 if 8 
23 100 7 12 16
 18 17 17 13 
7 100 26 25 18 0 60 50age 
5 100 6 16 14 17 17 

18 100 51 26 8 7 4 3 I 
22 tOO 23 22 16 16 lI 6 5 
3.3.4 TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE 
The respondent's current place of residence is classified into three categories: "city, defined 
to include the 35 cities of Korea with population 50,000 or over; -town", defined as rural places 
with population between 20,000 and 50.000; and 'village", defined as places with population 
under 20, Csj. Fifty-two per cent of the respondents were from cities, 8 per cent from towns, 
and 40 per cent from villages. 
Tables 8 and 9 show that the city rvsidents are slightly youner and more recently married 
as compared to the general population of ever-mrrried women, while the village residents show 
the reverse trends The town residents, (o the other hand. show an age composition and marital 
duration distribution similar to the general population of ever-married wonmeu. As i te a 
of education, both age and marital-duration effects must be taken into account when type of 
place of residence is examined in relation to fertility and family planning. 
There are also large variations in the respondent's level of educatio-nal attainment by type of 
place of residence. From Tble 6.1.I we can caiculate that -I.per cent of city residents hadmore priar levescen oeftown reidnt only
more thtan primary level educatien. cotcparead to 20 pr cet of town residentcsoad otnly 11 
per cent of village residents. Thus, level of education t~o should be an important factor 
potentially in accounting for some of the d;ffeiences in fertility z'nd family planning behaviour by 
type ot place cf residence. 
Data ftomTfable 6.2.5, where the type of place of residenca in childhood is shown by the 
type of current residence, reveal that most of the curr-nt city residents are migrants from 
other types of places. For example, only 27 per cent of the current city residents spent their 
childhood in cities. By contrast, MSper cent of the current village residents spent their childhood 
also in villages. 
3.3.5 RELIGION 
Religion has not been an important factor in previous fertility urveys inKorea. Tite majority 
of respnodents (lJ) professed no religion. Twenty-four per c,.nlt reported being Buddhists, 
10 per cent Protestants. I per cent Catholics, and I per cen oter religions (such as, 
confucianism). 
There is very little variation betweetn the religious gret ijsin age comnposition and marital-
duration distribution, as can be seen in 'Iables 8 attd 9. ilhere it.however, sone variation by 
type of place of residence and elucation, tire litter substantially more than tle former.Respontlents with no religin are slightly more fre-tuent in villages (69%)than in towns ar.d cities 
(56%). according to Table C.2. 1. Protestants and Cathr.iics have had better education generally 
than Buddhists and those who profess no religioin. I-orty-two per cent of the Chri.;tians as 
compared to 23 per cent of the Buddhists and 25 per cent of those with no religion have had 
more than primary level education. (From Table 6.1.2.) These relationships suggest that the 
effect of religion,, if any, on fertility and family planting is likely to reflect to some extent the 
effects of type f place f reidence and education. At least, such possiasilities must be taket 
3.3.C :".SBAND'S OCCUPATION 
Husband's occupation tells us something about the status and life style of the couple. Although 
information on husband's employment status, education, and childhood place of residence 
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too was obtained, attention is restricted to his occupation in this report. The seven groups of 
occupations in T.rbles 8 and 9 are based on tie International Classificational of Occupations 
and the slight modilications recommended by \.i-S. The largest group in the sample consisted 
of agricultural workers (35"'), followed by sk lied or semi-skilled manual workers (25.?.o), sales 
and service workers (15.%), professional and nanagerial workers (9%), clerical workers (7%), 
unskilled manual workers (7%), and those ho never worked(2%,). 
Differences in the composition of these groups by wife's age and marital duration are slight, 
except for tile agricultural workers whose wives tend to be some-hat older and married longer 
than the others. (See Tables 8 and 9. 
As would be expected, husband's occupation is cluseiy associated witl respondent's type of 
place of current residence and her ducatittal background. For exatmple, from Table 6.2.2, we 
can se that 70 per cent of tree husbands of residents are classifiedtillageas agricultural 
workers, compared to 40 per cent of town residents and 6 per cent of city residents. Wives of 
professional and managerial workers are the most highly educated group: 72 per cent hadformal education beyond the primary level. (From Table 6. 1.3) The percentages of wives 
educated beyond the primar level for other groups were: 61 per cent for clerical workers, 43 
per cen, for ives whose hi atds had never worked, ?6per cett for sales and service workers,cenn whoseiniskes neve wored
husndsd hto sae 
 seric
33 per cent for skilled and semi-skilled manual workers, 10 per cent for unskilled manual 
workers, and 6 per cent for agricultural work s. 
3.3.7 PATTERN OF WORK 
Wife's rattern of work is a composite variable derived from details of her work history at 
three poits in time: before marriage, aftir marriage, and at interview. Fifty per cc-' of the 
respondents had worked before marriage, 60 per cent after marriage, and 48 per cent wets:
working at interview. Twenty-two per cent had never worked either before or after marriage. As 
can be seen in Tables 8 and 9, the pattern of work variable comprises of mutually exclusivecategories that result from the combination of work experience at these three points in time. 
The first two categories are made up of those currently working and the next three categories,
of those not currently working. Further subdivisions within these broad groupings are based on 
whether the respondent worked before or after marriage. The ordering of these categories 
assumes that commitment to extra-familiar activities is stronger the greater the work involvement 
measured at these three points in time (though further refinement is needed, with data available
 
from the present survey, to distinguish between those w"ho worked at home on a farm or family
 
business or away from home, among other things). 
As aleady toted, tearly half the respontents (18%) were currently working and of these 
25 per cent had worked before marriage also and 23 per cent after marriage only. Seven per 
cent had worked both before and after marriage and another 5 per cent otly after marriage, 
though not working at the time of the interview. Eighteen per cent had worked before marriage 
only. 
The relationship between pattern of weork and age or marital duration presents a compiicated 
itnpicture. Thtere is suggestion that poib pattern of work is a function of the stages in a
woman's life cycle. In Tailes 8 and 9,fu, example, those who worked only before marriage tend 
to be young (81% are usnder 35) or recently married (77%11have been married less than 10 
years). while those who worked after marriage only, whether cutrently working or not, tend to 
be older (66-67%.5 are 35 and over) or married longer (47% have been married 20 years or 
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TABLE 10. PERCENTAGE OF WIVES CURRENTLY WORKING By IIUSBNAD'SOCCUPATIONHusb-',ds occupationProfessional and managerial Per cent of wives currently workingClerical 




Agricusi anal 78Skilled manual 30 




Source: 1974 KVFS. Table 6.2 
more). A much more refined analysis than offered here is needed to fully understand these
relationships. 

There is a strong relationship between 
 the respondent's pattern of work and her husband's 
occupation. In particular, the proportion of women currently workingnature of husband's occupation, as shown above varies greatly with thein Table l. 
More than three-fourths of the wemen whose husbands are agricultural workersworking-presumably are currentlyalso as agricultural workers. Sales and :ervice workers too have relativelyhigh proportion of currentl!' working a ives. 
The relationship between pattern of work and education ap:iears to be confounded by age andtype of work. For example, currently working women nare t letter ducated than those whoare not carrently working: 71 per cent of the former as compared to 90 per cent of the latterha-. education beyond the primarybefore marriage tend to be level. Of those not currently working,somew hat better educated (90'- had more the ones who workedthan the ones who than primary education)did not work before marriage (88% h.d more than primary education).These relationships must be interpreted with caution, given
some 
the earlier observaticns that suggestcomplicated relationship between pattern of work and age and also type of work(for 
example, a fair praportion of those currently workingby the fact that 4, are likely to be in agriculture as suggestedper cent are village residents). 
The respondent's most recent occupation, if she had ever worked, was also asked ininterview, although this thevariable is used for au.alysis only briefly in thisTable report(See, for example,35). As expected, this variable is cloely associated witt education, as shown below in 
Table 1. 
TABLE 11. PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN HAVING MORE TIIAN I'RIMARY SCIIOOLEDUCATION BY TIIEIR MOST RECENT OCCUPATION 
Respondent's nmost recent occupation Per rent above primary educationPfes siona asProfessional n c c pat nand clerical Pr cplanning 
K 
Sales and service 
Agricultural 84Skilled and unskilled manual 5984 
Never worked 90 
Surce:All1974 KFS, Table 6.1.8 7to 
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3.3.8 NUBER OF OBJECTS 
The WFS recommends that the household schedule include questions on household availabilityof certain modera objects. 
bicycle, radio, sewing 
The Korean survey included a list of nine objects: clock or watch,machine, television set, phonograph, telephone, refrigerator,or organ. The purpose of these questions is to derive an index and pianoof modernity, which is assumedto be linked to the modernity values of any women in the household selectedinterview. for the individualThis index will be used in further analysis of the data beyond the scope of thisreport. The tables presented at the end of this chapter do include a simple index, the number 
of modern objects owned, as one of the background characteristics.
 
The distribution 
 of the sample according to number of modern objects owned is shown belowin Table 12. 
TABLE 12. PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF EVER-MARRIED WOMEN BY NUMBERNumber of modern objects OF MODERN OBJECTS OWNED Per cent distribution of ever-married women 
OneOne 4 
Two 2Three 27 
Four 2Five 




 KNFS Table 6.2.3
 
Number of modern 

education, 
objects owned is strongly related to otherbackground variables, includingtype of place of residence, and husband's occupation. (From Table 6.1.4, 6.2.3. and6.3.1 . Ownership of live or more modert objects is prevalent among thecity residents, and associated better educated, theoccupations suct as professional managerial, and clerical work. 
3.3.9 SUMMARY 
1. The individual survey, based on 5,120 ever-married women in the agesthe ever-married 15-49 a subsample ofwomen in these ages enumerated in the household survey,for provides the basismuch of the analysis presented in this report, dealing with fertilitiy and family planning 
as related to several demographic and socioeconomic background variables. 
2. The two most important demographic variables that must be controlled when examiningthe relationship of socioeconomic background characteristics to fertil;ty or family planning
are: age and marital duration. These two variables
and are closely related to fertility and familybe taken into to some of the background characteristics in distinctive ways and thereforeaccount in any analysis involving fertility mustor family planning. on the one hand, 
socioeconomic characteristics, on the other. The background characteristicsinterrelated in such too area way as to sometimes confound the analysis of the :elation-stip between
 
a given characteristic and fertility 
or family planning. In this section, an attempt was made
show (1) the age and marital duration composition of the women classifiedbackrur.d characteristics by s,--veralto be examined in this report and (2) the relationshipthe background characteristics of some ofto each other. 
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compirel to the others. The wives of unskilled manual workers and agricultural workers are 
3. 	 The age distribution of tl.e 197.1 individual survey sample is virtually identical with the age the least educated. 
distribution of ever-married women 15-49 in the 1970 census, indicating that the former 
provides an adequate representation of the universe from which it was drawn. 9. Wife's pattern of work is related to age and marital duration in ways difficult to unravel at 
this stage of analysis. There is, however, a discernible tendency for those who worked only 
.1. To give a prctile of the respondents, we can summaiz some of their background bsfore marriage to be still relatively young and only recently married. Those who worked 
characteristics as follows: 	 after marriage only by contrast tend to be older and married longer. It appears that pattern 
a. 	 Median age: :1I years of work is related to the stages in the women's life cycle. Wife's pattern of work is related 
to husband's occupation. The proportion of women currently working is highest for thoseb. 	 Median duration of mairiasc: 13 years 

and 40 per cent in whose husbands are in agriculture, followed by those in sales and services.
 c. 	 Current residence: 52 per cent resided in cities, 8 per ccnt in towns, 
villages. The relationship of pattern of work to education is confounded by age composition. There 
d. 	 Education: 21 per cent reported no schooling but 79 pet: cent had Urore than primary is some suggestion, however, that those who are not currently working but worKed before 
level education, with :1 per cent teportig colleg'e I-el education, marriage tend to be somewhat better educated than those who did not work before marriage. 
e. 	 Religion: 61 per cent reported ns religious preference, i pcr cent are Buddhists, 10 per Educational attainment is also closely related to the type of work the woman has been engaged 
cent Protestant, 4 per c t C(athoics, and 1 per vet.; Cters such as Confucianists. in most recently: professional and clerical workers ate the best educated and the agricultural 
f. 	 Husband's occupation: 35 per ent were in airicultuti. 1;2 per cent in white-collar jobs workers, the least.
 
(professional and managerial, 9;,; clerical, 75',: ,id sales and services, 15 ' ), 32
 
per cent in nontagricultural manual jobs (skilled. 25" and unskilled, 7,,), and 2
 
per cent had never worked.
 
g. 	Wife's work experience: .18 por cent were workit;g it t!:e time of itteriew. 12 per cent
 
had worked since marriage though not now tvrkig. 18 per cent had worked oily 3.4 NUPTIALITY AND EXPOSURE TO CHILDBEARING
 
.before 	 marriage, and 22 per cent hail never ;,orked. 
h. 	 Number of modern objects orwned: Only .1 per cent: of t.,c respondent's household owned
 
none of the objects lited in the survey as todern bjects; 5- per cent v-ntcd I
 
3.4.1 	 INTRODUCTIONto 2 objects; 45 -tr cent 3 to .I; and 16 't_ cent " ,r more. 
5. 	 Educational attainment is closely related to oth t:e and marital duratioci The non-schooled For women in most societies, exposure to childbearing commences at the time of entry into a 
are concentrated in the c.:der ages :d the olter ruarriage cohorts. The better educated by more or less stable sexual union. lit Korea, this occurs usually at marriage defined in formal 
contrast are ounger in age and tend to be in th more recent marriage cohorts as well, due terms. Although reliable data ott illegitimate births are not easily obtained, it appears safe to 
both to the recctic , of improcetien t ci" ed ucat! inl opportui, itis in Korea for ,vroomen, in assume that in Korea childbearing takes place largely within marriage, given that stro-g social 
particular and tO til tetndencv of the better cd:._ited to nari late Tie coliige-educatel i, sanctions exist to discourage widespread illegitimacy. In any case, the individual survey in 
particular are grossly underrcipir-itd in the % igest age catcgory due it t ie fact that they Korea was confined to ever-married women, applying a formal definition of marriage. Timing of 
generally tend t., marry late mnd most of thewn vould not he eligible lor this survey, first marriage, therefore, becomes at important factor in detining the period of exposure to 
childbearing. 
6. Type of place of residence is also cicmsel related to both agu and marital duration. The city 
residents tend to be younger and inore f'ecc ntl married as compared to the village residents, Following marriage, the persistence atid intensity of exposure to childbearing depends on many 
with the town residents, in-bet'weeni. Educati nal compoitmttn aries al.o by type of place of factors, including martiage dissolution and remarriage, temporary separation of spouses, coital 
residence. 'iTte city residents are generally .etter educated thltin the town re:;dcnts, who in frequency and patterns of sexual abstinence. and sterility. Some of these factors (other than 
turn are better educated than the village re-.ldent coital frequency and patterns of sexual abstinence) were measured in the presL,. survey, though 
the discussion of their full implications must await further processing of tile data. In this 
7. 	 Religious groups do not show much varia!:%:n in ate or maritAi duration composition. They report, marrige auissolution, remarriage, and sterility along with timing of first marriage, will be 
uo, however, vary some in educational e,,ial, 1tiot atnd place of residence. lhe Christians considered in a preliminary way as a basis for assessing their possible contribution to the 
tend to be better educatcd than either the Buddhists or those A ho profess no religiti, whio in extlanation of thie observed patterns of Korean fertility. 
turn are slightly more frequent in villages than in cities and towis. 
8. 	 lusband's occupation is related to wife's age and marital duration only slightly, except for 3.4.2 TRENDS IN PROPORTION SINGLE BY AGE GROUP 
the agriultural workers whose wives tend to be 5suiwhliat older and married lounger than the 
others. The household survey data permit the examination of the distribution of males and females by 
marital status. A time perspective is provided when the 1974 survey results are compared with 
It is related in significant ways to type of place of residence and wi'e's c '--ation, as might cnsus results from revious years. Table 13 summarizes thie data on proportion single by age 
be expected. Tihe agricultural workers are obviously more frequent i-. 'aes and the wife's group for different time periods. 
educational attainmtit is higher fur ihe professional, managerial, arid clerical workers as -65­
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Looking at the 1974 survey results, we see that marriage for males25 and for females, is rare in the ages beforein the ages before 20. On the other hand, there is narly universal marriageafter age 35 for males and rafter age 30 for females. The time series comparison reveals thatthese trends were already establiisied Ly 1966. The contrast of these trends with 1935 and 1955is remarkable. In these years, marriage was much earlier for both sexes. For example, in 1935, 
nearly one-quarter of the males and two-thirds of the femalesage 20 were already marriedand all but 4 per cent were married in the ages 20-21. By befoe1955, there is evidence ofconsiderable delay in marriage for both sexes, though still earlier than for 1966 and thereafter. 
TABLE 13. PERCENTAGE SINGLE FOR MALES ANt) FEMALES BtY AGE GROUP:HOLD SURVEY COMPARED TO CENSUSES 1974 IOUSE-OF 1935, 1955.1966, AND 1970 
Age 1935' 1955, 1966' 197 j
1974' 
Census Census Census Census tttSMale 
15-19 76.5 94.3 99.420-24 35.2 99.7 99.667.1 90.0 92.6 90.9 
25-29 9.5 
 25.3 38.4 43.4 43.4 
30-34 





 1.4 0.9 
 0.645-54 0.7 0.3 0.1 0.8 1.00.2 0.3 
53-64 0.5 0.3 0.165and over 0.3 0.1 0.3.2 0.1 0.1 0.6 




 85.2 96.1 97.2 
 96.7
20-24 
 4.3 20.8 51.6 57.2 55.3
25-29 0.7 3.0 7.7 9.7 10.0 

30-34 0.3 
 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.4a5-54
3-440.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0. 0.22. .4 .50 a 0.4 
55-64 
 0.2 
 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.4 
65 and over s.I 0. 
.I 
­ 1.1 
All ages 6.8 6a. 23.0 24.9 25.8 

Source: I. Chosun Lllongd~kbu, 1935 Pop,..sjn Census Report (Whole Korea) 1939. p. 86-87.2. Ministry of iome Affairs, Kt,r,.,1956 the First General Population Census,3. Economic Planning Board, 1959, p. 70-71Ke.:., 1966 PopulationCensus Report of Korea, Vol. 1, 12-1, 1969,p. 6869. 

4. Economic Plann:ng Board, rj/ea, 1970 Population and tlouting Census Report, Vol. 1, 12-1,1973,p. 114-115. 
5. 1974 KNFS, 111lS, 'Fable 1I , 
3.4.3 TRENDS IN AGE AT FIRST MARRIAGE 
The singulate mean age at marriage calculated from data on proportion never married at each 
age obtained in the 1974 household survey can be compared with similar means calculated from 
censuses it; previous years."' The results, summarized in Table 14., confirm the observationsmade above in Section 3.4.2. Mean age at marriage for males has risen steadily from 21.1 inI0)The singulate mean age at marriage is an indirect estimate of the mean age at first marriage. It is 
based on data on marital status by age. More specifically, it represents an estimate ofof the mean numberyears lived by a cohort of males or females before their firstmarriage. For a description of the
method, see Ifenry S.Shryock, Jacob S.Siegel, and Associates, The Methods and Alaterials of Demography,Volume 1, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1971, p. 295. In interpreting the statistics, itshould be cautioned that the mean summarizes the experience of all tile persons enamerateddifferent ages at a given point to in tletime artddoes not refer to any cohort in the real sense of the word. 
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1935 to 23.7 by 1935 an to 27. 1 in 1970 and 27.2 in 1974. For females, it has risen from 17.1in 1933 to 22.8 by 133 and to 23.3 ia 137 an 23.2 in 1374. For both s-xes, there is hint of
stabilizatioa sin:s 1)70. Interestingly. th2 age difference at marriage between males and femaleshas remained more or less constant over these years at about 4 years on the average. 
Mean age at marriage can be calculated for each age cohort for women interviewed in theindividual survey, although generalizations with regard to trends must be made with caution 
because of the problem of gross censoring of data itherent in a sample confined to ever-married 
women. Table 15 summarizes the data. If attention is focused25, the rise in age at marriage noted on the age groups abovefor women currently aged 45-49 earlier is demonstrated here also. Meanwas 17. 1. as compared age at marriageto 21.7 for women currently aged 25­
29. The age groups under 25 suffer from censoring effect as those already married are selected 
by their early marriage and are not fully representative of those in these ages.reflected in the low calculated mean for The bias isthese age groups: 17. 1 and 20.0, respectively, for ages15-19 and 20-24. The last column in Tablebased on the household 15 gives the proportion ever-married by age group,survey, and can be used as a reference in assessing the meaningfulness 
of the calculated mean age at marriage in each age group. 
3.4.4 DIFFERENTIALS IN AGE AT FIRST MARRIAGE 
Differentials in women's age at first marriage can be examined by two variables using house­
hold data: size of community and education. The singulate mean age at marriage for womenby these background variables can be calculated from data on proportion single by age group
as presented in Table 16. Mean age at marrrige for women is higher the larger and more urbanthe community. Women in Seoul, for example, married on the average at 24.1 as compared tawomen in villages who married on the average at 22.8. The women in other of 
averagecommunities generally rank themselves the types oco unity size, though between these two extremes more or less in order ofthe differences are not large. 
TABLE 14. SINGULATE MEAN AGE AT MARRIAGE FOR MALES AND FEMALES: 
1974 HOUSEHOLD SURVEY COMPARED TO CENSUS OF 1&35, 1955, 1960, 




Female Difference in Years1935 Censusll 21.1 17.1 4.01955Census" 24.5 205 4.01960 Census" 26.4 21.6 4.81966 Census") 26.7 22.8 3.8 
1970 Census., 27.1 23.3 






Source: 1) Chosun Chongdokbu, 1935 Population Cenou;Report (Whole Korea), 1939. p. 86-87.2) Ministry of Home Affairs, Korea, 1955 The First General Population Cansus, 1959. 
p. 70-71.
 
Vol. 1 11-1. 1963.
3) Economic Planning Board, Korea, 1960 Population and Housing Census of4) Economic Planning Korea.12o1.,1-9, P.69. Board, Korea, 1966 Population Census Report of Korea, Vol. 1,5)Economic Planning Board, Korea, 970 Population
and Housing Census Report,
5)-1
Economi plann BorKre,17 oplto-nd6uigCe9.Rprt Vol. o. 
12-1. 1973. p. 114-115.
 
6) 1974 KNFS, HHS, Table 11.3
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TABLE 15.MEX5N AGE AT FIRSr MARRIAGE BY CURRE)'T AGE: ALL EVER-MARRIED WOMEN (1974 INDIVIDUAL SURVEY); AND PERCENTAGEEVER-MARRIED (1974 HOUSEHOLD SURVEY)_mean 
Current age
15-19 Mean age9at first
marriage

__ __ __  _  ___ _ __ 
17.1 Per cent1ever)marrid
_ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ 
3.3
- __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _.0 
 44.6 






 9.444418.4Allage, 20.0 
 99,67.2 

Source: Al a 11.A .ae1.3.2 
Educational differentials are much more marked. Tie college educated and those with highschool education, for example, married on the average at 25.6 and 25. 0, respectively, as comparedto those without any schooling who married on the average at 21.3. The others are intermediate 
to these: these with primary education marrying at 21.9 and those with middle school education 
at 22. 8. 
TABLE 16. PERCENTAG2 OF WOMEN SINGLE (NEVER MARRIEI), IBY CURRENT AGE ANDSINGULATE MEAN AGE AT MARRIAGE, BY CURRENT RESIDENCE ANDEDUCATION: 1974 IIOUSEIOLD SURVEY 
Background 
 Age of ,omen mean ageSingulate
characteristics 
 All ages 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-3? 40-441 45-49 at marriage 
All women 32.9 96.7 55.3 10.0 1.4 .s 0.3C.3 23.1 

Cir nt residence: 
Seoul 
 38.9 1'8.1 67.0 15.6 2.9 0.7 0.2 0.5 24.1Pusan 34.8 98.9 55.2 8.5 1.3 
 1.1 . 0.6 23.1 
Large city 36.9 98.3 62.8 10.5 0. Z.4 0.0 0.7 23.6Medium ity 35.2 96.8 47.2 7.2 1.5 .4 0.0 0.5 
Small cihy 33.4 97.2 52.6 6. I 0.8 0.6 0.0 0.0 22.9 

Town 30.7 95.2 
 5.5 l0.3 0.0 0.0 0.5Village 29.0 95.1 49.3 0.0 22.t7.2 0.8 0.6 0.3 0.2 22.8
Education: 
No schooling 4.2 83.7 38.2 4.6 0.7 .0 0.5 0.2Primary 25.8 94.5 42.4 5.1 0.8 
21.3 
0.3 0.1 0.3 21.9
Middle s5.3 97.9 52.7 9.2 1.3 0.2 0.4 
 1.6 22.8High 5.7 99.0 74.5 20.2 4.2 1.6 0.0 0.0 
 25.0
College 44.9 98.9 86.6 21.7 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 25.6 

Suroe: 1974 XNFS, tillS, Table 11.3 

-Sales 
seeaStekakrudcaatrsishuhinepeainms etmee oehtbntisle 
several other background characteristics,permit the though interpretationThe individual survey data exploration of differentials in meantempered marriagemu t be age atsomewhat by 
the censoring effect noted earlier. In order to remove some of the censoring effect. mean age at
marriage is calculated for only those who were age 25 or older at interview and who had 
married before age 25 (about 80 per cent of the sample). Such a restriction servesyoungest cohorts who are selected by their early marriage and the to exclude the latemarriages among thecohorts above age 25. both of which suffer from gross censuring effects. The analysis of 
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differentials in mean age at marriage, based on the individual survey,
observations on the most recent trenda and also use dvt uha sur y utherefore eage at marriage for each cohort, especially among those with background characteristics
 
strongest with relatively late .narriagestillassociated suggesassociatiorive with age at marriage.Even Inwitheverythese restrictions,. the findingsolf in teresting trends. age group, are neverthelessthe collegeeducatedhighest average age at marri Ta ble 17 summa riz es the ha theand those with no da ta . Education has thethe eg-dctdhave 
the 
hi2gesat mrigaat amongm arria shoigage arriage the cllgecolege-educated was 21.9, as loet Overall the meancompared to 17.5 for those with r.o 
schooling. The actual differentials are likely to be even greater as witness in Table 18thct the proportion married after age 25 the factand therefore excludedTABLE 17. MEAN from the analysis ishigher the educationalAGE AT FIRST larger thelevel. MARRIAGE OF TIIOSE WOMEN WIle WERE MARRIED 
BEFORE AGE 25 HI BACKGROUND RAT ICS AND CURRENT AGEBac'6.ground characteristics Current age 
All ages 25-29 30-34 35-34All women 34044 45-499.4 21.1 20.5
 
Level of education: 
 19.5 18.1 16.9
 
No schooling i7.5 1 19.2 18.5 17.1 16.2Primary school 19.5 20.7 19. 
 18.7.2
Middle school 1.2 2.8 
 20.4 9.6tHigh school 21.2 1. 121.8 21.3 20.6 (19.1) .College or higher 2i. 9 (2.9 22.2 19.8Childhood type of place: (20.2) 
City
Town 20.5 21.7 21.219.2 21.0 20.7Village 19.7 20.4 193(75 18.7 18.321. 20.5 19.8 18.9 (17.5) 
9.2e2ii20. 19.3 17.9 16.6 
None 
 19.4 21.1 20.4 19.4 17.9
Buddhist 
 19.3 21.2 20.5 19.6 18.2 16.6CatholicOther 20.0 21.4 21.0 19.9 18.8 16.9Othr 9. (21.9) (21.5 (20.2)19.9 (21.4) (21.5) 2.17.9 (1.) (78
19.2 C 118.1) (17.8)
Work status before first marriage: (t,0)
Did not work 
Self-employed 19.0 20.9 20.3 19.4 18.0 6.8Familyemployed
FmYemoyd20.0 19.0 (1120.7
1.8 (21.4)0 2 (21.1)
employed 21.0 21.8 
19.2 17.7 t6.421.5 20.9llusband's occupation: 
18.4 
Never worked 
 9.8 e (20.7)

Professional and managerial 
 25.8 21.9 
Clerical 20521. 21.2 19.6 18.4 
and services 20.5 22.0 21.4 20.6 (18.4) (18.1)Agricultural 
 6.5 20.4 20.6 t9.8 18.8anal susqet19.9i mu l.5 21.1I 20.9 19.3 18.6 17.4 20.4 19.9 t7.I19.0 17.4 16.3Unskilled manualIn this and all 19. I 20.8 19.7subsequent tables in the text. 19. 1.6 .refers to figures based on less than So cases and an
 




Those who spent their childhood in cities tend to marry slightly later than those wo spent thetrchildhood in towns or villages, though the differences are diminished h 
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cohorts. Differences in mean age at marriage by religious -affiliation are small. If anything, the For the ever-married women subject to the individual survey, we can examine both the status 
Buddhists and those with no religion tend to marry at slightly younger ages than the Protostants of the first marriage and the current marital status by marital cohort. Table 20 summarizes the 
or Catholics. though again th3 differences are substantially reduced among the most recent data. 
cohort. Some cf Lhe religious differences probably reflect the urban-rural composition of the 
diffe-rent religious groups. As we noted earlier, Buddhists and those with no religion tend to be 
more rural in composition than any of the Christians. TABLE 19. PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OF EVER-MARRIED OMEN15-49 BIYCURRENT MARITAL STATUS: 1974 HlOUSEFtOLD 
SURVEY
 
TABLE 18. PERCENTAGE OV WOMEN AGE 25 AND OVER WIO MARRIED AT AGE Current marital status Per cent
 
25 OR OVER BY EDUCATION Currently married 01. 7
 
Per cent married at age 25 or over Widowed 5.5
 
Education among women age 25 and over 	 Divorced 1.0 
No schooling 2 Separated 1. 8 
Primary 6 All women l05.0 
Middle 16 Source: 1974 KNFS, HHS, Table 11-4 
Htigh 22 
College 46 
Total 9 TABLE 20. PER CENT DISTRIBUTIOV OF ALL EVER-MARRIED WOMEN BY MARITAL 
STATUS BY YEARS SINCE FIRST MARRIAGE 
Source: 197.1KNFS. Table 1.1.4. 6.1.1
 
Marital status Years since first marriage
All Less
A higher mean age at marriage is found generally among those who worked before marriage. duationthan_5_5_9_10-1___15-_9__0-24__5-___ 30
 
___________duration than 5 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30+
 
But if the work was family-relat !, the mean age at marriage ;s as low as for those who did Status of first marriage:
 
not work. These patterns are foisin is. every Ige group. It is likely that level of education 	 Undissolved 89.6 98.6 97.3 93.7 90.1 83.7 70.8 68.6
and place of residence itiluence tese patterns 	 Dissolved by death of husband 7.2 0.8 1.2 2.8 5.a 10.4 23.4 26.2 
Dissolved by divorce or separation 3.2 0.6 1.5 3.5 4. t 5.9 5.8 5.2 
Wives married professional and managerial workers tend to have married later than the Total 	 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
others. Wives of farmers on the i vorage m.,rried earliest. These differentials are evident in No. of times married:
 
every age group Once 95.8 99.7 99.0 97.3 95.4 93.3 87.9 88.4
 
Twice or more 4.2 0.3 1.0 2.7 4.5 6.7 12.0 11.6
 
It is worth noting in Fable 17 tat mcan age at marriage has risen from the oldest to tite Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
youngest cohort in every category of the several background cl,aracteristic, examined, suggesting Mean 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1. 1. t 
that the observed secular trend zi rising .,ge at marriage ii a pervasive phetomenon affecting Current marital status: 
every sector of Korean society. 	 Married 93.2 98.8 98.3 96.3 94.3 89.4 81.3 77.0
 
Widowed 5.0 0.3 
 0.9 1.5 4.0 9.1 15.1 19.0 
Divorced U.9 0.3 0.6 1.2 1.4 1.2 0.8 1.5 
3.4.5 MARITAL STABILITY 	 Separated 0.8 0.5 0.2 1.0 0.4 0.3 2.8 2.5 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Source: 1974 K.XFS, Table 1.2.1 
sooner or later either by one of the spouse3 dyingAny marriage is subject to dis.rltion 
before the other or by divorce or separation due to marital discord. Fertility certainly would 
be affected to the extent that liteiis di.,ruplion in exposure to risk of childbearing when marriage About I0 per cent of all first marriages of women interviewed had been dissolved 7.2 per cent 
is dissolved and remarriage, if ,ny, does not follow immediately. How soon and how often by death of the husband and 3.2 per cent by divorce or separation. (These data underestimate 
marital dissolution and remarriage occur are kn,etn to vary by time and place, not only between the true rate of marital dissolution by death of a spouse since only those first marriages in
countries but also within any given country. Korea is no exception. 	 which the wife has survived are included in the sample.) The proportion experiencing dissolutionof their first marriages i. higher the older the marital .ohort. This presumably is a function 
.Table 19 shows the percentage of ever-married women who were widcr-. C divorced, or both of elapsed time since first marriage and of cohort differences. For example, the higher 
rate of widowhood for the older cohort can be explained by the greater risk of mortilityseparated in 197Ibased on the householdf stirvey: 5.5 per cent were widowed, 1.1) per cent with advance in age and the occurrence of the Korean War some 25 years ago. Note that 
divorced, and 1.8 per cent separated. Over the years, widowhocd has probably decreased, due th rate i i2 and p 26. per ce fo te two ldethrtbutunfortuntely comarableriguresfaeinotwesily is.asphgh pe.centean orwthelwoeoldesocohort 
to the improvement in adult mortality, but utfortunately comparable ligures are not easily The present tabulations do not permit ts to differentiate the effect of agiag from the differential 
tomortalty,the iprovemen 'n adut 	 herate of idowhoo cest3.nd1 26.t2ferrcent 
available from previous years to confirm this. 	 crusacsafcigteclrs 
circumstances affecting the coltoris. 
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Ahout 4 per cent of the womenbo tperon onwhfthehave been have been married more than once, As expected,proportion who have been wom n married more than onceeode h . T e the While several tbles were preparedmarried more ect, t 	 onthan once is higher the 	 the rate of remarriage after the dissolution ofolder the cohort. The effect of marriage by background characteristics (Tables 1.3.2A-C), 	 the firstsince there is no control on elapsed 	 the data are difficult to interprettime since first(93.2 	 marriage dissolution. The apparent result) to a level somewhat above the proporton(93.21")abve th whose fir t marriages remained intactr89. 6iAltogether toa leve somehat 	 that showpropo-Con hose fbezviarriagswreminedaitactn89.6til)sbeviewedwithtautionuntilsuchdacontrlnisfitrodued40 per cent of those whose first 	 lower rates cf remarriage for the better educated, city residents,marriages were 	 and Catholics mustdin-solved had remarried by the time 	 inalysis analyishofthetdaaaataof the interview. (See the "total" column 	 be viein Table 1.3.2. A, for example.) 
Some differentials in the stability of first marriages are shi,,wn in Table 21.Ostensibly, thosewith some schooling and those residing in cities 	 3.4.6 EXPOSURE STATUShave remained 	 have fared better (i. e., moreintact) than those with no schooling 	 first marriagesand those residing in towns or villages.There are also no apparent 	 The composite variabledifferences by religious 	 "exposure status" is definedaffiliation. These :ipparcnt differentials, 	 by five possible categories,ever, how-	 based onhide differences in composition by marital duration by background characteristics. if we 	
the WFS guideline. This variable is used to establish a woman's current degree of exposure tothe risk of conception. At one extremefocus our attentioi,on thoi, who were 	 is a woman who is currently pregnant; she has zeromarried at least 25 years go, we find that the rate offirst marriage dissolution tendsProtestanis, and the to be higher for the better educated,Catholics, suggesting that rates 	 :he city residents, thestandardized on marital duration are likelyto show 	 TABLE 22.a picture different from what the 	 PER CENT DISTRIBUTIONtotal column 	 OF ALL EVER-MARRIEDshows in Table 15. WOMEN ACCORDINGEXPOSURE STATUS, BY DEMOGRAPHIC TO AND SOCIAL CIARACTERISTICS 
This is partially confirmed in a comparison of the rates forthey are standardized ratesant 	 places of current residence whenon the marital-duration distribution of the 	 Characteristicstotal sample. The standardized 	 Exposure status 
rates are: 	 preant separated cetaefor11.2 per cent 	 divorced i Otpair et emirm tedfor village residents. In for city residents, 	 Otr eshort, the city 11.8 haeresidentsper c ntexperiencedfor town residents,as a highandrate9.4 of firstper cent All women
marriage dissolution as the town residents and somewhat 10 7 5 12 66reversing the pattern based on unstandardized higher rate than the village residents, O0o rates shown in the 	 Current age:first column of Table 21.Similar reversals could be expected 	 15-24for education and 	 28 is not religious affiliation, though standardization 	 2 0 0 71 100attempted with these background characteristics due to 	 25-34 14 2 4the small cellfrequencies that 	 2 78 20035-44

obtain w hen they are cross-tabulated by m arital duration. 	 2 9 7 14 6845or irre 	 1000 21 5 5 S is 100 
Years since first marriage: 27Lessthan 5 
 I 0 0TABLE 21. PERCENTAGE OF 	 5-9 71 100ALL EVER-MARRIFD 	 12WOMEN WIIOSE FIRST MARRIAGE WAS 	 2 5 I so I00DISSOLVED, 	 10-4MARRIAGE BY BACKGROUND CIIARACTERISTICS 	 1 4BY YEARS 	 5SINCE FIRST 	 80 :0020-25-29 








Level of education: 
No schooling 
Primary school 
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College or higher 
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Type of place ofityTown 
Village 
residence: 
12012 77 62 2215 6764 200:00 
Soa,: 19741KISF, Tuble 1.2.2 Soarce: 1974 K.NFS, Tahbe3 1.6.1 
10 7 3 24 67 100 
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probability of concei:ing in the next month Awomen who is not pregnant, is married and 4. fean ages at marriage calculated for each age cohorliving with her husband, and reports that she for women interviewed in the individualis able to have children, defines the other survey also show rising trends, though interpretation must be tempered somewhat due toextreme, 
the censoring effect associated with data confined to ever-married women. The mean age at 
marriage for women currently aged 45-49 was 17. 1 as compared to 21.7 for women currentlyExposure stats is a useful tool, especially as the concepts of infecnndity and exposure lagedrecu iu later sections on current contraceptive se and family size intentions, 25-29. The means for those under 25 (17. 1 for age group 15-19 and 20.0 for agegroup 20-24) sufferselected by from truncation due totheir early marriage and the fact that those includeddo not represent in the survey arethe full range of experience, yet to 
come of the age cohorts. 
Table 22 summaiizes the distribution according to exposure status bv demographic 'control
variables'-such as age, marriage duration, and parity. About ten per cent of the women reporta current pregnancy. Contraceptive sterilization is not particularly widespread, amounting to 5 5. Differentials in age at first marriage could be examinedper cent of the entire sample. Two-thirds of all ever-married women for size of community and educationare exposed (i. e., reported by use of the householdfecund), 7 per cent are currently not married, survey data, which permit the calculation of the singulate mean ageand the remaining 12 per cent report impaired at marriage by these background characteristics.fecundity. The proportion exposed is highest in the ages 25-341 (781,') or marita: duration of
10-14 years (82%"), decline.
drops precipitously after that.slowly up to around age .15 or op to 30 years of marriage and then
 
The singulate mean age at marriage for women is higher the larger and more 
 urban the 
community. For example, the mean was 24.1 forNearly 40 per cent women residing in Seoul as4 f all wom-n with no children t,) date are currently przgnant. These compared to22.8 for those in villages. The differentials by educationpresumably are predo inantly recently married are even more marked. For example,women who are having their first children. t., singulate mean age at marriage was 25.6 for college-educated women as compared toEleven per cent do report some kind of fecundity impairment, however, suggesting that a 21.3 for those with no schooling.significant minority are involuntarily childless. Fecundityafter parity 3 to 14 per cent for parity 4 and 24 pr cent forimpairment increases considerablyparity 5 or more. 6. Differentials in age at marriage could be examined for several other background characteristics 
by u- of the individual survey data, though censoring effect inherent in the data based onDifferentials in exposure status by background characteristic shown in the bottom panels of ever-married women must be taken into account.Table 22 must be interpreted with caution they presented without an," age control. 
The compa. 'son was confined, therefore,as are (See to those who were 25 or older and had married before 25.Tables 1.6.3A-B for a detailed age-controlled disp.y of the data.) Sterihizatuon for contraceptive a. Education has the strongest association with age at marriage. The results are consistent 
purposes is most frequent among the college-edu.-aied (14?5) and the city residents (6%g). This 
with findings based on the household survey data. The better educated married at later 
is true especially in the ages 35--l4. The low rote 
ages than the less educated in every age cohort. 
without any schooling is strictly a function of 
(.1',) of current pregnancy among thosethe age composition of that group. The higher b. Those who spent their childhoodrate (13%,?) of marital dissolution and the greater in cities married slightly later than those who spentincidence of fecundi.y impairment (26,.) their childhood in towns or villages. Differences are diminished among theamong them too are accounted for primarily though recent cohorts,not completely by age composition. The however.consequence, of course, is that the proportion exposed (53,') is lhwest among thoseany schooling. without 
c. A higher mean age at marriage is found among those who worked before marriage. If,
however, the work was family-oriented, the mean age at marriage was as low as those
who did not work. 
3.4.7 SUMMARY 
d. The women who married men in professional or managerial positions married at later 
1. This section examined the trends and differentials in the timing of first marriage and marital 
stability ages an the others, with the agricultural wives marrying earliest.as a basis for understanding These differences arethe iend .id differentials in fertility, examined in the evident in every ago group.

next section, since exposure t- childbearing is a function of these factors.
 
2. The household survey data show that marriage is rare in the ages before 25 for males andbefore 20 for females but is :.early nniversz;1 by 7. Mean age at marriage, calculated from the individual survey (restricted, as we noted,35 for males and by 30 for females. These those 25 and over and married before 25) shows to trends appear to have been established already by 1966. a rising trend from the oldest to the youngestcohort in everyof the rise in agecategory of background characteristicsat marriage throughout examined, indicating the pervasivenessthe different sectors of Korean society. 
3. The singulate mean ages at marriage by sex calculated from the household surveyproportion never married at each age are 27.2 for data onmales and 23.2 for females These figures 




9. From the individual survey, the rate of dissolution by cause of the first marriages of thewomen studied could be obtained: 7 per e2nt were dissolved by deati, of the husband, and 3per cent by divorce or separation. 
The proportion experiencing dissolution of their first marriages was higher the oldermarrital cohort presumably due to both greater risk associated with longer period of exposuresince first marriage and to cohort differencei These effects cannot be differentiated from 
the tabulations so far available. 
10. Altogether 40 per cent of those whose first marriage were dissolved remarried by the time
of the interview, with the result that the proportion married at interview (9S.25") was higherthan the proportion whose first marriage remained intact (89. 6> ). About 4 per cent of thesurveyed women had married more than once, the proportion of remarriages rising with lengthof elapsed time since first marriage. 
11. Differentials in the stability of first marriage are difficult to discern without controlling formarital duration. The rates of first marrige dissoluti,:t standardized on marital durationcomposition are lower for the city(9. 4,') than the town (11.sH%) and village resideots(ll.21).Standardized rates must be calculated for other background characteristics (e.g., education 
and religion) tco in order to demonstrate any differentials by these characteristics. 
12. No conclusions 're possible concerning differentials in rate of remarriage by background
characteristics without controlling for elapsed time sih.e first marriage dissolution. Analysis
of this topic must await cross-tabulat ions hat take thisfactor into account . 
1? The surveyed women's current degree of exposure, to risk of conception is defined by a 
composite variable referred to as "exposure status" i: thisstudy. Byttwo-thirds of all ever-ntarried wotnen thei definitionn oemployed.1.5 49 are "exposd' in the sense that they are currently 
married, noth andfoged is pregnant,t teaofmaage,fr e25of fecundityi o impairments.mardtte dur The1Yeproportioneitiouofs after that. "exposed', or 
fecund, is highest in teto age 45 or 30 ages 25-3.1 or marital duatin of 10 1-4 year, declines slowly upyears of marriag, and then drops .recipitouslyafte 
14. About 10 per cent of all surveyed women reported iing currently pregnant. The proportion 
reporting current pregnancy is highest (39') atosnoc thosewomen are no doubt recently married and with no children to date. Thesehavi ,g their first children. 
15. Fecundity impairment accounts for 11 per cent of those who were childless. Fecundityimpairment generally increases with age, toarital duration, and parity. The proportion reportingsome kind of impairment is quite high after age 45(55%.), 25 years of marriage(35-60%, 
and parity 5 (24.%). 
16. Differentials
composition. in exposure status by background characteristicsFor example, are confounded by agethe low rate of current pregnancy or the high rate of marital 
dissoluation 




The measurement of fertility may he approached
approach, and in two ways: the cohort, or cumulativetile period, or cross-sectional approach. Cohort measurements express thecumulative birth performance of groups or cohorts of women as they progress through their
childbearing years. Two types of cohorts, birth and marriage, have been used in this report.The period, or cross-secitinal, approach to fertiiity measurement is concerned with the numberof births which occur to a defined populhtion during a specified calendar year or other historicaltime period. The crude birth rate, age-specific fertili,y rates,familiar examples. They, and general fertility rates areare often referred to as measurements of "current fertility" 
It will be recalled that tie household survey in Korea was based on a sample of householdslarge enough to provide an adequate basis for obtaining national and regional estimates offertility. As a tirst ,step towards meeting this very important objective of the survey, 
provisional estimates of age-speciic fertility rates are provided here and compared with 
The study of differences in fertility by social, geographical, and other components of thepopulation is a primary concern of all fertility surveys.towards an understanding In addition to its descriptive utility, theidentification of directionf the magnitude of fertilitythe and determinants of fertility.differentials is an essential first stepA major portion of this section is 
devoted to a discussion of such dffertntias, both in cohort and in current fertility. 
Fertility in Korea has experienced a remarkable decline in the last decade, which coincides 
with the period ofWar II and intensive, public and private effortsthe Korean War (1950-53). in the promotion of family planning andThe crude birth rate is estimated to have ranged fromrapid economic growth. Korean ferti!ity remained at a traditionally high lcvel through World40 to 45 per thousand as recently as when the 1960 census was taken. The average annual rate

of increase in population between 1955 
 and 1960 was 2.9 per cent, compared to 1.7 per cent
 
between 1970 and 1975. Fertility 
behaviour has been transformed greatly since 1960. Deliberate
 
fertility control began among women
thousandin rural areasto well. in the late reproductive ages in andaboutas 29 perBetweenthousand,1960 and 1970. cities then graduallyand the total the crude birth declinedfertility rate from about 43 percrude birth rate was reduced to about 25 per thousand, and from . ) to 3.9. By 1974, thethe total fertility rate dropped to 
3.5. Reduction occurred in hboth urban and rural ares of the country. This fertility declineespecially significant in view of the isgeneral consensus in Korea that it is desirable to reducethe rate of population growth in order to achieve an accelerated rate of economic growth and 
social development. 
3.5.2 CUMULATIVE FERTILITY BY BIRTH OR MARRIAGE COHORT 
-
There are two sources of data on birthsthe individual questionnaire. In in the Korean survey: the household schedule andthe household survey, thesurviving children by numbers of all live births andsex for each ever-married woman regardless of of age the date of birth, sex,live birth were obtained. In the individual survey, a detailed 
and survivorship of the most recent 
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history of births and other pregnancies was obtained for each woman interviewed, covering the 
outcome and date of e;-h event, the sex and sirvivorship of each live birth, and the date ofdeath, if any, of a child.including both cumulative These data permit the calculation of a number ofmeasures such as fertility measures,the number of children ever born or living andcurrent measures such as age specific fertility rates. The discussion of findings starts with aconsideration of the cumulative measures. They are considered in relatioa to theher marital duration, and the age at firstmarrige, age of woman, 
A. AGE OY WO.MAN (BIRTHI COIIORT) 

The mean number children 
 ever born by age of woman, obtained from the household survey(the individual survey yields the same estimates) are shown in Table 23, 
 with comparablefigures from the censuses of 1966 
 and 1970. In all but the younge:.t and the oldest age groups,
there is a declining trend from 1966 to the pre.c: survey yearnumber of children for the oldest age group (45-49) which Alf74). Interestingly, the mean family size, does could be taken as measure of completednot shrvr a decline, though the overall averavo shows a slight decline3.8 in 1966 to 3.6 in i -1. Decline was both 
from 
somewhat more pervasive in the different age 

groups and greater betwen 1966 and 1970 
 than between 1970 and 174.
 
The age differentials based on data for a
course, as the age groups represent given year must ',e iiterpreted with caution,different birth cohorts. ofFor ,xample, those in the ages 45-49
in 1974 were about 40-44 in 1970 
 and 35 39 in 1966. Thus, this articuiar birth cohort 
 can be seenas having progressed in number of births from about 4.9 in 19C6 to
By contrast, it is wrung--stricly speaking--to assume that those who 
5.3 in 1970 and 5.8 in 1974. 

are 35-39 in 1974 would 
progress from their current mean number ofquinquennial periods. births of I. I to 5.1 2nd 5.8 in the next twoIn a period of declining fertility, it is more likely that progression would bemuch slower with the result that the completed family size for each birth cohort that still hassome years left in their reproductive life span would end up being smaller than that shown fo, 
he oldest birth cohort. 







19661) 19743)Age CENSUS CENSUS 
 IIHS 
15-19 
 0.5 0.5 0.5C.
20-24 
 I. ,25-29 1.02.3 2.1 0. n2.030-24 








 5.6 5.8 
All ages 3.8 3.7 3.6
-Source: 1) Economic Planning Board, Korea, 1966 Population Census Report of Korea,* Void,12-, 1969.
PaI04-K05 

2) Economic Planning Board, Korea. 1970 Population and Housing Census Report, Vol.2,4-2. 1973, p.18-19 
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B. DUATION OF MARqIAGE (MARRIAGE COHORT) 
The relationship between cumulative fertility and length,-of marriage is shown in Table 24,
which presents the number of children ever born by years since first marriage for all evermarried women interviewed in the individual survey.duration of marriage follows an expected The steady rise in cumulative fertility withexperience of a single cohort pattern, though the rise must not be interpretedat different durations of as themarriage. The categories of the variable. 
years since first marriage, represents different marriage cohorts subject to differential 
circumstances and experiences.The high fertility of those married s20 or more year age is noteworthy: more than halfhad 6 or more children. It is not likely that the 
have 
younger cohorts would end up with such highfertility as the) eventually complete their reproduction. The prevalence of primary sterilit.,measured by the frequency of zero parity women, is low in Korea: less than 3 per cent of the 
women in any duration-of-marriagedata, presumably category abovedue to the most 5 years has been withoutpart to involuntary causes. any children to(24%) The high rate of zero parityamong those married less than 5 years is. on the other hand, more a function no doubtof their recency of marriage rather than of fecundity impirment. 
TABLE 24. PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OF ALL EVER-MARRIED WOMEN ACCORDING TONUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, IIY YEAR SINCE FIRST MARRIAGEYears since Number of children ever bsrnfirst marriage 0 1 2 
 3 4 5 6 
 7 8 9+ Total Mean
 
0-4 24.0 44.6 28.9 (2.3) 100.05-9 
 * 7.5 28.9 45.0 14.3 (2.0) 
_00.0W-11 
 (3..) 9.0 26.4 33.6 19. (5.3) 2.7 100.0O 3.7 
15-19 
 (3.0) (5.7) 16. G 27.0 23.1 15.2 6.3 * 00.0 4.420-24 
 * (4.5) 8.7 18.6 21.8 21.7 11.9 (6.2) (3.3) 100.0 5.s
 
25-29 
 * (4.7) (4.3, (5.7) 12.8 17.5 16.2 18. I 10.9 (7.0) 100.0 5*5
301-
 * (5.7) (8.9) 14.3 14.3 19.3 15.6 15.; 100.0 6.3 
Alt women 6.3 3.2 5.3 17.4 5.9 12.: 8.4 5.8 3.2 2.3 
I0 0 .0 a.6_
 
Source: 1974 KNFS, Table 2.2. 2A 
AGE AT M RIAGE 
As age at n:,riage in conjunction with current age defines
association between fertility and age 
duration of marriage, a strong
at marriage is expected within each age group. It is
 
evident
Average fromcompletedTable 25 that age at marriagefamily size, or its approximationhas been a major determinant of completed fertility.as measuredchildren ever born by the ean number ofto women in the ages 45-49, varies from 6.9 for those who married before 
age 15 to 4.3 for those who married in the ages 20-24. 
Within each marriage duration, the mean number of children ever born is larger the earlierthe age at marriage--but only if the number of years since marriage has exceeded 10 years. (Seelower panel of Table 25.) Among those marrted only recently (less than 10 years ago), thereis virtually no difference as yet in cumulative fe-tility by age at marriage. 
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TABLE 25. MEAN NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN TO ALL EVER-MARRiED WOMEN, BY 	 TABLE 26. MEAN NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN TO ALL EVER-MARRIED WOMEN, BYAGE AT FIRST MARRIAGE, CURRENT AGE, AND MARITAL DURATION 	 SIZE OF COMM1UNITY AND AGE: 1971 iOUSEHOLD SURVEY 
Age at firstmarriage Age 
A.e ages Under 15 15-;_ 20-24 25-2 30 or more 	 All ages 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-Z4 35--39 40-44 45-49 
All mes3.6 6.2 4.6 2-8 2.2 3 o r 	 Seoul 2.8 (0.4) 0.8 1.7 2.8 3.5 4.0 4.9Pusan 3.0 " 0.9 2.0 . 0 3.8 4.5 5.4 
Current age: Large city 3.2 0.9 2.0 3.0 3.8 4.4 5.3 
15-79 	 0.5 - 0.5 - - ­ M.ledium city 3.1 * 0.9 1.5 3.7 4.2 4.7 5.220-24 1.0 1.5 0.7 - - Small city 3.3 0.9 2.1 3.1 4.0 5.0 5.Z 
25-29 2.0 * 3.G 2. G 1.0 - Torn 3.7 1.2 2.2 3.5 4.4 5., 6.1 
30-34 3.4 4.2 3.4 2.1 * Village 4.2 0.6 1t 2.3 3.9 5.0 5.8 6.335-39 4.4 * 4.9 4.1 3.0 
5.3 (5.7) !.5 (3.5) 	 1.0 3.4 5. 14.3 0.5 .0 4.4 5.8 
45-49 5.8 6.9 5.9 4.3 C 5 	 Source: 1974 KNE.kS IH, Table -- b 
Years since first .tarriage: 
0-4 1.1 - 1. 1.1 1.1 
5-9 	 2.7 * 2.6 2.8 2.6 * 	 TABLE 27. MEAN NUMBER OF CIIlLDREN EVER BORN TO ALL EVER-MARRIED WOMEN, BY 
t0-14 	 3.7 * 3.9 3.7 3.1 	 IIACKGROUND CIARACTERISTICS AND YEARS SINCE FIRST MARRIAGE 
15-19 4.4 * 4.6 4.2 C 0
 
20-24 5.1 
 * 5.3 4.5 - Background Year siuce first marriage
25-29 5.5 (5.7) 5.6 4.2 - - Characteristics All durations 0-4 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30+ 
6 .3 6 .7 6.2 __+ - - _ _ _ _ _ - A ll w o m en 3.6 h t 2 .7 3.7 4 .4 5. 5.5 6.3 
Surce: 1974 KNFS, Table 2.2. 4A and 2.2.3A Type of place of residence: 
Village 4.3 1.t 2.9 4.1 5.0 5.7 6.2 6.7 
Town 3.8 1.2 2.7 4.2 4.3 5.7 (5.7) (6.5) 
3.5.3 DIFFERENTIALS IN CUMULATIVE FERTILITY City 3.0 3.1 2.6 3., 3.9 4.4 4.6 5.6 
Education:
 
There is evidence incensus and survey results r, dil,rential fertility among Korean women by None 5.3 (1.5) 
 2.9 4.1 5.0 5.6 2.7 6.6
several socioeconomic chara.teri,uc s. These includ!e differences accordring to place of residence, Primary :.6 3.2 2.8 3.9 4.5 5.I 5.5 5.8 
level of education, labor force participation, cupation, of and forth.(., standard living, so 	 Middle 2.2 1.0 2.7 3.2 3.7 4.4 CThe study of such differences is important njt only for an understanding cf current and 	 lliwh 2.4 1.0 2.4 3.0 3.4 4.3 (4.4) 




Never soked 2.3 L).8) 2.5 
Prof. & managerial 2.9 1.0 2.6 3.3 3.7 4.5 (4.5) C 
A. DIFFERENCE BY SIZE OF COMMUNITY Clerical 2.8 1.1 2.8 (3.2) 3.9 (4.5) (4.7)Sales & service 2.1 1.3 2.6 3.6 3.7 4.8 4.6 (5.4)Agriculturd 4.6 1.1 3.0 4. t 5.1 5.8 6.2 6.8 
The large household survey sample psrmits us 10 examine the difffferences in mean number Skilled manual 2.0 1.1 2.6 3.5 4.2 4.6 4.9 5.7 
cf childrer. ever born by size of commu ,.cf residence. Table 26 summarizes the data. Seoul Unskilled manual 3.8 1.3 2.6 3.8 4.6 5.5 (5.2) (6.0)
has the smallest mean in -a,h :u-e grou: wjsere comparison is possible. The rest of the cities, 
including Pusan, fol!ow in order, with 1t::e systematic differences by size of city. The towns Religion: 
and villages have the largest means age. n eve-ry age group where meaningful comparison is 	 Buddhist 3.7 1.1 2.7 3.5 4.2 4.9 5.1 6.0 
possible. Protestant 3.2 l.1 2.6 3.6 4.4 4.7 (5.2) (5.9)
Catholic 3.2 .1 (2.6) (2.9) (4.2) * (5.1) 
Similar differentials are found in data f-om the individual surv2y, which permits the examination Other 4.2 * * S . 
of the mean nutobet of children ever b,rn by years since fitst marriage by type of current Source: 1974 K.VFS, Table 2.2.5A 
residence. (See Table 27.) The catcgory 'city' inc!udes Seoul, Pusan, and the various-sized 
cities of the classification used fur th, househoid data in Table 26 above. The definitions of 
towns and villages are the same as in that table Except for the most recently married, the mean Time series comparison of the 1974 survey results with data from the censuses of 1936 and 1970
number is consistently smallest for the city residents in every marital duration group, followed shows that fertility has declined in both urban and rural ares's though at a somewhat faster rateby the town and the village residents in that order. The differences widen with length of in the former as compared to tha latter. (See Table 28.) It should be cautioned that the changes
marriage, in age composition in the different types of place are no: considered in these comparisons. 
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TABLE 28. 	 MEAN NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER-BORN BY URBAN AND RURAL TABLE 30. MEAN NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN TO ALL EVER-MARRIED WOMEN, 
RESIDENCE: 1974 KNFS COMPARED TO CENSUSES OF 15,', AND !170 BY EDUCATION AND AGE: 1974 IOUSEHOLD SURVEY 
Place 1966 CENSUS i970' CENSUS 1974" KNFS 	 Age 
Education 
Urban 3.4 3.1 3. All ages 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 
Rural 4.0 4.2 4.3 No schooling 5.3 * 1.4 2.7 4.1 5.2 5.7 5.2 
All places 3.8 3.7 3.6 Primary 3.6 5.5 1.2 2.3 3.6 4.5 5.1 5.5 
- - - -M 	 iddle 2.4 0.8 :.8 2.9 3.7 4.1 4.9 
Source: 1)Eccnomic Plaaning Board, Korea, 1966 Population Cen.us Reportof Korea, High 2.2 0.7 1.5 2.6 3.2 3.6 4.s 
Vol. 12-1, 1969. p. 192-103 
2) Economic Planning Board, Korea, 1970 Pul!,i,n and tliusingCensus Report, College or higher 2. I - (0.c) 1.4 2.2 2.6 (3.8) (3.7)
Vol. 2. 4 2. 1973. p. 18-21 All women 36 0.5 .0 2.0 3.4 4.4 5.1 
3) 1971 K.VFS. Table 2.2.5B _.5_ 3.6_ _ ._ 2.0 _ 3.4 _ _. _ _ _. _ _5.8 
t
Source: 1974 KNV.% ;IS Table 1.TA 
Those who grew up it; citic;, regardless of where :hey now live, havFlowe, fertility than TABLE 31. MFAN NUMIIER OF CIIIII)REN EVER BORN TO ALL EVER-MARRIED WOMEN, 
tihose who grew up in towns and village,, according to Table 2.2.7M. This is showun by the BY WIFE'S EDUCATION AND YEARS SINCE FIRST MARRIGE 
fact the mean number of children varies little by current place of residence among those who -- . ... . . . . ... . . . _. . . . 
spent their 	 childhood il cities. By contras, among those who grew lip in towns and villages. Eduction Years since first married 
their current place of residence makes <onsideralle differnce in their fertility; it is consistently All durations less than 5 5-9 10-14 !5-19 20-24 25-29 30­
lower for the city residents *han for the town and village residents. The data for all ever-married No sch.,ling 5.3 1.5 2.9 4. t 5.0 5.6 5.7 6.6 
women are presented in Table 29. These patterns are replicated in each daration of marriage Pr.mary 3.6 1.2 2.8 3.9 4.5 5.1 5.5 5.8 
group, as can be seen in Table 2.2.7M, though les- cl.,ir-cut in the most recently married Middle 2.2 1.0 2.7 3.2 3.7 4.4 5.3 5.7 
group. High 2.4 i.0 2.4 3.0 3.4 4.3 4.4 4.5Collegeor higher 2.3 1.2 2.3 2.7 3.1I 4.1I 2.8 5.0 
All wtmen 3.0 1.1 2.7 3.7 4.4 5. t 5.5 6.3 
TABLE 29. 	 'lEAN NJMIIER OF CIIiI.DREN EVER BORN TO ALL EVER-MARRIED Sour: 197t1K
 
WOMEN, IY TYPE OF PLACE OF CURRENT RESIDENCE AND
 
CIIIL P1100! TYP'E OF PLACE
 
___I_____OO!)_TYPE___F__LAETime ;elies data, summarized in Table 32, show the persistence of the inverse pattern in 
Current Childhood :le of place 1966, 190, and 1974, with lithe change over time within each category of education. The overall
residence All place, City Toun Village de:line from 1966 to 1974 in the mean number of children ever born to all ever-married women, 
it appears, is in good part due to the changing educational distribution (i. e., the generalCity 3. v 2.7 3.0 3.1eToyn 3.. 3. 3.0 3.9 rise in 	 the educational level) during the period. Age-controlled analysis is needed for a more 
VIliage a..i 2.8 3.5 4.5 	 conclusive generalization. 
All places 5. 2.7 3.:1 3.8 
Source: 1974 K, FS. Table 2.2.7M TABLE 32. MEAN NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN BY EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT: 
1974 KNFS COMPARED TO CENSUSES OF 1966 AND 1970 
Education 1966 CENSUSO 1970 CENSUS"I 1974 KNFSII 
B. 	 EDUCATIONAL DIFFERENCES No schooling 5.0 5.2 5.3 
Primary 3.3 3.7 3.6 
Middle 2.7 2.6 2.2
 
A considerable amount of research exloring the relationship between fertility and education 
 iligh
 
is available. it is generally the case that education and fertility are inversely related, and the College or higher 2.3 2.2 2.3 
expectation is that rise in educational level of a population in the course of social and economic All women 4.2 4.1 3.6 
deselopment will contribcte to overall declinte in fertility. Source: 1)Economic Planning Board. Korea, 1966 Population Census Report of Korea, 
V. 12-1. 1969, p. 110-111.
 
From the hosehold survey, we find the mean number of children ever born to be related 2) Economic Planning Board. Korea, 1970 Population and Hlousinf Census Report,
 
inversely with edu-atiuui in every age group where meaningful comparison is possible.(See Vol. 2. 4-2, 1973, P. 70-71. 
Table 30.) The differences widen with advam e in age. Similar inverse patterns are evident in3 
the comparison of the men number of children ever born to the women interviewed in the 
individual survey within each marital duration group.(See Table 31.) The differences are small Educational differentials are greater than the differentials by type of place of current residence, 
in the most recently married groups but widen with length of marriage. as can be seen from Table 2.2.7A. Though the number of cases with secondary education or 
-82-	
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better diminishes rapidly the older the marital cohort (implying the recency of improvementin educational opportunities for women in Korea) and makes meaningful comparison difficult
when controlled for marital duration, the trend is clear: within each duration of marriage 
group, the differences in the mean number of children ever born are g, eater between educational 
categories than between categories of type of place of residence. The pattern that is apparentin Table 33 for all ever-married women is rep'icated in every marital duration group as can beseen in detail in Table 2.2.7A. 




.-0 laces City Town; Village 
No schooling 5.3
Primary 4.43.6 3.3 5.7
6 3.9 
Middle 2.2 ..2 2.6 2.2High 2.4 2.4 (2.0) 2.6 
Col l e g e or h igh er 2. 3 2 . 2 
All women 3.6 3.0 3.8 4.3
 
Source, 1974 KNFS, Table 2.2.7A 
C. OCCUPATtONAL DIFFERENCES 
Occupation of the husband is perhaps the raost widely t:,cd index of socioeconomic statusthe study of differential fertility. For all the tabulations in this report 
in 
which relate a women's

cumulative fertility to characteristics of her husband, tie numbet of children 
ever born to the
wife includes children not only from her present marri.tge but also children front any previous
marriages. Differentials by husband's occupation itl 'lble 27 shows markedly large numbers 
of children ever born to agricultural workers; tli, clearly reflects thVir exclusively rural 

background. The professio'ial and manager:al 
 woricrs do not necessarily showfertility, though the mantal workers-, the the lowestunskilled. i, particular--show a fertility level that

ranks only behind tite agricultural workers if married 
 1:;years or longer, 
These patterns persist even when tilewife's edu;ational levelistaK,:ninto account.
Table 2.2.7C.) Where there are enough (Seecases to maki, meaningful comparisons, those whosehusbands are in agriculature tend to have the highet fertility within each educational category,though the differences are substantially reduced. Within each occupational category, education
makes a considerable difference. In fact, education ingeneral has a stronger influence Oifertility than does occupation as witness the p-'eriis for all ever-married women in Table 3-1.These patterns are replicated in every duration of otarriage group, a, can be seen in detail inTable 2.2.7C. For example, among those whose husbands are in agrituilture, thte women with no
schooling had an everage of 5,7 children as compared to 4.0 for those with primary education
and 2.6 for those with middle school education. Similar patterns are found within each
occupational category, though in every case the differences are diminished especially in the 
less--than 10-year group once duration of marriage is taken into account. 
Occupational differences persist also within type of place of current residence. (See Table2.2.7K) Those in agriculture generally have the highest fertility whether living in a city, town,or village. While the pat'ern is viruatlly non-existent among the most recently married (say,
within the last 10 years) and only moderately evident in the intermediate marriage durations 
-8,t1-

(lO-1 years), it is clearly revealed among those married 20 years or more. Generally, however.
the occupational differences are smallest for those residing in cities and largest for those
residing in villages. This results from the fact that urban residence regardless of occupation
tends to be associated with lower fertility. 
TABLF 34. MEAN NUMI1ER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN TO ALL EVER -MARRIED WOMEN, 
BY WIFE'S EDUCATION AND HUSBAND'S OCCUPATION 
Wife's Education Husband's occupation
All Prof. & Sales & Agri- Skilled Unskilled Never 
m . service culture manual manual workedNo schooling 5.3 . (3.6) 4.4 5.7 4.8 5.0Primary 3.6 3.9 4.0 3.4 3.14.0 3.5 (2.8) 
Middle 2.2High 2.7 2.2 2.2 2.6 2.0 (2.7) (1.8)2.4 2.6 2.2 2.3 (3.4) 2.2 * (1.5) 
College or higher 2.3 2. (2.2) (2.4)
All women 
.6 2.9 2.8 3 
, 
4. 6 3 .0 3.8 2.3 
- - 1 .6 3.... - -­Sour'ce: 1974 KNVFS, Table 2.2. 7C 
D. DIFFERENCES BY WIFE'S WORK STATUS 
In the discussion about ways to encourage low fertility, increasing female labour force 
participation is often mentioned. Many studies have been concerned with the associationbetween woman's work status and her fertility. The type of occupation, if not labour forceparticipation as such, has been found to be related to fertility. In general, if they work at all,




In Korea, the agricultural sector has claimed the largest prcportion of the labour force, though
giving way in 
 recent years to other sectors. In thea substantial portion present survey, agriculture still occupiesof the working force: 35 per cent of the husbands and 54 per cent of the 
wives who had ever worked were most recently employed in agriculture.
 
The data in Tables 2.2.5E, 2.2.7E, and 2.2.7L do not show that the wives with workexperience as a group have lower fertility than those who never worked, w~hether we control
for years since marriage, education, or type of place 
 of current residence. Only if the most
 
recent work was in the category "professional and clerical' is 
 t e fertility generally lower than
those wltc never worked. (See Table 35. ) By and large, those whose most recent work was in
sales and service or manual employment show levels of fertility that are similar to those who 
never worked, except in the longest marital duration (20 years or more) where the former
have lower -rtility than the l.itter. 'hose in agriculture, the most numerous group, 
 have
substantially higher fertility than all others in every duration of marriage category. 
These findings suggest that wife's labour force participation takes many forms and havediverse effects on fertility. The complex relationships defy adequate explanation at this stage of
analysis. The importance of this variable, with definite policy implicatiuns, justify its inclusionin thet tpi to be further investige e date The man questions to be answered are:What type of empboynset (e.g., at honre vs. away from home) aa well as what type of 
-85­
TABLE 33. ME 
BY 
N NI9IIBER OF CIIILDREN EVEt BtRN TO AL.L 
WIFE'S MOST RECENT OCCUPATION AND YEARS 
EVERtIIR IIED WOMEN, 
SINCE FIRST MARRIAGE 
cohot, differences displayed in Tables 36 and 37 could 
older cohorts. On the other hand, the faster tempo 
be due to recall lapse associated with the 

































could be explained by improvement in fetal mortality, decline in breastfeeding, or ever more 
premarital conceptions, among other factors. For example, Table 4. 1. 1, 4. 1.6 shows 
that breastfeeding is less frequent among the younger women and Table 2.1.1, that more of 
the more recently married have had their first births within 7 months of marriage (implyingpremarital conceptions) than the older cohorts. The cohort differences in the proportion of 
first births occurring within 7 months of marriage is substantial: 10.9 per cent among those 
married 5 to 9 years ago; 5.9 per cent among those married 10 to 19 years ago, and 2.2 per 
cent among those married 20 or more years ago. 
Sourc,: 1971 KXFS, Table 2.2.711 
TABLE 36. MEAN NUMItER OF CIIILDREN BORN WITHIN FIRST FIVE YEARS OF 
TO WOM 2 N MARRIED AT LEAST FIVE YEARS, BY AGE AT FIRST 
MARRIAGE 
MARRIAGE 
occupation is associated with low fertility? Whai is the relationship of the length of employment 
and fertility? Is employment influenced by fertility itself that is, do married women work because 
of either high or lnw (say, involuntary childlessness) fertility? Is work experience away from 
home in the period jrior to marriage an important factor? etc. 
ANI) YEARS 
s 




2 o r m ore 
SINCE FIRST MARRIAGE 
Age at first r 7riage 
... .... _Aeatfirstm__rige
All ages Less than 15 15-17 18-19 20-21 
2.0 * (1.8) 1.8 2.0 
1.7 1.5 1.7 1.8 





25 and over 
2.1 
1.9 
All durations 1.6 0.9 1.2 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.0 
The relatioaship of religion to fertility is erratic at best, as can be seen in Table 27. The 
apparent tendency of the two Christian groups towards low fertility when the mean number 
of children ever born is compared for all ever-married women is not born out cosistently 
when duration of marriage is controlled. The converse ,f this is that the Buddhists do not 
necessarily have higher fertility than the rest when the difference in marriage duration is taken 
into account. 
Sorce: 1974 KNFS Table 2.1. 2A 
Generally the later the age at marriage is, the faster is the tempo of early fertility. For 
example, the meatn number of live births within the first five years of marriage was 0.9 for 
those married at less than 15 but 2.0 for those married at age 25 or later. (See Table 36.) The 
mean length from marriage to first birth was 32.1 months for the former and 16.5 months for 
the latter. (See fable 37.) These patterns ate replicated in the two older marriage cohorts 
3.5.4 FERTIILITY IN THE FIRST FIVE YEARS OF MARRIAGE (111-11 years and 20 years or more) but reduced to virtual non-existence in the youngest. The 
especially slow tempo of births in the early years of marriage for those who married at less 
The examination of the number of 
important in at least two respects: 
children born in the first five years of marriage is than 15 
sterility 
or even those who married at less than 18, probably reflects the 
known to be a factor in these early ages in many populations. 
influenze of adolescent 
(1) First, it enables us to examine historical change,when compared between marriage cohorts, .,itd if any, in the tempo of early fertility TABE 37. MEAN ENGTH IN MONTS FtOM MARRIAGETBE3..,ENLNTI OTI RMMRIG 
MARRIED AT LEAST FIVE YEARS, BY AGE At 
SINCE FIRST MARRIAGE 
TO FIST IRTH FOR WOMENOFRTBRI O OE 
FIRST MARRIAGE AND YEARS 
(2) Second, it allows us 
fertility in the early 
to examine the relationship, 
stages of marriage. 
if any, between age at marriage and- - - - - - -
Years ".tce first 
marriage 
-
All ages Less tian 15 15-17 18-19 20-21 22-24 25 and over 
The analysis is of course restticted to those who had been married for at least five years.
Table 36 shows the mean number of children born in the first five years of marriage by age at 
5-; 
10-1 


















marriage witlin broad marital duration groups. What is striking is that the tempo of early 
marital fertilit- is some wl:,st faster in the more recent marital cohort. The overall pattern that 
shows higher early fertility for the younger cohort is replicated in every age at marriage 
group. The implied faster tempo of childbearing in the younger cohorts is further substantiated 
by Table 37, where the mean length in months 'ron first marriage to first birth is shown. 
Overall, it took on the average 26.5 months from marriage to ;irst bir~l, among those married 
20 years ago but only 16.5 months fur those matiied less titan l10 years ago. This cohort 
pattern is replicated in general even when age at marriage is taken into account. Some of the 
All durations 21.1 32.1 28.0 21.8 18.4 15.5 16.5 
SK-rTe: 1974 KNFS, Table 2.2.1 
Differentials in fertility in the first five years of marriage by background characteristics are 
small, if tley exist at all. The data are summarized in Table 38. There are slight indications 
that the tempo of early fertility might be faster for the better educated and those who 
worked before marriage in professional and clerical occupations titan the others when we look at 
-86- -87­
the overall differences, but once marital duration and age at marriage arethe differer.ces taken into accountare virtually non-existernt except perhaps for those married 20 years or more.(See Tables 2. 1.2A and 2.1.2D for detailed com parisonfirst marriageyears by age at first m arriagefirst marri ge.)The since 
TABLE 2,.MEAN NUMBER OF IILDREN BORN WITHIN FIRST FIVE YEARS OF MARRIAGETO WOMEN MARRIED AT LEAST FIVE YEARS, iEY BACKGROUND CHARACTER-
ISTICS AND YEARS SINCE FIRST MARRAGECaackground 










Level of eucation: 





























.0 1.9Catholic 1.7 1.41.6 (2.) (1.6) 1.3 1.4





Sales an d ser v ice 1.7 1.3
Professional and clerical 1.87












Sourc 974 KN S, 24.7 
3.5.5 CURRENT FERTILITY 
In Korea in the absence of a reliable vital statistics reporting system, cu.rent fertility rates 
suchas the crude birth rate, age-specificmust necessarily be estimated fertility rates and total fertility rate, amongfrom periodic others, 
censuses. The present survey 
sample surveys and the quinquennial nationalpermits us to calculate ;allthe standard rates, though in this report 
we discss in preliminary fashionTwo other, indirect measures only the ago-specificof tile current fertility rateslevel of f-rility at;zl the totalthat can fertility rate.survey are the mean number be obtained frrm theof birthsinterview in the past ie years and the proportion reportinga current pregnancy. These too will atbe examined bricfly. 
The exercise of estimating agespecific fertility
rates from a retrospective sample survey is
not without its hazards. 
-lo-ev,,er, itisstillworthwhile to attempt a preliminary estimationof these rates prior to the necessary butplanned for a later date. The 
time consuming methodologial refinement that isestimates are based co a relatively simple procedure. First, themost rece,,t births of the 17, 167 ever-married 
 womeninthe 21,233 households comprising in the ages 15- 19 who were enumerated
the household survey 
were classifed 
by date of birthand those occurring in the twelvedistributed by months preceding the survey datethe mother's exact age at interview. Tile age (a total of 2,716 births),distributed births would constitutethe numerators in the calculation of the age-specific fertility rates. The use as denominators the 
- 8 8--

number (,fever-married women in each of the age groups wouldfertility rates yield us age-specific marital(ASMFR). For the calculation of age-specific fertility rates (ASFR), the number 
Th e calclrse raesieof all Women regardless s mm r zdcn Tcalculated of marital bl 9
rates are Summarized statusin in the givenTable 39. age group is usedTABLE 39. AGE-SPECIFIC FERTILITY RATES as the denominator.AND AGE-SPECIFIC MARITAL FERTILITY 
RATES: 1974 IiOUSEIIOLD SURVEY 
Age 
 No of No. of ever No. of 













306.0 164.335-39 275.6242 
 3,251 
 3.272


















b) Totalfertility per woman
rate 
Source: 1974 KNYFS HHS Table 11.1,11.3
 
The "total" figures in the last two columns in Tablefor ever-married 39 are, of course, the total fertility rateswomen 
and allwomen, respectively. A total fertility rate (TFR) representsthe number of live births that could be expected of a Women if she were to go through her 
TABLE 40. AGE.SPECIPIC FERTILITY RATES
Census" FROM VARIOUS SOURCES: 1960-1974
SDS"'
Age Survey)
1960 1966 1968 Census" 1971 p r 1 0 0 w m n
1970 













































b.eSore)Esti] ntd by BM. .6
Le 
-The impact of Marital Age Ditribution (Age off Firit 

.Afarr ag),1n. d~Abortion and F,,mily planningSeoul: The National Program onFamily Planning Fertilit-y' AnnualCenter Report of Family Plaming, 3970. These ratesc :rroburated are closelyby Esitates idepandently derived1959-70. Seoul: uing the "own children" methodCho inEitimatc.
21 E.. Yonsei University Press, 1974. by Lee JayChoe, of Curre t Fertility forand J.S. the Republi of Korea and ItPark. Some p. 19 (Table 4). eogrtphicalFinding, from the m SubdivLeo,Special Demographic Survey, 1966, Seoul:Bureau of Statistics
ofthe Economic Planning Board and the Seoul National UniversityPopulation and Dewv~opment Studies Center, 1969.3) The 1968 70Korean rti.ty
and Family Planning Survey, Seouh The National Family 
Panin
4) "Own-rhild n estimates from the 1970 censusby Lee Jay Cho in "The Demographic Situationin Korea', ilonolulu: East-West Population Institute, 1973.5)An Interim Report on 1971 Fertility.Abortion Survey, Seoul:Korean institute for Family6Planning, 1973.6) 197. National Family planning and Fertility Survey, Seoul: Korean Inutitute for Family Planning.
1974. 
7) 1974 
 .VFS, HIIS Table, 8-8
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reproductive years from 15 to 50 exposed to the risk of childbeariig represented by the schedule 
of age-specific fertilty rates of a given 12 month period. It should be emphasized that these 
are tentatise estimates based on all tio simple assumptions More ref.: _d estimates will be 
prepared at a later date after the quality of birth and age report~ng is systematically assessed. 
The refined estimates will take into account births and women who inevitably missed in a 
retrospective survey due, for example, to deaths in the preceding 12-month period and because 
it is based on a sample drawn from no,-institutional populations, etc. 
In .spite of The preliminary nature of the estimates, it is remarkable that they are consistent 
with past trends based on estimates for earlier years from various sources. Table 40 shows tile 
various estimates going back to 1960. While there are some irregularities, the basic trend is ,ne 
of consistent decline in every age group. Figure 9 represents the basic pattern of decline when 
the estimates for 1968 and 1970 are arbitrarily removed from the comparisc.--. 
The percentage decline in the ASFR for each age group and the TFR from 1960 to 1974. is 
presented in Table 41. Both Figure 9 and the data summarized in Table 41 show that decline 
has been substantial in every age group but particularly in the youngest ages 15-19 a result 
primarily due to postponement of marriage and in the ages above 30, with the consequence
that the TFR declined by as much as 40 per cent in the 1.1 year period from 1960 to 1974. 
The decline in the ages above 30 is clearly due to voluntary control within marriage as 
marriage has been nearly universal in these ages. (See Section 3.4.2 alove.) In terms of the 
TFR's. the decline has been nearly as great in the 3-year period betwe-ti lj71 and 1971 (18,%) 
as in the 5-year period between 1966 and 1971 (19%) and substantiall. greater than in the6-year period between 1960 and 1966 (10%). 
The 1974 househcld survey, because of Its fairly large sample size. affords us an opportunity
to examine the ASFR's and the ASMFR's-and the accompanying" TFR'F-by the woman's 
level of education and the size of community where she resides. Tables 42 and 43 summarize 
the data. While these rates too must be taken as preliminary estimates, th:e patterns of 
dfferentials observed here by these characteristics should hold evn when the rates are refined 
at a later date. 
The differences in the TFR's, based on the ASFR's for all wo;en regardless of marital status, 
by the woman's level of education are substantial, as can be s.een in Table 42: they go from 
4.8 for those with no schooling down to 2.5 for the college edi:. ted. Much of the differences in 
the TFR's is due to the differences in the ASFR's for the age; below 25 and above 30. In these 
TABLE 41. 	 PER CENT DECLINE IN TifE AGE- SPECIFIC FERTIIITY RATES AND 
TIlE TOTAL FERTIIITY RATE: 1960 1971 
Age 190 .'4 Per cent change: 1960-74 
15-19 
 37 II 
-70 
20-24 283 159 -44 

25-29 330 276 
 -16 





 74 -62 
40-44 80 
 29 - 63 
45-49 14 3 -79 
TFR 6.0 3.6 -40 

TABLE 42. 	 AGE-SPECIFIC FERTILITY RATES AND AGE-SPECIFIC MARITAj. FERTILITY 










15-19 tt 61 20 
 5 2 ­
20-24 159 244 212 
 163 8 47
 
25-29 276 291 286 
 266 254 304
 
30-34 164 206 173 154 
 131 64 
3-4 74 107 535 0
 





TFR 3.6 4.8 4.0 3.2 2.6 2.5
 




 391 387 336 313 342
25-92 3.-6 305 301 292 318 38830-34 167 207 174 
 156 137 67
 
35-39 74 108 Ys d 36 40
 
40-44 29 42 26 13
 
45-40 3 5 
 1 - - 14
 
TFR', 4.7 
 5.3 4.7 4.2 4.1 4.4 
a)calculated from ASFR's and ASMFRs carried to ore decimal place and given per women.Surze: 1974 KNFS, Table 11.1, 11.3. 
43. ACE-SPECIFIC FERTILITY RATES AND ACE-SPECIFIC 	 3ALEMARITAl, FERTILITY 




All women Seoul Pusan Large City 




15-19 11 6 2 4 16 4 to 17
 
20-24 159 102 
 177 135 :75 143 199 191
25-29 	 276 240 291 257 2s, 291 273 304
30-34 	 164 120 
 95 132 IC9 160 192 208
 
35-39 74 30 56 38 38 
 98 76 108
 
40-44 29 14 10 
 5 19 20 38 41
 
45-49 3 
 3 - 7 - - 10 4
 
TFR" 3.6 2.6 3.2 2.9 3.5 3.6 4.0 4.4
 
Age-specific marital fertility rates 
15-19
 
0-24 3S4 309 338 355 339 288 348
 
25-29 306 284 318 
 287 297 310 304 327
 
30-34 167 124 
 96 133 17f 162 192 210
 
35-39 74 31 57 
 38 38 76
98 1OS 
40-44 29 14 10 5 19 20 39 41 
45-49 3 3 -- 7 i 7 
TFR* 4.7 3.8 4.3 4.1 4.3 4.4 4.8 5.3 




FIGURE 9. AGE-SPECIFIC FERTILITY RATES, 1960 1971 




















so X "Source: 
Under 2!. .2-2 3U-31 39 4 over24 s5 40-14 5& 
Age of women 
Soure: Tble 1 bve.proportion 
ages. the ASFR's are substantially lower the higher the education- The differences are especially 

marked between those with primary level education or lessand those with middle school 
education or more. 
The TFRs based on the ASFR's for only the ever-married women by level of education vary 
in the expected direction (lower tite more education) but the differences are much smaller than 
in the case of the TFR's based on the ASFR's for all ,rmen: they go from 5.3 for those 
without any schooling to4.4I for the college-educated. The reduced range of variation is due to 
the fact that the ASFR's within marriage for ages under :,ll vary but little by level of education. 
ASMFR's reveals that a good part of the educationalThe comparison of the ASFR's and 
differences in the TFR's for all women is due tothe difference in proportion who are married in 
the ages under z5. It is clearly sugges.ed that the better educated have a substantially lower 
the less educated. T his is consistent of courseproportion married in these ages as com pared to 
with th2 findings reported ea.lier in Section 3.3.4. 
Variation in tileTFR's by size of community isalso quite substantial. (See Table 43.) The 
contrast between Seoul, the rest of the cities, and the rural communities (towns and villages) 
of maritalismarked especially when the TFRs based on the ASFR's for all women regardless 
status are compared. These TFR's are 2.6 for Seoul and range from 2.9 to 3.6 for other 
based on the ASFR's forThe TFR's4.0 to 4.4 for the rural communities.cities and from 
married women only vary ir. the same direction but within a much narrower range: 3.8 for 
Seoul, from 4.1 to 4.4 for other cities, and from 4.8 to 5.3 for the rural communities. 
-92 -3 
TABLE 44. AGE-SPECIFIC FERTILITY RATES BY URBAN AND RURAL RESIDENCE: 1960-1974 
..... (per1.000 women)
Year Age of women15-19 20-24TFR 45-49 (per women) 
Urban 










209 18492 8148 - 8 5.43.7 


















1974 6 135 262 129 42 3 2 2.9 
Rural 
1966 190 4816 29143 35442  308284 23728 Hs596 -12 6.76.5 
1968 817 178189 305291 220212 147126 8750 117 4.84.4 
1971 9 211 363 266 144 49 4 5.2 
1973 14 206 324 249 117 25 5 4.7 
1974 16 192 298 206 103 41 4 4.3 
Table 40 above. 
The differentials by size of community generally show up for each ASFR, though they are 
reduced considerably when the ASMIFR's are compared. Unlike the situation with level of 
education, the differentials by size of community cannot be explained away as much by the 
married in the youngest ages. 
Table 44 compares the ASFR's and the TFR's by broad classification of community types-urban 
anndrural-for period 1960-74. While decline isclearly evident in both urban and rural areas, 
it has been substantially greater in the former than in the latter. The TFR declined in the 
urban areas by 46 per cent from 5.4 in 1960 to 2.9 in 1974 as compared to 36 per cent from 
6.7 in L960 to 4.3 in 1974 in the rural areas. The 1960-74 decline in the ASFR was considerably 
greater in the urban than in the rural areas in every age group but 20-24 and 25-29, as can be 
TABLe 45. PERCENT DECLINE IN TIlE AGE-SpE'CIFIC FERTILITY RATES AND 
















Per cent decline 
in TFR: 1960-74 
-46o34 -36 
















































































































































































































































































































































b. By education 
(1) 	 Both household data and the individual survey data show that the number of children 
ever born is inversely related to level of education attai:.ed by the woman. This pattern 
persists in every age and marital duration group, with the duzterences widening with 
increasing length of marriage. 
(2) 	 Educational differentials are greater than the differentials by type of place of residence in 
every duration of marriage group, suggesting that educational improvement can facilitate 
removal of geographical differences in fertility by the diffusion of small family norms 
associated with better education. In fact, there is a hint, based on limited observation, 
that the overall decline in fertility since 1966 may have been due more to a change in 
educational distribution (i. e., the general rise in educational level attained) than to 
decline in fertility within any specific educational categories. 
c. 	 By husband's occupation 
(1) 	 The individual survey data show that fertility is highest for those who.se husbands are in 
agriculture, reflecting their nearly exclusive rural background. The differences among 
other occupations are inconsistent at best, though for those married 15 years or longer 
the manual workers, the unskilled in particular, tend to show a level of fertility that 
ranks only behind the agricultural works. 
(2) Edu.ation in general has a stronger influence on fertility than hi;bard's occupation, 
though occupational differences are not completely removed by education This is the case 
in every marital duration group. 
(3) 	 Occupational differences persist within each type of place of residence, although they 
tend to be smallest for those residing in cities and largest for those residing in villages. 
In short, urban residence regardless of occupation tends to e associated with lower 
fertility, 
d. By wife's work status 
(1) 	 The individcal survey data do not show that women who had work experience either 
before or after marriage have lower fertility than those who never worked. 
(2) 	 The only meaningful relationship so for observed i. between fertility and the type of 
most recent occupation the women has had. Generally speaking, only if the most recent 
work was in profe,:,onal or clerical positions is fertility lower than for those who never 
worked. On the other hand, those most recent werk was in agriculture have the highest 
fertility as compared to all others. This is true in every marital duration category. 
(3) 	 Further detailed analysis of the relationship between wife's pattern of work and 
fertility is recommended both because of the importance of the topic and because of the 
apparent complexity of the re.ationship as revealed in the data so far tabulated for thisreport. 
e. By Religion 
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The dn.ta from the individualfertility. 	 are systematiconcer lationship takenPatterns that seem to surveyexist shownot noreplicated duration ofbetweenmarriagereligionis and 
into account. 
7. Fertility in the first five years of marriage was examined with data from the individual 
survey to see (1) if there is any historical (i.e.. cohort) changes in the tempo of early fertility 
and (2) if there is any relationship between age at marriage and early fertility. 
a. 	 The findings steqgest that the tempo of early fertility is faster for the most recent cohorts 
women as compared to the older cohorts, though generalization must be tempered by the 
possibility of under-reporting due to certain amount of recall lapse among the older cohorts. 
The number of months between first marriage and first birth was 16.5 months on the 
average for those married less than 10 years ago as compared to 26.5 months for those 
married 20 years ago. The cohort pattern represented in these differences holds true evenwhen age marriage is taken into account. 
The apparent tendency for faster tempo of early fertility amo.ng the more recent cohortsis consistent with the improvement in fetal mortality, decne in breastfeeding, or more 
frequent premarital conception-all of which could be documented from this or other 
studies. 
b. 	 The findings also suggest that generally the later the age at marriage the faster is the 
tempo of early fertility. The mean number of live births born within the first five years
of marriage was 0.9 for those married at less than 15 but 2.0 for those married at age 25 
or later. The mean length from marriage to first birth was 32.1 months for the former 
and 16.5 months for the latter. These patterns hold true in any significant way only for 
those in the older cohorts. Adolescent sterility is probably responsible for the slower 
tempo of early for those who married at extrmely young ages 
c. 	 Differentials in fertility in the first five years of marriage by background characteristics 
are small, if they exist at all. Most of the differences disappear when marital duration 
and age at marriage taken into account. 
8. 	 Current fertility was measured directly by age-specific fertility rates (ASFR's) and the 
attendent total fertility rate (TFR) from the household survey and indirectly by the mean
number of live births in the past five years and the proportion reporting a current pregnancy 
from the individual survey. 
a. 	The age-specific fertility rates were calculated without adjusting for under-reporting of 
births and women inherent in a retrospective, cross-section survey with a sample drawn 
from non-institutional populations. They are offered as preliminary estimates pending 
further refinement at a later stage The estimated ASFR's per 1,0C0 women by five year 
age group are: 15-19, II; 20-24. 159; 25-29, 276; 30-34, 164; 35-39, 74; 40-44. 29; and 
45-49, 3. The estimated total fertility rate per women is 3.6. These rates are remarkable 
in their consistency with estimates for recent years from other sources. 
b. 	 Comparing the ASFR's estimated from the present survey with those estimated for 1960, 
we noted that decline has been substantial in every age group over tle past 14 years but 
particularly in the youngest ages, presumably due to postponement of marriage, and in the 
older ages, due to voluntary control of fertility within marriage. The decline has been more 
rapid in the more recent period, 1971--74, as compared to the earlier periods, 1960-66 and 
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1966-71. 	 The decline and its acceleration coincided with the period of intensified efforts, buth 
public and private, in the promotion of family planning and rapid economic growth. 
9. 	 The 1974 household survey, because of its large sample size, permits the calculation of ASFR's 
by woman s level of education and size of community v.here she resides. We can summarized 
that the TFR's based on the estimated ASFR's are lower the higher the educational level 
attained and he larger and more urban the community of residence. A comparison of the 
ASFR's based on allwomen regardless of maiital status and those based on only the ever-

married reveals that the differentials in age at marriage can account for much of thedifferences by education though not so much the differences by size of community, 
10. 	 A comparison of the decline between 1960 and 1974 in the ASFR':; and the TFR in the urban 
and the rural areas shw that it has been substantially greater it the former than in the 
latter erea in most age groups but especially in the ages uider 30 and in the ages 35 and 
over. Both later age at marriage and greater control of frtility within marriage would seem 
to account for the greater rate of decline in these rates in the urban areas over thtec years. 
11. 	 Both the mean number of children born in the past five years (to women continuously in 
the married state during the live years preceding the survey) and the proportion reporting a 
current 	pregnancy among all currently married women are higher the younger the women 
fewer the number of bout11 Thewo uproportions hgh a pregnant anamong alland the currntlaslivi g children.marieer ent itis currently29pe cen 28perA 
currentlyent married awas 11 it as as per and perfor those in thewomenages 15-19about per cent; is high 29 cent 28and 20-24, respectively. but declines rapidly after these 
agestoneprcentfor these in the ages aevey. 0 and binterview. 
ages to one per cent or less in the ages 40 and over. 
There is no particular pattern discernible by background characieristics in these indirect 
measures of current fertility. 




In order to place findings on fertility preferenecs andlbehavior in their proper context it is 
useful to know, in broad out lineat least, the impat of infant and child mortality on family 
size. Indeed, the historical trend and current level of infant motrality is a topic of great interest 
and importance in its own right, especially in Korea where data is scarce and substantial declines 
have likely occurred ovet the past 20 to 30 years. lhough it would he unwise to attempt to 
estimate a historical trend from the present survey before the data have been subjected to a 
more thorough appraisal, estimates of the current cr recent levels of infant mortality have been 
derived from information relating to births in the sevral years preceding tije suvrey. Another set 
of data, comparisons of the number of living children to the number of live births for women
of different ages, provide further insight into survivorship, though many of the tables relating 
to this section are purely descriptive presentations of the number of living children for different 
birth and marriage cohorts. 
Within any population, a relatively high rate of mortality prevails during the first years of 
9 8 
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life. The infant mortality rate is a sensitive indicator of the health conditions enjoyed by acommunity, and the level of infant mortality is generally associated with mortality levels at 
older ages. 
As a preliminary estimate of infant mortality, a crude measure based on the ratio of deaths 
Asa prelnmiar timae of ina o a e easurb n that of eas 
i a given year to children under one year of age to all births occurring in that same years is 
offered."' Table 48 presents the estimates on a single-year basis going back from 197. to 1964 
and as three year moving averages of these sit !-year estimates. Infant deaths are known tobe underreported and the more so, the further one goes back in time. Estimates based oncross-section 	 asurvive 	 samplebe survey alsoThesuffer fromdepictedthe exclusionin of mothers(and their children) who didnot to interviewed. trend Table 48 is, however, quite reasonable even 
if these deficiencies are not taken into account in calculating the estimates The rates estimated 
by others for some of these se years agree fairly closely with those presented here, as can 
Table and to safebe seen in o18 in the footnote attached it. It is probably to conclude that the 
infant mortality raie in Korea has declined from about 50 in the late 1960s to a little over 30 
in the early 1970's. 
3.6.3 THE EFFECTS OF MORTALITY ON FAMILY SIZE 
brief look at the effects of mortality on family size is provided in Table 49. The average 
number of live brh rertdyalwou o iebirt s report, d by all womennws3.wih .2t Ilingtth tmeowas 3.6 with 3.2 still living at the time of 
About 11 per cent of the live-born children were reported as deceased by interview 
date, thus yielding an overall survival ratio of 89 per cent. The proportion surviving declines 
from 95 per cent for women in the ages 25-29 to 81 per cent for women in the ages 45-49. This 
decline in survival ratio by woman's currrent age reflects the obvious fact that the children of 
older women have had longer exposure to the risk of dying and also the declining trend in 










1965 46 5 
t966 58 531967 54 	 59 




1971 43 46 	 45 
1972 38 38 
1973 33 _ 
a) 1974 KNFS, Special tabulation. 
Mortality in Korea; ItsBiological and 
FieldStudy Report,andSept. mimeographKoreancInstaiani Tabe aelntes '97A 
b)NI. Kim, "Infant Rates 	 Sociological Correlates' A 
National Fertility Abortion197r Survey; 2). Esamiy sni . 
T12) This ratio expressed as the number of infant deaths per year per 1,000 live births during the same 
year is sometimes referred toas the "conventional infant"adjusted 	 mortality rate" as distinguishedinfant mortality rate" based on the probability of dying 	 from thewithin one year of birth of an actualbirth cohort of a given year. See Henry S. Shryock, Jacob S. Siegel, and Associates, The Methods and 
Materials of Demgraphy,etlol2, Washington, D.C.: tiS. Bureauof the Census, 1971, pp. 410-411, for 
a discussion of tile methodology and some of the limitations of the measure. 
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period rates of infant and child mortality. The relatively low survival ratio (80%,) of children 
for women under 20 years of age is noteworthy and merits further investigation. 
In further analysis, it should also prove interesting to see if survivorship of children varies 
with background characteristics. Unfortunately no tables bearing on this topic were prepared 
for this report to permit a preliminary glimpse of the possible differentials. 
TABLE 49. M1EAN NUMBERS OF LIVE BIRTHS, DECEASED CHILDREN, ANDLIVING CHILDREN, BY VOMENIS AGE: 1974 INDIVIDUAL SURVEY 
Age Mean no. of Mean no. of Mean no. of Survival ratio: 
live births(A) deceased children(B) living children (C) C/A 
15-19 o.5 0.1 0.4 .8o 
20-24 1.1 0.1 1.0 .91 
25-29 2.1 0.1 2.0 .95 
30-34 3.4 0.3 3.1 .91 
35-39 4.4 0.4 4.0 .91 
40-44 5.2 0.7 41.5 .8745-49 5.8 0.1 4.7 .81 
45-49 5.8 1. 1 4.7 .8 
All ages 3.6 0.4 3.2 .89 
Source: 1974 KNFS, Table 2.3.4. 
3.6.4 SUMMARY 
1. 	 Infant mortality rates were estimated for the past few years on the basis of infant deaths 
reported in the birth history obtained in the individual survey. The estimates are based on a 
crude procedure which simply takes the ratio of the deaths in a given year to children under 
one year of age to all births occurring in that same year. 
2. 	 On the basis of the crude measures from the present survey and other available estimates, 
we conclude that infant mortality rate in Korea has declined from about 50 per 1,000 live 
births in the late 1960's to a little over 30 in the early 1970's. 
3. The average number of live births reported by all women in the individual survey was 3.6 
with 3.2 still living at interview. This represents an overall -urvival ratio of about 89 per 
cent, or a rate of Icss to death of about 11 per cent. 
Survival ratios of children is obviously related to the age of women, going from 95 per cent 
for those in the ages 25--29 to 81 per cent for those in the siges 15 49. The survival ratio for 
those under 20 is noticeably low (80%) indicating that further study may be justified in 
exploring the reasons for this phenomenon. 
no effort was made to compare the suivival ratios of children by the mother'sFor this report 
background characteristics. Such an analysis would obviously have !o be oune with age of 
mother appropriately controlled in as much as the survival ratio is in part a function of time 
both in terms of length of exposure to risk I death and the secular trend in period rates of 
infant and child mortality. 
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3.7 PREFERENCES FOR NUMBER AND SEX OF CHILDREN 
3.7.1 INTRODUCTION 
With the widespread knowledge and availability of family plann~ng methods in Korea,preferences for size and sex composition of a family become important factors in determining 
levels of fertility. In this section these factors are examined using data on the respondent's stated 
preferences for number and sex of their children. In Sections 3.7.2. 3.7.3. and 3.7.4, variables 
on desired and prospective family size are cross-classified by age and number of living children, 
and in Section 3.7.5 differentials by several background characteristics are examined. In Section 
3.7.6 the effect on preferences of the current sex composition of the fin.ily is considered. A
major problem in this area concerns the stability and predictive value of seanswers to the 
questions of preference and altitude which form the basis of the data. The problem it compounded 
woriosopeeenead 	 ad omtebssinc ftedt.Teprbe scmoneby the use of different words and questions in the different surveys to elicit responses in 
this general area. For example, with reference to questions on total family size preference, the 
effect of the use of different words such as "desire,' -expect," or "ideal' on the response is 
difficult to assess, especially when results are compared across survey. In view of this, it is 
recommended that the results and especially interpretation with regard to trends be treated 
with causion. 
3. 7.2 THE DESIRE TO LIMIT FAMILY SIZE 
The question as to whether additional children were wanted or not was asked of only the 
currently married who were neither sterilized nor subfecuid. The question was not asked of 
those who reported that they could not have any (or any more) children because such a 
qustion would have been irrelevant and of those not currently married because it was deemed 
inappropriate or even improper. It was also not asked of any woman who was sterilized for 
contraceptive purposes or whose husband had a vasectomy. They were, however, classified as 
being fecund and not wanting any more children as willingness to undergo sterilization for 
contraceptive purposes could be construed as a most convincing demontration of the desire to 
limit family siz. The word "fecund" in the titles of such tables as 3.1.1, 3.1.2, and 3.1.3 A.D. 
among others, and of Table 50 in the text must be read with this qualification in mind-namely, 
that it includes those sterilized for contraceptive purposes. 
The question on desire to limit family size was asked in two different ways depending on 
whether the woman was currently pregnant or not. If she was not currently pregnant, she was 
asked: 
"Do you want to have another child some time?" 
If currently pregnant, she was asked: 
Do you want another child some time, in addition to the one you are expecting?-
Only 46 respondents (1%) reported that they were undecided about wanting more children.Seventy.two per cent did not want to have any more children, leaving only 27 per cent wanting
additional children. The response to this question varies of course with the number of living
children the women already has. In Table 50. the number of living children includes current 
pregnancies on the assumption that they would lead to live births. 
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From the first row of Table 50, it can be seen that about two-thirds of the respondents with 
two children did not want another child, and for respondents with three children the percentageincreases to 86 per cent. The desire to limit the number of children to two or three appears 
widespread, but very few women (13%0)are content with less than two. Within each parity, thedesire to limit family size increases with age. Few women want additional children if they are 
past 35 years of age or married at least 10 years already-especially if they have had at least 
one child. 
TABLE 50. PERCENTAGE OF CURRENTLY MARRIED 
 CFECUNDR WOMEN WO WANT NO
DURATIN, BY N 1 
Number of living children 
All parities 0 1 2 3 4 5 or more 
All women 72 13 13 66 9286 96 

Age: 




 24 I5 a 55 (57)
25-29 54 7 If 62 77 74 * 
30-34 84 * 29 74 89 92 94 
35-39 92 * (57) 87 94 95 9340-44 

45-49 97 * * (83) 95 100 9997 I * (I00) 98 
Years sincefirstmarriage:
Less than 10 II 10 63 8] 84 * 
10-19 90 * (42) 79 92 92 94 
20-29 98 (85) 95 98 98 

30 or more 
 9 ­ 96 

Source: 1974KNFS, Tables 3.1.1, 3.1.2 
A finding with possible programmatic implications is that nearly one-fourth of the women 
aged 20-24 and over one-half of those aged 25-29 say they do not want any more children. 
Sterilization, generally concentrated among older women toward the end of their reproductiveyears, may well be encouraged among women in their twenties where the long-term demographiceffect (e.g., the number of births averted) would be greater. 
3.7.3 ADDITIONAL NUNBER OF CHILDREN WANTED 
Currently married fecund women wanting no more children were assigned a value of zero for 
the variable 'number of additional children wanted,' while tho.e who wish to have anotherchild were asl:ed how many additional children they wanted. From Table 3.2. 1,we observe that 
the mean number of additional children wanted decreases with increasing parity and withincreasing age within each parity. The mean for the entire sample is 0.4 and 2.1, 1.3, 0.4, and 
0.2 for respondents with 0, 1, 2, and 3 children, respectively. At each parity, the less educated
and rural women desire more additional children than their more educated or urban counterparts.(See Tabies 3.2.3, and 3.2,5) 
Perhaps one of the main interests concerning this variable lies in the answers of young 
respondents with low parities, where the sum of the number of living children and the number of 
additional children wanted can be compared with a more idealized measure, total desired family 
size, to check for agreement. This is considered in Section 3.7.4 to follow. 
3.7.4 TOTAL DESIRED FAMILY SIZE 
All women in the sample were asked the question: 
"Now, if you could choose exactly the number of children to have in your whole life,
how many children would that be?' 
The answer to this question is defined as the 'total desired family size- and is distinguishedin this report from the 'total twanted family size," or "Prospectte family size,' which is the sumof the number of living children a women has and the number of additional children wanted.The per cent distribution of respondents according to 'total desired family size by age and 
marital duration for the currently married isshown in Table 51. 
TABLE 51.PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OF CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN ACCORDING TO
TOTAL NUMBER OF CHILDREN DESIRED, BY AGE AND MARITAL DURATION 
Total number of children desired 
I 2 3 4 5 or more Total Mean 
All women 
Ae 
- 2 24 
4O0 









































































- I 12 36 26 25 to0 3.6 
-0 ormore--
- - 10 31 28 31 100 3.9 
Source: 1974 KNES, Table 3.3.4,3.3.6 
Nearly two-thirds of the respondents would like two or three children, with an additional one
-fifth desiring four. The mean desired family size increases with both age and marital duration.It is not possible to interpret these trends directly as indicating cohort differences because of 
the tendencyTable for the desired size o be influenced to some extent3.3.3 A-B, for example.) There by the actual family size. (Seeis, in other words, suggestion that the total desired family 
size reflects tosome extent rationa.i. ation of achieved fertility. 
In Tables 3.3.4 A-B and 3.3.5 A-B, for example, we find that age and marital duration 
differences in mean desired family size ,xist in any consistent way only in the parities 0 and I
and only erratically in parity 2-that is, the mean is higher the older women or the longer the 
marital duration only in these parities. These results could be interprete' in two ways. On the ­
one hand, the absence of cohort differen, s in the higher parities suggests th influence of parity
on the statement of ideal size. Ott the otter hand, the existence of cohort differences in parity 0 
or 1 suggests a shift innorms about desired family size in as much as at these parities there is noPossibility of an upward bias due to parity. The most marked difference is between those in the 
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age cohort of 45-49 and the remaining, younger cohorts. (In Section 3.7.5 below, we note some 
further suggestion of cohort differences within categories of background characteristics when 
the influence of pari:ty is removed by a standardization technique.) 
A comparison of the desired family size and the prospective family size (defined earlier asthe number of living children plus the number of additional children wanted) presents an 
interesting picture. Table 52 summarizes the data by parity by age. In that table, the upper 
entry of each cell represents the mean desired family size and the lower entry the mean 
prospective family size. Note that the infecund respondents are excluded for the latter variable, 
and hence the sample bases for the upper and lower entries differ considerably for the older :;,. 
groups. Neverthelss, the two variables in Table 52 provide an interesting comparison between 
an idealized measure of family size and a measure which takes into account children already 
born. For low parities., the ideal number of children appears slightly larger than the number 
the respondents actually want in practice, a finding often associated with the developed 
countries. With increasing parity, the number or children desired increases at a much slower 
rate than the number wanteu, so that at high parities the prospective family size is much 
larger than the professed ideai. It Is interesting to observe the cros over point where the two 
numbers are roughly equal. This lies between 2 and 3 children fcr y:unger ages and drifts 
upward to lie between 3 and 4 children for older age groups. Thiz rise could be due to a 
readjustment of goals as children arrive. 
TABLE 52. MEAN DESIRED FAMILY SIZE (X,) AND MEAN PROSIECTIVE FAMILY SIZE(Xp) COMPARED, BY NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN AND CURRENT AGE 
Number of living children 
Age
 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
 
Under 20 XD * - - --
Xp * (2.6)(2.6) .. - _
 
20-24 2.5 2,.2 7 3.0 

p 2.5 2.7 3.1 (2.7) 
25-29 Xo 2.4 2.5 2.7 3.1 n.6
 
X, 2.3 2.5 2.7 3. t 3.6 - ­
30-34 -o (2.5) 2.4 2.7 3.I 3.3 3.6 .9 , -

Rp (2.6) 2.4 2.7 3.1 3.3 3.6 3.9 ­
35-39 X * (2.7) 2.6 3.1 3.4 3.7 4.1 (4.0) * 

Xp (2.7) 2.7 3.0 3.5 3.7 4.1 (4.0) * 

40-44 X, * (3.1) 3.1 3.5 3.4 3.7 3.? 3.8 (4.51 

P * (3.0) (3.1) 3.4 3.4 3.7 3.9 3.9 (4.5) 

45 and over o * (3.7) (3.4) (3.6) 3.2 3.7 3.8 4.1 3.9 
XP * (3.4) 3.7 3.7 4.1 3.9 (3.9) 
All ages )o 2.6 2.6 2.8 3.1 3.4 3.7 4.0 3.9 4.3 
X.,, 2.6 2.6 2.8 3.1 3.5 3.7 4.0 3.9 4.3 
Source: Mean desired (Xo) from Table 3.3.4.13, based on ever-married women. Mean prospective (.X,) 
from Table 3.3.4. A, based on currently married women 
A notable feature of 'able 52 is the relative stability of the mean desired family size from 
cell to cell, in spite of the slight tendency noted earlier for it to increase %% Itith parity. Zppears 
that norms favourable to low fertility are quite well established, though actual fertility tends to 
exceed these norms. 
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From Table 3.3.3A, it can be calculated that 34 per cent of currently married women had a 
larger family ttan they wished. The percentage for each parity is as in Table 53. 
TABLE 53. 	 PERCENTAGE OF ALL EVER-MARRIED WOMEN SHOSE ACTUALFAMILY SIZE IS LARGER THAN TIlE DESIRED SIZE, BY NUMBER 
prefer fewer children than 
Number of Per cent with larger 









Eight or more 93 
All parities 34 
Source: 1974 KNFS, Table 3.3.3.A 
Over a fifth of the respondents with three children and over a half with four children seem to 
they already have. At parities 5 or higher, 71 per cent to 98 per 
cent would seem to prefer smaller families than they have. A similar picture emerges from adifferent source where attention is restricted to the last pregnancy. Currently married womenwith at least one live birth (or a current pregnancy) were asked if they wanted their last live 
birth (or current pregnancy), with the results as presented in Table 54. 
TABLE 54. 	 PERCENTAGE OF CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN WITH AT LEAST 
ONE LIVE BIRTiH (OR CURRENT PRENGANCY) WHtO DID NOT WANT 
LAST LIVE BIRTH (OR CURRENT PREGNANCY) BY NUMBER OFIVING CHILDREN 
Number of living children Per cent not wanting last live birth 
(or current pregnancy) 
None 	 5 
One 	 3 





Eight or more 87 
All parities 
Source: 1974.. KXFS, Table 3.1.4 
Nearly two-thirds of the women with five living children were willing to state that they did 
not want their last child.The proportion rises to as high as three-fourths at parity 6 and up to 
87 per cent for those who had eight or more living children. Even at lower parities, nearly one­
fourth stated at parity 3 that they did not want their last child. The result is that more than 
a third (37%" of the currently married women in Korea with at least one live birth or who 




When age and marital duration are introduced in th comparison, as in Tables 3.1.4 and 3.1.5, 
we find that this pattern for all women is replicated in every age and duration-of-marriago group,
and at a given parity the proportion not wanting the last live birth or the current pregnancy 

generally rises with both age and length of marriage. The 
pattern by age for all parities, for 
example, is presented in Table 55. 
TABLE 55. 	 PERCENTACE OF CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN WITIH AT LEAST 

ONE LIVE BIRTHI (OR CURRENT PREGNANCY) WHIO DID NOT WANT 

TIlE LAST LIVE BIRTH (OR CURRENT PREGNANCY) BY AGE 

Age Per cent not wanting last live birth 














All parities. 37 
Sourc e: 19 7 4. K N F S , T able 3. 1 .4 
3.7.5 DIFFERENTIALS IN FAMILY SIZE PREFERENCE 
The examination of differentials in family size preference by background characteristics is 
complicated by the fact that family size preference, as we noted, is influenced by age and parity
and that age and parity compositions vary by background characteristics. Several tables have 
been prepared for the purpose of analyzing the differentials by controlling for age and parity, but 
due to the number of factors involved in the cross-tabulations and the limited sample sizes in the 
numerous cellsmeaningful comparison isvery difficult.
To w ercoe thisdifficulty
and to facilitate(79)
the desired analysis, a technique of standardization is introduced to remove at least the effect
of number of children. This is done by assuming that women in each category of background 
variable and age are distributed by number of living chiiltren as the women in the total sample.
In short, family size prefc-ence to he compared by backglnund variable, controlled for age, is 
standardized on the parity distribution of the women in tilctotal s:,mple. 
In applying the standardization technique, those with four or more children and those 45 years
of age and over are excluded since only a handful of thtm want more children-about 6 per cent 
and 3 per cent of (tcnrsntly married fecund women in these categories, respectively. The
standard distribution used was tie distribution of women in the total sample with 0. 1,2, and 3 
living children and was applied to only three 10-year age groups 15-2.1, 25 34. and 35-44. 
Table 56, 57, and 58 summarize the -esults, giving the standardized percentage who want no 
more children, the standardized mean additional number of children wanted, and the standardized 
mean desired family size. To illustrate the interpretation of these tables, consider in Table 56 
the entry 39 per cent for primary education in ages under 25. This estimates the proportion
who want no more children for a hypothetical population of women under age 25 with primary 
education and a distribution on parity equal to that of the entire sample, excluding those with 4 
or more living children. Differences between the cells have a simpler interpretation, being estimates 
of differentials in response controlling for differences in parity distribution across the cells. We 
can summarize the main findings from Tables 56 as follows: 
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TABLE 56.PERCENTAGE OF CURRENTLY MARRIED "FECUND" WOMEN WHO WANT NO 
MORE CHILDREN, BY BACKGROUND CIARACTERISTICS AND AGE. STANDARDIZED 
FOR NUMBER OF LIVING CIIILDREN-) 
Background characteristics All ages Under 25 Age 25-3d 35-44 
All women 56 41 56 79 
Education: 
No schooling 59 
- (53) (77)
Primary 52 39 50 78 
Middle 59 43 59 79 
High 	 64 (56) 62 78 
College or higher 66 
- (64) 
Current residence: 
City 61 41 60 soTown 	 48 (50) 44 
Village 	 47 (37) 48 72 
Religion: 
None 	 55 39 54 
BuddhistN o n e 	 59 ( 5 4 7 6 9 (48) 8 8 (86)
Protestant 60 (40) 58 
-

Catholic 61 - (62) ­
Wife's pattern of work:Current and before marr'age 55 38 56 (80)Current butnotbefore 57 (36) 58 (78)
 
marriage 










Never 	 59 55
 
Husband's occupation: 
Professional and mariginal 64 ­ 61 -
Clerical 62 ­ 58 -
Sales and service 63 (50) 63 (78)
A l 2 
Agricultural 45 26 (70)
Skilled manual 58 47 56 (79)
 





Symbols used in this table and Tables 57 and 58 differ from the other tables in this report,
denotes cell size of less than 40. ( ) denotes cell size of less than 100, or estimate based on less than 3 
observations in the original table. 
a) The standard distribution used is as follows: 
N of living children 
0 	 1 2 3 Total 
6.4 24.5 33.4 35.7 100.0% (n=2,637) 
Source; 1974, KNFS, Table 3.1.3A-F 
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TABLE 57. MEAN ADDITIONAL MUMBER OF CIIILDREN WANTED BY CURRENTLY MARRIED 
"FECUND" WOMEN, 

























Wife's pattern of work: 
Current and before marriage 
Current but nct before 
marriage 
Not current but before 
and after marriage 
Not current but after 
marriage 


















See footnote under Table 56 for 
BY BACKGROUND CHlARACTERISTICS AND AGE STANDARD-
OF LIVING ClIlLDREN-1 
Age 
ages Under 25 25-34 35-44 
0.66 0.89 0.64 0.23 
0.64 - (0. 69) (0.36) 
0.76 1. o 0.75 0.22 

0.54 0.54 0.54 (0.24) 
0.43 (0.47) 0.48 (0.28) 
0.41 - (.44) ­
0.53 0.61 0.50 0.22 
0.70 (0.77) 0.82 ­
0. 86 1.09 0. 83 (0.33) 
0.67 0.87 0.64 0.28 

U.59 (0.83) 0.62 (0.18) 
C. 55 (0.79) 0.60 (0. 25) 
0.53 - (0.5) ­
0.66 0.95 0.58 (0.26) 
0.73 (0.95) 0.65 (0.29) 
0.64 (0.83) 0.61 (0.36) 
.o4) - - ­
0.62 0.82 0.63 (0.23) 
0.59 0.79 0.58 0.22 

0.55 - 0.52 ­
0.55 - 0.59 ­
0.52 (0.61) 0.52 (0.20) 

0.94 .27 0.84 (0.45) 

0.56 0.6 0.5-: (0.70) 

o.BO - (0. 82) 
an explanation of the symbols ( ) and " " 
a) The standard distribution used is as follows: 
Number of living children 
8 1 2 3 Total 
6.4 24.7 33.2 35.7 10.0, (n-2,580) 
Scorce: 1014, KNFS, Table 3.3.5A-F. 
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TABLE 58. MEAN TOTAL NUMBER OF CIIILDREN DESIRED, BY CURRENTLY MARRIED 
WOMEN, lY BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS AND AGE, STANDARDIZED FOR 































Wife's pattern of work: 
Current and before marriage 
Current but not before 
marriage 
Nor current but before 
and after marriage 
Not current but after 
marriage 





Professional and managerial 
Clerical 










All ages Under 25 25-34 35-44 
2.81 2.80 2.75 2.89 
2.28 - (3.00) (3.22) 
2.95 2.87 2.89 2.89 
2.75 2.40 2.75 2.73) 
2.62 (2.78) 2.51 (2.9) 
2.60 - 2.50 -
2.71 2.66 2.63 2.75 
2.95 (2.74) 2.96 -
3. I1 2.93 3.03 3.31 
2.84 0.89 2.77 3.00 
2. (2.66) 2.86 2.93 
2.79 (2.64) 2.68 (2.78) 
2.65 - 2.59 
2.97 2.97 2.88 (3.II) 
3.07 ?24 
2.88 (3.19) 





2.78 2.76 2.71 2.81 
2.72 - 2.87 -
2.70 2.64 
2.81 (2.91) 2.70 (2.94) 
3. 22 3.07 3.06 3.29 
2.75 2.45 2.73 2.89 
2.90 - 2.84 -
See footnote under Table 56 for an explanation of the symbols ( ) and
 
a) The standrd distribution used is as follows:
 
Number of living children 
0 1 2 3 Total 
7.2 24.2 33.0 35.7 100.0% (n=2.831) 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































two sons with at least cne daughter, or at least three sons regardless of whether she has any 
daughters, or at least one su, if she has four or more daughters. 
Among the minority of women who want another child, two out of three desire to have a 
son. (See Table 3.4.3. A.) The remainder (35%) are equally divided beween thosa desiring a 
daughter and those expressing no preference. 
Further analysis of sex preferences will be possible when data from the Coombs' scales(Q. 606-611 in the individual questionnaire) are processed. 
TABLE 60. PERCENTAGE OF CURRENTLY MARRIED "FECUND" NON-PREGNANT WOMEN 
WHO WANT NO MORE CHILDREN, BY NUMBER OF LIVING SONS AND NUMBER 
OF LIVING DAUGHTERS 
Number of living 	 Number of living sonsdaughters All 	 more0 I 2 3 4 5 or 

0 	 51 13 16 77 94 (los) (96)

1 	
-4 12 71 97 99 oo (100) 

2 	 86 36 82 98 99 (100) * 
3 	 87 47 81 99 t0o (100)
4 	 86 (5j) 81 99 (Io0) s 

5 or more s * 93 (too) 
All 	 74 23 64 94 
 98 100 99 

Source:, 1974 KNFS, Table 3.4.1 
3.7.7 TRENDS IN FAMILY SIZE PREFERENCE: COMPARISON WITH 
PREVIOUS SURVEYS 
Comparison of the results from the present survey with those from previous surveys is 
complicated somewhat by the alternative definitions used for the relevant variables. For example, 
in the surveys of 1965. 1968. 1971, and 1973 prefered family size was elicited in terms of the 
ideal for women of Korea in general as against the personal reference used in the present 
survey. (See Appendix 9 for exact wordings used in the different surveys.) Table 61 compares
the preferred family size between surveys, with a note of caution about the strict comparability 
of the 1974 data. 
The declining trend from 1965 to 1973 is impressive as it is clear-cut-from 3.9 to 3. 1. The 
decline from 1971 to 1973 was quite steep. Only 27 per cent in 1973 gave four or more children 
as ideal as compared to 52 per cent in 1971. The tmean for 1974 shows no decline from 1973, 

however. There are relatively more women giving one or two children as the preferred family 

size in 1974 than in 1973 (26% vs. 21%), but this ia offset by the larger proportion giving four 

or more children as the prefer,ed size in 1974 (33%1 vs. 27/o). 

The variable percentage of women not wanting any more children' is directly comparable 

from survey to survey. Table 62 
 summarizes the data. Two-thirds do not want any more children 
in 1974 if they had two children, as compared to less than half in previous surveys. More 
than 90 per cent want no more children in 1974 if they had at least four children. That high a 
proportion not wanting additional children was not reported in previous surveys unless the women 
had at least five children in 1973 and six or more children in 1967 and 1968. If the comparison 
in Table 69 was inconclusive, these results from Table 62 suggest that family size preference 
has indeed declined substantially in recent years. 
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TABLE 61. PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OF CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN ACCORDING T4 
"IDEAL NUMeR OF CHILDREN: 1974 KNFS COMPARED TO PREVIOUS SURVEY
 
IN 1965. 1968, 1971, AND 1973
 





2 4 o 2
33 
 33




4 or more 	 6052 
 2 3




Aen100 	 100 too 100-
Mean 	 ­aItoo 
3.9 3.9 	 3.13., 3.2 
Source: a) See Appendix 9 for descriptions of previous surveys 
b) 1974 KNFS, Table 3.4.1.A. 
TABLE 62. PERCENTAGE OF CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN WANTING NO.MORE 
CHILDREN BY NUMBER OF LIVING CIIILDREN: 1974 KNFS COMPARED 
TO PREVIOUS SURVEYS IN 1967, 1968. AND 1973
 






1 2 7 8
 























' See Appendix. 9 for descriptions of previous surveys. 
b' 1974 KNFS, Table 3.1.1 
3.7.8 SUM!fARY. 
1. This section examined the trends and differentials in family size and sex preferences based 
2. 	 A large majority (72%) of the currently married, fecund women stated that they did not
 
want 
any more children when directly asked about it. The proportion not wanting any more 
children was low (13%) if the woman has had less than 2 children to date but rises to about 
two-thirds if she already has had two and to 86 per cent if she has had three. Ihe preference 
for about 2 to 3 children is clearly indicated. 
3. Within each parity, the desire to limit family size increases with age. Few want additional 
children if they are past 35 years of age, especially if they have had at least-one child.finding with possible programmatic implication is that nearly one-fourth of the women aged 
A
 
20-24 and over one-haf of those aged 
 25-29 say they do not want any more children.
 
Sterilization could very well be encouraged among them with strong demographic impact shuld
 
these young women accept. 
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4. 	 The mean number of additional children wanted decreases, of course, with increasing parity 
and with increasing age within parity. At each parity, the less educated or rural women tend 
to want more additional children than the better educated or urban women. 
5. 	 The question about total desired family size was asked of all women ir. the sample. Nearly 
two-thirds said they would like to have 2 or 3 children "if [they] could choose exactly the 
number to have in [their] whole life." An additional one fourth stated a preference for 4 
children. The mean desired family size for all women was 3.2. 
6. 	 While there is some indication that the total desired family size rationalizes to some extent 
the family size already attained, there is considerable cons ergence of the stated desired sizes 
around a narrow range of 2 to 3 children. One-hird of the currently married women admit 
to having had more children than they desire. Over a tifth of those with 3 children and more 
than half with 4 children would have preferred fewer children than they alrtady have. About 
37 per cent of currently married women with at least one live birth or a current pregnancy 
admitted that they did not want their last pregnancy. While the proportion stating that theydid not wan, their last pregnancy rapidly beyond 50 cent after :.rone-fourth even at rises per f children, nearlyparity 3 admitted to not wanting their ast pregnancy. Within each parity, 
this proportion rises with both age and marital duration. 
7. 	 Differentials iii the desire for additional children and the total desired family size by 
background characteristics were examined after removing the effect of parity composition by a 
standardization technique. Overall, the analysis reveals that more of the less educated, rural 
residents, whse husbands are in agriculture want additional children and more of them on 
the average t-an the better educated, city residents., whose husbands are in non-agricultural 
occupations other than unskilled manual work. The total desired familly size too varies by 
background characteristics in ways similar to the differentials in the desire for additional 
children. The lowest preferences are given by the better educated, city residents, s nose husbands 
are in non-agricutural occupations. While the currIently working(who are mostly in agriculture) 
tend to prefer larger families than those not working, the women who had worked before 
marriage only, who tend to be concentrated in the younger ages, prefer smaller families. 
8. The desire for additional children is influenced ,trongly by the sex composition of the children 
ahready born. More women express a desire for additional children, tile fewer the number 
of sons they have-up to a point. If the total number of children exceeds two, most women 
would prefer not to have any more children, if they have at least one son. On the other hand, 
if they have no sons, only 23 per cent sa. they do not want any more children, though thisproportion exceeds 50 per cent if they h,,ve .1 or more children altogether. 
9. Both cohort trends in the present survey within several background characteristics and time 
series data from previous surveys show declines in "ideal family size', though the variable is 
defined somewhat differently in the different surveys. While the means for 1973 (3. 1) and 1974 
(3.2) are at nearly the same level, they both represent a substantial decline from 1965 (3.9). 
On the basis of a more directly comparable variable, "the percentage of women not wanting 
any more children,' the preference for smaller family size in 1974 as compared to previous 
years is clear-cut. For example, in 1974, two-thirds of the respondents at parity two stated
they did not want any more children as compared to less than half in previous surveys. 
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3.8 CONTRACEPTION, LACTATION AND ABORTION 
2.8.1 INTRODUCTION 
A wide range of information about contraception and related topics was collected in the survey. 
In addition to the standard WFS questions on knowledge, ever-use and current use, a complete 
history of contraceptive practice was obtaited in Section 5 of the questionpaire. Also, 
details concerning the source of supply and side-effects experienced for users of the pill, loop 
and condom were elicited in Section 4. The WFS abortion nodule, in which an attempt is made 
to find out whether each non-fertile pregnancy was induced or spontaneous, was employed. 
Finally, the length of lactation fur each live-birth was ascertained. 
Full presentation of this wealth of data is beyond the scope of this preliminary report and, in 
any case, would require careful prior appraisal of the quality of response. Accordingly, attentionhas been confined to the standard WFS tabulations, though some preliminary tables on abortion 
have been added because of its importance in Korea. 
The section follows a logical sequence of subjects-from knowledge of contraceptive methods, 
to ever-use and current use, and to summary measure of each respondent's experience of 
contraception by means of a composite variable "pattern of contraceptive use'. The subject of 
contraceptive efli :acy in the last closed and the open interval is briefly examined. Finally, the 
topics of breast-feeding and abortion are discussed. 
3.8.2 KNOWLEDGE OF CONTRACEPTION 
Tie definition of 'knowledge" used in the survey, as in earlier surveys, merely implies that the 
respondent had heard of some method or of it particular method and no attempt was made to 
ascertain whether she knew how to use particular methods. Another important distinction 
concerns the dichotomy of methods into "efficient" and 'inefficient'. The former category covers 
those methods which are usually offered by official family planning programmes and arecharacterised by the recency of their development or widespread application. The pill, loop,condom, injection, male and female sterilization, and other female methods such as the diaphragm
and foam tablets fall into this group. 'Inefficient' methods include withdrawal, rhythm, douche, 
abstinence and misciellaneous others. With the obvious exception of abstinence, they are 
intrinsically less effective than the 'efficient' methods. 
Since the first Korean KAP survey in 1964, the proportion of married women with some 
knowledge of contraception has risen from about 50 per cent to over 90 per cent. In the present 
survey, 97 per cent of all ever-married women reported knowledge of at least one 'efficient'
method. (See Table 4.2. 1. A.) There are slight differences in the prevalence of knowledgebetween demogiaphic and socio-economic components of the sample, with the oldest, the least 
educated and rural women tending to have lower levels of knowledge than other groups. However, 
these differentials are not sufficiently marked to be of much practical importance. For instance, 
even among women aged 45--9, or those with no schooling, over 90 per cent had heard of at 
least one method. 
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The level of knowledge of particular methods are shown in Table 63. The pill and the loop 
were known by over 90 per cent of all women, while the condom and male and female 
sterilization had been heard of by substantial majorities. In contrast, "inefficient* methods are 
less well known, though underreporting can be expected in the case of withdrawal, if not for 
such other method as abstinence and douching. 
TABLE 63.	PERCENTAGE OF ALL EVER-MARRIED WOMEN WHO IIAD HEARD OF 
AND EVER-USED SPECIFIC CONTRACEPTIVE METHODS 
Ever usedMethod 	 Heard 
"Efficient* methods:Eve" 

Pill 94 33 

IUD 91 24 














At least one 	 "eicient" method 97 52
 
"Inefcient m ethod: 58
 
Rhythm 58 16 

Withdrawal 37 12 

Douche 27 4 






At least one "ineicient" method 	 97
 
Source: 1974 KNFS, Tables 4.2.1 .A,and 4.3. tA 
3.8.3 EVER-USE OF CONTRACEPTION 
Survey findings confirm the widespread use of contraception in Korea. Just over half (32%)
 
of the entire sample had tried at least one of the 'efficient" methods, and an additional 5 

per cent had experienced an "inefficient' but never an ctficient method. Thus, exclusive reliance
 
on "inefficient' methods is uncommon in Korea. W\hen tabulated by age and family size, the 

pattern of ever-use displays the familiar inverted tW with a peak at the intermediate ages of
 
10). In this groups, the35 and 44 and intermediate family sizes of 3 to 5 children (See Figure 
lower level of contraceptive experiencelevel of ever-use is about 70 per cent. The markedly 
among the 45-49 age group (35%,) is surprising in view of the relatively high levels of use 
recorded in the mid-sixties (44.2%1) among the sanne birth cohort which was then ages 35-39. 
One explanation for the discrepancy is that older women are more susceptible to underreporting 
of use. The plausibility of this explanation is strengthened by the fact that reported levels 
when the figures are based on currentlyof ever-use fall only a little in the 45-49 age group, 
married women who consider themselves to be fecund, rather than on all ever-married 
women (See Table 4.3. 1). It would not be surpirsing if women who have reached the menopause 
or have been widowed or separated under-report contraceptive use that may have occurred 
many years ago. 
Data relating to differentials in ever-use are found in Table 4.3. 2A. Educational level of 
respondents emerges as the characteristic most closely associated with use. Women with no 
schooling are much less likely to have tried any method than those who have attended school,. 
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FIGURE 10-1 	 PERCENTAGE OF ALL EVER-MARRIED WOMEN WHO HAD EVER USED ANY 





















Sorec: 1974 KNFS, Table 4.3. IA 
FIGURE 10-2 PERCErAGE OF ALL EVER-MARRIED WOMEN WHO HAD EVER USED ANY 
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Surce: 1974 KNFS. Table 4.3.2A 
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while the primary school group has distinctly lower levels of use at each family size than 
better educated. Differences in the expected direction also exist between middle school, high 
school and college categories, but they are confined to women with small families. Among these 
better educated groups it appears that length of education may influence the timing of use. 
with lessRural-urban differences are less pronounced than the educational ones. City residents 
than 4 living children rEport higher levels of ever-use than their town or village counterparts, 
but this distinction is not apparent among women with - or more children. There is little 
difference at any family size between the town and the rural components. 
Differences between religious categories are very slight. The marginally higher level of 
ever-.se among the Christians -both Protestants and Catholics-than among the Buddhists or the 
majority who reports no religious affiliation may well be due to their educational compositiors. 

are more marked, though interpretation
Differentials according to the occupation of the husband 
is rendered difficult by the link between occupation and wife's edt-ation The professional and 
managerial group has the highest level of ever-use, but there is little consistent difference between 
the clerical, sales and service and skilled manual groups. Wives of husbands with agricultural 
and unskilled manual jobs report tilelowest levels of ever-use. 
Turning now to ever-use of particular methods, it can be seen from Table 63 that pill has been 
the most widely used method in Korea (33') followed by the loop (2,1%), condom (22), 
rhythm (16%) and withdrawal (12%) in that order. Experience to other methods has been 
confined to very small minorties. 
3.8.4 CURRENT USE OF CONTRACEPTION 
Though it is common to base estimates of the prevalence of current use of contraception on 
all ever-married women or currently married women, analytical precision is enhanced if women 
who are unexposed to the risk of conception are cxoluded. Accordingly, data on current use 
from this survey are based on currently married 1jregnant women who consider themselves to be 
fecund plus currently married women whose hus-..,nds, or who themselves, have been sterilized 
for contraceptive purposes. The inclusion of tiki , latter group stems from the view that 
sterilization is akin to contraception and that trilized couples may be considered as "exposed' 
current users. Thus, the exposed women differ from the "fecund" women only in the exclusion 
of the currently pregnant. 
Of these 3,849. exposed "women in the sample, -16per cent were using a method of contraception 
at the time of the survey or had been strilized for contraceptive purposes. As can be seen in 
Table 64, both age and family size are idependently associated with prevalence of current use. 
Only 17 ,er cent of women with less than two living children were current users, but this 
proportion rises dramatically to 47 per cent for those with two children; thereafter it increases 
only slightly with increasing family size. This pattern suggests that there is scant reliance on 
contraception fo. spacing the first and second child. It is somewhat surprising that current use 
is not more strongly related to family size among those with 2 or more children, as one would 
expect that the desire for family limitation would be more intense for those with larger families 
and that this tendency would be reflected in contraceptive behaviour. 
Within each famliy size group, current use tends to be highest in the 35-39 age group and 
rather lower among both older and younger w men. The salience of the 35-39 age group is 
particularly marked among women with 3 or -t children. 
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The sex composition of the family is also highly associated with current contraceptive practice. 
The data in Table 65 show that Korean couples are not likely to use contraception much unless 
they have at least 2 sons. But once they have2 sons, use becomes quite frequent (60% or more) 
whether they have only 2 children, or 3,4, or 5 or more. The absence of a daughter in the family 
is no deterent to contraceptive practice. The desire for at least 2 sons still exerts a major 
influence on Korean fertility behaviour. 
TABLE 64. (INCLUDINGOF *EXPOSED" WOMEN WHOBY CURRENTLYOF LIVING CONTRA.ANDPERCENTAGE ST RILIZAIONI ARE ClIILDRENCEPTION NUMBER USING 
CE N (GL
 
Current age Number of living children 
Allparities o 1 2 3 4 5 ormore
 
Less than 20 fu)* 14 28
2-24 19 

25-29 36 16 19 44 42 34
 
30-34 51 * (22) 57 57 50 45
 
35-39 60 * f3) 60 68 68 52
 






All ages 46 16 17 47 54 57 50
 
Soue: 1974 KNFS, Table 4.4.2
 
TABLE 65.PERCENTAGE OF EXPOSED" WOMEN W[O ARE CURRENTLY USING CONTRA. 
CEPTION (INCLUDING STERILIZATION) BY NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN AND 
NUMBEIt OF LIVING SONS, CONFINED TO WOMEN WITH 1 TO 5 LIVING 
CIIILBREN 
H u 
Number of Number of living children 
living sons All parities I 2 3 4 5 or more
 
0 19 14 22 37 (23)
 
3 20 43 46 47
8 45 

2 60 -- 61 60 62 61
 
3 59 - - 63 64 50
 
4 51 - (61) 58
 
-5 or more 36 -




Source:1974 KNFS. Table 4.4.3
 
Differentials in current use by several background characteristics are summarized in Table 66. 
As with ever-use, educational levelemerges as the background variable most closely (associated) 
with current use. With a few minor exceptions, the level of use within each family size 
rises with length of formal education. As many of the differences are substantial, it would seem 
that the convergence in contraceptive behavior between different educational groups, noted in 
earlier research, is still far from complete. Similarly, there are still large variations in current 
use between occupational categories. The professional and managerial worker are distinctive for 
their high level and the agricultural and manual workers for their low levels of use. "However, 
no clear pattern of association between women's wor -Howver, 
no cearpaternof btwen wrk experience and current use is discernible.ssoiatin wmens 
Differentials in current use according to type of place of residence and religion follow those 
previously observed for ever-use. The divergence between city residents and others is confined 
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TABLE 66. PERCENTAGE OF 'EXPOSED" WOMEN WHO ARE CURRENTLY USING CONTRA. 
CEPTION (INCLUDING STERILIZATION) BY BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS 
AND NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN 
Background Number of living children 
characteristics All parities 0 
,All women 46 16 
Level of education: 
No schooling 45 * 

Primary 43 4 

Middle 45 (21) 
High 53 (33) 
College or higher 62 * 


















Prof. or managerialClof.o geri 
Clerical 




Pattern of work: 


















marriage 45 (22) 
Current but not before marriage 48 * 
Before and after marriage but 44 * 
t not crrent 
After marriage but not current 54 





Source: 1974 KNFS, Table 4.4.SA-E 
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to couples with small familly sizes. However, the slightly higher levels of use of the Christians 
compared to non-Christians persist even amomg couples with larger families. 
A breakdown of current users by particular methodpositions of the pill and loop, is shown in Table 67. The dominantwhih together co prise half of all use, can be clearly seen. The
condom and rhythm arc the next most prevalent methods; both methods are preferred more by 
those with small rather than large families. Sterilization accounts for 
users with vasectomy exceeding tubal ligation by a ratio of two to one. 
that couples with four or more children are not more likely to accept 
with only three children. 
15 per cent of current 
It is interesting to note 










Pill IUD Condom sM le- Femle Otera
terih- sterii Female ­
zation ation scientific tion total hm drawal oucnence toal 
0c1hildren_19_0_(5_75_1_7_2
0,.1.2 105 25 19 20 (5) 

3 ?00 24 21 15 (10) 

4 00 23 24 13 (I)
5+ 100 25 27 (10) (1) 

All loo 24 23 15 9 

Source: 1974 KNFS, Table 4.4.1 
* 75 16 7 • * 25
 
(6) 
- 77 14 8 23 
(5) * 78 13 6 * 22
(5) . - 79 10 a * 21 
5 (I) fI) 78 i3 7 (I) (I) 22 
Nearly a quarter (22%-) of couples are relying on "inefficient' methods-mainly rhythm and 
witdrawal. The popularity of these methods compared to *efficient* methods does not vary 
according to family size. In other words, there is no evidence of switching to more reliable 
methods as the need to limit family size increases. 
3.8. 5 COMPARISON OF FINDINGS ON CURRENT USE WITH PREVIOUS SURVEYS 
To enhance the comparability of findings on current use from the present survey with thnse
of previous surveys, the 1974 data have been recomputed for all currently married women aged15-44, which has been the normal mode of presentation in the past. Some previous national 
surveys have employed a universe of currenlty married women aged 20-44. but it is 'unlikely 
that the minor discrepancy in the base at the lower and of the age range will distort the 
comparison seriously. 
As can be seen in Table 68, the prevaleace of contraceptive practice among currently married 
women in Korea has nearly doubled since 1966 from 20 per cent to 37 per cent. Comparison
of the 1974 survey with the one conducted in 1973 reveals few differences either in the overall 
level of use or in the use of particular methods. This similarity serves to raise confidence in the 
results of both of these surveys. There is, hewever, one interesting difference: in urban areas, 
use of the pill appears to have increased considerably between 1973 and 1974. 
Similarly, the comparison 
only one difference 
group 30-3-1, there appears 
between the 1973 and 1974 survey results for particular age groups 
of sufficient magnitude to be of note (See Table 69). In the age 


























































































































































Historical trends in current use by urban-rural residence and by education are presented FIGURE 11-1 PERCENTAGE OF CURRENTLY MARRIED 
graphically in Figure 11. The main conclusion from Figure 11- 1, is that the slight urban- CEPTION (INCLUDING STERILIZATION)
rural differential in current use has persisted for the last 10 years and shows no signs of THELAST TEN YEARS, BY TYPE OF PLACE VARIOUS POIDENCETS 
reduction. In Figure 11-2, the trends for different educational sectors of the population must 
be interpreted with great caution because their age structures differ greatly and have 
..... 
changed over time. To take the most obvious example, the average age of the 'no schooling' 
group has risen considerably since 1965, because of the near universality of primary education , 
in Korea recent decades. A proper understanding of trends by educational level must therefore 
await a further analysis of the data, with controls for age and family size. Nevertheless, the 
­
present data set is of interest because it indicates an increase in use even among the "no 
schooling group* between 1973 and 1974. 
TABLE 68. PERCENTAGE OF CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN I11O WERE USING SPECIFIC 
METHODS OF CONTRACEPTION (INCLUDING STERILIZATION) AT VARIOUS on. 
POINTS IN TIME IN TIlE LAST 10 YEARS; BY TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE 
Method All areas Urban Rural r, 
1966 1971 1973 1974 1966 1971 1973 1974 1966 1971 1973 1974 
IUD I 7 a 8 1 7 7 8 0 7 9 9 
Pill 9 7 8 9 9 5 6 9 9 8 10 10 
Condom 3 3 6 6 4 4 7 7 3 2 6 5 
Sterilization 2 3 5 5 3 4 7 7 2 1 3 3 
Other 5 4 9 9 a 5 12 11 4 3 6 7 
All methods 20 25 36 37 26 27 39 j Is 23 34 34S"u"ce:Table 68aboe. 
Source: See Appendix 9. for description of previous surveys. Source: Table 68 above. Calendar Year 
FIGURE 11-2 PERCENTAGE OF CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN WHO WERE USING CONTRA. 
TABLE 69. PERCENTAGE OF CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN WItO VOERE USING CONTRA- CEPTION (INCLUDING STERILIZATION)CEPTION (INCLUDING STERILIZATION) AT VARIOS POINTS IN TIME OVER TIE THE LAST TEN YEARS, BY LEVEL OF EDUCATIONUSEDUCATIONR 
LAST 10 YEARS, BY AGE, TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND LEVEL OF 
EDUCATION 
Characteristics Calendar year 
1965 1966 1967 1971 1973 1974
 
All women 16 20 20 25 36 37 
Current age: 0 
15-24 na na na 7 12 13 
25-29 na n na IS 28 29 *..*- . . 
30-34 na na Ia 28 38 452-..•*" 
. " 338 53 5435-39 na na na 

40-44 na na na 27 39 38 -----
Type of place of residence: 
.20.. .. . . . I
Urban 21 26 26 27 39 40 KEY 
Rural 14 18 17 23 34 34 CURsRENTLyUSING -
- - Nu coom 
Level of education: 
No schooling 12 na 16 21 30 37 to- --
Primary 17 na 22 25 36 36 ---------U,4. 
Middle 30 na 26 25 37 36 
High 31 na 37 32 44 44 
- Colt~e 
College or higher 45 na 35 38 48 53 " - "( .1 
0.a. =fot available CalendarSource: Same as Table. 66 Source: Table 69 above, year 
-122 --
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3.8.6 PATTERN OF CONTRACEPTIVE USE 
By means of a complex variable, "pattern of contraceptive use*, an attempt is made to 
summarize in a concise from the contraceptive experience of all survey respondents. Women have 
been classified into three major groups-never, past and current users, with further subdivision 
within each group. As shown in Table 70. 43 per cent of the sample had never used any 
not currently using, while the remaining 33 per 
cent were current users. 
method, 24 per cent had used in the past but were 
three categories: those who stated an intention to use in the 
not to use in the future (12 "'), and, lastly, those who
Never-users are sub-divided into 
future (18 %). those who stated dots 
were not asked the question on intention because they are no longer fecund or currently 
married (14 '). It is evident from these figures that opposition to contraception is confined to 
only a small minority of Kornan women. 
Past but not current users are further classified according to recency of use: 4 per cent had 
used a method earlier in the open birth interval. 9 per cent in the last closed birth interval and 
8 per cent in some earlier interval. A last group, comprising -4per cent, are now infecund. (They too could have been classified by the interval in which they last used their contraception but 
to their infecund status.) Current users are 
were not as priority was given lightly or wrongly 
simply sub-divided into those sterilized for contraceptive purposes (5 %) and users of other 
methods (28 
Though it is a useful descriptive tool. most of the components of "pattern of use" have already 
been discussed in their own right and further commentary is unnecessary. The specialist reader b.3 3 But there is one
.1.5. 1. to 4.5.6 and 5.3. 1 to can find a wealth of detail in Table 
topic of fresh interest-namely future intentions which is further explored in Talle 71. In this 
table, the proportions of ever-married never-users who intend to use in the future are displayed, 
with cross-classifications by number of living children (omitting those with or more children 
because the sample sizes are too small) and three key background variables. 
Overall, 60 per cent of these 1,620 women stated an intention to practice in the future, and 
this proportion does not vary according to family size. Variations according to background 
behavior; thus the least educated, the are similar to variations in contraceptive 
rural, and the wives of husbands with unskilled manual or :i.ricultural occupations were slightly 
less likely to report intention to use than the others. hoer, the differences are slight and 
the general impression is of the absence of readily identifiable areas of resistance to family 
planning, assuming that intention will be uninformly translated into action. 
characteristics 
3.8.7 CONTRACEPTIVE EFFICACY 
effectff  contraceptive on fertility and wore particularly on theAnalysis of the of i practice 
length of birth or pregnancy intervals is a complex subject, beyond tbc scope of this preliminary 
report. The present approach, which is restricted to an examination of the open birth interval 
as no more than an introduction. 
and the last closed birth interval, is intended to serve 

Nevertheless, the data summarized in Table 72 are of considerable interest. 

The figures for the closed birth interval are based on the ., 5h8 women in the sample with 2 or 
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WHtO INTEND TO USEWOMEN NEVER-USEROF EVER.MARRIEDTABLE 71. PERCENTAGE ANDIN THE FUTURE BY BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICSCONTRACEPTION 
CNTMBRCEPTIONIN TILDURE B AKRUN HRCENUMBE  OF LIVING CIIIL REN 
Number of living children 
Background characteristics All parities 0-3 4-6 
All 60 61 61 
Ll 

No schooling 54 49 58 










High (62) (74) 

college or higher 
63 64 55 

City 63 61 (74)
 






Professional or managerial 60 * 

Sales and services5 59 (53) 

Agricultural 57 55 61 

Skilled manual 65 65 70 

Unskilled manual 58 60 (52)
 
Sourse: 1974 K.vFS, Tables 4.5.6. A-D. ceptive use during the interval was 41.4 months compared 
interval for women who reported contrace. This modest difference ofw7 per cent holds for all 
age groups 
in the sample who were married, fecund. 
Data for open interval are based on the 3. 428 women i thamplerw s from these figures 
non-reant akedy th t o more lvedirtea. eoh en tha sed a method-excluding 
a~to-x~dn
of the closed interval. Women who had used contrasts markedly with that 
sterilization-in the open interval or were currently using a method, had on the average an open 
interval of 56.6 manths, compared to 30.7 months for those who had not used a method since 
of 84 per cent. Furthermore, the magnitude of thistheir last birth. This represents a difference under 35, the open 
major extent across age groups. For women aged difference varies to a interval is about twice as long for users than non-users but the gap narrows for older women. 
This pattern of findings across age groups suggest the operation of selective forces by whichr n se s on ct f h sTh i s e ore f din i g aocdr a e rou p s gget t e pert oe le rce g rea te 
the more fecund older women are mo re likely to he users than the less fecund. Thus, greater 
AND OPEN BIIRTH INTERVALVABLE 72. MEAN LENGTHI OF LAST CLOSED BIIItH INTERVAL AGEIN TIlE INTERVAL AND CURRENT BY USE OF CONTRACEPTION 
Last closed interval Open interval 
All Used/currently Not usedCurrent age All Used Not used using 
1.5 19.9 9.627.2 (29.1) 26.7Less than 2525-34 32.0 36.0 30.4 25.2 34.8 17.5 
25-4 40.7 48.1 38.5 68.9 77.8 55.8 
35-4443.5 50.0 42.9 106.2 110.8 103.1 
45-49 44.3 56.6 30.7 
All9 ags 3olderSoAr: 1974 KNFS, Table 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 
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fecundity may be counter-balanced by greater use of contraception and the net effect is little length of the open interval.divergence in the 
These results for the closed and open interval immediately suggest a low contraceptive efficacy 
for spacing purposes but high efficacy for termination of child-bearing. This tentative conclusion from the survey. However, induced abortion and lactationis consonant with other findings may be crucial factors, which have not yet been explored.and their relationships to contraception 
Furthermore, other factors, such as under-reporting of use in the last closed interval, may have 
distorted the results. Yet another factor which makes interpretation dangerous is the timingextent that initiation of contraception typically takesofcontraception in relation to births. To the 
place a considerable period of time after the birth of a child, the high association between use 
and length of the open interval is misleading. On the other hand, if the converse is true-namely, 
that initiation of contraception takes place shortly after delivery, then the association may 
be even more pronounced than these preliminary data suggest. Further investigation using data 
for earlier intervals, together with abortion data, is clearly warranted. 
3.8.8 LACTATION 
The exact role of breastfeeding, or lactation, in delaying conception is not fully established, 
though there is widespread interest in its possibilities. It is not possible, of course, in this 
preliminary report to address this issue in any systematic way. Only a brief discussion is presented 
here, relegating an in-depth analysis that the topic deserves to a later date. 
Wh;le the question on breastfeeding was asked for each birth in the Korean survey, tabulation 
to the last closed birth interval-that is, the interval between thefor this report is restricted or the last birth and the expected data of delivery of anext-to-last birth and the last birth 
to those with at least two live births orcurrent pregnancy. The cases are perforce restricted 
meaningful analysis, two further restrictions one live birth and a current pregnancy. To facilitate 
are introduced. A period of at least 24 months is set as the period of observation. This is to 
intervals were taken. Thus, the next-to-last avoid the problem of censoring involved if shorter 
for the length of the closed interval itself,child must have survived at least 24 months. As 
an additional 9 months are allowed to cover the period of gestation of the next child, since the 
closed interval is defined to end with the birth of a child rather than with conception. By 
allowing at least 33 months (24+9=33) for the closed interval, we avoid the downward bias on 
the duration of brestfeeding that can occur if we took a shorter interval of observation. 
The restricted sample for whom item on breastfeeding could be defined totals 4,489, or about 
83 per cent of the individual surveybrea stfee d ing la st clo s ed in te sample.rv a l. (S eNinety-foure per centThe of the le4.489n g th womeno f bre astfereportededingin the Table 4 . 4 . 1. ) me a n
number of months of breastfeeding ismonths. The distribution byin that interval was 19.2 
intervalwa192mnh Se tbe The ofbretateignth latcod . 4.4 numb) manlth brestfeeding i 
summarized in Table 73. 
There seems to be some tendencies for heaping in the categories of 12, 24. and 36, but 
About 16 per cent breastfed forbasically most women breastfed for about a year to two years. 
more than two years and about 12 per cent for less than a years. 
The proportion breastfeeding is somewhat higher for the older than the younger women (See 
Table 74) though the differences are small. The overwhelming majority of women in-Korea, 
young or old, breastfed in the last closed interval. The mean length of breastfeeding, however, 
varies considerably by women's age and age at first marriage, as can be seen in Table 74. The 
women and those who married before age 20 breastfed for a longer period than the younger 
women and those who married at age 20 or later. For example, those 45 and older and married 
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DISTRIBUTION BY NUMBER OF MONTHS BREASTFEEDING 
IN LAST CLOSED BIRTH INTERVAL, FOR WOMEN WITH AT LEAST 
TABLE 73. 	 PER CENT 
TWO LIVE BIRTHS (INCLUDING A CURRENT PREGNANCY). RESTR-

ICTED TO THOSE WITH CLOSED INTERVAL AT LEAST 33 MONTHS 

AND WHOSE LAST BIRTH SURVIVED AT LEAST 24 MONTHS 

Number of months 	 Per cent 
Did not hreastfed 	 5.6 

Less than 3 months 	 2.2 

3-5 months 	 1.2 
6 Months 	 0.8 

7-8 months 	 2.6 
9-1I months 	 5.5 
12months 	 16.3 

13-17 months 17.6 
i8months 4.6 
19-23months 10.8 
24 months 16.4 
25-29 months 4.5 
30 months 	 1.331-35 months 1.7 
36 months 6.6 
More than 36 months 2.3 
rTotal ia) 	 10. 
Source: 1974 KVFS, Table 4. 1.1 
TABLE 74. PERCENTAGE NOT BREASTFED AND MEAN LENGTH OF BREASTFEEDING IN 
TONTBSAINTIlE LASTCLOSEDoBIRToINTERVAL BY CURRENT oAGEvANDAGEAT 
FIRST MARRIAGE. CONFINED TO WOMEN WVITHIAT LEAST TWO LIVE BIRTHS 
(INCLUDING A CURRENT PREGNANCY) WHlOSE LAST CI.OSED INTERVAL IS AT 
LEAST 33 MONTIIS AND WHOSE NEXT-TO-LAST CHILD SURVIVED AT LEAST 24 
MONTHIS 
Per cent not breastfed Mean length of breaastfed 
in closed interval inclosed intervalCurrent age ALL Married Married at All Married Married at 
before 20 	 20 or later before20 20 or later 

Less than 25 6.2 6.8 4.9 16.5 17.7 14.0 

25-29 6.3 4.7 6.8 17.5 19.4 16.8 

30-44 5.1 3.8 7.0 20.5 21.5 19.2 

45 or older 4.9 4.8 5.4 21.0 21.4 18.4 

All ages 	 5.6 4.4 6.8 19.2 20.8 17.6 
Source:
1974 KNFS. Table 4.1.1 
before age 20 breastfed for an average of 21 months as compared to 14 months for those 
under 25 and married at age 20 or later. These differences probably reflect cohort differences, 
but definite conclusions must await further analysis of the full range of data on breastfeeding 
available in the present survey. 
Type of place of residence and education are strongly related to breastfeeding. (See Table 
75). The trend appears to be that the city residents and the better educated are breastfeeding 
somewhat less often and for shorter periods. These differentials hold true especially for those 
with fewer than 4 children to data--namely, the younger women. Together with the age 
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TABLE 75. 	 PERCENTAGE NOT BREASTFED AND MEAN LENGTH OF BREASTFEEDING IN 
MONTIS IN THE LAST CLOSED BIRTH INTERVAL BY TYPE OF PLACE OF 
RESIDENCE AND EDUCATION BY NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER-BORN, CONFINED 
TO WOMEN WITII AT LEAST TWO LIVE BIRTHS (INCLUDING A CURt ;NT
PREGNANCY) WHOSE LAST CLOSED INTERVAL IS AT LEAST 33 MONTHS AND 
WHOSE NEXT-TO-LAST CHILD SURVIVED AT LEAST 21 MONTHS 
Per cent not breastfed Mean length of breastfeeding' 
Background in closed birth interval in closed bir'h interval 
characteristies All Less than 4 or more All Less than 4 or more 
parities 4 children children parities 4 children children 
All 4.9 5.7 4.3 15.6 14.9 16.1 
Type of place of residence: 
City 6.3 6.6 5.9 14.6 14.3 15.0
 
Town 4.3 (8.0) 3.0 17.7 (17.0) 17.9
 




No schooling 2.7 0.0 3.2 16.9 17.6 16.8
Primary 3.7 2.4 4.4 16.1 16.0 16.2 
Middle 4.7 5.5 3.2 14.9 14.8 15.1 
ligh 	 9.5 11.5 5.8 13.1 12.2 14.8 
College or higher (22.5) (20.0) 	 10.1 (00.9) 
These means are based on 2 to 24 months only. 
Source: 1974 KNFS, Tables 4. 1.5A and 4.1.5C 
differentials observed in Table 74. these findings suggest that breastfeeding is perhaps becoming 
less popular among the younger, better educated, city residents. To what extent this trend, if it 
be real, would diffuse to the rest of the women in Korea is diflicult to tell but it does raise some 
questions about the possible implications diminishedon  ha d, and nutrition 	 breastfeeding may have on fertility, on theatd health of children, on the other. 
Breastfeeding is belived by many 1ohave a delaying effect on conception. Documentation of such 
an effect, however, is not always easy. Data so far tabulated from the present, survey permits 
us to explore-only in a very tentative way-the possibilty of such an effect for the women under 
study. We show in Table 76 the mean lenght in months of the last closed birh interval by number 
of months breastfed and whether or not contraception was used in that interval. Observation 
is restricted to those who had at least two live births, including a current pregnancy, andwhose next-to-last child survived at least 24 months and whose last closed interval was at least 
33 months but not longer than 5 years. The last restriction is introduced to remove those women 
whose birth interval may be prolonged due to subfecundity. Age control is necessary also to 
remove the possible effect of subfecundity associated with advance in age. 
We focus our attention primarily on those who never used any contraception in the last closed 
interval in order to remove the effect of contraception on the length of that interval. (See 
upper panel of Table 76.)If breastfeeding was continued for at least 6 months, the length of the 
interval is longer than if there was no breastfeeding and the more so, the longer the period of 
breastfeeding. For example, for all ages, the mean length is 24.1 montls for those who did not 
breastfeed as compared to 23.0 months for those who hrcastfed for less than 6 months but rises 
to26.7 months for those who breastfed for 6 to 12 months and to as long as 35.1 months for 
those who breastfed for 2.1 months or longer. This overall pattern is replicated basically in 




TABLE 76. 	 MEAN LENGTH IN MONTHS OF THE LAST CLOSED BIRTH INTERVAL BY 
NUMI.ER OF MONriHS BREASTFED AND USE OF CONrRACEPrION IN THAT 
TO WOMEN WITII AT LEAST TWOINTERVAL., IIY WOMAN'S AGE, CONFINED 
LIVE BIRTHS (INCLUDING A CURRENT PREGNANCY) WIIOSE LAST CLOSED 
INTERVAL WAS AT LEAST 33 MONTHS BUT NOT LONGER THAN 5 YEARS kND 
WHOSE NEXT-TO-LAST CHILD SURVIVED AT LEAST 24 MONTHS 
Number ofmonths breastfed 
Age All Did not Less than 6-11 12-17 18-23 24monthsbreastfeed 6 months months months months or moreDid notuse contraception 

Under 25 24. I * - 23.8 (23.6) (30. 1) 
25-34 29.3 21.4 21.8 26.0 27.4 29.6 33.0 
35-44 2.7 26.8 23.0 29.7 30.7 32.9 36.6 
45and over 34.4 (29.3) (26.3) (26.7) 33.2 33.6 37.6 
Allages 35.7 24.1I 23.0 26.7 29.0 21.3 35. lKNFS 
Used contraception 
Under 25 (29.1) * 
25-34 33.2 (25.8) * (30.5) 32. t 32.8 37.6 
35-4445 and over 37.9(37.1) * (33.3) 3'.0 (36.7) 40.9 
All ages 34.8 28.8 (29.8) 32.I 34.1 33.9 39.2 
Source: 1974 	 K.VS, Table 4-.16 
The mean length of the interval increases basically with longer period of breastfeeding if 
contraception is also used. (See lower panel of Table 76. ) While ell sizes are too ptnallin many 
cases to make much of the data, the basic pattern appears to be replicated within the age groups. 
Furthermore, a comparison of thoe who used contraception ith those who did not suggests 
that roughly 3 to 4 months may be gained in the length of the interval by use of contraception 
over and above breastfeeding. (Compare the rows for aii uge, in the upper and the lower 
panels in Table 76.) judging from the earlier findings with regard to the relative contraceptive 
efficacy associated with the open as against the closed birth interval, we may surmise that the 
gain of contraceptive use above the effect of lactation may be greater in the open than in the 
closed interval. Obviously much more careful and detailed analy.is is needed for mtore definitive 
conclusions in this area. 
3.8.9 INDUCED ABORTION 
Abortion, whether legal or not, is known to be prevalent in many countries, and has a strong 
demographic impact. A particularly dramatic example is the rise in fertility in Romania in the 
1960's following the enactment of restrictions on a previously liberal abortion law. Legalization 
of abortion or liberalization of abortion regulations have taken place in many countries in recent 
years, including Korea in early 1973. It is tacitly acknowledged that abortion is one of the 
critical factors affecting fertility levels in Korea. 
Approval of abortion has become more wioespread throughout Korea in recent years. For 
example, only about 16 per cent of a national sample of currently married women in the 
reproductive ages disapproved of abortion in 1973 as compared to as much as 45 per cent of a 
similar sample of women in 1971. The level of approval in 1973 was virtually the sat-r iii both 
rural areas.-.2urban and 
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The use of abortion has increased by nearly two-fold since 1968, when a national estimate 
first became available. Table 77 shows the trends in the estimated proportion of women reporting 




Nation-wide, the proportion of currently married women in the reproductive ages reporting

an abortion rose from 16 per cent in 1968 to 31 per cent in 197-I. The rise was especially steep
between 1968 and 1971. The estimated proportion has remained more or less stable since 1971. 
City residents have always reported highe- proportion of abortion experience but the gain amongthe rural residents has been more than two-fold since 1968, with most of the gain having take.place between 1968 and 1971. just as for the nation as a whole. 
TABLE 77. PERCENTAGE OF CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 
15-49 WIIO REPORT HAVING IIAD AT LEAST ONE INDUCED 
ABORTION BY TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE: 1974 
COMPARED TO SURVEYS TAKEN IN 1968. 1971, AND 
1973
 
Place 1968' 19711" 1973, 1974" 
City 26 39 37 38 
ty 23 
Town - 29 24 
10 '! 24 2llae
1
 
All places 16 29 30 30 
Source: a)See Appendix 9 for descriptionof previous surveys
b) 1974 KAVFS, Table 4.8. ;.A 
Table 78 shows for 1971 and 1974 the percentage of all ever-married women aged 15-49 who 
report having had at least one induced abortion by current age. There is a clear upward trend 
in every age group. though the most marked increases are found in the age groups 20-29 and 
30-34. Most married women under age 20 have not yet achieved their desired family size and 
thus have as yet made little use of abortion. Women aged 45 and over have passed through 
most of their childbearing 2ears during a period when ideal family size was larger than it has 
come to be in recent years and when abortion was much less common, but the rate for this ag 
coup inree yer an wn aborto wa mur ess cn b h th. 
group increased from 19 per cent in 1971 to 26 per cent in 1974. 
TABLE 78. PERCENTAGE OF ALL EVER-MARRIED WOMEN AGED15-49 WHO REPORT HIAVING ,lAD AT LEAST ONEINDUCED ABORTION BY CURRENT AGE 
Age 1971" 	 1974" 
15-19 4 	 7
 
20-24 II 	 2 









All ages 24 30 
Source: a) See Appendix 9 fer description of previous surveys. 
b) 1974 KNFS, Table 4.8.7A 
National Planning and kertiliiy13 See, 1!)7,3 ismily 	 Survey:A Compreheniie Report, Seoul:Korea 
Institute for Firily Planning, December 1974. p. 190 (Table 4-21). 
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TABLE 79. 	 PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OF ALL EVER-MARRIED WOMEN AGED 15-49 
ACCOR DING TO THE REPORTED 1"'1MBER OF INDUCED ABORTIONS BY 
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS 
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Collectively the women in the present survey reported an average of 0.6 abortion. While 30 
per cent reported at least one induced abortion, 14 per cent reported two or more. (See Table 
79.) The proportion of abortion users rises with the number or completed pregnancies, as might 
be expected, going from only 6 per cent amoatg those with one completed pregnancy to 25 per 
cent among those with 4 and more than half among those with 6 or more. The mean number
of abortions too rises with number of completed pregnancies. Neither the proportion of abortion 
users nor the mean number, however, rises monotonically with the number of living childrenbeyond 3. Both figures reach a peak at 3 children and then decline. The highest figures are
concentrated in the parities 3 to 5, suggesting that achieved fertility is to some extent a 
consequence of the use of abortion to keep it from increasing further. By age group, the 
highest proportion of those with abortion experience is found among those in their 30's and 
early 40's. More than one-third in these ages reported having had at least one induced abortion. 
About 22 per cent of those aged 35-39 and 20 per cent of those aged 4G-44 had two or more. 
The potential impact of induced abortion on achieved fertility can be gauged by an examination 
of the disposition of the pregnancies experienced by these women. Of the approximately 
23,800 non-current pregnancies, reported by them, 14 per cent were terminated by an induced 
abortion. Five per cent were lost as stillbirths or miscarriages leaving 81 per cent ending in live 
births. These results vary only slightly from the situation in 1971. The Fertility and AbortionSurvey of that year, based also on a national sample, showed 12 per cent termination by inducedabortion, 6 	 per cent by stillbirth or miscarriage, and 82 per cent by live birth."' 
The results from the present survey for different age groups are shown in Table 80. The rate 
of termination by induced abortion is highest (at 15 %) in 
 the age gtoups 25-34 
and 35-44. 
The low use of abortion in the ages 45 and over, seen in this and earlier tables, is consistent 
with the trends in fertility and abortion during their active reproductive years, but one suspects
some underreporting too. Certainly the rate of termination by stillbirth or miscarriage is under­
reported in the older ages. One would normally expect this rate to rise with age in contrast to 
the result presented in Table 80. Obviously a careful assessment of these data are needed before 
a more systematic anaiysis of the role of induced abortion and othe fetal losses can be pursued.Whatever observations we make in this report must be regarded as tentative. 
TABLE 80. PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OF ALL NON-CURRENT PREGNANCIES 
ACCORDING TO OUTCOME BlY WOMEN'S CURRENT AGE 
rent dtstribution by outcome 
Age All non-current Live birth Stillbirth or Inducedpregnancies 	 miscarriage abortion 
Less than 25 to0 84 8 8 
35-39 too
25-34 t0 so801 679 	 5
 
o 	 8749
40 and over ris 40to0 a 
All ages 100 81 5 14 
Source: 1974 KNFS Marginal from Table 4.8.3A, 4.8.4A 4.8.5A, and 2.2.6A. 
Resort to abortion is closelycurrent 	 associated with use of contraception.users of contraception 	 (See Table 81) Past andare more likely to have had an abortion than those who never usedany contraception. For example, 41 per cent of past users and 48 per cent of current users as 
14) See. The Study of Abortion, 1971 Fertility-Abortion Survey Special Report. Series, No. 2, Seoul: Kor.can Institute for Family Planning. April 1973,p. 12. The data from Table 111-8, based on ever-marriedwomen 15-54. were recalculated to obtain figures for ever-married women 15-49 for comparison with 
the results from the present survey. 
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reported having had an abortion. The highestagainst 11 per cent of those who never used 
proportion of abortion experience (88 %) is reported by those who used contraception in the open 
interval though not using at the interview. The next highest proportions are reported by past 
users who for various reasons have no need to use now (55 %) and the current users of methods 
The number of living children does not make any difference in other than sterilization (49 %). 	 per cent of the sterilized 
users except for the sterilized. While 48 the proportion of abortion 
with less than 4 children reported having had an abortion, only 25 per cent of those whit 4 or womenIt appears 	that use of abortion prior to sterilization helped these more children did so. 

to keep their achieved fertility relatively low. 

On the right-hand side of Table 81, we show the percentage of non-current pregnancies 
terminated by induced abortion by pattern of contraceptive use. The rate of termination by 
abortion is higher for the users of contraception than the non-users, with the highest rates 
shown again for those who used in the open interval (20 per cent among current users and 38 
per cent among past users). The rates are substantially higher for those who have less than 
This is true in every category of contraceptive use pattern4 children than those who have more. 
but is especially marked for the current users: 31 per cent for those with less than - children 
as against 7 per cent with 4 or more children. There is strong hint in these data that use of 
abortion has helped in keeping the achieved fertility to below -4 ctildren for many of these 
women but especially if it is combined with the use of contraception. A more definitive causal 
analysis must await further studies at a later date. 
WOMEN WIIO REPORT IIAVING BAD AT TABLE 81.PERCENTAGE OF EVER-MARRIED 
LEAST ONE INDUCED ABORTION AND PERCENTAGE OF ALL NON-CURRENT 
PREGNANCIES TERMINATED BY INDUCED ABORTION, BY PATTERN OF 
CONrRACEPTIVE USE AND NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN -... . .Protestant 
Pr cent reporting Per cent of non-current pregnancies
an 

abortion 	 terminated by abortionPattern of Less than 4 or morecontraceptive use All Less than -or more All 
parities4 children children
 4 childrenchildrenparities 
All womer. 30 30 32 14 19 7 
Never used 











No need to use 14 14 14 5 7 3 
Past use only 41 40 44 ta 24 tO 
In open interval 88 86 93 38 47 28 
In last closed interval 29 29 29 12 17 6 
In earlier interval 




















4849 2547 1725 31 99 
Source: 1974 KNFS, Tables 4.8.1lAand 4.8.5A. 
by background characteristics in the use of abortion are similar towhat we 
observed earlier with respect to use of contraception. (See Tables 82 and 83) Both the proportion 
of abortion users and the rate of termination of pregnancies by abortion are substantially 
higher for 	the city residents, the better educated-especiaily tlos2 with high school or college 





professional or managerial posts in particular. They are lowest for the non-schooled, the village 
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TABLE 82. 	 PERCENTAGE OF EVER-MARRIED WOMEN WHO REPORT HAVING HAD AT 
LEAST ONE INDUCED ABORTION BY BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS AND AGE 
Backgreund Current age 
All ages Less than 25 25-34 ag 35-44 and oe characteristics 




City 38 15. 35 52 35
 
27 (8) 27 35 (19) 





No schooling 20 17 24 17 
Primary 30 9 26 40 33 
Middle 34 16 34 55 
37 67ligh 452 	 62College 44 
Religion: 


















Professional 44 (12) 42 57 38 
managerial (7) 34 51 (47)Clerical 38 	 37523Salesand service 39 16 

52 33
 ar ic 3? 6 37 
33 46 32Skil ual 23 6 
manual
Unskilled 30 (7) 22 46 2 
45 (24) 
Never worked 30 * 42 (to) 
Wife's pattern of work: 
22
Current and 	 before 27 12 27 31marriage 2125 34Current, not before 27 5 5(
Noarrent 	beoe 37213 

Not current, 	 before 37 24 33 55 (19) 
and aftermarriage
 
Not current,after 42 23 37 52
marriage only 	 31 
marriage only 48536Never worked 35 9 
36
 
Source: 1974 KNFS, Tables 4.8. IA-E. 
TABLE 83. PERCENTAGE OF ALL NON-CURRENT PREGNANCIES TERMINATED 1tY INDUCED 
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Current and before 
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Source: 1974XNFS, Table 48.5 A-E.­
residents, and those whose husbaaids are in agriculture. These differentials persist within each 
age group, even as within each category of background characteristics the age patterns observed 
for a women prevail. 
Religious differences and the differences by wife's workthey are 	 pattern are difficult to interpret, aslikely to be influenced by compositional differences involving residence and/or education. 
Thus, data are presented in Tables 82 and 83, without any effort here to interpret the results. 
3.8. 10 SUMMARy 
1. 	 This section dealt with a wide range of topics from knowledge and use of contraception to 
lactation and induced abortion. The last topic is included in this report because of its recognizedimportance in recent years in determining fertility levels in Korea. 
2. Knowledge of contraception is widespread in Korea. Ninety-seven per cent of all ever-married 
women in the present survey reported knowledge of at least one 'efficient' method--such as, 
the pill, the loop, ccndom, ini-ction, male and female sterilizations, and other female methodslike the diaphragm and foam tablets. ('Inefficient" methods include such methods as the
rhythm, withdrawal, douche, abstinence, and miscellaneous others.) Compared to 1964 when 
the first Korean KAP survey reported a level of knowledge of only about 50 per cent, thediffusion of knowledge in the last decade is remarkable. 
3. 	 Differentials in Knowledge by background characteristics are small and insignificant in that 
in nearly all categories of women over 90 per cent report knowledge of at least one method. 
-t. The best known methods in Korea are the pill (94-), the loop (910%), vasectomy (84%), 
condom (75%.), female sterilization (66o%), and rhythm (55%) in that order. All other
methods are much less well known, though some under-reporting has to be expected with 
regard to such methods as the withdrawal, douching, and abstinence. 
5. Use of contraception too is quite widespread in Korea today. Fifty-two per cent have tried at 














































































































least one of the "efficient' methods 
6. Use is most frequent (about 70%) 
under-reporting of use by those 
surveys in the mid-1960's recorded 
who were then eged about 35-39. 
and an additional 5 per cent an 'inefficient' method only. 
in the ages 311-44 and parities 3 to 5. There appears to be 
in the ages 45 and over, judging from the fact that the 
relatively high level of use for these same cohort of women 
7. Differentials in ever-use follow the usual pattern. Education is the background characteristics 
that is most closely related to ever-use of contraception. The better educated are more 
likely to have ever used than the less educated, the distinction being most marked between 
the non-schooled or primary level education only and those with education beyond the primary
level. This pattern holds within each parity. 
The city residents are more likely to have used than the town and village residents,
this diiferential is confined to those with less than 4 children. 
Religious differences are small. The slightly higher use among the Christians, both Protestants
and Catholics, as compared to the Buddhists and those who profess no religion may bedue to their more favourable educational composition and greater urban residence, 
The women whose husbands are in professional or managerial occupations te-d to have the While current use has increased in both urban and rural areas, the differential has remained 
highest level of ever use, with those in agriculture or unskilled manual Jobs, the lowest, fairly constant over the past 5 years. Educational differences too persist, though some 
There is little consistent differences among the other occupations. 	 convergence is in evidence with a substantial increase in use occurring among those with no 
schooling in recent year. These changes must be interpreted with some caution, however, 
8. 	 Pill has been the most widely used niothod in Korea (33"), follow,d by the loop (24%), because of changes in age composition in the educational categories associated with recent 
condom (22 '), rhythm (16%). and withdrawal (12(). iimprovements in educational opportunities. 
9. Current use of contraception was examined for those women who are fecund and exposed to 	 15. The respondents in the survey were classified by pattern of contraceptive use, w 
the risk of conception, thus excluding the unmarried,. the -urrently pregnant, and those with combines in a summary fashion several variables examined separately such as current or past 
reported fecundity impairments other than voluntcry s:erilization (either vasectomy or female use of contraception and a few new variables such as future intention to use among those 
sterilization) for contraceptive purposes. Of the 3. S49 "exposed" women, who comprised 71 who never used so far. 
.16 per cent reported current usesubject to the indivl'.al survey,per cent of the ever-married 
of contraception, including sterilization for cor',raceptive Purposes. In this section, analysis was restricted to the future intentions of the currently married, 
10. Current use is associated with both age and family size. It is most frquent for those with 	 fecund never-users. Overall, 60 per cent of them stated an intention for future use, with no 
two children and those who are in the ages 35-39. It does not necessarily increase much with variation by current family size. Differentials by background characteristics were similar to 
parity beyond two children. It in fact declines somewhat in the ages 40 and over. those observed for current or ever-users. The proportion intending future use was lowest amongthe least educated, the rural, and the wives whose husband are in agriculture or unskilled 
ii. 	 Current use is related quite strongly to the sex composition of the family. Korean couples manual occupations. The differences, however, were slight, suggesting the absence of readily 
are not likely to be using contraception much un'ess they have at least two sons. But once identifiable areas of resistance to family planning, assuming intention is uniformly translated into action.
they have two sons use becomes quite frequent (60t% or more), whether they have only two 
children, or 3, 4, or 5 or more. Not having - daughtr dose not deter them from use. In short, 
the desire for at least two sons still exerts a -najor influence on Korean fertility behaviour. 16. An approximate assessment of contraceptive efficacy is obtained by comiiaring the length of 
the last closed birth interval and that of the open birth interval between those who e,6 -r used 
12. 	 Differentials in current use of contraception by background characteristics follow very contraception in the given intervals and those who did not. 
closely the differentials with respect to ever u:se. Educaticral differentials are still quite large, 
suggesting that the convergence in contraceptive behaviour noted in earlier research is far from The mean length of the last closed birth inteval for those with at least 2 live births, 
complete. Occupatioral differentials too -especially between the professional or managerial including a current pregnancy, is about 17 per cent longer for those who rtert ever use of 
workers, on the one hand,with high level of use and the agricultural or manual workers, on the contraception in that interval as compared to those who report no use: 41.4 months vs. 35.5 
other hand, with low level of use- are stilt quite large. Wife's work experience. on the other months. This difference holds roughly in all age groups. 
hand, does not seem to be related to current : ;e in any systematic way. The ferentials by 
place of residence and religion follow those observed for e.r users The differential between The mean length of the open birth interval for the currently married, fecund women with 
city and village residents is confined to those with small f.railies as with the ever users, but at least one live birth is 86 per cent longer for those who report ever use of contraception in 
the slightly higher levels of use by the Christians as cor:i:,red to the non-Christians persist that interval as compared to those who report no use: 56.6 months vs. 30.7 months. The 
even among 	 those with large families, differences are greater in the ages under 35 and much less in the aces 35 and over, suggesting 
that there may be selectivity in current use by fecundity status among the older women. In 
13. 	 The pill and loop are the mcst popular methods in current use, together comprising half of the older ages, the more fecund may find themselves using contraception more often, leaving 
all use. Condom and rhythm follow in order but are used more by those with small rather the less fecund among the non-users, thus showing apparently less contraceptive efficacy than 
than large families (no doubt influenceo by age and background characteristics). Fifteen per may actually be the case. 
cent are sterilized with vasectomy twice as popular as tubal ligation. Significantly, couples 
with fewer than 4 children are as likely to accept sterilization as tlose with - or more In general, it appears that contraceptive efficacy may be greater in terminating childbearing 
children. than in spacing. This tentative conclusion is based on the observed greater differential by 
About 22 per cent of the couples are relying on "inefficieint' methods-mainly rhythm and contraceptive use in length of interval for the open than for the closed birth interval. Such 
withdrawal, and their popularity does not to vary iy family size. Tteie in no aeeminterpretation,ititervals. any effect or induced have theoewitdrwa, ndthirp ulriynt c t vrybyfail sze Tel inn -ndcto length of these 
of a tendency for couples to switch from "inefficient" to "efficient' methods with increase in 
family size. 17. The role of lactation was briefly examined in relation to the length of the last closed birth 
indication n however, ignores lactation abortion may on 
11. 	 A comparison with previous surveys in Korea shows that current use of contraception has interval. The sample was severely restricted in several ways to remove the possible sources 
increased wen to-eoge 1966 1974: from 20 per cent s 37 per cent of u of bias due to truncation of observation. Overall, 94 per cent of the specially restricted samplefrom to currentlad 
married women it. twfages under115. The overall rate of current use has not increased much of Women reported breastfeeding in the last closed birth interval for an average duration of 
between 1973 and 197-.1, but there appears to have been an increase in pii use in the urban slightly less than 20 months. 
areas. There is also a sizeable increase in reported use in the ages 3C-3I, from 38 per cent in 
1973 to 45 per'cent-in'-1974. 	 Wh.le breastfeeding is still widespread, there is indication that it may be decliningsomewhat 
.8:-	 139 
among 	 the younger women, the better educated, and th city residentssmall. 
closed birth interval only after at least 6 months LBreastfecding is related to length of the last 

of breastfeeding. For the non-contraceptors, the mean length of the birth interval is 24.1 

months fost those who did not breastfeed at all as compared to 23.0 months for those who 

breastfed for less than 6 months but rises to 26.7 months for those who breastfed for 6 to 12 
months to as long as 35. 1 months for those who breastfed for 21 months or longer. The same 

and for those who ever used contraception in the 
pattern holds roughly in every age group 

interval also, with the latter showing gains
eei g a epih seofb e ater u ed ofc vaboutnt r 3 ton.oDiefferentialsw4 months in each category of length 
over those who never used contraception.of breastfeeding 
18. Preliminary findings with regard to induced abortion are included in this report because of 
its importance in Korean fertility behaviour. 
in both urban and rural areas, with only about 16 perApproval of abortion is widespread 

cent disapproving, according to a national sample survey in 1973.
 
of the 
the ages 15-49 in 1968 to about 
The use of abortion has increased nearly two-fold since 1968 from about 16 per cent 
:i per cei.t in 197., but the gain
currently married women in the raral women. The increaseespecially amonghas been greatest between 1968 and 1971, 

is evident in every age group but especially in the ages 20-29 and 30-34.
since 1971 
women in the present survey reported an average of 0.6 abortion, with 30 Collectively the 

per cent reporfing at least one abortion and 1- per cent, two or ore. 

Both ever use of abortion and the mean nuroher of abortions are consistently higher the 
larger the number of non current prcgnancies the women has had but not so beyond 3 children 
by number of living children. There is a decline in these figures after 3 children, though 
generally they are highest in the parities 3 to 5, suggesting that perhaps use of abortion has 
helped to keep achieved fertility from increasing further. 
those women, 1-I per centOf the approximately 23,800 non-current pregnancies reported by 
tentby stillbirth or miscarriage. These rates 
are r-,ighly *he same as those reported in the 1971 Fertility and Abortion Survey (12 per cent 
by abortion and 6 per cent by stillbirth or miscarriage). For 1974 and 1971. the proportions 
wer- terminated by induced abortion and 5 per 
of non-current pregnancies ending in live births were, respectively, 81 per cent and 82 per 
cent.The rate of termination of non-curre~t pregnanc;es by induced abortion ishighest (at15 per 

over is 
: t-.I.The low rate for those in the ages -5 and 
cent) for those in the ages 25-31 and 
itndamrtion over the years but some under-repgrtingconsistent writh the trends in fertility 

must be allowed. The rate of 
 loss diie to stillbirths and miscarriages seems certainly to have 
in the 	older ages.been under-reported 
Resort to abortion is closely associated with use of contraception- Basically, contraceptive 
users are more likely to have resorted to induced abortion also and the more so, the more 
recent the use of contraception-such as the current users and those who used in the openinterval though not using now. 

use 
among them is higher for those with less than -I children than those with 4 or more, suggesting 
The number of children is associated with abortion use only for the sterilized. Abortion 
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that abortion used before sterilization may have helped in keeping their family size relatively 
The proportion of non-current pregnancies terminated by induced abortion is also higher for 
the contraceptive users and the more so, the more recent the use. Furthermore, the rate of 
termination by abortion is substantially higher for those with less than 4 childrt; than those 
with 4 or more. Abortion appears to have helped in keeping in achieved fertility from increasing 
further. 
characteristics are similar to those in the 	 use of abortion by background ch r ce itc araim lrndth s 
users and the proportion ofobserved for a-ntraceptive users. Both the proportion of abortion 
pregnancies terminated by abortion are higher for the better-educated, the city residents, and 
religion or wife's work experience to use ofthe non-agricultural workers. The relationship of 
abortion is difficult to interpret without further, more detailed analysis. 
3.9 USE OF CONTRACEPTION AS RELATED TO FERTILITY 
PREFERENCES 
3.9.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the previous sections of this chapter, the major topics of family size preferences and 
contraceptive behaviour were discussed. In this section, the two topics are combined in order to 
obtain a better understanding of both. The focus of attention is on the issue of consisten y, or 
lack of it, between fertility intentions and contraceptive behaviour, and in particitlar on the 
extent to which women who state that they want no more children protect themselves from having 
more children by contraception.
 
wide spread for some decades,Even in societies where contraceptive practice has been 
can be expected. There are many
considerable dissonance between attitudes and behaviour 

reasons for this. llusLands may object tj the use of contraception, facilities may be too remote, 
effects may be feared, or supportive social normsthe available methods may not he suitable, side 
attitudes andmay he lacking. Investigation of the reasons for inconsistency between stated to contrast theof this report, but it is of interestreported behaviour lies beyond the scope 
more children and to describe thebehaviour of those who want and those who do not want levelof inconsistency inattitudes and behaviour among the various segments of the population. 
3.9.2 	 A COMPARISON OF CONTRACEPTIVE BEHAVIOUR BETWEEN 
WOMEN WITH DIFFERENT FERTILITY PREFERENCES 
In Table 84, which is based on the 4,385 women currently married, 'exposed" women in the 
sample, the pattern of contraceptive use is tabulated against whether total desired family size 
has already been reached or not. An interesting finding is that women 'ho report that they have 
their desired family size have markedly higher levels of curaentalready 	 reached or exceeded their desired size. This pattern holds across alluse than those whose actual size is still less than 
age groups except those below age 25. In the youngest ages, current use is least among those 
whose fertility has already exceeded the desired size, suggesting that low use itself may account 
for the excess occurring so early in life. 
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TABLE 84.PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OF CURRENTLY MARRIED FECUND WOMEN ACCORDING 
TO PATTERN OF CONTRACEPTIVE USE. BY WIIETHEItR TOTAL DESIRED FAMILY 
SIZ HAS BEEN ACIEVED AND CURRENT AGE Contrand 
Contraceptive use 
cAIl Intends Does not Past but Current 
future intends not current use 





15 23 40 
Desired<Actual 272 22 9 28 
Desired=Actual 21 18 12 23 4 
Desired>Actual 57 35 22 18 25 
Less than 25 
Less t1ha 2 1625-34 
All 71 43 28 16 13 








( :I (31) 
13 14 
2s35- 28NOT 











All 22 10 12 22 55 
Desired<Actual 17 9 a 26 57 
Desired=Actual 22 (II ) (I ) 18 60 Desired>Actual 43 (13) 30 (17) 40 
45and over 

All (30) * (24) (26) 45Desired<Actual (28) * (22) (26) (46)
Desired=Actual ( 2 8 ) 
Desired> Actual * *Town 
Source: 1974 Tale 5.3.2 D e i e > c u lV 
3.9.3 	 DIFFERENTIALS IN CURRENT USE AMONG WOMEN WHO 
WANT NO MORE CHILDREN 
For investigating the differential: by background claracteristics in the level of inconsistency 
between fertility preference and contraceptive behaviour, the 'evel of current use of efficient 
who are exposed and want 
methods, including sterilization is examined among the 1,246 women 
22 per cent of all ever-marlied women in the sample).no more children (Who comprise about 

Forty-four per cent of the exposed women who want no more children are currently using. Or, 

more to the point, more than half (56 %) are not currently using and efficient method in spite 
of the fact that they want no more children and are exposed. 

The relevant data on differentials are shown in Table 85. There is generally very little difference 
across categories of the several background characteristics examined. The only exception is 
education. The college-educatel show the lowest rate of 	non-use, or conversely the highest rate 0t 
use. The differences are minor and inconsistent among the other educatiot'al categories, especailly 
when examined within age groups. 
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Except for the college-educated, in nearly all other categories of women, the majority are not 
using ,efficient contraceptive methods in spite of their exposure and stated desired not to have 
any mu,. children. Among those under 25, the non-use rate is as high as 77 per cent overall 
nearly as high (or even higher) in most categories of background characteristics. 
Since the proportion exposed and who want no more children is a function of age, the relative
size of the group of women in need of family planning is perhaps better measured by the 
proportion of all currently married women who do not want any more children but are not 
currently using an efficient contraceptive method though exoosed, as shown in Table 86. There, 
we see that about a third (32%) of all currently married women in the ages 15-49 fall into this 
category. The proportion of such women is low among the youngest (13%) and the oldest 
(17'), as might be expected, and highest in the 35-44 age group (42 %), followed by the 25-34 
age group (32 %). Differentials in this proportion by background characteristics are small. 
Within each age group, the proportion of women in this category is fairly constant aciossbackground characteristics. The exceptions are the high school and college educated in the ages
and the Catholics in the ages 35-44. The proportions are some what lower for the 
better educated (26-27,%) but substantially higher for the Catholics (50%). 
TABLE 	 85. PERCENTAGE OF EXPOSED WOMEN WANTING NO MORE CHILDREN WHO ARE 
CURRENTLY USING AN EFFICIENT METIIOD OF CONTRACEPTION, BY













45 and more 
59 
Level of education: 
No schooling 60 60 59 67 
PrimarlyMiddle 5657 7877 5759 5445 57 
High 

























No religion 58 76 57 56 5s 
Buddhist55(oProtestantPrtsat54 (80)*57 56 56 5247 5860 (60)C 
Catholic 53 (51) 57 
Sour-c: 1974 KNFS, Table 5.2.4A 
These findings suggest that the family planning programme in Korea has a fairly clear-cut
target group of substantial size to reach. About a third to two-fifths of all currently married 
women in the ages 25-44 regardless of background characteristics constitute that target. Further 
studies are needed to discover the reasons why these women who do not want any more children 
and exposed are not using any efficient contraceptive methods. 
TABLE 86. PERCENTAGE OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN WHO DO NOT WANT ANY"MORE CHILDREN BUT ARE NOT CURRENTLY USING AN EFFICIENT CONTRACE-PTIVE METHODS THOUGH EXPOSED, BY BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS AND 
AGE 
characteristics All ages Less than 25 25-34 3-44 4 	 and more 
All women 32 13 33 42 17 
Education: Nodschoolingd 

Primary 33 12 
 34 42 16 
Middle 	 30 15 34 37
Iligh 	 28 14 26 42 17 
College or higher 27 "27 	 (36)Type of place of residence: 
City 	 32 16 32 41 19 
Tewn 29 (15) 30 38Village 33 9 35 	 1344 16
'religion: 
on30 13 32 43 
Nudhne 32 13Buddhist 32 16 32 4307o34 40Protestant 31 	 Is14 33 39 8Catholic 32 * 28 50 19Other 41 * 43 (42) * 

Source: 1974 KNFS, Tables 1.6.3A-C and 5.2.4B. 

3. 9.4 SUMMARY3.nt o. w ecoincidingY 
1. In this section, we examined the relationship between fertility preerences and contraceptive
use, focussing on the inconsistencies that exist for a sizeable number of women. 
2. 	 Current contraceptive use is considerably more frequent among those whose actual familysize has reached or exceeded their desired size in every age gronp except for these tad; 25.In the youngest ages, currett use is least for those whose fertility exceeds their desired size,
suggesting that low use itself may be responsible for the excess occurring so early in life.suorestigthan t wathe no ol 	 (5w se)otfth e po re iwome who r s ch re ingearlyWomenab u 
3. More than half (56 ) 	 of the exposed women who want no more children (comprising about23 per cent of all ever-married women in the sample) were not currently using an efficient
contraceptive method. Except for the college-educated, among whom more than half are 
current users, in nearly all other categories of women the majority were not using an efficient
method in spite of their exposure and stated desired not to have any more children. These 
women presumably constitute an important target group forprogramme.	 Korea's family planning 
4. 	 The relative size of the group of women who might be given special attention in the family
planning programmf because of their o'vious need for family planning is measured by theproportion of all currently married women who state that they do not w tantny more childrenbut are not currently using an efficient contraceptive method though exposed. About a thirdof all currently married women in the ages 1549 fall into this category. By age, there aremore of them in the ages 25-34 (33%) and 35444 (42 ) and fewer of them in the agesunder 25 (133) and 45 and over (17f). There is very little difference by backgroundundraer istics e2t a d f% h o v aern d o e atel i echaracteristics except 7 c eghe d u t iff ere n es b5 b ,a ro n dhigt andfor mte school college-educated in the ages 25-34. among 
the proportion is quite high (50.%) 
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3.10 CONCLUDING REATARKS 
Certain major themes have emerged from this report, and it is felt appropriate to underline 
heres ctions.their significance lest they be lost in the details presented and summarized in the preceding 
With the accelerated 	 i5 th rcdnpace of social and economic modernization in recent years in the Republicof Korea, age at first marriage has risen for both men and women; very few persons are
currently marrying before age 20. Increasing educational opportunities for young women, coupled
with their greater integration into the labour force of the more modern sector, probably 
account for this alteration in the timing of marriage. Marriage is stillby age 30, 	 nearly universal for womenhowever. Marital dissolution by divorce or separation is uncommon, and remarriage 
by women, fairly rare. 
Fertility of Korean women has declined rapidly over last decade due in part to the spread ofbirth control practice among all age groups and in both urban and rural areas. Later age at
marriage has apparently hastened the tempo of of early fertility, but average family size itself 
has declined since the mid-1960's. The pattern of decline in the age-specificthe effect of the rising age at marriage in the youngest age fertility rates showsgroup and of the diffusion ofvoluntary control of fertility within marriage in the older age groups--in the ages 35 and overin particular. In spite of the substantial decline in every sector, however, significant urban-rural 
difterentials in fertility persist, as do those by education and husband's occupation. 
Substantial decline in mortality was achieved in the early years following the Korean War, 
with rapid urbanization and improvement
throughout the country. 	 in health care facilities that took placeInfant mortality, often viewed as an indicator of the health status of apopulation, declined hy at least 20 points (per 1,000 live births) in the decade preceding the 
survey. Further decline in mortality may be expected with continued improvement in health careprogrammes and facilities and further rise in standard of living of the population as a whole. 
The traditional large family size preference in Korea is rapidly becoming a thing of the past.under 30, who reached maturity during the years of intensive family planning programme 
activities and whose fertility behaviour is of greatest consequence for future rate of populationgrowth, express a desire to have slightly less than three children on the average. Better
education and urban resdence are associated with smaller family size norms; the on-going process
of social modernization in Korea may thus be expected to facilitiate the trend toward fewerd
desired number of children. A marked preference for sons continues to exist, however, and is likely
to exert an upward pressure on actual family size during the 
process of family formation. 
Knowledge of contraception is nearly universal throughout the various segments of thepopulation and use is quite widespread, as the great majority of currently married women statea desire for no more children. There are still significant 	 differentials in contraceptive practice,however, by such Lackground characteristics as place of residence, education, and husband's
occupation. Induced abortion 
 too continues to play an important role in the determination of
fertility levels in Korea. It appears that abortion is used by many women not necessarily as an­alternative to contraception but in a somwhat complementary fashion.still n o t w id es pre a d , 	 While sterilization itits po te n tia l p la ce in Korea 's fam ily pla nning progra mme isthe finding that nearly one-fourth 	 s u gg este d inof the women as young as 20-24 and over one-half of those 
in the ageshave 25-29 state a desire for noa substantial 	 more children. Their acceptance of sterilizAticn coulddemographic impact. 
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There does not seem to be any particular segment of the population strongly resistant to 
contraception, but there is a sizeable group of women in nearly all categories of background 
characteristics whose attitude about family ;.=e preference and contraceptive behaviour are 
conspicuously inconsistent. These are the women who, though professing no desire for more 
children and exposed to risk of further childbearing, are not using an efficient contraceptive 
method. This group constitutes about one-third of all currently married women. These results, 
together with the finding that about 70 per cent of all currently married women desire no more 
children, should help define an urgent task for the family planning programme: to enlist these 
women to take up efficient methods and to help them sustain their use in an effective manner 
to avoid unwanted childbearing. 
It should be obvious from the above remarks, and indeed from the entire discussion in Chapter 
3, that there is ample scope for further analysis of the data. Examination of the fundamental MAIN BODY 
topic of fertility has been tentative at best. It is expected that more definitive estimates of TLES 
current fertility, for example, would be made after the data are evaluated for their quality and 
adjustments made as needed. It is also expected that the application of more advanced analytical 
techniques will clarify the complex interaction among fertility, education, and residence and A. HOUSEHOLD SURVEY TABLES 
allow a fuller introduction into the explanatory framework of such variables as the woman's 
pattern of work, which may prove to have an important bearing on fertility behaviour. Further, B. INDIVIDUAL SCHEDULE TABLES 
it should be noted that a considerable body of data concerning contraceptive behavior, lactation, 
and induced abortion have not yet been fully exploited. Detailed analysis of these data should BI. NUPTIALITY AND EXPOSURE TO CHILDBEARINGpermit a broader appraisal of the natioital family planning programme in Korea than has ever 
been attempted. B2. FERTILITY 
B3_ SURVIVORSHIP OF CHILDREN 
B4. KNOWLEDGE AND USE OF CONTRACEPTION 
B5_ PREFERENCES FOR NUMBER AND SEX OF CHILDREN 
B6. BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS OF 'RESPONDENTSTO 
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THE TOTAL NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, ACCORDING TO CURRENT AGE OF WOMEN AND 
EDUCATION OF WOMEN,
 
FOR ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN IHE HOUSEHOLD 
SCHEDULE
 
EDUCATION OF WOMEN 
CURPENT AGE OF WOMhN ALL 0 1 2 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER 
3 4 5 
ORN 
6 7+ 4AN 
ALL.17,146 
*-L L .......... 
10 - 14 ...... 
15- 1 ........ 
20 - 24 ....... 
25 29 ....... 
30 - 34 ....... 
35 - 3S ....... 
40 - 44 ....... 






























































































NC SCFC C L ING 
0- ALL .......... 
0-14 .. .-
15- 1G ....... 
20 - 24....... 
25- 29....... 























































40 - 44 ....... . 3 - 21 
45 - 4 ....... 1 ,113 17 
pRIMRY SCIICL 
ALL.......... 8,5C5 484 
A L. . . . . 
1)- 14 ....... -
15 Ile ....... 121 64 
20 - 24......... ,( 24 247 
5- 29 ....... 1,723 93 
30 - 34 ....... .. 1,7C8 3,t 
35 - 3 ....... ..... 737 25 40 - 44....... 1,334 13 

























































































Not Stated Unspeciflo. Parity & Education of Woomtn (11 women) 
TABLE IL. 
HE TOT N 
FOR ALL EVER 
_0EINE)H11.A M;KM W1lE~a 4w)~Jl~
M R F CHILDREN EVER BORN, ACCORDING TO CURRENT AGE OF WOMENAND 
MARRIED WOMENI  THE HOUSEHOI.D SCHEDULE 
EDUCATION OF WOMEN, 
EDUCATION OF VO)MEN NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN 
CURRENT AGE 01 WOMEN ALL 0 2 4 
tICDLE SCh-CL 5 6 9+ MAN 
ALL............. 
10- 14 ....... 
15 - 19....... 
20 - 24....... 
25 - 2 ....... 
30 - 34....... 
35 - 39 ....... 
40 - 44....... 
45 - 49....1........ 

























































































15 -I ....... 
20 -24....... 
25 - 29 ....... 
30 - 34 ....... 
359-3 ....... 
40 - 44....... 



























































































25- 29 ....... .... 
30- 34 ....... ... 
35- 3 ..... 

















































































T L4 I' '1kER OF CHILDREN EVERBORN,ACCORDINGTO CURRENT AGEOF WOMEN AND TYPE OF PLACEOF RESIDENCE. 
FOR ALL EVER MRRIED W EN IN THE HOMEHOLU SCHEDULE 
(rI 4 .vJ i VRIN,4,'N 0 
TYPE OF PLACE OF RESINDENCE 
 9NT 4 5 6 7 
CURFEN AGE I F r 0 0 . IL L A3 
Att 
17 1b6 
17.. 1123U ),55 2 . 4 2 2 132 1 , 9VO 
Tb 









- 2 - -
- 2.02t1, -R . . Cs 57.2 13' 41 2oR 55 21,227
250 2 ....... I, 
S.
a 332 165 1S 
6 
4 13 ' 1 3. i
 
Ic 525 1. 116 21 4521 3 
6u4 I 13u - 34. .. 3,3 1 6 6 5 1 216 1 ' 43 
.4 
. ... 2. b '7 ". II11 232
3 - 3 . &7 546 NO 35 15 I2u 
. ;,72 c 7 53 141 246 6 2 5 3 '. 84U - 44.. ... 17 ' 2 35 3 32 388 35(- 25 5 - ..-.. . i 1', 30 7 8 00 

5YCLL CITY 
7, 21 2. 
LL. .6 9 34. 503 725 73, 5v . ,2b 
16 0 3q 
-
- . 
- S .2... 27 17 15 - "
1C - 1 .......-

S . 
H1 2"- 2 . .. 3,7 115 1521 14 3 1 - ­
25 - 2 ...... 53 112 26 308 151 32 1 10 1 - - 2.8 3 3. .1 217 273 52 34 3u - 3 . . . .64 1 13 3 
0 - 35 . D o 13 32 1 227 1 2 
1 3 
5 3 32 5 4 '* .5 1 5 32 4 1 84 .1' 1 0 5 
. ... ... . . 4U6 31 22 '. 
45 - 4. .. 372 7 242 41 u7 





,LL.........1,61) 13 2 3 311 349 231 165 83 53 00 19 .0
 
i - i; 5.1.....-- .2
 
-2, ..... 213 3 t 37 -2 1 - -2. 
.0 
3 3 7 175 IO 19 

. . 6E
25 - 2 0 . 4 1 - 3.0 58 127 77 3 




3u - 34... . .. 7 , 0 3 2 . 9 77 4 

35 - 3 .. . . .. t 3 I a 
t 
a 40 57 3 6 iS 5 3 4.5 14 2
' 2. 11 14 54
4" 31 7 






13 e9 36 1 8 










-i5 - .;... . 0 2 ­
0- 2 4 .
 
-
-3 6 22 3 
25 -21 ...... 29 26 7L 103 '.2 14 3 - - - - 7.0 
3" -34 ...... . 226 21 91 4 I I' 1 1 6 7 -" - 3.529 
. . 131 

a 1 .5 2 1 6 ; 70 22
35 3 S . ... . . 2 3 0 3 20 13 4 2 .4
3 ' 4 7
15 3 5
4 - .... . . . I 0 2 7 (1 1. i 2b 3 c 14 12 N 5.3 45 1.i. .... 1I4 1 6 

a lyp. of Place of RetIdeace ( I Women)*Net Stated gIooeclflad, Parity 

TABLE 11.7.8 (CONTINUED) 10 28 itO 34sRiw 
OF CHILDRE L ER VOR, ACCORDING TO CURRENT AGE OF W1OMN AM TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE,
THE TOTAL N31VIEV 

IN THE HOUSEHOLO SCHEDULEFORALL EVE RKARRIED "OMEN 
TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE
 
BORN
l 2 4"ER OF CHILDREN 2 4 EE G 72 ~ 9OFIORJJALLOJR0ETA CU RET AG OFKM 
NECIUN SIZ CITY A 94 
72 26 11 '.1 
10-1 1- .... ­
15 - 16 7 4 5- - - -- . 
IL .... .o4 05* 241 304 3C3 251 174 111 
-
.55 2 - I2 24. .. 214 84 72 
25 1.9 
35 - 34... ?321 i3 I 4 L19 5 41 5 3 - .5 
35-3 4... 7 3 5 10 5o 4 SI 32 13 3 - .2 
25 - 24... 462 39 131 161 10 4 ­
6 32 12 5.2'.5 iRee 5 12 10 25 45 3332 2036 1 ii - 4.140 -le.2140. .... 6 26 551 
CITYSMALL 

ILL..... 71 52 93 1? 125 IA) 31 43 24 19 ii 3.3 
15 - 14 .... - - - 24 19 3. 
15-I 7 4 3 - - 0 
73 2 Y 30 11 3 - - .92.4
IA 25 58 4-, 125 - 2 ....,... 155 
1 3 - " - 3.1 
35-30 ... 122 1 9 I 23 34 26 13 2 2 2 6 
40 4 o... 2 4 6 21 I I1 5 3 
30- 1 ....... 13 2 12 21 4q 26 

10 3 32 5.6 
....... 64 1 6 3 7 11 Ii 16 11 12 6 0.5 
TOOS
 
ALL. ... 1,17 84 1sa I111 187 i75 1,3 1L 2 34 35 34 3.t
 
-2
5- 1 ....... ­
0-1 1 1-2.......N - - ­
- 1.233 30I ­2o,- 24... 145 N9 12 - - 1 
- .4 
20-.... 23 21 So 9i e3 2j 0 1 - - .2 
32-34... 203 625 61 5, 2' 1 - -I 3.0 
30-39........ 225 5 32 1 6 66 22 4j 35 4 3.5 
40 - 4..... 2L 5 6 IC 12 3, ci 33 22 II 9 t.1 
45 -c ....... 14' 1 7 1 7 " 2? 23 20 21 19 o.1 
VILLAGE.
 
oALL..... 7,1R4 375 75' IT 02 46 .,, 12 399 45 367 3"4 4.2
 
-




- I -. 
2" - 24*..*.. 753 I 305 13 31 .633 4 I - ­
25 - 20........ 1,143 TA 222 3'.1 Slc 43 
35 - 34.........I31e 29 41 119 3.3 330 21 102 5 3 1 3. 
30 - 31... 8,44 16 31 56 144 2"6 loG 200 II5 '2 31 %.t 
4U - ' ...... 1327 86 72 41 57 ISA 242 36. 21 134 90 5.9
 
O. 4 44 133 ' 173
43 - 49....... 0 26 7 131 In" 153 .
 
. . . .
 






: :: ......... . . . .
 
IpI il I.tl i Ii I v ,.c IDr 
I t -. <
 
4 w.. I I 1 f. 
Z1.., 
 44,V.N I 'iU., CN­
r* .0 








FOR EEMARE SC NOCSS1 I I I... I74 III'
WO N IN TH HOSH SCHEDULESf S t I - .5 
.. .. ...29 E64
332,.,,+f..... 1 2 82t2




 I5 8 . 2 S r C. 
3 S..... . 3 ,2I0SR 47 N5 1 83R 
 O N
 
4UR E- .....1. N AL 
 22 603 760 





 1 ,13L 1+23 C 2 7 23855 .
 
ALL .......... 1!,51ft2,29 
 2 958 2,303 1,9 ft 4 i 4
. 




30 - 34 ....... 2,9!3 83 460
172 a79 740& 696 12.
459 

202'@..-11 . 57-3 96, 
 ; I
45 CE




250-ALL 2 ....  3,1487 .- B 2
i 52 ALL 369,# 741 10 1 5Q5 _ 1.00 74o4 2493 4 54 
 756 1,1341Il- 14 ....... .

-35 - 3S ....... 2,973 37 ­923 191 5 3.015- is ........ 189 10 6 7 47 56 1465 345
40 - 44 ....... 2,514 39 - - 372.4
" 
20 - 241....... 78 127 2074 32 5 - .5
5 e 32 9 47u3 35u 1717 1 1 2 4.425 - 29 ........ 3,596 - 5
2 254 12274 40 29830ATETACEb- 34 ........i{]cS ., 93 6, 2 - - 2.0
83 19 1520 35 25035 - 3 ......... ,27 7 1 2 1 53.9
22 603 60 696 456 215 87 3 .140 - 44........ 2,724 47 
 78 141 245 519347 495 35 T 112 5.45 - 49........ 2,1,3 30 73 
 90 17 2135 332 388 37 25 25 5 
25 - 2 ....... 3,148 2 4 
 1,05 27 245
LALL- .............. .0
30 34 2,913 17 ­512 1,0763 1799 460 36 2 41 1
35 3S.... 2,910~ 41 3.4
.9 3 95 iI9 ,0 .8
Ii1-- 14, .... 5439 63 645 ,4~9~3 2u 1 4-4. .....,0 9- 2'
7 2 4 5 9 54 4.32

'.5 49........ 0 92 5. 7 1 -0 - 3.01 - 17  2,681 27 73 -0 2 5 7 1 .26-56.... 15 3 31 96
24.......... 24









 562 36 
 74 90 
 1 1064 59 9 




P-rt +Tp f ,,~e(1wmn
 
fH.71D 2, --- 2- IEH 5 Q O0-'- YIA--J(lIZ) 
TABLE II.7.D (CONTINUED)
 
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, ACCORDING TO CURRENT 
AGE OF WOMEN AND TYPE OF HOUSE,
 
FOR ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN 
IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE
 
TYPE OF HOUSE 
CURRE NTAGE OF WO MANALL 0 1 2 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN 




10 - 14 ....... 15- IS .. 
20 - 24.. ..... 
25 - 2i ....... 
30 - 34 ......... 
35 - 39 ....... 
40 - 44 ....... 



















































































4 . 8 
GCcMS 
ALl...........-
I O 14 . .L5 - 19 ....... 
20- 24 ....... 
25 29 ....... 
t) - 34 ....... 
35 - 3 ....... 
40 - 44 ....... 






































































AL. .... ... . . . . 1 
10 - 14 ....... 
15 - i. ........ 
2) - 24 ....... 
25 - 2......... . 
3 0 -3 . .4 ....  .. 
35 - 39 ....... .... 



















































































LO Y6I JAI,1l. E ROM Ejlu 
FN TOA NUNBER O R R BRN, ACORDING TO CURRENTAGEOF WENN MO NENI2EROF tOORN OBJECTS, 
FOR AL!. EVER MARRIEDWOMENIN THEHOUSE"OLDSCHEDULE 
5L14GEROF O0ER7OBJECTS 
CU 2NTACE. , NJ ,jq 
At L 
LL*. . 17,12
IE- 14 . . . .O5-Sq ... IRS 
2",- 21'4... 1,0 
25 - 2. .. 55 
30 - 3S. 3,200 
35- 4 





























cp(ILD - [V-R I Jk'j 
6LL 
2,341 2,112 1,'0 5 '7 6 
- - 1 -
Ii I -
2.3 52 N 2 
2"52 4­
74 ~ 4, 2! 
l 
23 53323 324 















I5 - 1,, . 
20 - 24..... 
25 - 2... ....23... 
nU - 3 ....... 
31-3 ... 
4 - 445 
















































































































- 41::'l--494 -94 
5 j.....3 
TwC3 




















AL -5 . . 
S-I....R8 
20- 2 4....62 
25 - 23. .. 
30 - 3,.... 








































































* NOtStated Unspecifled, Parity 4 Nuter Of MitlernObjects (20wmen) 
\ 'V 
TABLF,11.7.E (CON]IIUET) 
TE TOTALNIBEER OF CH1LREA EVERBOWR,ACCORDINGTO CURENT ALL OFWrN N ANDNUMBEROF EDEJ OBJECTS. 
FORALL EVER MARRIEDWOMNIN THE HOUSEIOLOSCHEDULE 
OF MODERNOBJECTS NUHBEROF 1I7LD EA EVERBO,NUMBER 
CIJANT AGEOF "IAN ALL 0 1 2 3 4 s 6 2 8 9' mw 
THREE 
b37 75 6 O 561 406 276 164 115 3.6 ALL..... .. 4,535 325 2' 







-15 - 1.... . . 46 24 19 3 ­
b, - 24 ... 506 153 23- 3 lq 4 - 1 
25 -29 ..... 931 102 253 307 220 el 13 3 2.07 1
124 233 138 41 - 3.. 
71 3 1 15 . o30 - 34 .... . 
.14 23 51 291 
11 2' 43 135 17 191 123 

1 2 142 1i1 54
350 3 ....... 
0 26 
 2, N.3 
'O - . .. c 7 36 56
*44 . 6 U 2u 
A 26 4. ., 7 7 9 9 00 79 ? ' 5. 9 45 - 4 .. . . 5 7U 

351 543 76 3Z 292 20 6 82 BA 3 7 
10 - 1'..... - -1 - - - " - - - . 
105 1 14 11 3 - - - - - - .2 
ALL ......... . 3.113 IOU 525 .0
 
7 134 60 9 2 - I - 1l.n 2-24 . . . 2 3 
 2.1
 
29 . .. ... 6q 1 36 161 279 1 7 4 1 1 1 25 -
1 8 2 0 10 9 1 4 150 92 27 I - .4 ' 0 - 3 .. .. .. 610 

35 - 39..... . 611 11 20 
 36 130 152 133 2 3 . 
6 '3 
11 29 1 142 tOE 31 22 26 40 - 4....... 543 to Z3 
5.2 
4 5 - 4 . . . . 4 1 1 b 11 12 4 0 33 57 7 4 
73 53 52 5. 
FIVE
 
2 1 4 3 4
 
ALL ..... .. . 1,29V E9 l!1 215 284 21 9 1 5 _ 103 
2 
- o0 
10 19 - I - ­
19 7 - - - -.. 92 2,- o 31 42 
-
1.9 
22 - 29 . . . 233 2t 60 103 53 15 I ­
- 396 5c 14 2 2 

- 34....... 245 4 17 54 
 I 3.9
 
3 . . 2 9 23 '3 1 ' 5 2 5 
3 - . 284 
 2 0 10 3 . 3
8 34
.oo 4 , , 3 42 4 3 
45 4- .. ... 16 3 8 15 J 36 27 
4 4,-9. . o o 22 3 





47 105 1.5 35 49 31 it 10 3.4
 ALL*;::...o. 678 al 144 

10- 19.... - - ­
15-19 A 3 1 - - - - - - - ­
20-24:::: 26 17 0 2 - - 5 
25 - 9 . lE It 37 25 - -
-
.632 - 3  0 
30 - 34 . . . 132 1 7 6 9 31 6 2 
 1 3 32 B 19 1 33 13
15-39. . . 35 

12 18 34 41 13 9 2 1 4.2
 0- ... 153 6 9 
$U 4 I 21 B q.19 6
11 19
4 4.... lb I 
TABLE 11.J WCORTIRUED
FDA L ELDOENEVER BOHN,A AqDNUIBEROF MERN OBJECTS.OF CMR RoINGTO CURRENTAGEOF WOMENFORALL EHER NNIOIEO 8104 IN THEHOUSEHOLDSCHIEDLLE 
PAICFEROF MODER OBJECTS 
CURRETAGEOFA ALLNMBER OF CILDREN VER BOR8 
SEVEN 7 9 ME 
*ALL.:..,.. 3 3 15 
 31 61 78 7o 57 25 13
10 - 1-...... ? 57 - - - 3 
25 -29 ....... 13 
 - -
- .020 -2 ....... 46 3 16 6 
 1 2---
- .' 
73 2 23 26 15 3 - - 2.7 350 3 ...... . 89 1 2 6 25 3 1 ­15 16 ­
*u 41..... ... 21 26 225 i6 " 2.7 
4 49 
. 75 -... 2 6 14 22 22 1 
40-4.4T 6 7 14 15 8 4 1 .4 
: ~5 . 15l 7-4 .. 

-41 BIGHT 
ALL2.......... 2 17 8 lb 32 41 
 i3 
19...,.... -5
- s -l 
15 - 1 ....... ­ 3.0
 
2 5 ....... 3 52-

- .9 
3 3 3 - 8 12 12 " ­ :6 

303 Z 6 1' 27 o 2 - | 3.7 
'0 .44 56 
 2 - 30 17 13 2 




ALL.......... 66 3 17
2 I 




2U - 29....... 1 i - ­
2 34 ....... .. .
 2 2 1 - -­
3 - 34....... 7 2 2 
 3 1' " 
-
- .53.0 
-4 9 ,, 14 - 2 6 6 .3 ' 1 3.9 
3 5 3 . 
--
ED1 ?F 5fj*1 EIRIJ:; W2OOJDFTW21PU 
TABLE I1.7.F ROOMS,OF CHILDRENEVERBOAN,ACCORDINGTO CURRENTAGEOF WOMENAND NUMERor 
FORALL EVERRATRIEDWOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD 
THE TOTAL NMBER SCHEDULE 
" 
N1o-9 -J rH1Lr'n 3 ryl 49,;NUMBEROF IlOS 
(OIFHHNT AGE LF W)H6N ALL t,. 5 6 -4 4 
ALI 
2542 2., L,499 8 52? 

t ... .. . , 140 1,230 2,43 2,125 2, 055 
132 417 
10-14 .. .. - 2 C 
­
-21- 24 ....... 05
; 
572 P3'; 312 7, ]t I - 2 - ..
 
25 - 29....... 3,5qe 332 65 22? 341 2o5 aS 6 2 -" 1
 
3 34 .... 3,3.I St 13 525 1,.1H 1 ",52 1St '3 1 3.4 
35 3s.5..... 220 47 13 232 6 'o2 b' 45o 21b 15 12L .I 
60 44 ....... 1726 47 93 1j 76 '.L7 at 3't6 5 35 5 t 23 .1 
45 - S .... .. . 1,t 4 3 . 70 90 





 6' 42 2.6
 ALL ......... !65 622 1,.30 
 124?i 1121, 21 
.22 
10 ..... - -.. " -
15- I2 ..... 73L 1.. 1 - 3 11c9 23




24...... to 3 I - ­
25- 29....... 1,743 182 455 t1R 2o 23 5 ' ­30 - .. il 47 25r - 01.34  1.1. 1C- ILE 5H ?2 . 13 ' 71 12 
35 - 39 . . . 834 21 53 1 ?3 9) 09 5, 
23 
2 15 11 4.2 
0 4- 4 ...... 499 16 37 51 71 

41 04 55 5' 41 32 26 4.0 45 - 9....... 38 7 2- 3q 

TWO FIE M ; 
ILL... 5,634 290 57 ' 762 935 58, 37 19 3.11 82 151 
1A -7A
 
5... 29 21 8 - - - 17 
20 - ...... '66 126 2,'. 105 zb - - I - - I 
20 - 24... 1,017 7 2C7 352 2,,3 L to 2 - - - 3.2 
30- 34.... 1,157 22 SO 15b 3 293 7 21 2- 13 
35 - 3;..... 1.220 11 33 '6 13'o 23o 201 19 19'. 23 2' . . 
i - 1s .... ­
39 76 170 21. 323 13' '6 40 40 -4 .... 98 9 24 35 b , 50 74 .13 t3 2 3 




1j.34 2 5 164 14U .2 
ALL... .. ... 3,45e 
10- 14.......-- -- - . 
15- Is 34 19 14 1 - - .5 
13 332 364 520 35u 

20 - 2.4..... 2t 76 123 52 13 -" - .1 
.35 153 6 5234 15 2 1 25 29....... 509 12q 122 5" 
6' .57 ,t6 10- 34... 56(- l. 20 12i tO. 12 51 3"172 ' 35 - 3 . . . 721 8 , 37 
4 S? 43 --. 440 39 ...... 33 A 21 24 5L' a, 12 .

'11 15 ILL 1 
4%- 49.. .. 635 A 15 10 52 63 
Sot Statod URnpeclfltd,Parity (9 W.1m) 
TABLE I ? (CONTTNUED)
 
THE TOTAL MRISEROf CHILOXNEVERBORN,ACCORDINGTO CURRENTAGEOF WOMENAND NUNBEP OF ROOMS,
SCHEDULEFORALL EVERMARRIEDW1EN IN THE HOUSEHOLD 
NIMER OF ROOMS NIBER OF C.ILDREN EVER HORN 
3 7 t" URRENTAGEOF WJ1A ALL 0 1 2 4 5 6 8 
'CUR OCCMS 
119 165 232 231 Z7U 193 124 '6 62 4.' 
10O- 14 - - - -..-...­
,ALL... ,5H5 1u3 
5 I ....... 14 1 3 ­
20 - 2 ... 1271. 26 - _ _ " 
25 - 29... 194 2. 37 62 04 ' 3 I - -2 
30 - 34... ... 80 14 It' 36 81 73 45 15 f ­
3 5 - 3 S .. . . . 332 6 5 I , 5 2 %v 73 5 ' 2' 1% 6 9. 7 
40.- 44. . . 337 6 k 14 21 4 1 .)0 66 47 1. 2u 9.4 
5 -49. . . 276 2 6 8 20 22 52 5 43 34 6 1'. 
FIV FCCNS
 
ALL . . . . 518 3 07 55 75 61 0 4 62' .R 32 12 '11. 
- - - - -.1 0 -14... . - - - - ­
.7
15 - 1 . 6 2 4 - - ­
20 - 24 47 11 27 7 2 - - - - I 
5 2 ...... C 12 25 2R 15 - - - -H S30- 34 ........ 7L 2 3 2? 14 1. 5 1 - . b 
35- 3,.... 51 1 5 6 17 23 11 3 it I - 13 
40 - 44.. . 168 4 2 4 13 u 7 I 16 i 2 51 
45 - .. 16 2 1 4 6 . 13 22 2! I 319. 
SIX OIEC.S ONr 0V-F
 
ALL . . . . 204 12 21 l 6 2 1 31 27 23 Zl 5 It 2 
-10 - 14 •..-.- - -..­
0V-
15- 19....... 3 3 - ­
_ . 
25 2 9::::... 29 3 1. 6 3 - - .v 
u - 24 16 6 7 3 -. -
A I 
3 - 34 ...... 23 - 2 2 7 3
 
30-3g .7 - 2 3 .2 3 4 2 1 4.
 
.2 
S- 4; ....... ' t 1 3 9 13 A
40 . ...... 5 - - 4 5 11 11 a ' 2 5 
ALL....3.. • 74 6 7 9 9 11 15 * 1 
lO - 14.. - - ­- " 
- 015-219 1 8 

2'. - 242 1 1 - ­25 - 2 ....... 11 3 2 3 l -2 - -- - ­
3; - 34 . ... 15 1 1 3 3 2 5 ­
35 - 3 ....... 15 - 1 1 3 I I I 4 .jA . 
, 4 1 ....... 12 - 1 2 1 ..-







TABLE II.8.A DISTRIBUTIONWHOHAVEHIADAT LEAST ONELIVE BIRTH, THEPERCENTAGESCIIEDULEER MSARRE OE IN THEHOUSEHOLD OF HOHENOTAL CELL ENTRY)BY EDUCATIORTHAT BIRTH (FIRSTOFTIME ELAPSED SINCE 




60-19 120-179 180+ N.A. 24-35 36--.'7 48-59 

0-5 6-11 12-17 18-23 
TOTAL





1,497 1,251 1,333 2,069 1372 
812 
TCIALN 15,918 - 1,218 12.8 5.1 
.6 6.4 20.8 






















242 176 .3 .0 

-
'22 351 3.3 .9 
.0 24.4 26.6N 








400 332 44. 58 10
 
- 230 318 316 363 656 30-34N 3205 1.0 .3 15.0 10.4 13.8 




















32 72 179 186 187 980 










2 12 27 52 

-
4 2.4 3.0 30.4 38.3 23.6 45-42.4 
.2 .1 .6 1.2 Poo.0 .0 -2 
lDAA .0440-- w iWQVROI *tj* azq'h?jw I 'gojl e~0FUs Oelt8)21Iajpai 
TABLE II.8.A C(NTINUtDI DISTRIBUTIONHOUSEHOLD WHO LEAST ONELIVEBIRTH, TIlE PERCENTAGEOF ALL EVERMARRIED WOMFUIN THE SCHEDULE HAVEHADAT 
OF TINE ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH (FIRST CELL ENTRY) BY EDUCATION OF WPMEN 
EDUCATION TIME ELAPSED INMONTHS 





























































































































































































N 1,096100.0 0.  2.  .4 .0 9.8 21L.9 312.8 454.1 38435.0 3723 .9 
22820.e 
TABLE II.8.A (CONTINUED	 ONELIVE IRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTRISTIONWHOHAVEHADAT LEASTOF ALL EVERKARRIED !)MEU:IN TilE 	 HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE (FIPST CELL ENTRY)BYEDUCATION OF WOMEI OF TIE ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH 
TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS EDUCATION 
N.A.
 





AGE OF WIFE TOTAL 

FFIPIRY SCICOL 
ICIAL 705 1,084 702 489 1 97q 
-54 
N e,021 8.8 6.1 20.5 12.2- (33 770 660 8 	 4.4
 9.6 .2 e. )3.5 





. . . .-. 
-0-.-	 o
N 	
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
.0 .0
P .0 .0 .0 .0 
II
1-If-
ON 1 - 21 .024 3 7 2 
.0 42.1 36.8 5.3 12.3 3.5 
.U 0 .0 .0 
p 100.0 
20-24	 104 101 32 6 2 - 2 206 153

- 171 	 .U .3N 777 	 4.1 .8 .3
13.U19.7 13.4 p 100.0 .0 22.0 26.5 




N 1,630 - 247 	 22.4 8.2 2.7 2.5 .1 .2 14.6 17.5 
p lO.0 .0 15.2 16.7 
23 5
30-34	 352 2.4 160 232
164 193

- 128 168 .3 
.u 7.6 10.0 9.3 11.8 21.0 14.6N 
1,674 	 9.6 13.9 1.4 
P 10.0 
35-39 189 164 632 20q 33 





.u 2.9 4.8P 100.0 
505 39o 96
40-44	 73 86 97
16 24 






.0 1.0 1.6 1.2 

45-49	 233 356 215I - 1 3 6 17 1885o ­
.0 .1 .4 .7 2.0 2.1 27.' 41.9 25.3 .o .1 
!I..A (CONTINUED)TABLE WHO LEAST BIRTH, -DISTRIBUTIONTHEHOUSEHnLD SCHEDULE HAVEHADAT ONELIVE THE PERCENTAGE 
GFTIE ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIrTh (FIRST CELL ENTRY)BY EDUCATION OF W41.ilE-4 OF ALL EVERMARRIED 
IIOME'IN 
TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
EDUCATION 

12-17 18-23 24-35 36-47 48-59 60-119 120-179 180+ N.A.






N 2,485' - 255 304 
 262 267 333 217 166 363 225 93
 
8.7 	 3.7
p 100.0 .0 10.3 12.2 10.5 10.7 13.4 6.7 14.6 9.1 
10-14 
N 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
P .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
15-19
 
N 5 " 3 5 1 -
P 100.0 .0 32.3 55.6 11.1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
20-24 
7 4 1 - 1
N 315 - 04 90 50 45 37 
P 100.0 .0 2.3 28-2 15-7 14.1 11.6 2.2 1.3 .3 .0 .3 
25-29 
N 788 - 121 141 135 144 142 61 24 19 -
P 100.0 .0 1.4 17.9 17.1 18.3 18.0 7.7 3.0 2.4 .0 .1 
30-34 
N 554 - 40 56 54 66 108 96 72 85 14 3 
P 100.0 .7 4 9.1 19.2 12.1.V 9. 11.1 16.2 14.3 2.4 .5 
35-39 66 13
N 418 - 6 10 20 12 38 38 56 159 

4.8 2.9 9.1 9.1 13.4 38.0 15.A 3.1
P 100.0 .0 	 1.4 2.4 
40-44
 
- 8 11 8 73 97 36
N 238 - 1 2 2 

.4 .8 .8 .0 3.4 4.6 3.4 30.7 40.8 15.1





4 2 26 48 39N 119 - - ­
.0 .0 .0 3.4 21.8 40.3 32.8
P 100.0 	 .0 .0 .0 1.7 

.RDI8A 21. MKU! 11 lliqO2BoI I&AY* mpIW I 2pl 91ojigk OjjQp1 -1lye 
TABLE II.B.A (COOlWuD 
OF ALL EVERMARRIED IJOME1l THE HOUSEHOLD W110HAVE HAD AT LEAST ONELIVEBIRTH, TUEPERCENTAGEIN SCHEDULE -DISTRIBUTION 
OFTIlE ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH (FIRST CELL ENTRY)BYEDUCATION OF1OMENl 
EDUCATION 
 TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
 
AGE OF WIFE 






N 1,524 - 157 189 145 127 231 133 108 204 178 52
 




N .. .. ...... 




N 1 3 1 1 ......
 
P 100.0 .0 60.0 20.0 20.0 .0 .0 .u .0 .0 .0 .0
 
20-24. 
N 139 - 45 33 25 16 16 2 1 - - 1
 
P 100.0 .0 32.4 23.7 18.0 11.5 11.5 1.4 .7 .0 .0 .7
 
2!-29 
N 534 - 77 122 82 66 103 49 27 8 - -





N 365 - 27 26 32 33 84 56 42 56 8 1
 




N 249 - 5 4 4 8 20 23 29 95 53 8
 




N 155 - - 3 - 4 B 3 8 36 72 21
 




N-77 - - - 1 - - - 1 9 45 21
 
.0 .10.U 1-3 .0 . .0 1.3 11.7 58.4 27.3
.0 0 
TABLE II.B.A (CONTINUED)OFALL EVERMARRIED 1)ME IN THEHOUSEHOLDSCHEDULEWHOHAVEHADAT LEAST ONELIVE. BIRTH, TUE PERCENTAGEDISTRIBUTIONOF TIlE ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH (FIRST CELL ENTRY)BY EDUCATION OF 4WOMEN 
EDUCATION TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS 
AGE OF WIFE TOTAL 0-5 6-11 12-17 18-23 24-35 







 - 38 55 38 33 57 41 33 75 40 12
P lco.u .0 9.0 13.0 9.0 7.8 13.5 9.7 7.8 17.8 .5 2.8 
10-14
 




- - - - -
-
-









N 20 - 9 5 2 




N 136 - 27 39 19 14 8
25 2 2 -
-
P 100.0 .0 19.9 28.7 14.0 10.3 5.9




 - I 8 15 12 22 26 18 21 3 -
P 100.0 .0 .8 
 6.3 11.9 9.5 17.5 20.6 14.3 16.7 2.4 .0 
35-39
N 72 - ­ 3 2 4 8 6 11 32 6 -
P 100.0 .u .0 4.2 2.8 5.6 l1.: .3 15.3 44.4 8.3 .0 
40-o4 
46 - - -N 9 - - 1 1 2 15 4
23
P 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.2.0 2.2 4.3 32.6 50.0 8.7
 
45-49
N 22 - I ­ -
- - - 5 8
P 100.0 .0 4.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22.7 3'.4 36.4 
JL - I2pJa 1 'gOI1 05or0 Q)4 21 01JFLU, 2g. 71-IXI 	 W 119 0, Q8 
TABLE II.8.B	 ISTRIBUTION
 
OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEIICLD SCHEDULE WHO HAVE HAD AT LEAST 
ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE 
EITRY) PLACE OF RESIDENCEOFTIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT DIRTH (FIRST CELL BY TYPEOF 
TIME ELAPSED Iq MONTHSTYPE OF PLACE CF 	 RESICEtICE 
24-35 48-59 60-IIq 120-179 180+ N.A. 




N 1!918 - 1tzlo 1,497 1,251 1,333 2,069 1,372 1,025 3,307 2,04 
812 
5.' 7.9 0.4 13.0 8.6 6.4 20.8 '12.8 5.1P 1(0.0 .0 7.7 
N 	 . ..... -- -­
.u .0 .0 .0 .0






Nn 83 - 32 31 8 q 2 ­
.0 1.2
9.6 10.8 2.4 .U .0 .0P 100.0 .u 38.6 37.3 
20-24
 4351 242 176 164 43 12 4 -N 1,31e - -22 

.3 ;3
P 1(;0.0 .0 24.4 26.6 18.4 13.4 12.4 3.3 .9 .0 
25-29 





15.0 16.7 8.2 2.4
P IO0.O .0 15.3 18.5 

656 332 58 10
316 363 480 4,2
N 2,205 - 230 318 
 15.0 10.4 13.8 1.8 .3
 
.u 7.2 5.9 9.9 11.3 20.5P .0U.6 

35-39 367 343 327 19145 397 66
 P4,203 - 97 1,4 160 157 	 2.15.0 4.9 11.5 10.7 10.2 35.7 .2.4 P 100.: .U 3.0 4.5 
40-44 32 72 179 18b 1e7 990 749 
N 2,679 - 34 45 	
215 
6.9 7.0 36.6 28.0 8.0 P 100.0 .0 1.3 1.7 1.2 2.7 6.7 
4 5-4'3 
12 27 52 L6 657 829 511 N , 16 - 4 4 2 2.4 3.0 30.4 38.3 23.6P 100.0 .u .2 .2 .1 .6 1.2 




OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOME N IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WH1OHAVE HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH. THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
 OF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH (FIRST CELL ENTRY)BY TYPEOF PLACEOF RESIDENCE 
TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE 	 TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
 
AGE OF WIFE TOTAL 0-5 6-11 12-17 18-23 Z4-35 36-47 48-59 60-11 : I n.-179 180* N.A. 
SECUL CITY 
CTAL 
N 3,2E3 209 287 243 249 410 291 236 649 481 228
 
P 100.0 .U 6.4 8.7 7-4 7.6 12.5 8.4 7.2 19.9 14.7 6.9 
10-14 




oo 	 N 10 - 3 5 2 - - . . . . . 
P 1CO.O .0 30.0 50.0 20.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
20-24 
N 217 - 58 54 42 26 27 9 1 -
P 100.c .0 2f.7 24.9 19.4 12.0 12.4 4.1 .5 .0 .0 .0 
2!-29 
N 756 - 102 146 113 126 157 	 7(0 28 13 1 -
P 100.0 .0 13.5 19.3 14.9 16.7 20.8 9.3 3.7 1.7 .1 .0 
30-34 
N 762 - 36 62 62 68 150 129 98 137 15 5 
P 100.0 .0 4.7 8.1 8.1 8.9 19.7 16.9 12.9 18.0 2.0 .7 
35-39 
N 703 - 9 13 21 22 58 67 81 285 122 25 
P 100.0 .0 1.3 1.8 3.0 3.1 8.3 9.5 11.5 40.5 17.4 3.6 
40-44 
N 470 - - 7 3 5 16 14 25 140 194 66 
































OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAVE HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH. THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH (FIRST CELL ENTRY) BY TYPEOF PLACE OF RESIDENCE
 
TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE 
 TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
 
AGE OF WIFE TOTAL 0-5 6-11 12-17 18-23 
 24-35 36-47 48-59 60-119 120-179 180+ N.A. 
FUSIK CITY 
TCTALN 1,476 - 136 136 116 128 169 150 91 264 204 2 
P 100.0 .0 S.2 9.2 7.9 8.7 11.4 10.2 6.2 17.9 13.8 5.6 
10-14N 
--	
- ­-P .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
15-19N 
P 100.0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 . .0 .0 .0 .0 
20-2N 141 ­ 42 42 17 18 14 6 2 
p 100.0 .u 2S.8 2 S-8 12.1 12.8 9.9 4.3 1.4 .0 .0 .0 
2!-29 1
N 401 - 71 69 60 61 76 37 15 12 -P 100.0 .0 17.7 172 150 15.2 19.0 9.2 3.7 3.0 .0 .0 
30-34 
N 302 - 16 14 31 35 53 63 33 so 7 
P 100.0 .0 5.3 4.6 10.3 11.6 17.5 20.9 1 0 0Q 16.6 Z.3 .0 
35-39 
N 258 - 4 11 8 13 17 26 25 104 43 7 
P 100.0 .0 1.6 4.3 3.1 5.0 6.6 10.1 9.7 40.3 16.7 2.7 
40'-44N 1s8 - 2 - - 1 9 15 12 66 72 221 



























11,8 13 e N .~1,'1 Tix IgioTABLE 11-8BB 	 etj4 _111.pjg ,'O~ sOaBJ)~~OF ALL CONTINUED)EVER MARRIED WOMEN THE HOUSEHOLD 	 t 1avI SCHEDULE 	 AqOF TIME ELAPSED SICE 	 WHOHAVEHADAT LEAST ONELIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGEDISTRIBUTIONTHAT BIRTH (FIRST CELL EfTRY) BYTYPEOF PLACEOF RESIDENCE 
TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE 
 TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
AGE OF WIFE TOTAL 0-5 6-11 
 2-17 18-23 24-35 36-47 





 . 75 92 92
N 1vl23 	 89 119 87
S06.? 75 	 82 233 179B.29 8.2 7"9 	 7510.6 7.7 












N 	 0. 0.
 
P 100.02 .0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 0 ­ -
- 0 
20 - 2 ,# 	 . 0 . 0 . 0 . o N 87 
­ 25 22 
 14 16
P 100.0 	 7 2

.0 26.7 25.3 	 ­16.1 184 
 BI 2.-.
 
2!-29 	 .0 .0
N 252 

- 30 48 
 43 5 
 23P 100.0 .0 11.9 19.0 	 9­17.1 17.9 17.1 
30-34 
 171 L- 71 901 4.4 3.6 .O .0
N218P 100.0 - 14 15 22.0 6.4 6.9 10.1 22 46 31 3010.1 46. 	 435-39 	 1 30 3442 ­
13.8 15.6 1.8 .0 
N 
- 4 5 8 5 
236 
P 100.0 .0 1.7 2-1 18 21 213.4 2.1 
 7.6 8. 103 45 6 
NI1840-44 -
- 1 4 	 8.9 .9 3.6 19.1 2.5I 4 8 13 63 70 2P 100.0 
 .0 .0 
 ,5 2.1 ,5
45-9 	 42.16
1 





- 1P 	 - 1 2 6100.0 	
.0 24 60 45
.0 
.7 1.4 4.3 17.1 42.9 32.1 
Hu1.B . ,1xI 't lIQot oQJ :'-i'IPJW I 9OIj B1OIUII 1 '.] 2io 'Xlil 
TABLE II.B.B (CONTINUED) 
OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAVE HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
 
OFTIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH (FIRST CELL ENTRY)BY TYPEOF PLACEOF RESIDENCE 
TIME ELAPSED INMONTHS
 
TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE 

48-59 60-119 120-179 180+ 

TOTAL 0-5 6-11 12-17 18-23 24-35 36-47 
N.A.
 





- 136 149 128 122 234 124 82 275 173 72 N 1l4S5 
 4.88.6 8.2 15.7 A.3 5.5 18.4 11.6P 100.0 .0 .1 10.0 
10-14 
N - - - - - - - - - -
P .c .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 0 
N c151 N 9 - 2 6 - 1 - - - - - ­
2 
.0 .0 .0S CO.0 .u 2 .4 66.7 .0 11.1 .0 .u 
20-24s - ­1 116 15 1 N 130 - 31 40 25 

P 100.6 U 23.8 30-8 19.2 
 12.3 11.5 .8 .8 .8 .0 .0 
2t-29 32 9 ­67 66 66 101 It -
N 423 - 71 

p 100.0 .U 16.8 15.8 15-6 15.6 
 23.9 7.6 2.1 2.6 .0 .0
 
30-34 
- 25 30 26 28 76 46 26 44 9 1 N 311 

9.0 24.4 14.8 8.4 14.1 2.9 .3P CO.0 .0 8.0 9.6 8.4 
35-39 
- 6 3 9 9 31 28 30 86 26 6 N 234 

3-. 3.8 13.2 12.0 12.8 36.8 11.1 2.6 P 100.0 u 2.6 1-3 
4 0-44 71 19 
- 1 3 2 2 8 10 10 85 N 211 

.9 3.8 4.7 4.7 40.3 33.6 9.0 P 100.) .0 .5 1.4 .9 
4t-49 7 6 48 67 46
- - -
3 
.0 .0 0 4.0 27.1 37.9 26.0
N 177 - ­
p 1(;O.0 .0 .0 1.7 3.4 
.uU, 1 pjr-. NPwxI W. 1192901 iv JJQ .l'jw 1Q1OI14 OlROIU ftIjfU2IgfttlJ
 
TABLE II.i.B (CONTINUED)
OF ALL EVERMARRIED WOMEN THEHOUSEHOLD WHO OlE BIRTH, DISTRIBUTIO'"I  SCHEDULE HAVEHAD AT LEAST LIVE THE PERCENTAGE 
OF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH (FIRST CELL ENTRY) BY TYPEOF PLACE OF RESIDFNCF 
TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
 





N 619 - 34 73 52 46 76 48 36 126 95 33 




P .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
15-19
 
N 3 - 2 - I - -
P 100.0 .0 66.7 .0 33.3 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 0 
20-24 
N 9 - 8 14 10 4 9 1 3 -
P 100.0 .0 16.3 28.6 20.4 8.2 18.4 2.0 6.1 .0 .0 .0 
2!-29 
N 137 - 12 36 22 20 28 12 3 4 - -
P 100.0 .0 8.8 26.3 16.1 14.6 20.4 8.8 2.2 2.9 .0 .0 
30-34
 
N 128 - 7 14 16 14 22 20 15 18 2 -

P 100.0 .0 5.5 10.9 12.5 10.9 17.2 15.6 11.7 14.1 1.6 .0
 
35-39 
N 121 - 4 8 2 6 12 11 11 44 19 4 
P 100.0 .u 3.3 6.6 1.7 5.0 9.9 9.1 9.1 36.4 15.7 3.3 
40-44 
N 8 - 1 I 1 1 4 3 3 42 35 7 
p 100.0 .0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.1 3.1 3.1 42.9 35.7 7.1 
45-49
 
N 83 - - - - 1 1 1 1 18 39 22
 




OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAVF HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PEPCENTAGF DISTRICJTION
 
OF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH (FIRST CELL ENTRY) BY TYPEOF PLACE OF RESIDENCE
 
TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
 
TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE 

60-119 120-179 180+ 
 N.A.
 6-11 12-17 IB-23 
 24-35 36-47 48-59 






91 108 89 104 127 115 62 237 
N 1,113 - 3.7
9.3 11.4 10.3 5.6 21.3 12.5 




N ......- .0 .000 .0 .0
 
.0 .0 .0 0 






N 7 - 3 1 1 2 .0 .0 
.0 42.9 14.3 14.3 28.6 .0 .0 .0 .0 P 100.0 
20-2' 1 -
N 112 - 24 29 23 14 16 5 - I ­
25.9 20.5 12.5 14.3 4.5 .0 .9 .0 
.0 
P 100.0 .U 21.4 
2!-29 7 11 - 230 41 44 20232 - 40 37
N 3.0 4.7 .0 .9
 
.0 17.2 15.9 12.9 17.7 19.0 8.6 
P 100.0 

30-34 16 20 3 1 17 31 34 36
14 25
N 17 - .5
18.3 8.1 10.2 1.5 

.0 7.1 12-7 8-6 15.7 17.3
P 100.0 
35-39 19 71 34 425 26
11 12
N 219 - 6 11 5.0 5.5 11.4 11.9 8.7 32.4 15.5 1.8 P 100.0 .0 2.7 5.0 
40-44 4 a 20 16 82 45 14 
- 3 5 6
N 203 9.9 40.4 22.2 6.92.0 3.9 7.9 




I - I - - 8 4 52 57 20 N43 ­
.0 .0 5.6 2.9 36.4 39.9 14.0
N Xu. .0 .7 .0 .7 

R 11 ,a 1NJ. Ni-Xi w~ mJiBVkoI OQj* 11ip 11922tsB o1 71F~ f~BII (CONTINUED)
TABLE II.8.B 

OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAVE HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH (FIRST CELL ENTRY) BY TYPEOF PLACE OF RESIDENCE
 
TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE TIE ELAPSED IN MONTHS
 





N 480 9 - 37 652 531 595 934 557 436 1,523 763 281 





P .0 .0 . .0 .0 .0 .0' .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 
15-19
 
N !1 - 20 18 4 6 2 - - I 
P 100.0 .0 39.2 35.3 7.8 11.8 3.9 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 
20-24 
N 5E2 - 134 150 111 82 76 19 4 2 - 4 
P 100.0 .0 23.0 25.8 19.1 14.1 13.1 3.3 .7 .3 .0 .7 
2!-29 
N 1,065 - 173 201 157 185 225 74 28 19 - 3 
P 100.0 .0 16.2 18.9 14.7 17.4 21.1 6.9 2.6 1.8 .0 .3 
30-34 
N 1,287 - l18 158 142 165 275 155 114 139 Is 3 


















































































ED.8C 259, ,49 % 1A "o O J# uI'I' I TOIQ 6o10 GQiJ§ IM °J 
TABLE II.8C 
OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HA AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION 
OF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY NUMBER OF ROOMS
 
NO. CF PO )mS TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
 
ACE OF -ilFE TCTAL u-5 6-11 12-17 18-23 24-35 36-47 48-59 






























10-14N - - - - .... -- -
P .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
15-19 
N 83 - 32 31 8 9 2 - - - - I 
P 100.c .0 38.6 37.3 9.6 10.8 2.4 .0 .0 .0 .u 1.2 
20-24 
N 1,318 - !22 351 242 176 164- 43 12 4 - 4 
P 100.0 .u 24.4 26.6 18.4 13.4 12.4 3.3 .9 .3 .0 .3 
25-29 
N 2,266 - 499 604 491 544 674 268 101 79 1 5 
P 100.0 .0 15.3 18.5 15.0 16.7 20.6 8.2 3.1 2.4 .0 .2 
30-34 
N 3,205 - 23U 318 316 363 656 480 332 442 58 10 
P 10O.0 .0 7.2 9.9 9.9 11.3 20.5 15.0 10.4 13.8 1.0 .3 
35-39 
N 2,203 - 97 144 160 157 367 343 327 1,145 397 66 
P 100.0 .0 3.0 4.5 5.0 4.9 11.5 10.7 10.2 35.7 12.4 2.1 
40-44 
N 2,619 - 34 45 32 72 179 186 187 980 749 215 
P 100.0 .0 1.3 1.7 1.2 2.7 6.7 6.9 7.0 36.6 28.0 8.0 
45-49
 
N 2,164 - 4 4 2 12 27 52 66 657 829 511 
P lco.0 .0 .2 .2 .1 .6 1.2 2.4 3.0 30.4 38.3 23.6 
A10.8 C 21EJ WI9J4jno a8ia :52mJ4 IOI Q#1 1P~IJ AwlO~OJ8j 7,i*'-l (AIA 
TABLE II.8.C (CONTINUED)

OF ALL EVER KARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAD. AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTlIBUTION
 
OF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY NUMBER OF ROOMS
 
NO OF ROOMS TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
 






N 5,073 - 315 577 502 519 770 476 294 771 ,07 242 
p 100.0 .0 10.2 11.4 9.9 10.2 15.2 9.4 5.4 15.2 8.0 4.0 
10-14N{J,- - --
P .0 .u .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 u .0 .0 .0 .0 
15-19
 
N ?I - 16 12 1 2 - - - - - -
P 1LO.0 .0 51.6 38.7 3.2 6.5 .0 .0 .0 .1 .n .0 
20-2, 
N 656 - 159 171 119 85 87 26 5 1 3 
P 100.O0 .U 24.2 26.1 18.1 13.0 13.3 4.0 .8 .2 .0 .5 
2!-29 
N 1,561 - 239 270 238 255 334 145 44 34 1 1 
P 100.0 ,u 15.3 17.3 15.2 16.3 21.4 9.3 2.8 2.2 .1 .1 
30-34 
N 1,149 - 73 92 104 140 228 191 ill 177 27 6 
P 100.0 .0 6.4 8.0 9.1 12.2 19.8 16.6 9.7 15.4 2.3 .5 
35-39 
N 813 - 22 26 34 28 88 81 96 295 113 30 
P 100.0 .0 2.7 3-2 4-2 3.4 1U.8 10.0 11.8 36.3 13.9 3.7 
40-44 
N I 4e3 - 5 5 5 7 24 26 33 174 131 73 
P 100.0 .0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.4 5.U 5.4 6.8 36.0 27.1 15.1 
45-49 
N 380 - 1 1 1 2 9 7 5 90 135 129 
P 100.0 .0 .3 .3 -3 .5 2.4 1.8 1.3 23.7 35.5 33.9
 
- -
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TABLE II.8.C (CONTINUED)

OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAD. AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF Tile ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY NUMBER OF ROOMS 
NO.OF ROOMS TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS 
AGE OF WIFE TOTAL 0-5 6-11 12-17 18-23 24-35 36-47 48-59 60-119 120-17 180+ N.A. 
Two FCCM 
TCIAL 
N 5,344 - 384 490 415 417 693 453 399 1,185 666 242 
P 100.0 .0 7.2 9.2 7.8 7.8 13.0 8.5 7.5 22.2 12.5 4.5 
10-14 
P .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Ii-19 
N 30 - 7 12 3 5 2 - - - - I 
P 100.0 .0 23.3 40.0 10.0 16-7 6.7 .0 .0 .0 .0 3.3 
20-24 
N 340 - 85 86 61 48 47 6 4 3 - -
P L(O.0 .u 25.0 25.3 17.9 14.1 13.8 1.8 1.2 .9 .0 .0 
2!-29 
N 940 139 184 147 137 201 60 39 31 - 2 
P 100.0 .0 14.8 19.6 15.6 14.6 21.4 6.4 4.1 3.3 .0 .2 
30-34 
N 1,135 - 98 122 123 126 229 153 128 139 16 1 



















































































OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAD.AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
 
OF TIlE ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY NUMBER OF ROOMS
 
NOOF ROOMS 
 TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
 
AGE OF WIFE TOTAL 





N 3,295 - 187 262 215 243 373 265 200 816 540 194




_ - - ­ - - -
-P .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 o0 .0 -0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 









N 192 ­ 47 58 40 20 18 5 3 1P 100.0 .0 24.5 30-2 20.8 10.4 9.4 2.6 1.6 .0 .0 .5 
25-29 
N 44 - 66 102 67 95 82 38 13 1 - I0 




N 550 - 35 54 




 - 18 33 38 39 87 80 58 269 79 12P 100.0 .0 2.5 4.6 5.3 5.5 12.2 11.2 8.1 37.7 11.1 1.7 
40-44 




N 632 - 1 1 
 - 3 7 14 23 204 251 129P 100.0 .0 .2 .2 .0 .5 1.1 




OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCI;ZDULE WHO HAD.AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTBIBUTION 
OF TIiE ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY NUMBEROF ROOMS 
NO.OF ROOMS TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
 
AGE OF WIFE 






N 11462 - 87 108 87 101 157 128 94 354 261 85 
P 100.0 .0 6.0 7.4 6.0 6.9 10.7 8.8 6.4 24.2 17.9 5.8 
10-1' 
N 
P .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
.... 
.0 .0 .0 .0 
15-19 
N 3 1 2 ..... 





























N 17 - 33 25 24 32 40 18 3 3 - I 
P tO.00 .0 18.4 14.0 13.4 17.9 2Z.3 10.1 1.7 1.7 .0 .6 
30-34 
N 266 - 17 36 27 29 45 42 26 38 6 -
P 100.0 .0 6.4 13.5 10.2 lo.Q 16.9 15.8 9.8 14.3 2.3 .0 
35-39 
N 326 - 11 18 19 13 37 34 37 118 37 2 
P 100.0 .0 3.4 5.5 5.8 4.0 11.3 10.4 11.3 36.2 11.3 .6 
40-44 
N 331 - 5 6 1 12 25 20 23 108 107 24 
P 100.0 .0 1.5 1.8 .3 3.6 7.6 6.0 6.9 32.6 32.3 7.3 
45-49 
N 2"74 - - - 1 2 1 9 5 87 111 58 
P 10o.f. .0 .0 .0 .4 -7 .4 3.3 1.8 31.8 40.5 21.2 
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TABLE II.8.C (CONTINUED)
OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HALLAT LEAST ONC LIVE BIRTH. THE PERCENTAGE DISTIBUTION
 
OF TIlE ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY NUMBER OF ROOMS
 
NOOF ROOMS TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS 




N 484 - 33 39 23 44 50 28 20 111 107 29 
P 100.0 .0 6.8 8.1 4.8 9.1 10.3 5.8 4.1 22.9 22.1 6.0 
10-14
 




N 4 - 1 1 1 1 ....... 
P 100.3 .0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
20-24 
N 36 - 10 12 5 8 1 - - - -
P 100.0 .0 27.8 33.3 13.9 22.2 2.B .0 *0 .0 .0 .0 
25-29 
N 78 - 14 15 11 19 11 5 2 1 - -
P 100.0 .0 17.9 19.2 14.1 24.4 14.1 6.4 2.6 1.3 .0 .0 
30-34
 
N 68 - 5 10 2 7 20 9 5 9 1 -

P 100.C .0 7.4 14.7 2.9 10.3 2.4 13.2 7.4 13.2 1.5 .0
 
35-39 
N 90 - 2 1 3 8 12 6 4 37 16 1
P 100.0 .0 2.2 1.1 3.3 8.9 13.3 6.7 4.4 41.1 17.8 1.1 
40-44 
N 104 - I - I - 5 7 7 32 41 10 
P 100.0 .0 1.0 .0 1.0 .0 4.8 6.7 6.7 30.8 39.4 9.6
 
45-49 
N 104 - - - - 1 1 1 2 32 49 18 
P 100.0 




INOF ALL EVERMARRIED WOME  THEHOUSEHOLD SCHEDULEWHOHAD. AT LEAST ONELIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONOF TIIE ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY NUMBER OF ROOMS 
NO-OF ROOMS TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS 
AGE OF WIFE TOTAL 0-5 6-11 12-17 18-23 24-35 36-47 43-59 60-119 120-179 180+ N.A. 








































P .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
20-24 
N 10 - 1 3 2 2 2 ..... 
P 100.0 .0 10.0 30.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 .0 .0 n , .0 
25-29 
N 26 - 6 6 4 4 4 2 - - -
P 100.0 .0 23.1 23.1 15.4 15,4 15.4 7.7 .0 .0 .0 .0 
30-34 
N 23 - 2 4 2 - 6 5 3 1 - -
P 100.0 .0 8.7 17.4 8.7 .0 26.1 21.7 13.0 4.3 .0 .0
 
35-39 
1 1 5 3 5 17 1 -
P 100.0 .0 .0 10.8 2.7 2.7 13.5 8.1 13.5 45.9 2.7 .0 
N 37 - - 4 

40-44 
N 50 - - - - 3 1 3 24 12 7 
P 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 6.0 2.0 6.0 48.0 24.0 14.0 
M 
45-49 
N 46 - - - - - 1 2 13 24 6 
P 100.0 .L .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.2 4.3 28.3 52.2 13.0
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TABLE II.8.C (CONTINUED)
OF ALL EVERMARRIED IN HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHOHAD.AT LEAST ONELIVE BIRTH, DISTRIBUTIONWOME  THE THE PERCENTAGEOF 1IIE ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY NUMBER OF ROOMS 
"NO.OF ROOMS TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS 




N 6t - 3 4 - 2 6 10 5 15 16 7 
P 100.0 .0 4.4 5.9 .0 2.9 8.0 14.7 7.4 22.1 23.5 10.3 
10-14 
P .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
.15-19 
* N . .... -- - -" _ 
P .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
20-24N 1 ...... - 1 ....-
P 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
25-29
 
N 8 - 2 2 - 2 2 . . . . . 
P 100.0 .0 25.0 25.0 .0 25.0 25.0 .0 *0 .0 .0 .0 
30-'4 
N 14 - - - - 3 2 3 - -
P 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 21.46 42.9 14.3 21.4 .0 .0 
35-39 
N 15 - 2 - - 1 2 1 7 1 1 
P 100.0 .0 .0 13.3 .0 .0 6.7 13.3 6.7 46.7 6.7 6.7 
40-44 
N 12 - 1 - - - - 1 1 3 5 1 
P 100.0 .0 8.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 8.3 8.3 25.0 41.7 8.3 
45-44 
N 18 - - - - - - - 1 2 10 5 
P 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 5.6 11.1 55.6 27.8 
TABLE I.6.UOF ALL EVER.'tARRIED liOMN.IN THE HOUSEHOLD WHOHADAT LEAST ONELIVE BIRTHl, THE PERCENTAGESCHEDULE DISTRISUTION 
OF TIl'E ELAPSED SINCE THATBIRTH BY NUMBEROF MODERN OBJECTS 
flO.OF MODERN OBJECTS TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS 
ACE C WIFE TOTAL u-5 6-11 12-17 





























































































































































































































TABLE 11.8.D (CONTINUED)OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE 31RIH, THE PERCENYABE DISTRIBUTION
OF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY NUMBEP OF MODERN OBJECTS
 
NO.OF MODERN OBJECTS 
 TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
 




N 736 - 59 67 59 65 93 66 
 45 173 65 44
P lo.( .U 8.0 9.1 9.0 8.8 12.6 9.0 6.1 23.5 0.8 60
 
10-1'. 




- I -P 100.0 .0 83.3 .0 16.7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
20-24 
N 53 - 10 16 3 10 7 2 - -P 10O.0 .0 18.9 30.2 15.1 18.9 13.2 3.8 
 .0 .0 .0 .0
 
2!-29 
N 113 - 18 18 18 14 26 12 2 4 
 - 1P 1U0.1 .U 15.9 15.9 15.9 12.4 




- 14 10 21 20 28 15 13 19 3 1P 100.0 .0 9.7 6.9 14.o 13.9 19.4 10.4 9.U 13.2 2.1 .7 





N 144 6 4 1 9 9 10 14 58 27 6
P 100.0 .u 4.2 2.8 .7 6.3 6.3 6.9 9.7 
 40.3 18.8 4.2
 
45-49 1 
N 120 - - 2 - 1 5 12 6 36 2a 30p 10u.0 .0 .0 
 1.7 .0 .J 4.2 10.u 5,u 3U.0 23.3 25.0 
T A B E .1-8 21 1 -1|.''! -g o i O I g j1 1 5910 1Q 2 1y o ln t m 7 1-t r °.( 41;4 )D 
TABLE 11.8.D (CONTINUED)OF ALL EVERMARRIED WOMENIN THEHOUSEHOLD WHOHADAT LEAST ONELIVESCHEDULE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGEDISTRIBUTIONOF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY NUMBER OFMODERNOBJECTS 
NO.OF MODERN OBJECTS 
 TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
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TABLE 11.8.D (CONTINUED)
OF ALL EVER HARRIED WOMEN INTHE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH. THE PERCENTAE DISTRIBUTION
OF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BYNUMBEPOF MODERNOBJECTS 
NO.OF MODERNOBJECTS TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS 
AGE OF WIFE TOTAL 0-5 
 6-11 12-17 18-23 24-35 
 36-47 48-59 
 60-119 120-179 180+
 
.wo N .A . 
TCTAL
N 2,671 
- 322 404 314 356 5141 340 247 
 649 357
P 100.0 168
.0 e.8 11.0 8.6 
 9.7 14.0 9.3 





.0 .0 .0 .0 
 -0 .0 
.0 .0 .0 .0 
15-191 28 
- 10 13 
P 100.0 .0 35.7 46.4 
- 3 1 
- I
.0 10.7 3.6 .0 




- 106 17 70 58 48 15 
 3 1 -P 100.0 .u 25.2 27.9 16.7 13.8 11.4 36 
2 
.7 .2 .0 .5
 
25-29N 885 
- 134 162 127 157 181 70 
 29 24
P 100.0 .u 15.1 118.3 14.4 17.7 20.5 7.9 3.3 2.7 .0 .1 
30-34 2. . . . 0 .N 704 
- 46 72 69 80 
 136 114
P 79 89 16 3
100.0 .0 
 6.5 10.2 9.8 11.4 19.3 
 16.2 11.2 12.6 2.3 .4
 
35-39N 700 
- 18 30 37 
 37 93 
 87 83 212 85 18
P 100.0 .0 2.6 4.3 5-3 5.3 
 13.3 12.4 11.9 
 30.3 12.1 2.6
 
40-44
N 515 ­ 7 10 10 19 48 47 35 
 176 120 43 
P 10.0 .0 1.4 1.9 
 1.9 3.7 
 9.3 9.1 




- 1 2 7P 
- .1 7 18 147 136100.0 .0 100
.2 .0 
 .2 .5 1.7 
 1.7 4.3 35.1 32.5 23.9
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TABLE II.8.D (CONTINUED) 
OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
 OBJECTSOFMODERNOF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY NUMBEP 
NO.OF MODERN OBJECTS TIME ELAPSED INMONTHS 































P .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
.0
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NO.OF MODERN OBJECTS TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS 
AGEOF WIFE TOTAL 0-5 6-11 12-17 18-23 24-35 36-47 48-59 60-119 120-179 180+ N.A. 
F.CUR 
TCTAL 
N 2,953 - 234 252 205 238 392 262 179 670 427 134 
P 100.0 .0 7.8 8.4 6.8 80 13.1 8.8 6.0 22.4 14.3 4.5 
10-14
N . . . . .- - - - - -
P .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
1!-19 
N 3 - 1 2 -
_ 



























N 655 - 111 118 91 105 149 48 18 13 1 1 



























N 600 - 17 22 16 26 53 73 59 248 79 7 





























A-405 - - - - 2 3 4 12 122 ITO 92 
P 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .7 1.0 30 30.1 42.0 22.7 
RUAD 219 Rtl2i:T ~ IOfOIGJ 1fII 001Q~ O~M0FE O'jfJ 71LJ(' 
TABLE 11.8.D (CONTINUED)
 
OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN INTHE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
 
OF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY NUMBEP OF MODERN OBJECTS
 
TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
NO.OF MODERN OBJECTS 

24-35 36-47 48-59 60-119 120-179 180+ N.A.




136 103 83 277 207 70
 
- 67 96 95 87 
p 100.0 .0 5.5 
N 1,221 





.0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0






- N 3- - 3 - -- - --
N0. 100.0 .0 .0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
20-7'4 
N 63 8 22 16 8 6 1 2 - ­1.6 3.2 .0 .0 .0P 100.0 .0 12.7 34.9 25.4 12.7 9.5 
25-29 
­12 5 ­34 44 24
N 249 - 39 50 41 
P 100.0 .0 15.7 20.1 16.5 13-7 17.7 9.6 4.8 2.0 .0 .0 
30-34 32 1 -
N 241 - 17 13 26 30 52 39 31 
P 100.0 .0 7.1 5.4 10.8 12.4 21.6 16.2 12.9 13.3 .4 .0 
35-39
 
2 8 B 11 26 24 23 126 50 4N 282 ­
2.8 2.8 3.9 9.2 8.5 8.2 44.7 17.7 1.4
P 100.0 .0 .7 
40-44 
3 1 4 8 12 13 81 79 17N 219 - 1 
1.8 3.7 5.5 5.9 37.0 36.1 7.8
P 100.0 .0 .5 1.4 -5 

45-49 
- - - -
3 2 33 77 49N 164 - ­
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.8 1.2 20.1 47.0 29.9P 100.0 .0 

RUrA D 0 91,1009I O JIL zp'Ijc I gOf1 liolo stfri 7si&J (A04)
TABLE II.8.D (CONTINUED,

OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN THEHOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
 
OF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY NUMLfP OF MODERN OBJECTS
 
NO.OF MODERNOBJECTS TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS 
AGE OF WIFE TOTAL 0-5 .6-11 12-17 18-23 24-35 36-47 48-59 60-119 120-179 180+ N.A. 
SIX 
TCI L 
N 631 - 21 36 38 29 61 48 36 157 152 53 
P 100.0 .0 3.3 5.7 6.0 4.6 9.7 7.6 5.7 24.9 24.1 8.4 
10-14 
N - - - - - - - - - - - -
P .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
15-19N 1 - I ..... --
P 100.0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 -0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
20-24 
N 11 - 2 1 3 1 4 - - -
P 100.0 .0 18.2 9.1 27.3 9.1 36.4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
2!-29 
N 54 - 11 21 15 10 20 10 7 - - -
P 100.0 .0 11.7 22.3 16.0 10.6 21.3 10.6 7.4 .0 .0 .0 
30-34 
N 131 - 7 10 it 12 21 23 8 35 4 -
P 100.0 .0 5.3 7.6 8.4 9.2 16.0 17.6 6.1 26.7 3.1 .0 
35-39 
N 133 - - 4 8 6 8 10 9 57 27 4 
P 100.0 .U .0 3.0 6.0 4.5 6.0 7.5 6.8 42.9 20.3 3.0 
40-#4 
N 147 - - - 1 - 7 4 9 44 68 14 
P 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .7 .0 4 2.7 6.1 2949 46.3 9.5 
45-49 
N 114 - - - - 1 1 3 21 53 35 
P 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .9 .9 2.6 18.4 46.5 30.7 
HILSO 259 s2IIjR?±_4 91 lIgogAOl BtI$ ?1217'J I 19Olu O28Oin spi1 7191pu (A04 
TABLE 11.8.D (CONTINUED)
 
OF ALL EVER HARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAD AT 
LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH. THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
 
OBJECTSOF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY NUMBEPOF MOUERN 
NO.OF MODERNOBJECTS 
AGEOF WIFE TOTAL 0-5 6-11 12-17 
TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS 










































0 .0 *0 .0 .0 
15-19 
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TABLE 11.8.D (CONTINUED)
OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMENIN THEHOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THATBIRTH BY NUMBEP OF MODERN OBJECTS 
NO.OF MODERNOBJECTS TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS 



















































































































































































































HRU.8D C-11 i 3 ift'~~~OOj* "016 ('4IATABLE 11.8.1) (CONTINUED) 21I?JW 1'1OI014NI ;#~ 

OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN INTHE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH OFMODERNBY NUMBEP OBJECTS 
NO.OF MODERNOBJECTS TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
 
AGE OF WIFE TOTAL 0-5 
 6-11 12-17 18-23 24-35 36-47 




­- 3 - L 4
P 4 4 20 20 a
100.0 .0 .0 .04.7 1.6 




P .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ." .0 .0.0 .0
 
IN 





P .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
 
25-29
N 5 - - 2 1 1




- 1P 100.0 .0 .0 14.3 
- 1 2 - 3 
- ­
.0 .0 14.3 28.6 .0 42.9 .0 .0 
35-39N 20 

- - - - - 2 - 3 O 5 -P 160.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10.0 .0 15.0 50.0 25.0 .0 
40-44. 
N 19 . .
 .. 
p 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
1 1 5 9 3






-P 100.0 - 2.0 .0 .0 6 5
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 15.4 46.2 38.5
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TABLE I1.B.E (CONTINUED)
OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHLil SCHEDULE WHO HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH. THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY EDUCATION OF HUSBAND
 
ECUCATIONAL LEVEL flF HUS'.ANE 
 TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
 
hGE OF WIFE OTAL 
-5 6-11 
 12-17 18-23 
 24-35 36-47 





 1, 18 1,497 1I25P ltu.C .u 7.7 9-4 L 1,333 2,069 1,372 1,025 3,307 2,34 0127.9 





.0 0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .. .00 
e3 32 31 
pa COaj 8 9 2
.0 3F.6 37.3 9.6 10.3 2.4 .U 






- 22 351 242 176 164
P 1(,0. .u 24.4 43 L2 4
26.6 18.4 13.4 4
L2.4 3.3 





- 499 604 491 54, 674 268 
 101 79 
 1 5
P IL .u ,u 1!.3 18.5 15.U 16.7 20.t 
 8.2 3.1 




p 230 318 316 363
ic(.C 
.u 7.2 5.9 656 480 33' 442 58
9.4 I.3 2u.5 15.0 10
10.4 13.9 1.8 .3
 
",2C3 
-P ILO.C 97 144 160 157 367 343
.U 3.u 4.5 5.0 327 1,145 397 66
4.9 11.5 10.7 10.2 35.7 12.4 2.1
 
40-44 2,679 
- 34 45 32 





 1.7 1.2 2.7 6.7 
 6.9 7.o 36.6 28.0 9.045-49 I7 
q 3 . B O %45 2914 

- 4 4 2 12 27
P 100.0 .0 52 66 657
.2 .2 .1 .6 829 511
1.2 2.4 3.0 
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TABLE II.8.E (CONTINUED)
 
OF ALL EVER WARRIED WJEN 'INTHE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAD AT 
LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
 
OF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY EDUCATION OF HUSBAND
 
TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
 




60-119 120-179 180+ N .*
 
AGE F WIFE TOTAL 0-b b-li 12-17 18-23 24-35 36-47 48-59 
NO SCf-OOLING 
78 121 71 107 207 151 106 551 284 89N 1,765 ­
31.2 16.1 
P 100.0 .0 4.0 6.1 
11.7 8.6 6.0 5.0
 4.4 6.9 

10-14N - - - -0 -. 0 .
.0 .0 .0 .0 









P 100.0 .0 11.1 
20=24*1 
1 1 1 - -N 62 - 17 21 8 10 10 
.0 .01.4 1.4
14.5 1.411.6 14.5 p 100.0 .0 24.6 30.4 
-25-29 32 8 2 610 20
19 23
121 - 5.0 .0 .8
N 6.6 1.7
16.5 2b.4 
p 100.0 .0 15.7 19.0 8.3 
30-3428 13 





7.8 13.1 12-1 11.2 
p CO.0 .u 
435-39 42 22 105 2323 62 
- 13 32 20 6.6 1.2N 346 17.9 12,.1 6.4 3U.36.6

.0 3.8 9.2 5.8P 10U.0 
1340-44 50 50 37 182 796 24
- 10 13
N 464 10.8 8.U 39.2 17.u 2.0
 1.3 5.2 10.8 p 100.6 .u 2.2 2.8 
45-49 26 233 179 714 11 22
2 2 -
N "50 
.4 .0 -7 2.0 4.u 4.7 42.4 32.5 12.9 p Io.G .u .4 
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OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION 
OF TIME ELAPSED SIHCE THAT BIRTH BY EDUCATION OF HUSBAND 
TABLE II.8.E 

EDUCATION LEVEL OF HUSBAND TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
 




N 4,726 - 378 443 400 432 653 401 315 974 587 143 
P 100.0 .0 8.0 9.4 8-5 9.1 13.8 8.5 6.7 20.6 12.4 3.0 
10-14 
N 
P .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
-15-19 
N 38 - 15 12 3 6 2 - -
P 100.0 . 35.5 31.6 7.9 15.8 5.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
20-24 
N 414 - 95 96 84 56 61 16 3 1 - 2 
P 100.0 .0 22.9 23-2 20.3 13.5 14.7 3.9 .7 .2 .0 .5 
25-29 
N 8C7 - 126 134 139 146 168 59 18 16 - 1 
P 100.0 .0 15.6 16.6 17.2 18.1 20.8 7.3 2.2 2.0 .0 .1 
30-34 
N 951 - 79 11-1 100 125 209 112 93 104 12 3 
P 100.0 .0 8.3 12.0 10. 5 13.1 22.0 11.8 9.8 10.9 1.3 .3 
35-39 
N 1,020 - 48 70 57 64 136 129 112 301 92 11 
P 100.0 .0 4.7 6.9 5-6 6.3 13.3 12.6 11.0 29.5 9.0 1.1 
40-44 
N 856 - 14 15 17 31 70 66 68 350 228 37 
P f 100.0 .0 1.6 1.7 1.9 3.5 7.8 7.4 7.6 39.1 25.4 4.1 
45-49
 
N 600 - 1 2 - 4 7 19 21 202 255 89 
P 100.0 .0 .2 .3 .0 .7 1.2 3.2 3.5 33.7 42.5 14.8 
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TABLE II.B.E (CONTINUED)

OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
 
OF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY EDUCATION OF HUSBAND 
EDUCATION LEVEL OF HUSBAND TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS 





N 2,872 - 263 288 262 266 418 277 182 550 292 74 
P 100.0 .0 5.2 IU.O 9.1 9.3 14.6 9.6 6.3 19.2 10.2 2.6 
10-14 
N ..... 
P *0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 -0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
15-19 
N 13 - 7 5 1 - - -
P 100.0 .0 53.8 38.5 7.7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
20-24 
N 300 - 70 93 55 37 31 11 3 - - -
P 100.0 .0 23.3 31.0 18.3 12.3 10.3 3.7 1.0 .0 .0 .0 
25-29 
N 758 - 115 113 109 127 185 70 19 .8 1 1 
P 100.0 .0 15.2 14.9 14.4 16-8 24.4 9.2 2.5 2.4 .1 .1 
30-34 
N 602 - 47 55 60 72 123 106 61 70 6 2 
P 100.0 .0 7.8 9.1 10.0 12.0 20.4 17.6 10.1 11.6 1.0 .3 
35-3q
 
N 580 - 18 14 34 26 54 55 66 230 74 9
 
P 100.0 .u 3.1 2.4 5.9 4.5 9.3 9.5 11.4 39.7 12.8 1.6
 
40-44 
N 392 - 6 8 3 3 23 30 26 149 122 22 
P 100.C . 1.5 2.0 .8 .8 5.9 7.7 6.6 38.0 31.1 5.6 
45-49 
N 227 - - - 1 2 5 7 83 89 40 
P 1O.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .I .9 2.2 3°1 36.6 39.2 17.6 
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TABLE II.8.E (CONTINUED)
 
OF ALL EVER MARRIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH. THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
 
OF TIME ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY EDUCATION OFHUSBAND 
EDUCATION LEVEL OF HUSBAND TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS 
AGE OF WIFE TOTAL 0-5 6-11 12-17 18-23 24-35 36-47 48-59 60-119 120-179 180+ N.A. 
FIG" SCHCOL 
TCIAL 
N 3,Oe0 - 321 383 313 325 419 282 208 496 269 64 
P 100.0 .0 10.4 12.4 10.2 10.6 13.6 9.2 6.8 16.1 8.7 2.1 
10-14 
P .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .U .0 .0 .0 .0 
15-19 
N 12 - 7 3 2 - - - - - -
P 1O.0 .0 5E.3 25.0 16.7 -0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
20-24 
N 337 - 98 92 60 36 40 6 3 1 - 1 
P 100.0 .0 2S.1 27.3 17.8 1().7 11.9 1.8 .9 .3 .0 .3 
2!-29 
N 922 - 146 199 138 169 153 73 29 15 - -
p 100.0 .0 15.8 21.6 15.0 18.3 16.6 7.9 3.1 1.6 .0 .0 
30-34 
N 757 - 55 72 77 89 163 117 91 120 12 1 
P 100.0 .0 4.9 9.0 9.7 11.2 20.5 14.7 11.4 15.1 1.5 .1 
35-39 
N 606 - 15 14 34 29 54 64 64 228 90 14 





























N 125 - - - - 1 1 1 2 30 65 25 
P 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .8 .8 .8 1.6 24.0 52.0 20.0 
OtI741-2J0~RuEl. 1D ZI J& 19t* -001 1[9019 91919M71 U 
TBLE II.8.E (CONTINUED)
 
CF ALL EVER MARPIED WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH, THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
 
OF TIAE ELAPSED SINCE THAT BIRTH BY EDUCATION OF HUSBAND
 
EDUCATION LEVEL OF HUSBAND TIME ELAPSED INMONTHS 
AGE OF WIFE TOTAL 0-5 6-11 12.17 18-23 24-35 36-47 48-59 60-119 
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TABLE II.8.E (CONTINUED)OFALL EVERMARRIED IIWOMEN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE WHO HAD AT LEAST ONE LIVE BIRTH. THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION 
OF TIME ELAPSED SINiCETHAT BIRTH BY EDUCATION OF HUSBAND 
EDUCATION LEVEL OF HUSBAND TIME ELAPSED IN MONTHS
 





N 1,766 - 48 67 65 75 122 96 88 434 392 379 




P .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
15-19 
N 7 - 2 4 . .. . 1 
P 100.0 .0 28.6 57.1 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 14.3 
20-24 
N 102 - 16 24 16 22 11 9 2 1 - 1 
P 100.0 .0 15.7 23.5 15-7 21.6 10.8 8,8 2.0 1.0 .0 1.0 
2!-29 
N 184 - 17 23 26 22 43 19 15 I7 - 2 
P 100.0 .0 9.2 12.5 14.1 12.0 23.4 10.3 8.2 9.2 .0 1.1 
30-34 
N 201 - 8 9 13 13 29 28 20 62 15 4 
P 100.0 .0 4.0 4.5 6-5 6.5 14.4 13.9 10.0 30.8 7.5 2.0 
35-39 
N 322 - 2 6 7 6 17 26 19 135 81 21 
P 100.0 .0 .6 1.9 2.2 1.9 5.9 8.1 5.9 41.9 25.2 6.5 
40-44 
N 404 - 3 1 3 10 14 10 24 132 111 96 
P 100.0 .0 .7 -2 -7 2.5 3.5 2.5 5.9 32,7 27.5 23.8 
45-49 
N 546 - - - - 2 6 4 8 87 185 254 
P 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .4 1.1 .7 1.5 15.9 33.9 46.5 
- -
OF ALL EVERTAL .9Al AUA 'M9l 01l Wt 11Rf lgotOttSWHO)HADA0-MWSLIVE BIRTH DUING THE24OtiRARR:E9M)WN IN T.E SCIEDLOE ?Jl 20?U **10O4 OLIYTjM NTH PRECOINGN SURVEY, 
.OUSEHOTDTABLE119A (COT71l'Aif 2WrOt*? N11 Xk2k5 tcg&tp 4,Ej%THE PE CENTAGE OF TI E ELAPSEDDISTRIBUTION SINCE ThATBIRTABY EDUCATIT. OF ASH N OF ALLEVERi ,.4A:E64E I GO SCHEOU "ING THE24 NTHS PRE CDI NG THE SRVEY, = ", D E WHO HDA L VE BIRTH 
THE PERCENTAGEDISTRIBUTIONOF TIME ELAPSEDSINCE ElAT BIRTH BY EDUCATIONOF 1OMINE 
ELCATICN (IF GMEN TINE ELAPSED 1I MBOITHST 




N t,299 131 217 • 213 220 221AUEAO 195 Z40 221 21 251 2V2 2Z2P IO .O 2.5 4.1 ,. 4 .2 3. r 4.6 4 5 4 .2 ,. 9 N.7 5 .3 4. 6 P h 6.1 1 Z1 . 22.'l 20- 3.9z0- 1.0 2 . 36 ?b3.8 3.924. 2-1.-; 2og 4 32E 7b 49N 
- -- - -.-- NP .0 .u 39 4.? 4 ­. .0 .0 .0 .01--12 .0 .0 .0 .0 .c P.0 0 .0
I!-IN 

. 0 0 . .0 c
 
2 102.0 5.0 1.5 7.T 0. ..15.0 6 3 2.5 8.8 a-5.) 1.50
2C - , P 100'U .0 .0 1-2N o,01 So 75 2
59 4 49 42 S3 .9 0 56 46 59 20-24 0 2P 10.0 4.6 6.N 5.4 4.5 N 1w - 0 - ­.3 3.8 5.8 4.5 5.4 5.1 6.0 .08 1. IV.? .c
2 2130 3A 14 AZ 94 NI 110 
5.0 p 100.0 2A 2 2 3 2 3.-
N4 1.2 10 114 9I 2-.3 N5
 P 10u.A 1.8 3.N l.A 0.0 4 10.0 6.0 .4*.4 4,.3 0.1 .V40 10.0 .4.2 4.4* 4.0 0.1
.9. 4.53C-34 1" ]p~ I .I . 9 .a. 5.3 IueI.




S 558 12 I21 20 18 IT 20 N 22 76 24 3 9-3N 0-.0 2.5 1.0 4.0 723 3N 7P I,.T .2 3.0 3.0 0.2 1.6 3.6 5.2 3.09 .7 4.3 3.6 N.1 3.- 4 5S.0 . 3 4044 0704 9 7 2 0-t
 
N 100.0 3.0 4. 5.0 3.9 2.2
1.1 V.t
V 3 2.6 6.1 3.N 2.. 3s
1 3 5~0 6P 016.0 1.6 1.6 2-2 a 7-5 3.3 4.4 3.8 .0- T.13 o.9. 3.8 . 7 3 2 2 I1 6 4 -
N 22 - 0 2 - 45-3q 15-.1 1 1.0 4.2 4. .1 0-41 55 - 51 -5.2 
5.2 .0 5. 2 
P 15 
-0 I. - I - ­ 2ACE CF WOMEN 12 13 IN S 16 
 17 LI 20 l 22l 25 ID I£F 4 IS3 56 17 18 .n .0 3.3 
2 16 1 ASE ionE lz is 








N 218 216 IN5 215 214 213 238 216 242 211 213 N 23 31 17 7 2 20 38 33
TCIAL 
 12! 4'P 17 '.
P3.1 .1 3.0.7 8.3 28 32 30
b - 400-4 
 2.6 4.1. 3.0o -2 0.7 0.0 6. 




.0 .. .o0 ...P .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .10-114 30 .0 -0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 l1- N 
.0 " "0 .0 40.0So 

11I - N
- 2 3 1-2 1.4 
-. I.- I. - ' - 9.-
- -l 




... 0 .0 -0 9. 1 
N 4, NI 38 43 30 37 20 N 2 10 1. 2 9.1 - ­
- 0 . 11-2 . 1 




 01 78 
 90 65 6 o0o 94 91 91 74 94
P 4.6 P ..57 1.284.3 3.6 4.Z 3.0 3 4.7 4.4 N.3 4-3 0.5 2 2 2 In4.4 30-330-34 8 1. . .3 1.8 1. 2 .2 .2
 
N 45 47 05 43 55 71 4 
N 1 3 oB6 o 6,2P 3.7 3.8 .5 3.5 .5 5. 66 50 71 64 40 ".4.4 5.4 4.8 5.8 5. 4 Ojo 4.-.0 30 . 6.031'-3 17 32 5 0.0 3.5 4.0 . 30
N .  
27 27 16 32 20 ZN 20 35 27 26 926 2 6 12 7 9 N 11 Ii . 7 7P4B-44N 4-p 0.8 7.0 5.7 5.2 5.2 3.6 6.3 4.8 3 694.7 N.Y 4.1 40-44P. .27 3.3 .12 S.0 2.2 . 
4 1 N 4 4 
.7 .3.0T9 1..  6.1 ..1. . 3 , . 
5 8 7 7 I 17P 2.2 5. .2 6 .2 2.7 4 4.0 3.3 0.3 7.7 
p 
. . 7 5 - O Ij.3 4!-4V 6 
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2l.A egS aqsI0-. 82Ijflgoj BlUs mjuj XaW 295Uj EORIgH Satm ';a82 J;114 LIVE ,IN1h C Hiw.*94 1THa'saoO SC;BIUIE weH MDA WRIGil ThE 28E4 HS PCIE IE 82SUV.LH 
DS7RVITII SF ELAPSESSINCE TWATBIRTh 87 EJT!OA GE 8(8418 T 
E H 
INTE 
TIME ELAPSEDIN MONTHS 
0 1 2 5 6 7 N 10 
2. 7 54 37 3. 42 5 45 5 
3.7 3.8 5.1 4.2 5.3 .. 5. 
- - . - . . 
. . "3 -0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 
- 1 2 - I - . --
.o 11.1 *0 2. . 1.1 . 4.4 0 .0 
22. u o. . 4 .0 . 
34 
5-.9 211.8 1.5.2 114.3 145. 2.2 126.3 It,3.7 165.9 it ..3 I06.7, 
a 
i.5 
21 3.9 23 4.3 275.0 20 22 27 221. 26 24 22 




8 10 11 
.1 
4 14 
























. 1. -. - -o.u 
.0 .6 .2 20. . .0 .0 .u .0 20.0 20.0 
.0 .. - .h .0 . .8 
13 1847 21 312 
14 1s 19 2 
40 43 38 4 3 44 35 57 435 
. .4 4.0 3.5 . 4.0 3.2 4.3 4.0 4.1 
- - - . 
.3 .4, o . . .0 .0 





. 14.5 3.3 1. 3 2. 1. . 
24 27 . 26 13 Is 33 1s 19 21 24 29 
. 5 ' .8 2 1 
. 3.3 3.5 3-9 5.4
2 1
 
412"91 17 9 9 i7 15 12
 
1 .6 3.2 5.6 7.g 1.9 4.2 . 7.9 6.9 5.6 
.0 0. 3 1 7- a.3 
3.4 8.3 10.4 .0 6.3 2.1 1.-6 2.1 .0 
I - 1 ­
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TABLE II.11. 
OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE 
PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST
 
WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE, NUMBER
 
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AD THE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, 

OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND EDUCATION OF WOMEN
 
EDUCATION OF WOMEN 
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Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating OB 
15-19 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB20-242 
Number of wome" 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB25-2 9Number of women 
-Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB30-34 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB35-3g90
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB40-44 
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TABLE II.lI.A (CONTINUED) 
OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST 
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND'THE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE, NUMBER 
OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND EDUCATION OF WOMEN 
EDUCATION OF WOMEN 
AGEOF WOMEN ALL 1 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ INAP. N.A. 
hO0scHO3L INC 
SUB-TOTAL 
Number of women 3,GCB 158 161 295 4.05 524 522 426 281 2.6 - -
Percent having live birth 











7.3 8.9 8.0 0.1 .0 .o 
10-14Number of women-












Percent having live birth .0 .0 .0 .- .u .0 .0 .U .0 0 .b .0 
Percent not stating DOB 
15-19 





















Percent having live birth 








.0 .0.0 ..0 . .0 .. 
20-24 . .0 0 .0 .0 .0 
Number of womc, 75 42 24 7 1 - 1 . ... 
Percent having live birth 

















Number of women 112 25 39 F4 31 13 - -
Percent having live birth 3L.3 8.0 23.2 324 41. 53.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB .5 .0 2.6 .0 .u .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
30-34 .5 U .0 0 . • 
Number of women 423 17 26 83 121 1U6 46 22 2 - -
Percent having live birth 21.5 5.9 11.5 9.6 19.8 24.5 34.8 5.U l.0 .0 . 
Percent not stating DOB .2 .0 .0 1.2 .0 .0 .8 .0 .0 .0 U 
35-39 .2 .0 .0 .0 . 
Number of women 62 17 31 55 110 159 152 90 51 27 -
Percent having live birth 11.8 5.9 6.5 3.6 3.6 iL,5 17.8 29.4 2.84,.4 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB .3 .0 .0 .0 .9 .6 .0 .0 .0 . 0 .0 
40-44 .0 .0 .0 . . 
Number of women 755 25 20 26 82 144 184 154 95 65 -
Percent having live birth 4.7 .8 .0 .0 4.9 4.2 2.7 '.1 5.3 2 •U .0 
Percent not stating DOB .5 4.0 .0 .0 .2 .0 1.6 . . 2 .0 
45-49 .0 0 .0 ,0 
Number of women 826 18 20 40 60 1u2 140 159 133 154 - -
Percent havin4 live birth .7 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .7 .0 2.3 1.3 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB .7 .0 .0 2.5 1.7 2.0 .0 .6 .3 10 .0 .0 
* Note: Not Stated Excluded 
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TABLE II.1I.A (CONTINUED) 
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OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST
 
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND'THE PERCEITAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, WOMEN CLASSIFIED 2Y AGE, NUMBER
 
OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND EDUCATION OF WOMEN 
EDUCATION OF WOMEN
AGE OF WOMEN ALL 1 NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ INAP. N.A. 
KO 08-TOTALSCHoIL INC 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 





































1-14Number of women 
- - - - - - - - - -
Percent having live birth 























Number of women 116 112 4 - - - - - - - - -Percent having live birth 

























20-24Number of women 1,uOl 674 260 57 8 I - I - - - -
Percent having live birth 

























25-29Number of women i1674 384 565 495 14 39 7 - - - -
Percent having live birth 
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35-39Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
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45-49Number of women 
Percent having live hirth 
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TABLE II.ll.A (CONTINUED)OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PASTONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND THE PERCE1NTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE, NUMBEROF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND EDUCATION OF WOMEN 
EDUCATION OF WOMEN 
AGE OF WOMEN 
MIDDLE SCHOOL 
ALL 1 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN 
2 3 4 5 
5NAP. 
6 7 8 9 N N.A. 
I 
-tUV-IUTALNumber of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 
20-24 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
30-34Percent not stating DOB 
Number of women 





















































































































































35-39Percent not stating 008Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 
40-44 
Number of women 
Percent having 1iV,birth 
45-49Percent not stating DO8Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
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TABLE II.11.A (CONTINUED) 
OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMENAGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST
 
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) kID'THE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE, NUMBER
 
OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, I3ADEDUCATION OF WOMEN
 
EDUCATION OF WOMEN 
 NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN

AGE OF WOMEN ALL 1 





Number of women 1,654 600 39a 349 179 76 29 15 6 2 - 2 
Percent having live birth 20.7 26.5 26.9 15.2 10.6 2.6 6.9 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
Percent not stating DOB .1 .2 .0 .0 
 .0 .0 3.4 .0 .0 .0 .0 10O.0 
Number of women - - - - - - - - -
Percent having live birth .0 .0 
 .0 .u .U u .0 .0 .0 .0 . u
Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
 .0 .0 0 .0 .0
 
15 19
Number of women 16 16 - - - - - - - - -
Percent having live birth 25.0 25.0 .0 
 *0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .U .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
20-24
 
Number of women 240 215 24 1 - - - - - - I 
Percent having live birth 32.1 28.4 62.5 IuO.0 .0 .) .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB .4 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
 .0 .0 .0 110.0 
Number of women 609 294 225 77 13 - - - - - I-Percent having live birth 32.5 28.6 36.4 35.1 38.5 .U.0 .0 .U .0 .U .0
Percent not stating DOB 
 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .U .0 .0 
 .0 .0 1 u.O
 
Number of women 362 49 103 144 51 12 3 - - - --
Percent having live birth 14.1 16.3 6.8 16.o 21.6 B.3 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .u .0Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 
 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Number of women 220 11 31 87 63 21 4 2 1 - - -
Percent having live birth 4.1 9 .I 6.5 2.3 4.8 .04.8 .0 .0 .0 .0Percent not stating DOB .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 25.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Number of women 141 9 14 34 41 27 10 6 - - -
Percent having live birth 2.1 11.1 7.1 .0 .0 .0 lo.U .0 .0 .0 .0 .(IPercent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .0 o0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Number of women 66 6 1 6 11 16 12 7 5 2 - -Percent having live birth .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
.0 .0 .0
Percent not stating DOB .0.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0
 
K te! 
 Kat Stated Excluded
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OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH INTHE PAST
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) ANDTHE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, 
WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE, NUMBER
OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND EDUCATION OF WOMEN
 
EDUCATION OF WOMEN NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN
AGE OF WOEN 
 ALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8COLL EGEg 9+ INAP. N.A. 
+ I P.. A
 
SUB-TOTAL
Number of women 

Percent having live birth 470 163
19.8 14825.8 25.0 98 4010.2 7.5 14 .0J 
10-14
Percent not stating DOB .2 
 .0 .0 .0 2.5 
.00 .0
. .0 .0 
.
.00 UJ .00 

Number of women
Percent having live birth 

. . * 
.0 .u .0 .0Percent not stating DOB 
 .0 .0 .0 .0 .U .. .0 
Number of women 1 1 ­
.
Percent having live birth . V.0 .n 
 .0
Percent not stating DW6 *o .u .0 . ...0 
.
 .0 .0 .t020-24 .0 . .0 .0 .0
 
Number of womenPercent having live birth 38 36 2 -36.8 36.1 
 5u.0 
.0 .UPercent not stating DOB 
.0 .0 .U25-29.0 .0 U .0 .0o . .0 u .U° .u .0 .0. o . 0 -0
.
Number of women 
 167 92 57
Percent having live birth 5 3 ­39.5 28.3 54.4 *6.7 o6.7 .O i .0
 
30-34 
Percent not stating DOB .0 . 0 .0 .0 .U
.0 0 .U .) .0  .0 .00 .0Number of women 
Percent having live birth 132 22 64 35
6.8 4.5 .0 17.8 5.7 (,.)
Percent not stating .0DB .0 

.L .0 .0 ., .0 .,35-39 .0 . .u .0 .0 .0 .O .0
Number of women 

Percent having live birth 
73 a 18 28 16 3 
­4.1 25.1 .0 3.6 .0 .. 
40-44 Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .u .00 ..°0 .0. .00 P{
Number of women 







Percent not stating DOB 2.4 .0. .00 0. uo . u . 0 . 0 .Number of women 1U.0 . .0 .0 •017 2 .( .LPercent havirg live birth 2 52





.uPercent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1 3 i 1 . .u .u .0 .0 .0 .0

• Note: Not Stated Excluded 
 0
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TABLE 11.11.8 
OFALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WPNIEN IN THEHOUSEHOLD THE PERCENTAGE A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST AGED10-49 SCIEDULE, HAVIIG 
ONEYEAR (FIRST ENTRY)AID TIT PFRCENTAGE lOT STATING THE DATE(IF LArT LIVF PIRTH, LifnEN CLASSIFIED RY AGE, NUNPEP 
OF CHILDREN EVERBORN,A',) TYPE OF PLACE OF PESIDErCE 
TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN 





Number of women 15 731 3,143 2,441 2,741 2,353 1,972 1*353 887 460 351 - 6 
Percent having live birth 17.0 24.5 27.3 16.3 13.8 9.6 10.5 0.0 7.8 9.7 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB .3 .2 .0 .3 .3 .4 .7 .3 .2 .0 .0 130.0 
10-14.
 
Number of women - - -... 
Percent having live birth .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .015-19 
Number of women 183 173 10 - - - - - - - -
Percent having live birth 33.3 30.6 80.0 -0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
- percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 Iuo.O 
0 20-24 
Number of women 1,848 1,373 389 73 10 1 - 2 - - -
Percent having live bfith 35.9 30.2 51.7 54.8 70.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .U 
Percent not stating DOB -1 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 luc.u25-29 
Number of women 3,4c8 1,133 1,206 831 263 55 8 2 - - - I 
Percent having live birth 31.2 23.7 32.4 32.6 51.3 40.0 62.5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB .1 .2 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 100.030-34 
Number of women 3,151 227 493 986 OU5 445 147 43 4 1 - I 
Percent 	 having live birth 17.2 11.0 11.6 12.0 19.4 24.7 35.4 46.5 75.0 .0 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB .2 .0 .0 .4 .0 .0 .7 .0 .0 .0 
 .0 100.035.39
 
Number of women 2t9;4 109 204 535 715 667 432 203 B7 42 - I 
Percent having live birth 8.0 6.4 3.9 2.4 2.9 6.7 15.5 17.2 24.1 52.4 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB .3 .0 .0 .4 .3 .4 .7 .0 .0 .0 .0 (0040-44 
Numberof women 2,369 78 94 204 399 531 451 336 161 115 - -
Percent having live birth 3.3 1.3 2.1 1.5 1.3 2.4 3.8 4.5 5.6 10.4 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB .5 3.8 .0 .5 .5 .4 .9 .3 .0 .0 .0 .U 
45-49Number of women 1,688 50 45 112 161 273 315 301 2uB 223 -I 
Percent having live bi tlh .5 .0 .0 .9 .0 .0 .3 *0 1.4 1.3 .0 .0
 
ftrcent mat stating 0 .6 .0 .0 .9 1.2 .7 .6 .7 .5 .0 .0 lo.0 
* Note: Not Stated Excluded 
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TABLE 11.11. (CONTINUED)

HARRIED AGED10-49 PERCENTAGE 
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY)ANDTHEPEPCENTAGE TIlE LIVE BIRTH. WOM BYAGE, NUMBER 
OFALL CURRENTLY WrVIEN IN THEHOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE,TIlE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN TIlE PAST 
NOTSTATING DATEOF LAST ENCLASSIFIED 
OF CHILDREN EVERBORI. A14DTYPE OF PLACE OF PESIDENCE 
TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN 
AGE OF WOMEN ALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R 9+ INAP. N.A. 
SECUL CITY 
SUB-TOTAL 3,327 831 676 728 509 3U2 154 71 31 25 -Number of women 14.6 22.3 20.4 11.7 59 302 154 71 325 
Percent having live Lirth .2 0 0 92 4.6 7.8 2.8 6.5 4.0 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB 2.4 .3 1.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 I00.010-14-
_ 
Number of women .0 .0 - - -Percent having live birth .0 .0 0 U. 0 .0 -
.0. 0 .0 .0 0 . 0 . 0 . 
Percent not stating DOB 
15-19 27 27 
.0 .0 .0 .0 
- -
.0 .0 .0 0 
_
lumber of women 29 6 29.6 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .Percent having live birth 0 . 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
I20-24 lumber of women 3!131.1 28726.1 53 352.8 50.0 66.7 .0 .0 .O .0 °* -
Percent having live birth .0 .0 .0 .0.0 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
25-29 848 367 299 150 31 1 - -
umber of women 28.7 24.0 3u.8 34.U 38.7 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .3 -
Percent having live birth .0 .0 .0 . 00 .0, . 
Percent not stating DOB 
30-34 756 84 209 263 150 39 10 1 - -
Numer of women 12.8 13.1 6.7 9.9 2U.7 25.6 40.0 IU. 0 .0 .0 u 
Percent having live birth .1 .0 .0 .4 
Percent not stating DOB .0 . .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 
35-39 645 24 73 2 4 176 ill 4 0 13 3 1 -
Number of women 3.-3 B 4. 1.5 11 3.6 .5 .0 66.7 ,0 
Percent having lve birth 5 .0 .0 .5 12 . 0 
Percent not stating DOB .0 .q 2.5 .0 .0 .0 -0 1C.0.0 
40-44 413 24 28 73 102 94 51 32 5 4 - -
umber of women 1.7 4.2 3.6 1.4 .0 .0 5.9 3.1 .0 
Percent having live birth .5 .0 .0 1.4 0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 2. .0 .0 .n 0 .0 
45-49Number of women 14 30 47 57 53 25 23 2,) -
N0 .0.0 0  .0 5.0 
_ 
.0Percent having live birth .3 .0 .0 .0 2.1 . 
Percent not stating DOB .0 . . .0 .0 -0 .0 
TABLE II.11.B (CONTINUED)
 
OF ALL CURRENTLY TARRIED )FrIENAGED I0-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST
 
ONEYEAR(FIRST ENTRY)AOD THE PECNTAG NOTSTATING THE DATEOF LAST LIVE BIRTH. 40!i[NCLASSIFIED BY AGE, NUMBER
 
TYPE OF PLACE OF PESIDENCE
OF ChILDREN EVER BORI, A'1D 

TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE 
AGE OF WOMEN ALL 
1 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN 
2 3 4 5 6 
7 9+ INAP. N.A. 
PUSAN CITY 
SUB-TOTAL
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 



































ilr,'er of women 
Percent having live birth 





















Percent having live birth 





























.U .0 .0 
Pe rcen t naving live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 


















lumber ot women 
Percent having live birth 




































Number of women 
Percent having live birth 































.0 E -t 
Herntherof women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating OD 
40-44 
Number of women 
Percen t having live bir th 



































































Percent having live birth 
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TABLE 11.11. (CONTINUED) 
OF ALL CURRENTLY ARRIED 14WIEAGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTIIN THE PAST
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) ArIDTHE PEPCENTAGE 1NOT
STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVF BIRTH. 
 WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE, NUMBER
OF CHILDREN EVER BOR'1,A'IDTYPL OF PLACE OF PESIDENCE
 
TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE 
AGE OF WOMEN ALL 1 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 INAP. N.A. 
LARUE CITY 
SUB-TUTALNumber of women 


















Percent not stating DOll 
lumber of women 












Percent not stating DOB1- 19.0 
lumber of women 
Percent having live birth 


































20-24Number of women 1 . 
- -
.o 0 O .,1 
Percent having live birth 35.7 2.4 5 2 5 
Percent not stating DOB 
25-29 
















Percent having live birth 2 f629.3 8727.6 IuO210 62 1 4 b 37 -2 -1 -
Percent not stating DOB30-34 Nu b r o w me .0 .0 .0 2.0°2.0 7.u .00 .0u .3 .0 .u .. 0 U 
Percent having live birth9Numberof women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 
35-39 
Number of women 















































Percent not stating DOB 
umber of women 1 
.6 .2 .0 
0.0 
.0 . .00 .0 .. . 5 .1 ., 
Percent having live birth 




















Number of womenPerc nt having 11ve birth 

































- - - -
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TABLE II.11.B (CONTINUED)
OFALL CURRENTLYMARRIED WrIMEN SCHEDULE, HAVING PASTAGED10-49 IN THEHOUSEHOLD THEPERCENTAGE A LIVE BIRTH IN THEONEYEAR(FIRST ENTRY)A'ID THEPERCENTAGE THEDATEOF LAST LIVE BIRTH. WOMENCLASSIFIEDNOTSTATING BY AGE,NUMBEROFCHILDREN EVERBORN,ANDTYPE OF PLACEOF RESIDENCE 
TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE 
 NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BO'N
AGEOF WOMEN ALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ INAP. N.A. 
MI1LIK' CITySUB-TOTAL
 
Number of women 1,528 362 235 291 162 62240 95
Percent having live birth 21 9 ­18.5 19.6 34.0 20.3 14.2 6.1 7.4 3.2 9.5 .0Percent nut stating DOD .3 .6 .0 .0 .0.0 .3 .0 .0 .0 4.8 .0 .0 10B.010-14 Number of women 
­
- - - - - -Percent having live birth 
 .0 .0 -0 .u .U .0 .0 11 .0 .,1 .0 .0Percent not stating 0OB .0 .0 .0 .0 *0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
15-19 Number of women 16 11 5 ­ - - - - - - - -Percent having live birth 50.0 27.3 UU.O -0 .U .0 .Q .0 .0 .0.0 tCo Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .0 
 0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 S20-24 Number of women 211 153 55 2 - I 
- ­
-Percent having live birth 33.2 - - ­24.2 50.2 50.U .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .o .0Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .0 *025-29 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
. 
,.;'tuber of women 450 162 159 99 25 4 
- - - - -Percent having livE birth 30.2 16.5 32.7 36.4 68.0 2!).0 .0 .0 .0Percent not stating DOB .) .(i .i
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .030-34Number of women !L5 18 38 117 84 41 4 3 - -Percent having live birth 18.0 5.6 21.1 17.1 10.0 19.5 50.0 .0 .0 
- -




35-39"• .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0•-0 
. 
Number of women 218 5 12 44 63 5u 29 12 3 -Percent having live birth 4.1
Percent not stating DOB .1 -u 2.3 1.6 .0 13.d 16. T 33.340-44 .5 .0 .0 .0 1.6 .0 . .0 .0 .0 , 0 , O tb , u .0 . .0 .0 .0 .00 . 0 , 
Number of womenPercent having live birth 1E6 5 10 49 4222 33 15 ii) - -Percent not stating DOB 2.2 . .0 4.5 .) 2.4 3.0 .0 10.0 .0 .0 .045-49 1.6 40.0 .0 .U 2,0 .0 .0 .0 .0Number of women .0 .0 .0uPer of wo e 
 142 8
Percent having live birth 6 7 19 25 28 32 8 9 1
. .0 .0 .U .0Percent not stating DOB 7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O .0.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 12.5 .0 .0 100.0
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TABLE 11.11. (CONTINUED)
OFALL CURRENTLYMARRIED 14nHEIIAGED10-49 IN SCHEDULE, HAVINGTHZ HOUSEHOLD TIIE PERCENTAGE A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PASTTHE PEPCENTAGEONEYEAR(FIRST ENTRY)AD NOT STATING THE DATEOF LAST LIVE BIRTH. WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE, NUMBEROF CHILDREN EVERBORN,A11DTYPE OFPLACEOF RESIDENCE 
TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE 
 NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN
AGEOF WOMEN ALL 1 2. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ INAP. N.A. 
S14ALL CITYSUB-TOTAL 
Number of women 619 132 1l1 119 94 98 36 23 16 10 - -Percent having live birth 17.1 23-5 27.7 19.3 12.8 6.8 8.3 .0 6.3 2J.0 .0 .0Percent not stating DOD
10-14 . .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .Number of women 
- -
- - - - -Percent having live birth .0 ­.0 
-0 -0 .1 .J .0 .u .0 .0 .0Percent not stating DOB .C .0 .0 .0 .0
15-19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
.
 
iumber of women 7 7 
­ - - - - - - -Percent having live birth 28.6 28.6
Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .U .u .0 .u ..0 .0 .0 .0 .to .0 .L.0 .0
20-24 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Jumber of women 13 59 It 3 
­ -Percent having live birth 25.4 - - - - ­3U.1 36.4 10O.o .U .U.0 .L25-29Percent not stating . .0.0 .0 .0 .0 .u .0 .o .0 .0 .0 .,0 
Number of women 151 40 58 39 11 3 -
- - -Percent having live birth 31.8 2'.o 36.2 3v.8 54.5 33.3 .u .0 .0 .0 .u .0Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .0 *0 .u .030-34• .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
 
Number of women 124 
 13 19 26 3
46 1T ­ - - -Percent having live birth 16.1 38.5 15.8 15.2 ­11.5 11.8 .0 .0
(1 .0 .035-39Percent not stating DO 
 .0 .o .0 .0 .u .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 L, 
Number of women 115 9 8 21 32 26 13Percent having live birth 1o.4 11.1 .0 4.B 9.. 2 2 2 - ­7.7 23.1 .U 1. () .0 uPurcent not stating DOB U .4) .0
40-44.u .0 .0 X .0 .L .0- .0 . .o . .. .0 .0
. .. 0u
 
Humber of women so 
 3 5 20 31 9 11 
-Percent having live birth 
 2. 3 3 5 .0 32 .U1 2 5 3 -Percent not stating DOB .0 .o .0 . .0 3.2 .) .0 .0'*o .0 
45-49 .0 0 , .0 0 U U .0 .0 0 0 t.
 
Number of womenPercent having live birth 
 1 .(2 5 5 11 U. 10 5 -Percent not stating DOB .0.  .0.0PretnttaigDD.0 u .0.  .  .0 .0 .1 .0 . 0.0 .ti .00 U 
- - - - -




HARRIED SCHEDULE, HAVING ONEYEAR(FIRST ENTRY)A-IDTHEPEPCENTAGE THE DATEOF LAST LIVE BIRTH. WOIEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE, NUMBER 
OFALL CURRENTLY W(Y'ENIAGED10-49 IN THEHOUSEHOLD THEPERCENTAGE A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST 
NOTSTATING 
OF CHILDREN EVEPBOR;N,AD TYPEOF PLACEOF PESIDENCE 
TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN 




Number of women I,095 
 222 158 177 104 1-.7 I. 63 32 31 - -
Percent having live birth 18.0 23.4 27.2 22.U 17.1 7.5 14.9 L.3 6.3 '."0 k
Percent not stating DOB .5 .5 .0 1.1 .0 .7 2.U .0 .0 .0 
- { 
Number of women 

Percent having live birth XU . .0 -0 .0 .0 .
 . .0.
 
Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 . .0 .0I5-19", .0 
, 
;lumberof women 17 16 1 - - - - -
Percent having live birth 










.0 U0.0 u . JC U.0 I . 
20-24 uanTer of women 144 102 30 11 - -
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating 





.0 .u . .0 .0 j . 
25-29 








2 1 - -
0 
Percent ,ving live birth 



























Pnbpr of w iv rn 
Percent having live birth 































.' .0 (4 
Numer of wmen 




































Number of women 
Percen . having live birth 























45-49Number of womenPercent having lve birth 
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TABLE 11.11. (CONTINUED)OF ALL CURRENTLY 1rIE1 IN THEHOUSEHOLD THEPERCENTAGEMARRIED AGEU10-49 SCHEDULE, HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST 
ONEYEAR(FIRST ENTRY)AID THEPERCENTAGENOTSTATING THE DATEOF LAST LIVE BIRTH. WOIEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE, NUMBER 
OF LIIILDREN EVE'<BORNh,A'4DTYPE OF PLACE OF PESIDENCE 
TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN
 





Number of women 6,602 1,030 
 720 853 970 1,00U 824 592 331 292 -
Percent having live birth 17.8 27.0 31,4 18.1 17-0 13.9 11.8 10.3 7.9 10.6 .0 .u 
Percent not stating DOB -4 .4 .1 .4 .3 .5 .7 .5 .0 .0 .0 J10.010-14 
Number of women - -.
 
Percent having live birth .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
 .0 .0 .D .0 .0 
Percent not stating Do .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 . 
Iunder of women 103 9 4 - - - - - - ­-
Percent having live birth 35.9 34.3 75-0 .0 .0 .0 .0 . .0 . 20.24Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 
 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Number of women 733 508 181 37 6 - - 1 - ­ -
Percent having live birth 38.3 34.1 4,3.1 45.9 66.7 .0 
 .U .0 .U .U .0 
Percent not statina DOB 00
 
25-29 .3 .4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 -0 .0 L'O.O 
Number of women 1 o 16 276 336 311 145 33 4 1 
Percent having live birth 33.5 24.3 33.6 31-5 51.0 45.5 75.u 100.0 .0 .0 .0 
30-34Percent not stating -2 .4 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Number of won 
er having lve birth 1,270 63 108 297 378 285 100 35 3 1 -
Percent h aing 21.5 3.2 16.7 12.1 20.9 28.1 37.0 51.4 1UQ.G .0 .0 .0 
35-39P2 .0 .0 .7 .0 .0 1.U .0 .0 •0 .U 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 1,360. 41 48 122 259 352 288 148 72 3, -
Percent not stating DOB 11.5 4.0 8.3 2-5 1.9 9.q 15.3 2u.3 22.2 5o.7 .0 .0 
40-44 .2 .0 .0 .0 .4 .3 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 1.174 30 25 45 129 221 275 22q 122 n5 - -
Percent not stating DOB 4.5 .0 4.0 .0 2.3 4.1 4.3 5.3 4.1 11.6 .U 
45-49 .6 3.3 .0 .0 .8 .? .7 .4 .0 .0 -P ,0 
Number of women 856 13 18 4. 53 ±.9 53 '79 134 156 
Percent having lbivebirth 86 .3 .0 * .0 ., .3 .' 1.5 .3 
Percent not stating DOB .6 .0 2.-u . ),.A 1..33.,. .5• .0 1,r? 1.3 1.1I .0 .•o C 
- - - - - - -
- -
-H8i11C AVJ :5,%,I~V4 lW1-49 Al4OVI4 cI'I :z 29onBIsu0 ojjf ;I 
TABLE I1.1l.C
 OF ALL CURRENTLY 'ARRIED WOHE'lAGED 10-49 IN THE 
1!OHSFHnLD
SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST
ONE YEAR (FIRST EilTRY)ANDTHE PERCETAGE HOT STATIP 
THE DATE OF LAST LIVE IRTH, IKYOIEN
CLASSIFIED BYAGE, NUMBEROFCHILDRENLEVERBDRJ, AND NUNBEP OF ROOMS 
. : ( 
 NUWB.R On ZHILDR:N EVR BORN

- -:ALL 
 1 2 3 5 6 7 ]NAP. N.A.
 
umber of women 15,721 2,143 2,41 2,741 2,353 -.972 1,353 987 460Percent having live birth 
 17.0 24.5 27.3 163 13. 33j 69.
1-4Percent notno.sast ting D06 .3. .09.
vr-en in .2.
 E. 2 .0 .3 u.5 5.U 1.B .7 .0
.3 . 4 .7 .3 .2 0 
 .0 1~ . 
dumber of women 7 . .2 . 
Percent hiving live birth . . .
 
Percent not stating DOB 
.0 .0 0Number of women .L .0 .0 .0 .0133 173
Percent having live birth 3.3 10 ­30.6 J.0 QH Percent not stating DO 0 S20-24Nure . 0 .-0fwmn.0 
.0 .t .o .0 .u.0 .u C :0 ., .a I .0.o 
 0 Uu .0 1-,t.0Nuer of women39 73 1
Percent having live birth 2





Percent not stating DO . .I .
 .0 .070.0 .0.0 o, .0 
.0.0
.0 .. .0.0 .0.0 IrC.(
umber of ,Or n .3,4 e 1,133 !,2 6 831 263 55Percent having live birth B 2

-1.2 23.7 32.4 32.6 





.t .2 .2 .1 .U 51 3 .U b2 5 5..0 .0o0 .a0 . ( .(Lumber of wCanen 3,#1! 227
Percent having live birth 3 S16 0J5 445 14717.2 11.r 11.6 12. 19.4 43 4 1 Percent not stating DOB 24.7
 
.221. 




 .4 .0 
 .0 .7 .0 .U .O
umber of women 2,SS4 1 9 204 -0 1c.vPercent having live birth 535 715 667 4328.0 F.4 3.9 2 3722.937
Percent not stating DOB i
.
 2- 2.9 .7 15.5 17.2 24.40-44 n g.c 1 52.4 .0 C6 
.0 .4 
 .3 .4
Number of wmen .7 .0 .0 ..
2,369 78 4 1rC.o
 Percent havinq live birth 2 4 309 531 51 336 161 5 ­3.3 1.3 2.1 




 . . 1.0. 4 .0 .45-49Pernt oNumber of womenang5 3. .0i~e s .5 .5 .4 . .3
s 12 11 23 .0 .0 .0 .0
Percent having live bir. 35 3r 0.5 2
.0 .0 .9 .0 
 .0 .3
Percent not stating DOB .0 1.4 1.3 .0.6 .0 .0 .9 1.2 .7 .3 -;' .5 .0 
-0 , 
HNte: Not Stated Excluded 
TABLE II.ll.C (CONTINUED)

OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST
ONEYEAR(FIRST ENTRY)ANDTHE PERCEN4TAGENOTSTATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, WnMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE, NUMBER
OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND NUMBER OF ROOMS
 
NUMBER OF ROOMS 
 NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN
AGE OF WOMEN ALL 1 2 3 





Number of women 
 5,1t3 1,621 1,148 1,i20 o26 360 159 '.2 
­
4p 33
Percent having live birth 21.1 23.9 28.0 15.5 16.1 11.7 11.9 .C
19.1 11.4 1!,.2
Percent not stating DO .3 .2 .0 .5 .3 
.1
 
.0 1.3 1.1 .0 .J 0 ir.,,
 
10-14Number of women - ­
-
Percent having live birth .( .•j.0 .0 . .) . , . t . . •Percent not stating DOB 
 .0 .0 .0 .U .U .u .U .0 .u .U .0 0 
Number of women 71 70; 1 
­ -H Percent havinn live birth 38.( 37.1 1,,"- .(1 .u .1 .U . 0 .'j .
 
- Percent not :tating DOB .C .0 .0 .u .0 .u .u .0 .0 .0 ..20-24
 
NUmbr of women 548 719 1CB 23 3 1 - - -
Percent having Il'ye 34.5 5).5 64.3
birth 28.7 luu.0 .0 .u .0 . . .1 .Percent not statig DOB .2 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0.0 .0 .0 .0 ..
 
25-29Number of women 
 1,77 616 6J7 37.3 36 16 3 1 -
­-
Percent having live birth 
 2S.5 22.2 31.6 33.3 46.5 3'.5 66.7 .0 
 .0 .0 .6 .3'
Percent not stating DOB .C .0 .0 .3 .0 .u .0 IL.. . %,  .
 
30-34Number of women 1,119 126 229 38'. 252 .uO 
 22 5 1 -

Percent having live birth 14.6 1-2.7 10.8 11.7 
 17.9 22.0 31.C 6u.0 .J . .0Percent not stating DO .2 .0 .0 .5 .0 .0 .u .U .0 .0 .. 
35.39 imber of women 7L6 51 75 162 13.4 129 6. 28 12 5Pevcent having live birth 6.7 
 3.9 4.U 3.1 '.3 3 11.7 1t. 3 .1.T 2 . e ., .Percent not stating DO .4 .0 .0 .o .5 .L 1.7 .1 .0 .0 
40.44Numberof women 
 345 21' 24 43 63 01 V5 
 31 12 
- -Percent having live birth Z.6 .U
.( 
 2.1 1.t 1.2 .u 12.4 ., .2Percent not stating D0B 1.2 3.3 .3 2.1 .0 .0 2.2 3.2 .t .1 .9 .1' 








OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WO)MENAGED 10-49 INTHE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH INTHE PASTONEYEAR(FIRST ENTRY)ANDTHEPERCENTAGENOTSTATING THE DATEOF LAST LIVE BIRTH, WnMENCLASSIFIED BY AGE, NUMBER 
OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND NUMBER OF ROOMS
 
NUMBER OF ROOMS 
 NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN
 




Number of women 5,222 771 727 9 v 5 882 77o 524 34; 165 139 - 2Percent having live birth 16.5 23.5 25.0 17.9 14.2 11.0 13.4 B.0 7.3 1'.1 .0 .0Percent not stating DOB .2 .0 .1 .1 .1 
 .4 
 .8 .0 .6 .0 .0 10C.010-14 
HNumberof women 
- -
- - - -Percent having live birth .7 . .o °u .00u *U ., *0 • S .0 .0Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .u .u .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 0 .0 
..
15-19Number of women 55 47 8 
­ -Percent having live birth 32.7 25.5 75.1 . . ­.
 0 j .0 .0
 
2024Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .U .u .U .0 .0 .0 .0 .u .0 
NUmber of women 453 318 104 26 4 - - -Percent having live birth 36.4 3C .8 49.0 53.9 5U.o .U . . . . .u .0Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .0 .U .u .0 .U.0 .0 .0 .1125-29
 
Number of women 9.O 260 346 261 97 16 2 - -
Percent having live birth 32.4 23.9 31.3 35.2 53.t' 
 -3.8 5u.t' .U .U .0 .0 .0Percent not stating DOB .1 .0 .3 .j .0 .0 . .u .0.0 .0 .L,30-34
 
Number of women 1,120 55 j49 341 20 19U 69 20 2 ­ - 1Percent having live birth 19.4 6.8 12.9 14.4 20.7 25.8 3u.2 45.0 100.0 .0 .0 .0Percent not stating DOB 
 1 .0 .) .0 .0 .0 1.4 .0 .0 .0 .0 Ir o.u35-39 
lumber of women 1,1!-3 31 72 1?9 276 277 IA I 87 27 23Percent having live birth 8.9 1.4
6.5 2.3 2.5 7.9 2L.4 16.1 19.5 3.1 .1 .0Percent not stating DOD 
 .3 .0 .0 .G .) .4 1.1 .0 0 . .0 .040-44'" 
"
 
4umberof women 814 33 1o3 173 66
22 66 196 12o 19 - -Percent having live birth 3.7 4.5 .4) 1.f.. 
 3.b 3.0 5.6 6.1 1 .3 .U .Percent not stating DOB .2 .0 ., .u .u .6 IJ .045-49•. .5 .0 U6 
.( 
lumber of women 5017 26 15 3? 52 1,91 !1 6 70 76 -Percent having live birth .7 .. A 3.1 .0 .U ., ..r 1.4 1.3 .UPercent not stating DOB .5 
 .0 .0 .. n 1.1 ... .0 1.4 . ' 0 110. El 
TABLE II.1l.C (CONTINUED)

OF ALL CURRENTLYMARRIED WOMEN AGED10-49 THEHOUSEHOLDIN SCIE9FULE, IIAVING BIRTHTI; PERCENTAGE A LIVE IN THEPASTONE YEAR(FIRST ENTRY)ANDTHE PERCENTAGE THE DAT, OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, WOMIEN BYAGE, NUMBER NOTSTATING CLASSIFIEDOF CIIILUREN EVERBORN,ANDNUIBER OF ROOMS 
NUMBEROF ROOMS NUMBEROF CHILDREN EVER BORN
 
AGE OF WOMEN ALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 8 9+ INAP. N.A. 
THRE E 
SU!-rDT L 3,2L3 427 336 47 51) '61 -t13 263 150 13,) - 2Number of women 13.9 27.9 31.0 jU.3 12.1 8.3 8.2 4.9 8.7 6.2 .0 .0Percent having live birtri .4 .5 .0 .4 .4 .0 .5 .8 .0 .0 .0 I)oC.L0

Percent not stating D0
 
10-14 
- ­ -Number of women .C .6, .• .r. u. . . .- .0Percent having live birth .0 .0 .0 0 
 .0 .0 °U .0 .0 .0 .. 0 
Percent not stating DOB
 
15-19 33 32 1 - - - - INumber of women 33.3 31.3 0). - .j .U.1) .V .0 .C .J .0 . tH Percent having live birth . . .U . .0 .0 .u .0 .U .0 .U Iuo.l 
Percent not stating DOB
20-24 259 191. 51 L3 3 
-NHUmler 41j.2 62.7 '.6.2 .0 .0 
1 
°,J .U . .1 
1
of women 33.5 t6.P .
 
Percent having live birth .0 .0 .0 .0 .U .U .0 .0 
 .0 .U .0 tjo.0

Percent not stating DO
 
25-29 4E7 155 '.9
14c 117 15 2 - - - -Number of women 34.1 27.5 37.4 23. 9 55.1 46.7 lUu.u .U .0 .5 .) .1)Percent having live birth .2 .7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .U .o 
 .0 .0 .0 .0
 
Percent not stating DOB
 
30-34 542 63 169
20 15U 88 34 11 1 1 - -Number of women I6.2 15.0 8.8 &.'J 18.9 2:.U 23.5 36.4 1u.o .,i .'1 .LPercent having live birth. .4 .0 .0 1.3 .0 .U .u .U .0 .0 .0 -i)
Percent not stating DOB
 
35-39 6E8 34
12 117 145 17u 12t, 48 30 6 - -Number of women 7.4 8.3 5.9 2.6 1.4 4.1 1,,.3 14.6 20.0 93.3 .U .11Percent having live birth .3 .0 .0 .U .7 .U
.6 
 .U .0 .U .0 .0
 
Percent not stating DOB
 
40-44 6L5 20 1614 5L, 131 146 1u6 51 41 - -Numberof wmen 3.3 .u I.0 2.0 .0 3.1 4.1 1.9 7.0 .3 .) .Q
Percent having live birth .6 7.1 .0 
 .0 .9 .8 .7 .0 .U .U .0 .
 
Percent not stating DOB
 
45-49 52c9 9 7 37 47 77 1(5 q7 68 32 -Number of women .4 .0 .0 .) .0 .u . t .1 2.9 .U .0 .1Percent having live birth .8 .0 .A .0 .0 1.3 1.U 2.1 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB
 
.Jgfig01°-. AALINVOI [jAl°J o,, 
TABLE II.11.C (CUNTINUED)
OF ALL CURRENTLY 14OMENMARRIED AGED10-49 IN TH( HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN TiHEPASTTHE PERCENTAGEONEYEAR(FIRST ENTRY)ANDTHE PERCENTAGENOTSTATING TilE DATEOF LAST LIVE ,IRTH, WOMENCLASSIFIED BYAGE, NUMBER 
OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND NUMBER OF ROOMS
 
NUMBER OF ROOMS 
AGE OF WOMEN ALL 1 2 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ INAP. N.A. 
FOUR 
SuI-TOIULNumber of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB10-14 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 
1 15-19 Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 
2 0 -24 
Nhhber of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating J02 
25-29Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOD 
30-34Number ef women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 
35-39Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percrit rot stating DOB 
40-44Nbrof women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB45-Pe9 
Number of women
Percent having live birth










































































































































































119 67 61 
1U.9 '.5 13.1 
.0 . 0.. O . 




.0 .u . '... 




.0 .0 ., 
.0 u •0 
6 
-
66.7 .0 . 
u 
.0 .0 .0 
27 15 6 
2v0 26.7 N3.3 
2(. .7 q.
.0 .0 .0 
4o 19 .9 
92.2 5.3 j!).8aU
.0 .0 .0 
40 33 36
.0 .0 .
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TABLE II.l.3 (CONTINUED)OF ALL C'IRRENTLY MARRIED WOMENAGED10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLDSCHEDULE,THE PERCENTAGEHAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PASTONEYEA(FIRST ENTRY)ANDTHEPERCENTAGENOTSTATING TilE DATEOF LAST LIVE BIRTH, WnMIENCLASSIFIED BYAGE, NUMBEROFCHILDREN EVERBORN.ANDNUMBEROFROOMS 
NUMBER OF ROOMS 
AGE OF WOMEN ALL 1 2 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ IN6P. N.A. 
FIVE 
SUj-TOIULNumber of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 
10-14 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 
15-19 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
2024Percent not stating DOB 
NUmber of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 
25-29 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 
35-39 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 
40-44 
Numberof women 
Percent having live birth 
45-49Percent not stating DB 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
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TABLE II.Il.C ICONTINUED)

OF ALL CURRENTLY AGED10-49 INMARRIED LIOMEN THEHOUSEHOLI'CIEDULE, THF PERCENTAGE BIRTH IN THEPASTHAVING A LIVEONEYER(FIRST ENTRY)ANDTHEPERCENTAGE CLASSIFIED BYAGE. NUMBERNOTSTATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, WnMEN 
OFCiIILDREN EVERBORN,ANDNUHBEROF ROOMS 
NUMBEROF ROOMS NUMBEROF CHILDREN EVERBORNAGE OF WOMEN ALL 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ INAP. N.A. 
S11i 
SUB-TOTt- I7 31 1 5 31 27DT49Number of women 
Percent having live birth 13.9 29.o 25.0 10.7 12.9 .0 4.5 15.8 25.0 11.1 .t .0Percent not stating OB .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I[0.i 
!lumber of women - -Percent having live birth .0 .0 .0 .U .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 *J .0 .0Percent not stating OB .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .U .0 .0I15-I9 
Number of women 3 
- - - _-
­ -Percent having live birth .0 .0 .0 .0 .. .. 0 i .(I2 Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0
I20-24 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .
. 
NlUmher of women 16 13 3 - - -
Percent having live birth 25.0 23.1 33.3 .0 .0 . 0 .0 .0 .. .. 
 .0Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .U .0 .0 .0 0 :0 .025-29
252%-r of women 27 12 6 .2 
- - 1 - ­ - -Percent having live birth 44.4 41.7 33. . o°UIU.Ll:t3 3 I . .kLu 
Percent not stating 0OB .0 .0 
 .0 .0 .0 .U .U30-34"• .0 .0 .,UNumber of women 
.23 2 2 
• 
7 7 3 2 --
-Percent having live birth 26.1 56.0 5o.0 14.3 28.6 .U 5L.u .0 ot .,j .0 .0Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .0 * .0 U .0 .0 .035-39"• •.on 
Number of women 
-4 1 1 0 11 4 3 3 2 1 1Percent having live hirth 11.e . . . u U 0 6.7 5,. U II . . .Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .u .0 .0 .U .0 .0 .0 .0 .40-44 
•. . 
Numbrvt women 47 - 3 9 11 5 2 4 -Percent havinq live birth U 
 .n .0 . .0 .. .0 0Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0
45.49 .0 .U .0 U P .0 .0
. 0 . ( 
Number of women 37 - 1 2 2 9 12 ? - 4 --Percent having live birth . ) .0 .) .0 .0 .U .0 .0 .Percent not stating DOB .U .0 .0 

.1 -u 
uu.,,o NP-. i-901', 10-49411 WtH-YJ XuI1 0if 2OBF atipi RUHqlp3 U4 
TABLE I1.11.D 
SCHEDULE. HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PASTOF ALL CURRENTLY.MARRIED WOMEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD THE PERCENTAGE 
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND THE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE Or LAST LIVE BIRTH, WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE,
 
NUMBLR OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND NUMBER OF MODERN OBJECTS
 
•SUMBER CF MCDEPN CBJIC fS 
AGE CF WcMEN ALL 1 
NUmI-R 0" CHILDR 
2 3 4 VR BU5 6 7 INAP. .ANN.A. 
GRAtC TOTAL 
*SUB-TOTAL 
Number of women 15,72-1 3,143 2,441 2,7,i 2,333 .,'?z 1,333 00? 460u -
Percent having live birth 17.C 24.5 27.3 16.3 13.S 1.6 10.5 8.0 7.8 9.7 .0 .0 
Percent not stating 0OB 





















Percent having live birth .0 .0 .u . .u .0 .0 .0 .0 ., .u 
Percent not stating 0OB15-19 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .u .0 .U .0 .0 .0 
Number of women IE3 173 1o - - - - - - I 
Percent having live birth 

























20-24Number of women i,848 1,373 399 73 ±0 1 2 - -
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 




































Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 





































Percent having live birth 17.2 11.0 11.6 12.0 19.4 24.7 35.4 46.5 73.0 .0 .0 , .0 
Percent not stating

























Percent having live birth 8.c 6.4 3.9 2.- 2.9 6.7 15.5 17.2 24. 1 52.4 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB 

























Percent having live birth 3.3 1.3 2.1 1.5 1.3 2.4 3.8 4.5 5.6 10.4 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DOB 
45.49 
.5 3.8 .0 .5 .5 .4 .9 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Number of women 1,6EE 50 45 112 161 273 315 301 208 223 - 1 
Percent having live birth 

























• Note: Not Stated Excluded 
--
- -
TABLE 11.11.D (CONTINUED) 
OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOHEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH INTHE PAST
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND THZ PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE,
NUMBEROF CHILDREN EVERBORN,ANDNUMBER OBJECTSOFMODERN 
NUMBER OF MODERN OBJECTS 
 NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN 




Uumber of women 5-2 3 74 1ij '14 01 66 ti 23 21 ­ -Percent havinq live birth 




Number of women 
- -Percent having live birth .V .0 -0 .o . .J .0. .0 .. 0 .0Percernt not stating DOB .0 .u .0 .u .015-19 .0 .U .0 .0 .0 *0 .0 
Number of women 11 11 ...... _ 
Percent having live birth t5.5 45.5 .U .,J
- Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .1 .0 *U .0 .0 .) . ..0 .U .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0S20-24 
Nunter of women 7 43 17 6 - - - - ­ -Percent having live birth 35.8 27.9 4t1-2 33.3 .u .0 .0 .u .0 .0 .0 .uPercent not stating DOB .u 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .U .025-29 .0
" 
Number of women 112 24 41 30 15 2 - - -Percent having live birth 21.3 2(.8 17.1 36.7 73.3 50.u .0 .0 .0 .,) - 0 .0Percent not stating DOB .9 .3 2.4 .0 .0 .0 .u30-34•O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
•0 
Number of women 1-.1 3 10 37 39 25 13 4 - - ­ -Percent haing live birth 17.6 .Q 1-,J.n 13.3 17.9 16.U 23.1 '5.0 .0 .'J .0Percent not stating DOB .8 .0 .0 2.7 .0 .0 .U .0 .0 .0 .0 .035-39 
Number of women 115 5 3 9 25 30 25 10 4 4 ­ -Percent having live birth 2u.u 20.0 .0 22.2 8.U 16.7 24.U 1(1.0 51l.0 1U, .u .0 .0Percent not stating DOB 1.7 .0 .0 .U 4.0 .0 4.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
40-44 Number of women G1 5 1 13 7 18 16 13 12 9 - -Percent having live birth 8.8 .rj .0 IU.j 28.u 5.6 .U 23.1 .0 11.1 .G 0Percent not stating DB 1.1 .Q .0 .0 .0 .0 6.3 .0 .0 .0 *0 .0 
Humber of women 65 2 2 3 7 6 12 13 7 a - ­
ercence  havin.not sttng 0 .0 .U -U0 8.3 12.5.gh .0 .u .0.0.0 .0.0 .41 .0 .0.0 Uo ,0 .0.1 
RU 11D JIF . 810j=-' %1 ,#4. 10I2I-IO-49,1 aI o. A10 I O? QOJ1111 Q~ j H 
TABLE 11.11.D (CONTINUED)

OF ALL CURRENTLY WO1EN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST
MARRIED ONEYEAR(FIRST ENTRY)ANP NOTSTATINGlTPERCENTAGE THE DATEOF LAST LIVE WOMEN BYAGE,BIRTH, CLASSIFIED 
NUMBER OF MODERNOF CHILDREN EVERBUMli,ANDNUMBER OBJECTS 
NUMBER OF MODERN OBJECTS NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN 
AGEOFWOMEN ALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ INAP. N.A. 
ONE 
1U8-1CTAL 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 





































Number of women - - - - - - - - - -Percent having live birth 


























Number of women 3C is 1 - - - - - - -
Percent having live birth 























Number of women 274 187 72 14 - - - 1 --
Percent having live birth 
























Number of women 350 ,4 113 q9 35 B - 1 - -
Percent having live birth 28.3 20.2 3U.1 31.3 34. 3 3-.5 L, .0 .u U0 .U 
Percent not stating DOB .0 .U .0 .u .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 . .0 .u 
30-34 
Number of women 3f4 30 41 90 90 69 26 8 2 - -
Percent having live birth 
























Number of woven 223 12 25 32 64 74 60 32 17 7 - -
Percent 
Percent 
having live birth 


























Number o( women 























Percent not stating DOB .4 .0 .0 .u .0 1.8 .0 .0 .0 -0 .0 
45-49
Number of eo n 
Percent hsving live birth 








































OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WGeMEN
AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND THE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, 
WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE,
NUMBEROF CHILDREN EVERBORN,ANDNUMBEROF MODERN OBJECTS 
NUMBER OF MODERN OBJECTS 
 NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN
AGE OF WOMEN 
 ALL 1 2 3 4 5 7
6 8 9+ INAP. N.A. 
TWC 
5ue-TCTAL
Number of women 3,tc5 v45 6u5 
.119 4.,j'1 2 99Percent having live birth 19.4 24.3 3u.6 172 96 r,8 - ?18.2 14.1 13.5 11.7 8.7Percent not stating DOB n. 3 .1 .0 .0.10-14 .2 .1 .J .3 .0 .5 .0 .6
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.0.o .0 .0 
.20-24
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9
Percent not atating DOB .2 .? .0 .0 .u .U
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 .0 .0 Ut0
 
Number of women 
 StU 324 316 233 65 19 3 -Percent having live birth 30.5 30J.7 52.3 - - I22.5 32.2Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 5'.9 1uu.I1 .0 . .. 1 130-34• .0 -U *0 .0 0 
.0 .0 
.. I 
Number of women 6.' 6 4 210Percent having live birth 171 n8 37 12 2 -
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.1 .0 .0 .535-3 9.0 .u .0 
.0.u .C, .0 
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'TABLE 11.1.0 (CONTINUED)
OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMC1i
AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND THE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, 
WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE,
NUMBEROFCHILDREN OFMODERN 

NUMBER OF MODERN OBJECTS 

EVERBORN,ANDNUMBER OBJECTS 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN
AGE OF WOEN 
 ALL 1 2 3 4 5 
 6 7 
 8 + IAP. 
I - El N.A. 
SLE-TCTAL
Number of women 4,218 59 489 1 612 .3u 3Percent having live birth 18.C 25.0 30.5 13.1 
261 159L 1 
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Percent not stating DOB .3 
15.5 1.6 It-. 6.0 12.0 4.. .0 Q
.3 .0
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.. u0 ,-.(
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TABLE 11.11.0 (CONTINUED)

OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND THE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, 
WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE,
NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND NUMBER OF MODERN OBJECTS
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Number of women 3,UC4 
 451 506 515 461 "10 273 189 78 31 -Percent having live birth 
 14.0 27.9 
 25.1 15.1 13.0 8.5 8.4 6.3 
 2.6 n. *u
Percent not stating DOB -0*2 .2 .0
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.0.0 .0
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OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND THE PERCENTAGE NOT STALING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, 
WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE,
NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND NUMBER OF MODERN OBJECIS
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Number of women 
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TABLE II.1l.D (CONTINUED)
OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMENAGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PrASI
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND THE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, 
WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE.
NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND NUMBER OFMODERNO3JECTS 
NUMBER OF MODERN OBJECTS NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN 
AGE OF WOMEN ALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ INAP. N.A. 
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TABLE 11.11.0 (CONTINUED) 
OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST 
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND THE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE, 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND NUMBER OF MODERN OBJECTS 
NUMBER OF MODERN OBJECTS 
AGE OF WOMEN ALL 1 2 
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3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ INAP. N.A. 
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TABLE 11.11.1) (CONTINUED) 
iA9IJ0i ijoJ 
OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND THE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, 
WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE,
NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND NUMBER OF MODERN OBJECTS
 
NUMBER OF MODERN OBJECTS NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN 
AGE OF WOMEN ALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ INAP. N.A. 
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TABLE 11.11.D (CONTINUED) 
OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOM4ENAGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE. THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PASTONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND THE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE,NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, ANqDNUMBER OF MODERN OBJECTS 
NUMBER OF MODERN OBJECTS NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN 
AGE OF WOMEN ALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ INAP. N.A. 
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OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND THE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH, 
WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE. NUMBER
OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND EDUCATION OF HUSBAND
 
FEUCAIICh CF USB.NE 
 NUMB:R OF CHILDREN EV:R BORN
AGECF W)MIN ALL 1 2 3 5 




Number of women 15,7-1 3,143 2,441 2,741 2,353 1,972 1,353 887 
 460 3r,1 6Percent having live birth 17.0 24.5 27.3 16.3 







Percent having live birth 
 .( .0 .0 .0 .0 .o .j .0 .,1 .U .0 .uPercent not stating DOB .U .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .U .0 .U .* .0 .015-19 
Number of women 
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- - - -
- 1
.0 .1 .0 ., *4) .o .U .9) 
Percent having live birth 33.3 30.6 80.0 
.1.
 
Percen ot stating DOB .0 .0 . 0 . . . . 0 . ' .0 11,0.0Number of women 1,848 1,373 339 73 i) 1 2 --
Percent having live birth 35.9 
 30.2 51.7 54.B 7' . 0 .6 .0 .0 .0 .u 0 .0Percent not stating DOB .1 .1 .0 .0 .0 .Z .0 .0 .') .0 1CC-L25-29
 
Number of women 3,4S9 1,133 1,236 83. 
 253 55 3 2 ­ -Percent having live birth 31.2 23.7 32.4 32.6 51.3 4).u 02.5 5u.O 
 .0 • .0 .u
Percent not stating DOB -1 .2 .1 .0 .0 
 .0 .0 .0 .0 "1 .0 ILr 30-34
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 17.2 11.0 11.6 12.0 19. 2.7 35.4 4h. 5 -5.0 .0 .0 .0Percent not stating DB .2 .0 .0 .4 .0.U .7 
 .0 ., ., .0 ,c.'35-39
Numberof women 2,SS4 109 204 535 7:5 667 432 243 87 42 - 1Percent having live birth 8.u 6.4 3.9 2.4 
 2.9 6.7 1!.5 I. 2 2',.1 57.. .) .0Percent not statins DO .3 .U .0 .4 .3 .4 .7 .U .0 .C . l(.040-44
 
Number of women 2,36q 7B 
 S4 2(4 39e 531 
 451 36 -61 1-5 - -Percent having live birth 3.3 1.3 2.1 1.5 1.3 2.4 3.3 ,,.5 5.6 Iu.4 .0 .0
Percent not stating DOB .5 3.3 .0 .5 .5 ., .9 
 .3 .0 .0 .0 .045-49 Number of women 11.6E 50 45 112 161 273 315 30i 2ug 223 
- IPercent having live birth .5 .0 .0 .9 
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 .0 .0 1 '. . 
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TABLE II.1l.E (CONTINUED)

OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH INTHE PAST
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND THE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH. 
WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE. NUMBER
UF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND EDUCATION OF HUSBAND
 
EDUCATION OF HUSBAND 
 NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN
 
AGE OF WOftN ALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ INAP. N.A. 
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TABLE 11.11.f (CONTINUED)OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND THE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH. 
 WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE. NUMBER
OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND EDUCATION OF HUSBAND
EDUCATION OF HUSBAND 

NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN
AGEOF WOMEN ALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ INAP. N.A. 
FFIM49y SCI-C LSUE-TrTAL
 
Number of women 
 4,14u 716 5b1Percent having live birth 72e 0u42 3u5 584. It2116.5 23.3 28.7 17.o 2uU 156 -Percent not stating DOB 16.U 12.2 11.6 S.4 10. ;i.6 .4.3 
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Percent not stating DOB 
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TABLE 1I.1l.E (CONTINUED)OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLDSCHEDUIC, THE PERCENTAGEHAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PASTONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND THE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF .AST LIVE BIRTH. 
WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE, NUMBER
OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND EDUCATION OF HUSBAND
EDUCATION OF HUSBAND 
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Number of women 
 3,1CC 632 566
Percent having live birth 611 527 
 54
17.? 24.5 27.4 385 2U1 1U1 32 ­15.7 13.5
Percent not stating DOB 
.2 .3 9.1 1u.4 9.9 7.4 12.5 .0 .U10-14 .0 2 .4 .0 1.u .0 .0
" .0 .0 1L,.0 
Number of women 
'-
­
-Percent having live birth - -
Percent not stating DOB 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .) .0 .u .0

.L .0 .0 .0.0 .0
15 -19. .0 .0 .U .0 .0 
 .0 .u 
 .0 .0 .0oNumber of women 2r 39 
 1 
-
Percent having live birth .- .3C.8 28.9 JO.0 

-0 .4 .u .u 
.0Percent not stating DOB .0 .,i
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 




-Percent having live birth 37.7 30.4 57.0Percent not stating DOB 5u.o 12.uU.0 




.Number of womn 817 214 322 219 1Percent having live birth 27.9 53 ' - ­ -21.0 27.0Percent not stating DOB 28-9 54.7 33.3 lu.u 3 0-3 4 .U .0 .. .,.1 .5 .0 .U .U 0 .0•o. .0 .0 0
Number of women 614 36Percent having live birth 82 2oo 175 114 23 7 1 ­i6.6 6.3 11.0 11.7 18.3 -Percent not stating DOB .3 25.u 43.5 42.9 .(1 .U.0 .0 .L35.39 .0 .5 .0 .U 4.3 
.0
". .U G L.0Number of women ~~ 584 15 35 116 174Percent having live birth 135 70 2) 85.5 6.7 2-9 .9 2 ­3.4 6.' 11.4 17.) 12.5Percent not stating DOB 
.3 .0 .,1 .3 .040-44 .0 .U o6 .0 1.-t .0 .U 

. 
.00.Nunber of women 3S3 8 18 38
Percent having live birth 94 luo 72 28 23 i2 ­3. .4) .0 .u 1.1 2.0Percent not Stating DOB 
.3 2.0 1.1 13.u 33.3 u12.5 .0 .0 ,0 -045-4 9 .u .u .0 .0 .0 * 
Number of women . 0u U 236 aPercent having live birth 8 17 23 57 35 37
.C. .0 U. 22 18 - -Percent not stating DG8 .u . .u ..

.4 .0 .0 , .I1 .0.0 3.6 






OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH INTHE PAST
 
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND THE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH. WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE, NUMBER
 
OF CHILDREN EVER PORN, AND EDUCATION OF HUSBAND
 
EDUCATION OF HUSBAND NUMBER OF ChiLDREN EVER BORN 
AGE OF WO1EN ALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ INAP. N.A. 
HICH 5EHCCL 
LB-TCTAL 
Number of women 3,'4i9 S89 632 7 4 40 315 141 71) 24 34 -
Pereent having live birth 2u.E 26.0 29.6 18.2 1".3 7.6 12.8 5.7 .0 4.2 .0 .0 
Percent not stating DO .2 .2 .0 .3 .0 .3 I.4 .0 .0 .0 .U lUC.O 
10-14 
Number of women - - - - - - - - - -
Percent having live birth . . .1 .U .,) .V .' .3 (I .,) .0 . 
Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .u .u .0 .U .0 .0 .0 .0 
15-19 
Number of women 33 33 - - - - - - -
Percent having live birth 36.3 3C.3 .0 .. 0 .nj . .J ., . 
H Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .U .0 *0 .u .0 .0 0 .0 .j . 
E! 20-24 
Nuner of wcnen 5Z7 431 81 15 - - - - I 
Percent having live birth 3(.1 3,.6 59.3 66.7 .1 .U .0 .j .1 ." 
Percent not stating DOB .2 .2 .0 .0 .u .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10c-0 
25-29 
Number of women 

























Percent not stating DOB .C .0 .0 .0 .U .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
30-34 
Number of women 























Percent not stating DOB -1 .0 .0 .3 .0 .0 .G .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
35-39 
NUmber of women 613 26 52 161 160 120 59 24 7 4 - -
Percent having live birth 4.7 7.7 5.8 2.5 3.1 5. Itu.2 Q.3 .C 25.) .1, .0 
Percent not stating DOB .3 .0 .0 .o .0 .8 .0 .0 .0 .U .0 .0 
40-44 
Number of women 2e1 7 17 27 72 e. 33 30 8 6 --
Percent having live birth 1.1 .0 -U .0 .U 1.2 6.1 .0 . .0 .. 0 
Percent not stating DOB 1.1 14.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 6.1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O 
45-49 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 





































RL.hIE 2j. Qo-'r %I U 5 F.C 10-49AIl -UH! °.i. XIUI L4?J11o90I QiJBwJ tuHi J alV 
TABLE II.II.E (CONTINUED) -
OF ALL CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 10-49 IN THE HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE, THE PERCENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTH IN THE PAST 
ONE YEAR (FIRST ENTRY) AND THE PERCENTAGE NOT STATING THE DATE OF LAST LIVE BIRTH. WOMEN CLASSIFIED BY AGE. NUMBER 
OF CHILDREN EVER BORN, AND EDUCATION OF HUSBAND 
EDUCATION OF HUSBAND NUMBER OF CHILDREN EVER BORN
 





Number of women 1,e77 423 443 436 2") 126 *'2 30 t2 5 1 
Percent having live birth 17.3 25.9 24.2 12.4 9.6 3.2 2.8 6.7 16. 4 J.() .0 L' 
Percent not stating DOB .1 .0 .0 .u .4 .0 1.4 .0 .0 .J .0 Iue.O 
10-14 
Number of iomen - - - - - - - -
Percent having live birth .1 * - ., .. . .U .u .U . . . 
Percent not stating DOB .0 .0 .0 .0 .V .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
15-19 
e 4 4 - - - - - -
Percent hav ing live birth 5u .. . , I0 .u . , . . u . . 0 . ,; . . 
Percent not stating DOB .( .u .0 .U . .u . .0 .0 .0 ." 
20-24 
Number of women 
Number of women 172 151 19 1 1 - - -
Percent having live birth 2S.7 2;.3 31.o .u .u .0 .0 . n .0 
Percent not statirq DOB .C .0 .0 .u .U .0 .U .0 .0 .0 .0 .t 
25-29 
Number of women -42 241 190 3 21 - 1 - - - 1 
Percent having live birth 34.5 20.6 41.1 3u.3 57.1 .0 *o 10,.U .0 .'J .9 
Percent not stating DOB .J .0 .0 .0 .u .u .u .0 .0 .0 .u I(I-t 
30-34 
Number of women 46C 52 156 166 67 16 3 - - -

Percent having live birth 14.3 15.4 IU.9 1 ,.5 IQ. " 18.8 33.3 .0 .U .1i .0 .
 
Percent not stating DOB .0 .n .0 .0 .0 .U .0 .0 .0 .' .0 .0 
35-39 
Number of women -"1 15 5U 107 1)7 36 12 3 1 - - -
Percent having live birth 2.7 13.3 2.0 1.9 .9 .8 .U 33.3 1.,. .' .t, 
Percent not stating DB .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 8.3 .0 .u .o ..
 
40-44 
Number of women 21,7 14 19 55 6% 53 27 14 2 3 -
Percent having live birth 2.4 7.1 5.3 l1B . ) .0 3.7 .14 59. . 33.3 . 
Percent not stating DOB .4 .0 .0 .0 1.7 .0 ,L .0 .3 .0 .Q .U 
45-49 
Number of women 117 6 5 i 15 20 3u 12 q 2 - -
Percent having live birth .9 .9) .0 .u .u .0 .u .0 .0 5 .,1 .U . 
Percentnot stating OB .C .0 .0 .0 .o .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 •0 .0 
TABLE II.l1.E (CONTINUED)
OF ALL CUPRRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN THE HOUSE4OLD THEPECENTAGE HAVING A LIVE BIRTHAGED10-49 IN SCHEDULE,ONE -'.AR(FIRST ENTRY)ANDTHE PFRCrNTAGE NOTSTATING TE DATEOFLAST LIVE IN THE PASTBIRTH. WOMENCLASSIFIED BYAGE,NUMBEROF CHILDREN EVERDO8N,ANDEDUATION OF HUSBAND 
EDUCAIO NtOF HUSBAND 
AGEOFW'OMEN A L 1 2 
. 
3 
kROF CHILDREN EVER BORN 
, 5 6 7 8 0. 1NAP N.A. 
I ,P.8 
+ NP, .A 
S02-TC7AL 
t2 
Nunber of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stattng DOB10-14 
Number of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 
15-19 umber of women 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating COB 
20-24 Number of women 
Percent having live birth 





















































































































Number of w'y.en 
Percent having live birth 
Perc"nt no' stating DOB 
3P-34 
Number of woren 
Percent having live birth 
Percent not stating DOB 
35-39Number of womer. 
Percent having livebirth 



























































































Number of m-nen 
Percent having livo birthq
Percent not statirg DOB 
45-49 Number of women 
Percenl naving live birth 







































































TAB1..-DISTRIBUTION OF ALL EVER-MARRIED WOME2N ACCORDING TO AGE AT FIRST MARRIAGE 
- BY CURRENT AGE. 
AGE AT FIRST MARRIAGE 

TOTAL 
(15 15-17 18-L9 20-21 22-24 25-Z9 30+ 
CURRENT AGE 
< 20 


























30 - 34 
35 ­ 39 


















































TABLE 1.1.2 R1.1.2 119s.E 4a811 W 219t$J 
DISTRIBUTION OF ALL EVER-MARRIED WDMENACCORDI4G TO AGE AT FIRST MARRIAGE IN SINGLE YEARS - BY 
CALENDAR YEAR OF BIkTH 
YEAR OF BIRTH TOTAL






1112 - - -- 1 2 ­13 .	 1 2 1 11I 	 7
- 1 8 3 6 12 2a 5815 
- 3 16 20 14 31 25 10K16 
-
­ 3 29 31 40 42 23 16817 ­ 2 30 34 17 29 20 132is -	 23 11 15 17 935 2219 4 15 2 14 12 10 57 
20 " - 1 45 2 6 9 2721 
- " 
 1 4 6 6 11 2822 
-	
­- I - 2 - 3 623 
- 1 2- 1 3 4 11H 24
-25 	 - --
-
- 1 1 31 2 2 8
2b -







-29 -	 - - ­
- -
30 
 - -. 










- I - ­ 1
 
34 	 . . . . - " ­

































-45 	 _ . -- - - - - ­
46 
­48 --- " ­47 -
-





49 - . - " " 
7OTAL 
 1 23 130 125 118 163 158 V18 
TABLE 1.1.2 (CONTINUED) 11.2 D O ! _' VEW 718*l J 041; 
DISTRIBUTION DF ALL EVER-MARRIED WOMEN ACCORDI'4G TO AGE AT FIRST MARRIAGE IN SINGLE YEARS - BYCALENDAR VEAR OF BIRTH YEAR OF BIRTH 
 TOTAL
 
1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939
 
AGE AT FIRST 
MARkIAGE
 
11 ­ . . . ..
12 - 1 - I - ­- 3 
13 2 3 1 1 - - - 7 
14 11 7 6 5 2 15 17 1 3 - 2 3814 13 16 io 4 5 7 2 5 93 
16 33 24 20 21 11 13 lb 5 6 5 lbz17 23 35 28 22 25 14 25 14 12 19 21718 22 27 27 3U 23 28 40 35 2727 28619 11 20 20 26 34 27 21 28 29 44 260 
20 7 12 18 lu 24 40 19 38 45 28 24121 8 11 15 16 20 19 20 LE 2919 173
2? 3 87 9 17 19 23 23 21 25 15523 4 4 









7 10 14 15 80 
5 8 13 1825 2 41 2Ut 	 5 5 a 6 5 8 4626 2 






 - - I32 - ­
- - - 233 -- I 
34 ­












36 - - .­
3 9 -	 - . .. .
 
40 1 
41 - . . _ 
42 -.. . . . 























49 . . .. 





TABLE 1.1.2 (CONTINIJEDI K I ll 
DISTRIBUTJON OF ALL EVER-MARRIED 
CALENDAR YEAR OF BIRTH 
* s w 'v 
WOMENACCOROIIG 
7 j (&p) 
TO AGE AT FIRST MARRIAGE IN SINGLE YEARS - BY 
YEAR OF BIRTH TOTAL 
1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 



























































































































































































































34 - - - - - -
35 - - - - -
38 - - - - -
37 - - - - -








_ - ­ -















­21 181 212 
 22V 227 
 280 231 199 2,24L
 
TABLE 1.1.2 (CONTINUED) 6905 WH8D~DISTRIBUTION OF - -2 #41&AVJALL EVER-MARRIED WOMEN ACCORDIIG TO AGE AT FIRST MARRIAGE 
IN SINGJ..EYEARS BY
-CALENDAR YEAR OF 
BIRTH 
YEAR OF BIRTH 
 TOAL
1950 1951 
 1952 1953 1954 















­2 • 1- 2 . 
lb 1 2 1 
17 171 1 1 2 1 ­8 3 1 1 2 5 - 77 5 to10 3


















­22 26 29 109





























33 - - " 
34 . - ­
35 - - " 36
 
37 


















 159 120 132 72 *4 29 






pfAyA(AT~5 AA6., P 0, WCMN Who fIkS MAA1 OEIQ ACEt2! GA5O V
 
OFEUC4 ON 
 LEVE OF 'EIUCATIGH 
. ~ - OT AL NI~S" TOTAL 
No POIMARY. MIODL. IGH COLLEGE-
ING SClOL SCH~OOL~4~ C14 UL OA HIOHE 
-EN L9.5I 20 7s...r19 z 22.9 z I 1 .0 2 1 1 
36c 3'4 YEAA5 ft 19. 2 2.I i~ -321. J-'.5 ZQ 5 19 0 2L 5 
st0 66 9;L5140 155 ~-2 r c~ --- I~ .Q (1
 
75 9 YEARSM 8.5A 1f.9.}W,20; . 3. - 2. 3 19.5 0 IQA.05
~~ - 1 -, 2~67 - 1-
-- ,4 
--Ks , 
t 4'. YE ARS
1 . 4C. M~ -111 1~e. 3 1 1 1 Q.*a> ~ 2 1 z -160. ~16.6 1-a--61 
45-. YmEAA5 Mt I.2~- 1-?. 2- 1 q 0 1. 61A;-

LTAL 17.0 
N 1 01W 2,221 7 5421 ~~49 - - - - - ,*35S 10 4 36Q 
-- 2 T-.; M ' 19q5 21.2- 21.2- '2. 17. 16 1 19. 
- ME>'~PAN AGE ATFIkST MARRIAGEOF~THOSE OCMLN WHOFIRST MARRIEDBEFCRZ AGE 25 BY6CUREk:MTAGEAN - 4 
-~~  ~Ch1LPhQO TYPE OF PLACE'- :V, I--. I-. ~ ~ r Y-- ;~Th~CHILG*000- TYPE OF PLACE S-TOTAL N.S. -TOTAL - -- ~ ­
~RURAL 





-.- '---- ~-.-Y~---5 ZY YiARS ~ II'- -- 2 -- 0' -I-- 21.1 21.7 , 21.1 24.0
-
21.1 I ~ - ~ ;5 2 ,p~--N 0 ~j 7;~IF 75 195 1,0201 1 1p01 Ii---
S~,-3C -34 liARS M~ 20.4 20.35 21.2 20.5 16.0 20.5S-
-
- - H- - - 66 ~ 6 - 156 ~ 901 - 1-- - 902
 
-
 35 39 YEARSM 19.3 19.6 20.7T 19.5 ' 21.0 -- 19.5 ,--,-.­
-- -N 765 63 jig 946 2 99460 
- 40,--2- 44 YER 09 1a.? I.1 2.5 1. 
-
N 649 69 116 -634 2 - 636 
-'5+ YEARS M, 16.6 17.5 16.3 10.9 1 6.0 16.9
 
- - ~-.--'- N 533 .47 .81 6b1 1'- 662 --
TCTAL M 19.2 19.735 20.5,66 -4324619.' 20.4 19.331 '-
I5 N 3,5 66 ,6 .b 
-- P 
---- -r 
TAII L I .3 3C 00NN2 jp.4VS -1o~l" g 
T~~~ ~WH F I 
-S -E
MAAp 8 iFR AE2 
- 1 6 Y C-RN AG-N-RLGO 
~-2~-~ -CURRENT AGE 
AftLIGIONTO 
HOHE6UODIST PROTEST. CATHOLIC OTHERp 
L 













































































































- ~:TABLE~ 1 -1 3 11.10,0 1'?Il 
~~ 
W-- l l 25-* 0DI r S a fi PJ o ff & -

1-I .< ~ MEAN AGE ATFIRST F Oj-bMf 
 WO IS ijIC A: A: AN HU ADS 
- - -NUSANDSS 
- OCCUATIOP ;;­- -2, 
NEVER 2P1 ItF~ H-S SAE S 13C -SRIONLRILSEALIES AGRECUL. -N S. TOTAL 




- -- 25 29 YEARS H' 2.M 
-2.~ 220- 2.2 -
.4~ 21. 215 211-;9
N 21- P2­22 230.12. 




-2- 35 39 YEARSN L.?g0 1ZOi2.4~
-~~~~ - -p 6 ~ 19;.9 " .*~2 9 I -- I I I - - --I I . LI-1 1?02 I 56- 36 1 
-61-1-- - - - - - - - 3- - -1 11 13 P4p' 19 0 92-
~ - K1 
4-C3 39 YEA RS HM 1 .0 Y 1'2 19.8. Ia.$ E9...U; Nq ­




p ,-.. , ~- ~ 45+ YEARS M- -1 7 3-
­4 
1 -- ~ sH ~d ~ ~ -~~~ - 151PYp ­ 40 79'K - 1PI aP I3 1 7. 1~ -16.4 IE1.9 16. 6. q­-j01 -37 65 
6 6 169 -'99~-1IYi~, 19 4 20.1­
-~.---.-1- --P - H ~. - 1AZP6-36 -12-~ ~8~ ~6~ ~,2--101~ 1 ' P--39~ '- 9.4~S-5l'~34 5512--'-­- - -- - - - - - -31A 
- 4, 369YpS-Pp~p 
p I . 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TEARSAQ"MAN9AP ITRIIOR STATUS*TJAlS ;1CR IR01';9A8IAGE.CCNPINLOi 	 OFFOREFI~RSTRNRFIAGE,ARE AT FI ST MAAAIASI£3'TO WO~,a,NHOFIRST MARNRLO 	 ~ ~ PAT IARTA Giv EADW o'z.0 
DRDHT, SL AIY OT ERKAKEMPOYD EMLOEfDRS EMPLOYE 	 WO.~kSITA82 !NFOREf 'f ST ARFIAGA sb' TOTAL 
,Z 	 1A '0STTUS IfL EA11LT ,"'YI ROT"'J41P'I PLO 
YEARS :INCEF RSTMAREEAGE.,,,.. 
">'.TARSYE $INC&FINSI 










11 5h' 1 1., TO YEARS' 19 . '*A A 	 .1 6.5.,0 > .I ." 3 10Y 0 1. To ?'Y''E M ' I. b. 
. 0 'ARS " 

10 o l.' S''/M ''1.6' L. 1.6 1. 1.&"A''O A '87 1? 
. '' 8 A'' 7 
1~~1 ' YEARS 0NN~T 19 ER a' 
RA ~t TA YARRI C E A'RS
 
'4 2'2. Y"01 .
10 EARS 9 
........ ' 5 ''~~ p .... 16 98 300 57 i
.I1To 87 EARS M 2.0 A', 
qj~ 9, ~ " jI 1 ' i 5T 9YER 82 18I901 83 82'.~ER I. ,,. . Ia A '
 2' 0 6' N '5.0 F47. 1.' 





. 1 t Y A Sl l N 
.' 1 4.3. 

to 200 N20.'0 
 ' 8. YEARS ' 2.0 
.. 22 O2.030# ER
.T? .09 0 	 . . . .2 I 42.0,,Y ARS M . 
. 
TO ALt. 	 . ' . ,.*
' +AA" 	 1? 1.9 L.8 1.2+.' 5 '2 YEARS•9 .... . .: . . .	 94TO16 2 	 +
- ''.86 ., .9 *'' E.+ '! 'P8419. .+ + i '+,. ..  +.'.++
 
M A kI 
REERIASE ' , '' RARNIASE 
. , . . ' ,L. ' " p 't A' . +. 
<0 T5EARS M .0 
 .0 1.0 




1 ,TOTA1 7 M2. 2.S 
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14.0 40 11. 25.0
2. 1.5 103.19 5. .0 18. D 1
33 .0 .03 

.4, 4 
 n 1.0 2.0, 34,2 343 5.8 5. 6.7, 9.0' 8.0 .0 1.0 
 .





~"' ,~~ , 44k 
TABALE4.8, 5A (ONTINUE)~ 	 VING CH LI :IEDED IN INDUCED ABORTIONS.,- BY,NU"E OFPERCENTAGE NUM07FPREGNANCIES NGCH LRENEL_	 'RE4 OFALL COMPLETED THAT 

LEE'FE0JCATION 'ANDCURREINT AGEC 
 YNME'FLIIGCiDE 
LEVEOF EDUCATION 
NOSCHDOLI4G R 4.3 .0 .03 8. .0 06.3 6. 2.1 .0i 
: 
NMA.R4 SCHOOL 4GR m .0 .0 
. 0 . 8 17. 0 10.0 6.31. 7. 
.0 1.3 
' +:"+' ~ ' 7 L.. .... 44 .4 "T .L.. M N "2 a.. 1.3 . :;2.2 11 ' . .. 3.219 . . 3+ 5.322 .... ~"6.357 +§ 6.95b 8.740 8.5217 "."O 9.6 10.34 . .. 0 I'"6.6242 
MIDDLE SCHOOL I D
.0 .0.0 

















.0 .0.0 17.2,. .1 
9,' 
' 
HIGH SCHOOL R .0 .0' .0 30.3 23.8 29.9 7.1~ 10.0 .0 .0 2. 
PR' 
iii -N 






2.01 13.7 4.77 17 '-6.310 1.0, 8.112 ' 12.1 7.02 9.0 10.01, 10.4 8.01 .0 .0 - , 11qk+"+. 6.3 37 : "1" ' 44' 











RTDL r 3.7 4.5 2.3 13.3 12.6 9.6 9.5 7.4 4.1 .07.1 	 8.2 8.9 q.6' 99 66N 1.4 '2.3 3.1' 5.3 6.2 
N 1 r ' 38 43 61' 1280 140 124 72 28 16 r 669'. 
'.0 Q.4
.0 	 .0 '0 25.0 6.3 .0 .0 M.. .0 .0 
N .0' .0' .0 .0 6.0 8.0 8.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
3.7 2.3 13.3 ' 1.? 9. 9.5 ' 74 41 0 . ""~T31AL R 4.5 
1.4 	 2.3 3.1 5.3 6.2 7.1 ' 8.2 11.9 9.6 9.9 6.7 
.38 43 61 K 129' 141 126•19 72 '28' 16 673 
TAKE84.855Omap. 1 I UWmukiojls ?tam~u Nqrm4 
* PERCENSTAGE PREGGASNCIES ENDED INDUCED ByOF ALL COMPLETED) TKfAT IN ABO~RTIONS87 114R OF LIVINGCHILDREN 
TYPEOF PLACEOF RESIDENCE AlE.ANDCIEnT 
MASN r CHLI NE , ER OP LI VIN 
'444 N - r: -' - -*O ; : 0'1 :: 0 : ''00 "- ' 0 '" O 1'- /' ' 4r 	 . ' 
OA 
0, 14CURRINY AGE 
"' CTY8 2. 16S.3 20.1 .25.8. 28.0 11. 0 15.4 181.68. 
N .6,4 	 1.6 ' .0 '4.?1 . .1 '4.0 8.5' N.?1 . 8 4. 0 4C. 
23 40>'' ND 9. 58 ' 3Z ED 2NI' 4 91 	 2. 034 
1442Wm9A 	 25.0 15.5' 12.4 .80'. 154.? 8.0 .1 '.5 0 5. 4 
V 4 VS LA8E N 2 .1 ' 2 . . 7 4.. 1 - .4 .4. . 5.2 6 N1 1 . . 
VILLAGE N 23.5 1.3 92.4 . 5.2 N 7.j .0 4. DO.0 1.9 
. 
N1 00 ' 1;3?-- 3;? 7;1 12 2 N24D 4;0 .4  	 0 2. 
52 ' 8.I.T 
''TOTAL 
-R 16.4 15.0 16.? 20.1 850 244' 
5 1 .4 2.9 4.4 1.5 N.N 7.3. .0 83.8 14. 
~'- 'C R:: G ' 7?] 1.04N 473 7.N 5130 45 ' 	 '' 319 923 393 	 .4 
CIY4 40.9 12.3 7.9, .0 .5 .0 .D . . 
N 2 	 its8. 2.3 1.0 4.0 .0 . 3. .0 0 1 
NqO .02 1.4 11.1D 
~ . m44N1.2 i021 Z8.8 ).0 .0 .0 . 0 .0 .0 .' 
' ' 2 12 25 23.0 .0 .0 1.3 
' '?VILLAGE it 40.9 . 4.3 2.9' .0 
2.3 3.2 40 0 .3 .0	 ' 
4 TOTL ''' ' 800 .5 .00' 	 '0'4 P'12. 0 
?44l j~4.4.,444. 64 1. '.1' .1 . .0 .0 . ' ' 0 5.4 
90. 5?44 	 N28 	 .402 0 4. 
D 2 
. 4 4CURRENT AGE 606 120 

Z'5 TO 34 YEARS 
"4 tYPE OP PLACE 	 4 
33 ''~8?4' ''1.7" 20.1 '' 8.0'" 9 ..-. '' 90 
M5', .? 1.3 .0 ~ 4.1 '4 .1~ 5.1' 4. : .D.32.. 
5' 44' '43 '" 39'' 550 '20 0 .0 0 
4 0 	 04T8R4.444 	 1 I'sZ:0i45:3 4410:0 to .9"' 70 0' .""~ 5:7' 
4".44 .4 VLAD ' ''4"303~" 8. 1. 6 : Oo4b 33 '0 1344' 	 4.3'0'.. '4 
. ' . ,'. 1'" .. . wR 
4 4 4"~,'..'.'""'.C"' ' ' 0" ~,~., 4 ., 4 4 4 	
14 
'"4'34*3,4"44,""  '18.2" . 4 .3 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PERCENTAGE OF. COMPLETEDPREGNNCIES:THATENDED IN INDUCED ABORTIONS'-,BY NUMBEROF.LIVING CHILDREN''';HUSBAND'S OCCUPATION~ ANDCURRENTAGE. NUMBER~~OF OFIN LIIGCHLRNLOA 
t(. 7 
LESS THAN 25"YkAkS 
HUSBAND'S OCCUPATION 
EVLk W. KEO N 
. l 
........... 






































































































































































SKILLED MANUAL R 
S.4 
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TABLE 4.8.50 (CONTINUED) ,2
'RCENTAGEOFALL COMPLETEDPREGNANCIESTHAT ENDEDIN INDUCED ABORTIONSHDBANDISOCCUPATION, ANDCURRENTAGE. 







4 5 6 7 TTATOTAL~ 
CURkLNY AGE 
25 TO 34 YEARS 
.': : ; i a -... ' o. 
HUSBAND'S OCCUPATION 
NSEVER WORKE~D R 
'1 


































































































































































































































'1 53- 177 
-".'~'5 1.5' 
N 126 35 
R 0 417 

















































4. 1. l.'9 
- " ~1. .. ,'t.q.
12'JPf30 '612 
'~16.'5 10.2 
4'. c - 4.8 '" 
,> '638''4'js, 
6.6 "4.6 














£rABLE 4.8. 0 cffIii 




*.-35 TU 44 'YEARS 
BAND' OC U A IO .' N CUR LN AG:E. 
rNU"'BEF OF L IVING CHILDREN 
-
l 




































SKILLED MANUAL R 
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N 

























































































































































































































































































































i 5 7:0 R~~~~k 4.8.5D.E 
'PERArm OF.L COMPLETEDPREGNANCIESTHAT ENDEDIN INDfUCEDABORTIONSVUAO'S OCCDJPAT1I6I, ANDCIWKn AGE. 

















































'..S'KSIZLLEI MA14UAL R 
N 
'UNSKILLED tIANAUL R 
N 
- ' 





1 .0 1.0 N 15' 16' 5 
6.3 ,. . .0 ' 
1.2 2.1 
617.0D  ' 
.0' ' .0 ' 
a.0 ' 2.0 


















































































































~ ~,, A 
TOTAL'~y.2. 
' 










5.1.3 6~i.26,5. 8 .2 ' 7 . 1 
6 1 6 13 6 
.0' 5.3 2. 
.6.3,.. 8.7
'. 3 













































f4ff B SE:' iYES!OI4.'#IWU W 21UW QUZfJt92A eiJt N! v1" ~. '"., 
,.~JP.THE PERCENTAGE OF ALL COPETD PRGACE HTEDDNIN ObCEDABGRTIONS,' BY NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN 
PATTERH 'OFWOR~i -AND COPETE EGACE TA'DDIN_____ 
___ 
' NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN 	 ' TOTAL 
~ "'~'PATTERN 	 OF WORK 
CODE 01 R 35.4 16.3 16.7 17. 5 9.8 7.7 5.3 5.6 4.1 1.7 10.2 
N . 4.4 6.3 6.3 9.4 9.9q 4.7M 2.9 5.3 7.3 
N 6so 152 202 230 274 215 144 67 18 12 1,402 
CODE 02 R 47.1 10.3 13.2 16.7, 11.9 4;.6 9.5 7.0 2.6 1.7 1C.a 
N. .4 1.0 3.0 4.4 5.4 6.6 7.6 6.8 q.1 10.0 5.3 
N 47 95. 136 , 236. 2 61 218 151 ?1 30 12 1,267 
I OE03 6.5 2. ;78 186~ 12.2 12.6 13.2 25.0 .0 .0 17.8 
M .7 2.0 2.9' 4.4 '5.3 6.4 7.6 12 .0 .0 3.7 
~,' N 24 74, 85 61 '53 30 ,9 335 
i,'~ ' ' CODE 04 R 10.0 '7.0 24.0, 29.7 16.4 14.2 6.0 12.61 .0 .0 16J7 
N .727 . ,- . 58 7.0 7.7 6.6 9.0 10.0 .5.5 
N' 6 21" 35 46 69 .40, 21 10 4 1 " 25 
,CODE 05 R 30.3 A3.7 17.2 20.4 20.1 24.6 11.9 11.1 '.0 '.0 18.9 
M .5 1.4 2.8 4t.1 5.5 7.2' 7.8 9.0 9.5 .0 '2.9'. 
'' N 144' 253 236 1817 110 .46 13 -7 2 - .96b 
CODE 06 R 41.9 12.81 16.7 24.5 20.4' 13.6 9.3' 5.5' 6.3 '.0 17.8A 
M .4 1.5 2.9 4.5' 5.6 6.6 '7.5 6.5 q.6 10.0 ,'4.2
 
N' 70 176' 225 266 . 220 123 57 , 15 11 1 JP1166 '
 
S-TOTAL It 56.4 15.0 16.7 20.3 14.4 11.3 6.1 7.3 '3.8 1.5 13.6 
1 5.5 7.6 9.3 4.4 
.N 379' 773 921 1046 .965. 672 3q5 173 65 '26 5#415 
N .5 6 2.9 4.4 6.6 6.6 10.0 
M.S. it .0 .0 . .0. .0 '20.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4.a 
'V' 	 .0 .0 2.5 .0 5.0 5.0 6.0 .0 .0 .0 4.2' 
-TOTAL .	 R 36.4 15.0 16.7 20.3 '14.4 11.3 8.1 7.3 3.8 1.5 '13.8 
'N .5 1.6 2.9 4.4 ' 5.5 6.6 7.6 t. 6 9.3 10.0 . 4.4 
N 379 773 923 lo04E 966 673 396 173 65 26 5, 420 
code No. for Pattm of work. S.. Table 4.fl.lE., 
TABLE 4.3 5E (CONINUED) R 4.6.SE 0L01. 449Rb 21wQ~~s4uw)!fj x 
THE PE'RCENTAGS'OF ALL COMPLETED PREGNANCIES THAT ENDED IN INDUCED ABORTIONS -By NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN ', "V.~PATTERN OF, WO-RK,AND CURRENT AGE. 
NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN .TOTAL 
0 1 2' 3 4' 5 6 7 6 9#..,-
CURRENT AGE 




CODE 01 It 41.2 10.6 6.1 .0 .0 .'0 .0 .0 .0 .0 116 1 '2N .4 1.3. 2.4 3.5 	 .0 .0 .0 .. 0 .0, .0 1.3<N , 40 49 27 2 - ­ - - - - li16e''~~ 
CODE 02 R 100.0 9.4 2.4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0o 6.CM .1 1.3 <2.3 3.0 4.0 .0 '.0 .0 .0'.0 14N, 1 25 18a 2 1 - - - .~P' 
t 
*CODE 03kR 77.6 11.5 6.7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0' .0 .0 2.M .6 1.3 2.1 '3.C .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 -1:3 
.1 N 14. 20 7, 1 - - - - 42-
.' . CODE 04k '100.0. 11.1 '4.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0, .0 .0 q.
 
- 1.0. 
 2.3 2.8 '.0 .0, '.0 .0 ' .0 '.0. .0 2. 5 
4'COD E 05kR 47.1" 11.6 6.5 7.7, .0 .0 .0' .0 .0 .0 ', 15. 0 
. ',N '.4 '1.2 2.2 .3.3 4.0 ,.0 .0 .00,' 0 1. 
N 93 It 1' 37 .0 .0 .. 
CODE06 RA 55.6 6.6 7.7 '0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 0.0M .2 1.2 2.2 3.C .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.2.N 38a 64 29 7 
-
- 138 
S TOTAL R 52.1 10. 6.5 2.0 .00 0 .00 
N 202 2'63 L26 16 2 .,-.,0
 
'M.S.' R *.0 .0 .0 '.0 
 .0 .0 	 0 0" ' 0 .0 .0
 
N .0 .0 .0 ,.0 .0 , .0 0 O'0 0i .0 .0 
~ OA'~ V'' 5. 00 6.5 2.0, . ' .0'' .0 .0 .0 .0 12.0, A.M 4 1. 3 2.3 3.1 .0 0 .0 .04.0 0. 	 '1.2,
~~~ .,.'.~...N'.'202' 263 126 L6 2 -' 	 09-
,~ Co'je No. for Pattern of Work'VSee Table 4.8.lE. 
- ----------- 
44\ 
~TAIL( 4. 0.5E(CNTINUED) ' ' ~' 
THE PERCENTAGE OF ALL COM4PLETED PREGNANCIES THAT ENDED. IN INDUCED 
'''1OPATTERN OF WORK* AND CURRENT AGE. . 4 
~ ~''<' ~*. NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN 
ABORTIONS BY NUMBER 
6TOTAL 
OF L IVING CHILDREN 
__,CURAE NT!A0E-' 













































































































































































































































































code No. for Pteno ok e al .. E 
THE U.SRETG-0 ALL COMPLETE PREGNANCIES THAT ENDED IINUEABROS-BYUMROFL IVING CHILDREN 
PATTERN OF YORX.' AND CURRENT AGE.' 
2' ' . ' 
CURRENT AGE 
39 TO 44 YEARS 
'2. 
' '. 1NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN 
3, 4 
' 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PECNT GE OF ALLCOFLUTTOPREGNANCIESTHATENDDIN SPONTANEOUSORTITVS BY UHRIBDRO - OF LIVINGCHILDRE[
LEVELOF[IECATIDN,ANDCURRENT6V. 
3n413 or LTv G CHILVOr TOTAL 






NO SCHOOLING A 43.3 13.5 6. 4.3 1.4 4.1 1.6 2.3 3.3 .6 3.:
 
1.1 3. 3. 6.4 3.1 6.6 7. 4. .3 I. . 
4 U 46 43 3S4 240 ZZ 141 11 36 16 1,135 
PRIMARY SCHO3L N 41.2 33.7 3.3 4.4 5.7 2.6 3.3 2.3 3.7 .0 .79 .4 1.1 7.7 4.3 1.4 6.4 7.6 3.7 4.3 £0.0 '.3 
4 363 340 404 56 53 13 I3 36 27 4 .'13 
MIDOLE SCHOOLI 40.3 £3.0 4.2 3.4 3.7 6.N 3.4 .0 £1.1 .0 7.6
,4 4.3 3.0 4.4 1.1 6.4 4.4 .3 4.0 .0 1 
N 43 230 192 175 99 31 9 1 -03 
HIGH SCHOOL 4 46 4 42 4.9 .2 3.6 1 27 .0 . . 
4 	 .7 3.6 3.0 4.7 6.7 7.1 1.4 4.1 M.D .0 .6 
79 129 13 130 72 34 7 4 I 4 
CLLIGE O HIC4ER V 14.3 331.0 .4 .6 2.1 3.4 4.4 .0 .0 .0 .7., ,. .. . o... ':' . .. 0 .9 	 ... 
9 .4 3k.6 0.3 5.1 30 66 40 . 0 . . 
HIb 1 5b z 10 9 9 - - Ib4 
$-TOTAL H 43.6 42.4 6.4 4.7 4.7 1.3 3.0 2.3 3.3 .4 4.3 
4 379 73 W23 1.06 46. 663 394 173 65 Z; 1-10 
4.5. , .0 .0 .0 .0 20.0. .3 .1. .0 .0 . .1 
9 .0 .0 . . 7.15 7.3 .. .0 ,. 32.0 '.2 
4 - - 2 10 
0036340 I01 
t130 T.AN Z' TEEtS 





















4,I6 , I. :- .o .o - . 3 
PRIMAIY SCHOOL A4 41.7.3 .103.2 2.3 0., 4. .0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 I., 
M 10 143s6 I[t 7 - . 




















4 57 75 23 4 - - . - . 161 











.0 .0 1.0 
C'LLEEG O ,.....G .. . . .. .01 .0 . .0 .0 
.0.. .3. .0. ... .0. .0. .0 0 . . 0 0 ,.7 
43:' 3: D 
4 .4 3.4 2.3 4.1 4.0 .0 .0 . *0 0 ,3. 
1-0 t6 126 11 2 -o 
(CONTIUCED)TABLE4E6A PERCENTAGEOFALLCOMPLETEDPREGAICIES IN SPONTANEOS - BT NLBLE40THATENDED ABORTIOS Of LIVINGCHILDREN 
LEVOLOFEOCATION,121DCURRENTAGE. 
3U34I OF LIVIlG CVILDRM TOTAL 
V 4 3 V I t 
CI3VENI AlE 
23 10 34 YEARS 
LEVEL OF EDUCATION
 
40 SICOOLINGA 100.0 15.4 0.D 3.0 0.8 4.4 3.1 .0 .0 .0 4.6 
H .1 	 .0 3.. 2.4 3.7 4.7 9.4 4.4 7.2 .0 .0 4.24. S;Q .1 .Z .0 
 .0 A*
3 30 53 NE 23 3 6 - 4 
PRIMARY SCHOOL 3 37: 143 .. 4 4.6 3.1 1.7 .0 .0 .0 .0 4.74 	 . 33 7.7 6. 4.4 3.7 66 . .0 .0 1 
IN5 130 2?6 360 zz5 77 I•b
N~~ 30 	 i,1,b3 27 36 02 74 37 -- 1.130 
MIDDLE SCHOOL A 57.3 12.6 4.1 ... .3 4.1 .T .0 .0 .D 7. 
M . 1 1.3 4.3 4.0 6.3 0 0 .0 .0 10 
9 33 E24 343 334' 43 6 3 --
HIGH SCHOOL R 51.4 4.6 6.2 3.3 4.3 .0 .0 .0 0 0 
. 3. 3.0 4.3 3.4 .0 .0 .0 .T .0 .1 
NI 33 303 77 36 I - 121 
COLLEGE OR IGNT t 6 .7 11.1 4.0 3.4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .3 . 9.2 
3 1. ;0 4.o 3.7 . .0 .0 0 7: 
m 1 2 4133 I. 3 - " - - 95 
3-EOTHL 9 33.4 32.6 6.6 4.3 3.4 3.6 ,7 .0 .0 .0 5.6 
9 .5 3.4 7.4 4. 4.3 5.3 6.6 7.2 .0 .0 1.1 
CURRENT 33 3 63 4 33 304 6 - 2 ?.432 	 23 
33 TO 44 TEAMS 
LEVEL Of EDUCATION 
NO SCHOOLING a 100.0 17.6 8.4 4.7 3.2 3.0 7.6 3.2 7.1 .0 3.4 
M .7 1.6 1.0 4.3 . 6.3 7.3 . g.M V.P 6.3 
4 4 21 2 65 114 16 11 57 Ib 4 760 
PiMARY SCHOOL 33.7 26.3 4.4 3.1 6.3 1 3.0.. 3.: P .0 4.3 
1 23 3. 3.7 .3 74 .3 . .9 . N 34 44 70 163 063 241 323 33 20 3 '40 
MIDDLE SCHOOL 3 .0 23.6 12.3 7.7 0.3 ... 0 .0 
30 31 
4.2 .. 31.1 . 
'.0 3.2 2. 97 . 4.9 4.2 .0 V.A *0 5.4 
a3 II 31 ?q 46 21 3 - - 33 
HI"G SCHOOLI 3T.31 	 .2 0.4 3.7 .0 .03.4 2.3 3.6 3.3 7.2 7.4 V.2 9.0 .0 .0 e. 
9 3 5 23 50 46 3 3 1 - 164 
COLLEGE0; HIHER A .0 .0 30.0 6.6 :0 . 33., 0 0 0 6.3 
9 .0 z. 4.7 . 6.7 9.0 .0 .0 . 
S 1 6 30 13 4 1 2 -134 
S-TOTAL 10.0 02.3 6.7 4.7 3.3 1.0 3.0 0.3 0.3 .0 '.5 
1 ;. 2.3 3. 3.1 3.0 .6. ... .. 43 .3. .. 
4 30 342 111 479 42? 247 44 1 1.64 
6B S A P.;% Elm No NP4 QULOJP MA'AI 	 IOftIl 
TABLE4.8.6A (CONTINUEO)
 
PERLETAE) F AL C5PWLFTEDP[GhAhrIE[S APO(IONS OF LIVING
TjIATENDEDIN SPO ALEOUS BY NUMBER CHILDAEN 
LEVELOF EjCATIC., A.DCU;AENTAO. 
TOTAL
MJARKEOF LIVING CHIL Eif 
0 3 4 6 1 S 5. 
CuSNEST AGE 
43 OR NOSETE.nS 
LEVEL Of EOIKAIISi . 4.1 .1 3.9 
NO SCHOOLING S 6 9.5 1.0 9.2.5
2.I I.?
,, 	 1.3 ,.3 3. 91.5 .2 .? ... .0 .3 .. .3. 
16 	 50 1 2 51I. N 98 60 9 t 
PIMARY SCHOOL .. 0. . 0 7.0 .5 9.2 .6 GAS .0 4.9 H .0 0. .2 53 4.0 .9 .7 3. 9.6 [0.1 6.4 
H 3 I 19 2 7 5 0 1 4 290 
0 	 . 6
I CLE O , , . 0 ,.' . 0 10.3 ., :0 

.0 	 .0 0 3.0 .0 9. .0 0 .1 	 .N  	 - - I 1 - 3 - - 9 
HIGH SCHOOL .0 .0
 
9 	 .0 2.3 2. .1Y 6.1 31 7.:0 [.0 .0 1 .0 Z371 1 10 I 2 1M 	 ­
.0 .0GECOLLEGE OE , S .0 2.0 .0 1.0 .1 .1 .0 .0 .0 
.0 2.56 3... 2 . 3 . 6 .03 .0 - .0 . .1 3 
3.OA 2.2 .0 .5 .1I 4.9 .7 .3 .3 .3 .6 .0 
A- TI 0L 
43 IZ 140 124 ?z 1 16 66q14 9 61 E 
.3 E. ..0 .0 
. 
.00 .0 . . 0 12.5 .3.. O .0 0 .0 1.6. 07.5 	 . 0 . 0 .0S 0 0 
: t0 2. ° : 	 I 4 
TOTALfOt It.-02.0 3.0 3. .1 5.2 .3 3.6 .3 3 .6 4.0 
N 1.4 2.3 3.1 3.0 6.2 11 ,.2 ... 9.6. .9 .1. 
S 	 19 Is 3 61 29 1 IZ6 2 03 16 63 
R,s,flUE M 1"33 r)TA E 4.8.60 33 A 
PERCETAGE WBCiJS AO0TIONS IT NUMBER CHILDRENOFALLLE3LET(0PE THAT[NDE INSPONTANEOUS - OF LIVING 
TYPEOF PLACEOF50II1(NCEANDCJRENTA . 










CItY a 43.9 1.1 6.9 4.3 9.0 Z.4 3.0 1. , 1.0
O 	 .6 [.6 3.0 3.5 6.3 8.5 .5 9.04.7233 430 611 451 969 252 93 32 .0 2 2.934 
3.7"..7 6:.
Foss 5 37.5 19.0 9.5 6.1 9.3 9.6 2.5 1.1 . .0 4.9E 
•.5 1.6 2.7 4.1 3.5 6.9 7.5 6.3 6.3 9.3 4.5 
N 26 32 66 65 76 64 731 Is 4 1O 
VILLAGE a 01.3 	 11..M 	 .5 1.3 2.6 4.0 3.2 0.4 7.3 6.6 9.5 10.0 9.9 
120 241 299 31 921 637 264 [23A6 50 22 2.1 
EOAL N 91.4 12.6 6.9 4.1 4.5 3.3 3.3 .. 
79 	 1.6 2.9 4. 5.1 6.6 7.6 0.6 9.3 10.0 9.9S 379 173 423 1.O6 966 675 396 II1 	 65 26 34.4 
CurrSEr AGE 
LES THAN 25 YEAES 
TYPE OF PLACE
 
CITT 32.6 3.6 6.3 .0 .. .. .0 .0 .0 . . 
9 I.) 2.3 3.0 4.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 -. 2 
7009o 6.? 1.1 .4. .. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 [1 
5 .2 1.2 2.5, 3.6 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 0. 
lo 13 2 11 2 - -*4 
VILLAGE 5 36.4 6 .6 9. .0 .0 .0 .0 . 0 
S1.2 2.3 3.7 90 .0 . .0 .0 1.. 
9 64 I1I 61 II I - . - *-E 050 
M"JAL A 35.2 1.3 6.2 4.0 .0 
4 1. 2.30 .0 .0 .0 . . 
ZOE 261 126 16. 0 . .0 7,1 
CISSENT 56560 6 00 23 26 1 2 - - - - - 699 
11 1, 1. IRA.5 
TYP EOF PLACE
 
€ITT 5 30.9 111 7.0 4.L 3 2.1 .0 .0 .
 0 	 0 
4 	 . 1.3 3.0 9.1 5.1 1.7 6.4 . 0 .0 3.2 
1 266 430 309 130 23 5 - - 130 
7O0 5 .0 22.0 9.0 6.7 ,.9 1.9 : 0 .0 . 
;05 2 0.
 
.0 .0 6.9 
4 6 2 96 90 I3 
- . - 169 
N 	 .3 2.0 o % 7. .1.6 .6. 3.3+ 6. .0 .6 
9 35 B6 136 269 112 69 [N 3 ­ -
TOTAL 
 1.9 	 12.6 6.63
N.1 	 16 2.9 ,.0 9.1 .5. 	 6.. 1.0o 0 . . 
1;1 	 1.6 4.~ q 4ES*, &*6 *V 5.6e3, 	 652 630 33 157 13 6 -; -Ri2 
8 M4aNso lApula 701*363w6"a MLJ167J30'Ha"t) WTMOC4 
TALE4.8.6 (CONTINUED) 
PERCENTAGE PREGNANCILS A0O0TIOS - BY NUMER OFALLCOIPLETED THATENEDIN SPOT(MEOUS OF LIVING CHILDREN 
TYPEOf PLACE OF RESIDENCE AGE.ANDCURRENT 
TOTAL
MNNEROF LIVING CNIL"'4 0 I 2 3 A I 6AS N 
CJRINT AGE
 
33 TO 44 T163 
WICEOF PLACE 
CITY A 47.4 21.6 7.3 4.3 1.4 2.6 6.7 2.1 .0 .0 '44 	 6.3 2.3 3.6 3.5 41. .N. .6 ... .3 63.0) 5.6 
N10 6 lOS 2 43 IN? 43 It A 6 NT' 
TEAS 3I 33.3 .0 N.E 6.5S 4.3 .3 2.2 3.3 .0 .0) N,?,.E.G ,.16. . 4' .4 72 66 . .0TO .1. 6' . "'"Dp:A' 93 
N I I I c 36 42 25 7 1. 
VILLAGE N 62.3 le.3 3.2 3.4 3.3 3.4 2.6 2.4 4.2 .3 .7N .7 2.2 1.2 4.2* 3.4 6.4, 7.2' 4.3 5.3 4p.N 4.
 
N 12 26 29 37 64b 27b 171 7 Zn N M67
 
ITTAL N 3a,1 21.3 6.7 .T 3.3 3.3 3.3 2.3 3.3 .0 6*D
N 6.0) 2.3 3.4. 1.6 4.3 4.6 7.4 3.3 N.6 60).0 9.4 
10 4 42 331 AID 425 247 Q 37 60 1.4 
C233E4TRACEF"" 
43 04 NONETRARD 
TYPE OF PLACE 
CITYN 44.4 4.4 2.3 4.6 5.4 '.4 .7 I. 2.2 .0 4.3 
26 22 3 7 73 43 21 N 6 246 
T044 N .0 33.3. . .71 .4 .0. .0 .0 '.2.4 	 .3 
N 	 b.3 3.3 5.C 6.0 2.2 N.6 .6 7.0 5 4.4N 0 I 3 6 7 N 62 3 I 2 43 
VILLAGE N I.4 .0 '.% 14.6 3.6 4.3 2.2 2.4 3.7 .3 '.5
N 6.4 6.5 2.4I 4.3 6.4 7.2 7.6 3.4 4.4 60.0 4,.4 
4 N 16 II OC 52 62 76 46 22 63 324 
TOTAL N 22.2 6.0 3.6 7. 3. 3. 3.6 2.3 3.3 .6 6.6 
N 	 . 21 3.6:@ . 7.6 4.26 4.3 4.6 4.9 
644 3 66 62 46. 126 72 2i 9166 
04ACags 6 w~t IAJ " "gabP. £LIIJmuOJSY 
IALE 4.4.36 
PERCINTA6& 0H ALl CORPLITE, PRGNANCITOTHAI ENDEDIN 1704064001 A5011ON5 - BY Jimm3( OF LIVING CHILDRfN 
AR toIGR 463... A0 4 





NONE 3 46.7 66.3 6.1 4.3 4.2 3.6 2.4 2.? .6 r2.3 	 4.54 	 .6 I 0.6 4.2 3.4 6.4 7.3 6.4 4.0 4.4 4.
Z40 444 337 606 362 46 13? 524 46 67 3"'4 
5U11DHISTa 36.6 6.4 7.4 4.9 4.3 3.4 3.3 0.4 .6 .0 4
N; 6.6 3.l 4.7 3.6 7.0 3.1 .6 46 0.0D 1.6 
4 76 146 067 273' 246 126 64 4 52 2 6.277 
PROTESTANT3 64.3 10.3 2.0 4. 3.9 3.0 7.0 2.3 64.0 .0 5.3 
4l .2 6.6 3.0 6.4 3.4 6.3 0I.3 U.N 60.4I 4.3 *. 
4 44 34 606 603 66 NA 34 N 4 S 326 
CATROICI3 30.0* 63.7 6.0 6.0 63.4 3.4 1.4 .0 6.4 .0) 4.2A 1)5 S.3 
4q .6 6.6 0.7 4.0 3.4 7.3 7.6 3.6 4.7 03 . 
4 66 10 3; 2t 5 244 34 7 6 203 
x. A. 1,.1 
OTHER .0 7., .3 7.6 4. 4 .0 .0 1 . 
N~~'9 .066 36 4. . . .0 60.0 .0 :0 'A NO T A 23 6 3 16 66 2
 
TOTAL 3 46.4 32.6 6.4 4.7 4.5 3.0 3.1 2.3 3.3 .4 L.N 
• 	 6.6 2.4 4.4 5.5 6.4 T6 3., 4.3 30.0 4.4 
CURN 37E 73 43 .046 464 673 34 53 6N Z6 3.-20CUNIER? AGE 
LISS THAN23 YEARS 
QfL|GIDN
 
404)N 331.3 4.2 6.5 3.3 .0) .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 6C.2 
N .4 6.3 2.3 3.0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 6.33 	 637 13 44 0 - - ­- - 624 
BUODIST6 36.3 . 3.4 3.4 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .. 0 .4 
4 6. 23 34 4 .0 0 .0 
4 04 36 23 5 1 - - - lot,10 
PROTESTANT3 .0 27 6. 0 . 0 . 0 .0 .0 .6N . 6.2 2.4 .L .0 .0 .3 .0 .0 .0 1.06 23 30) 6 3 6 -b - - 6 
CAT IEL ,.0 6.3 .0 .0 :0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 67.6 
N .7 6. .0 .0 0 . . . .0 . * 
O,,,,, .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0.	 .04T .0 60 4.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I. 
N 6 I I -
M,AL 	 6'. 7.3 6.2 . .0 .0 .0: .6.0 .0 0.2 
.4 6.3 2.3 3.1 . . .0 . 02N 202 263 1616 66b 0 	 -2 6049 
VilI 4O cU") OUTI U LtL(CS 
PIRCENTAGI OF ALL COSPLEITEPNEGNANCIESTHAT ENOEDIN SPONTANEOUSABRTIONS - NT WulNI rf LIVING CHILO4FN 
aILIGION, AND ClRIEl AGE. 
RUNNEROf LIVING CHILDREN TOTAL
 
0 I a 3 4 1 A 7 a N* 
CuRRENTAGE 






































































































































































00 TO 44 TlI s 
iiLoN NONEI 33.0 22.9 5.2 3.0 4. 2.9 2.4 2.3 12 0 31N 
N 13 AA 9. . . :417. 1. :.9 5. 
N 02 4. lb 1 iN 2"1 171 67 7 1,130 
NUODHISTN 40.0 09.0 S.c 4.3 1.3 2.2 1.9 .0 .0 4.3 
1.3 0.1 .5 9.5 6.1 7.0 7.7 N.9 9.0 10.0 6.0 


























CATNHOIC .0 5.5 I 9.4 1.6 4.0 4 
2 3 . 6 . 5p 0 . 6 

































N . 90 142 331 460 425 247 9 17 10 1194 
1TARLE 5.8.6€ (CI I 4eIjv0.. aIt*aeEHU I wqg, 
PNNCIEAIN OF ALL CPL2ER PIeGAANCIESTHATENDEDIN SPONTAEOJ ABORTIONNSRELIGION. q . By UII O LIVING CHILDI 
7 TOTALO FLIVI G C IL 
45 OR NON( TEARS 
IlitlIla 
0CUR ENT AGE 
NONEN 27.3 4. 4.0 l.0 0.4 3.l 2.0 2.7 4.6 1.0 . 
N . 0.2 2.I NH *O .0 IT 9.1 N.6 10.0 6.0;s' .;6z . . 9;21 6. 
U0D2HI7 
 N T N 3 IN I0 3;T 
.j 3.1 9 9.9 0.9 N.6 v. 10.04.0 6.602040N 2.0.  2. 0 4.6 6 9 7 2 4 9 .6 1.0 
N 1 4 N 0t 16 A 0 096 
PNTIOEINY N .0 00.0 .0 0.6 3.4 2.0 T.3 2. . 4.0 
N .0a 2.5 2.9 3.6N 0 6 2 5 16 6. a.30 . . .N 10 0 I 4 62 
CATHOLICN .0 .0 .0 00.0 0.9 0.0 . 0t.0 3.1N .0 1.3 .0 .6. 5.0 7.0 ,.0 9.0 5.0 10.0 0.3N - 0 I 3 7 N 3 j I I 32 
4 N 0N10.0 .3* 3.0) .04  4. IE7. 7. .0 . . .1,.o .  . lo. .o 6.0 3f 
NI 4 -
IOIAL I 00.2 5.0 3.1 7.1 3.2 I.1 0.6 2I6 
N .4 0.0 3.1 3.0 6.0 7.1 0.0 0. 9.6 :9 6.7 
673 
TAILE 4.6.60 
PERCENTAGE OF ALL CO"PLETED PREGNANCIES THAT 
HUSBAND'S OCCUPATION. AND CLRRENT AGE. 



















































































































































































































































































































































































6 8 6 0 1A41-. W024 842: W, ~1jW~%,~(CONTINUED)OF ALL COMPLhTEL, PkA: 1--3 TH.T t61;L,UCCUPATION, AND CURRENT AGL. 
AiJ1eRAk1J uiSM '. 




OF LIVING CHILDREN 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ 
TOTAL 
CUkkEhT AGE 
LESS THAN Z5 VEARS 
HUSBAND'S OCCUPATION 























































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 4.8.b (COIiT|KN 
PERCENTAGE Uf. ALL ORPLETEO PRLGNANCIES THAT ENEO IN SPONTANEOUS ABOATIUNS - BY NUMBER OF LIVING CHILOREN 
HUSBANODS OCCUPATION. AND CUKktNT AGL.
 
NUMBER OF LIVING 	 HILDAEN TOTAL
 
7 8 q
3 4 	 5




25 TIJ 3o YEAkS 
HUSbtNDeS OCCUPATION
 
htVLR WOe Kt. R .0 5.3 (.7 2.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 3.6
 
N .L 1.3 3.2 4.5 5.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.6 
N a 15 14 11 4 - - - - 5Z-
PkOF L MANAGEKIAL 	h .0 18.0 b.b 5.3 6.4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7.6 
N .4 2.0 3.4 4.4 5.2 5.5 6.0 .0 .0 .0 3.3 
N 14 61 67 56 21 6 L - - - 226 
LLERICAL A ZO.0 10.6 7.7 5.6 2.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 6.4 
M .4 1.3 2.7 4.1 5.1 6.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.8 
N 14 50 71 44 1? 2 - - - - 198 
SALES I SIVlli: 8 47.1 7.5 7.0 ,4. 3.6 2.2 .0 .0 .0 .0 5.8 
.0 .0 3.3 
N z? 66 12L 104 43 b - - - - 377 
N .6 1.6 .0 4.i 5.2 5.8 .0 .0 
AGR1CULTURAL R 42.9 17.6 3.0 4.5 3.0 4.0 ,q .0 .0 .0 4.1 
M .3 1.4 2.4 3. 7 4.7 5.b 6.o 7.2 .0 .0 3.8 
N 21 54 83 .65 162 60 17 5 - - 567 
SKILLED MANU..L R 62.1 11.2 6.7 4.4I 3.5 4.1 .0 .0 .0 .0 6.3 
N .8 1.5 3.0 4.0 4.9 5.b 6.7 .0 .0 .0 3.2 
N 37 113 204 197 77 13 3 - - - f44 
UNSKILLEb MANUAL R 100.0 12.5 8.5 1.8a 3.3 5.2 .0 .0 .0 .0 5.C 
t' .8 1.5 2.6 4.2 4.6 5.8 6.5 7.0 .0 .0 3.6 
N 5 16 45 52 26 10 2 1 - - 157 
S-TOTAL 	 R 50.0 12.6 6.6 4.4 3.4 3.6 .7 .0 .0 .0 5.6 
M .5 1.5 2.q 4.0 4.8 5.8 6.6 7.2 .0 .0 3.3 
N 126 375 605 o29 350 10? 23 6 - - 2,221 
N.S. 	 R 100.0 16.7 10.0 2.5 36 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7.8 
N 1.0 2.4 2'.q 4.4 5.6 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 3.6 
N 2 5 7 9 5 - - - - - 28 
TOTAL 	 R 51.4 12.6 6.6 4.3 3.4 3.6 .7 .0 .0 .0 5.6 
.5 1.6; .9 4.C 4.8 5.8 6.6 7.2 .0 .0 3.3 
N 15. 360 biz 38 335 107 23 6 - - 2,249 
TA&LE 4.f 6.6 CCt~ 	 WRIP4a4 'A J83w Ui~j~jp xelwt u~vll*APERCENTAGE OF ALL COMPLETED PREGNANCIES THAT NDOED IN SPONTANEOUS ABORTIUNS 
- BY NUMBER OF LIVING CHILOREN 
HUSbAND.S OCCUPATION. AND CURRENT AGE.
 
NUMdLk OF LIVING CHILDREN
 
CU T AG 0 1 2 5 b 7 
9 TOTAL 
35 TO 4. YtAkS 
HUSbANO'S OCCUPATICN 



































































































































































































































































































































































2-W 1JEd a8 D 59EMO. T~5-51'J ~ t Ek 
 LCJ.
TABLE 4.8.60,(cONTIUEO) TION g "BY U B S OF LIVING C .I cL UU A b U.^
T tNLLV Ih SP C NTANtCI. Tri.ALL CO M PL ETED Pk LGN t ,P LkCEt T A G [OF -PpRj ,. .
 
IU' .4 'L LCCUPATION, AND 











'.5 Di. MCRE Yi.i~s
 
US b.ND'. .0 4.q
ULCUPATION




.0 .0 .0 .0 9.0 5.qN VLP wOkK, k q.0 .0 .0 q.04.52.5 .0 1 7M .0 .0 -12 12N 
 3.3z.O .0 .0 
. L.9 5.1 q.8
.0 .3 .0 5.4PROF k iANA,;EKIAL A .0 Z.4 3. E 5 .q o .5 .3 9.8 
8.0 
.0 1.6 5b6 10 5 1 d 11 9 N 1 5 
.0 5.1
.0 .02.0 4.7
.0 7.1 7.7 6.3
.0 3.0 .0 .0 .0CLckIt4L R 5.9 7.3 q.14.7
M 
6 2 3 LA 1- 7

.0 3.8 2.5 -3 
N 
4.5






8.3 .0 Z. . .. c 2 8.q 9.8 1 7.01o.
AG ICULTUkAL R 7.0 7.5.4 b.3M 1.2 2. 1 3.0 7L s0 21 13 332 20 51 bb N 10 15 15 
.0 2.8 
.a .0 .02.1 4.37.1 5.6 6.b50.0 10.0 .1 q.0 q.5SKILLED MANUAL R 7.0 7. 9 
m 0.0 2.0 3.5 6.5 b. 
6 
i , q 4 Z 112 5 12 1 . 22 31 N 1 
.0 5.21. .03.2 2.5 8
.0 6.3 6.9 6.700.0 33.3 11.0 .0Q5UNSKILLED MANUAL R 5.1 7.3 7.8 a.O 37M .3 o.C 4.0 6 L58 4 z 7N 3 1 
4.0
3.3 .6
3.6 2. 3 

S-TOTAL k 222 8.0 3.( 7.1 7.1 8.Z .q 9.6 9.q 6.7

5.0 3.8 
3.1 5.3 6.2 16 666M 1.4 2.4 1?6 72 28L26 138
43 61 
.0 8.7 
N 19 37 
.0 .03.6 .0 
R .0 .0 .0 .0 15. 
0 
.0 .0 .0 6.6 N.S. 
.0 6.3 8.7 .0 M .0 .0 .0 
-





R 22.2 8.0 3.8 7.1 
5.2 





N 1.4 2.3 3.1 141 I . . 72 2 8 16 673 b 1 129N 19 38 43 
4 w 2, ' J sW Vj tjLOtTABLE .0.6, 

PERCENTAqF- OF ALL COM3PLETED PREGNANCIES THAT ENDED IN SPCNTANEDUS ABORTIONS - By NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN
PATTERN OF WORK,AND CURRENT AGE. 
NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN TOTAL
 







CODE 01 R 45.8 10.6 4.8 5.5 6.7 3.5 3.1 2.3 3.5 .0 5.g 
.5 1.5 E.92 4.4 5.3 6.3 7.3 6.3 9.4 9.9 4.7 
N 88 152 202 230 274 219 144 67 11 12 1,402 
CODE 02 R 23.5 12.1 5.6 4.1 4.1 3.7 3.4 2.9 2.6 .8 4.0 
N .4 1.8 3.0 4.4 5.4 6.6 7.8 8.8 9.1 10.0 5.3 ., 
N 47 95 136 236 269 218 151 71 30 1 1.267" 
CODE 03 R 25.0 13.0 6.5 5.1 5.0 2.6 1.5 2.8 .0 .0 5.8 
M .7 2.0 2.q 4.4 5.3 6.4 7.6 12.C .0 .0 3.7 
N 24 74 85 81 53 30 9 3 - - 359 
CODE 04 R 50.0 38.6 5.8 3.8 6.5 3.2 3.1 .0 2.8 .0 6.0 
N 1.7 2.7 3.5 5.2 5.6 7.0 7.7 L 6 9.0 10.0 5.5 
N 6 21 35 46 69 40 21 10 4 1 253 
CODE 05 R 46.1 9.4 6.7 4.4 2.7 3.6 5.9 1.6 10.5 .0 6.4 
N .5 1.4 2.8 4.1 5.5 7.2 7.8 9.0 9.5 .0 2.9 
N 144 253 236 187 80 46 13 7 2 - 968 
1.6 1.6 3.7 .0 4.7CODE 06 R 30.7 12.8 8.1 4.7 3.5 2.2 

N .4 1.5 2.9 4.5 5.8 6.6 7.5 8.5 q.8 10.0 4.2 
N 70 178 225 266 220 123 57 15 11 1 1.166 
4.8 3.3
S-TOTAL I 41.4 12.6 6.4 4.7 3.3 3.1 2.3 .4 4.9 
N .5 1.6 2.9 4.4 5.5 6.6 7.6 6.6 9.3 10.0 4.4 
N 379 773 921 1046 965 672 395 173 65 26 5.415 
N.S. R .0 .0 20.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4.1 
N .0 .0 2.5 .0 5.0 5.0 6.0 .0 .0 .0 4.2 
N - 2 - 1 1 1 - - - 5 
4.8 3.3
TOTAL R 41.4 12.6 6.4 4.7 3.3 3.1 2.3 .4 4.9
 
N .5 1.6 2.9 4.4 5.5 6.6 7.6 9.6 9.3 10.0 4.4 
N 379 773 923 1.046 q66 673 396 173 65 16 5.420 





PERCENTAGE OF ALL COMPLETED PREGNANCIES THAT ENDED IN SPCNTANEOUS ABORTIONS - BY NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN
 
PATTERN OF WitK. AND CURRENT AGE. 
0 1 
NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ 
TOTAL 
CURRENT AGE 
LESS THAN 25 YEARS 
PATTERN OF WORK 

















































































































































































































































































































Code No. for Pattern of Work, See Table 4.8.1E. 
TAILE 4.8.6E (CONTINUED) 
PERCENTAGE Of A1L COMPLETED PREGNANCIES THAT ENDED 
PATTERN OF WDRK. AND CURRENT AGE. 




OF LIVING CHILDREN 
3 4 5 6 7 8 q+ 
TOTAL 
CURRENT AGE 
25 TO 34 YEARS 
PATTERN OF WORK 





























































































































































































































































































































Code No. for Pattern of Work, See Table 4.8.1E.
 
TABLE 4.8.6E (CONTINUED) 
LIVING CHILCREN
PERCENTAGE OF ALL COMPLETED PREGNANCIES THAT ENDED IN SPONTANEOUS ABORTIONS - BY NUMBER OF 
PATTERN OF WORK, AND CURRENT AGE. 
0 1 
NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 q9 
TOTAL 
CURRENT AGE 
35 TO 44 YEARS 
PATTERN OF WORK 
































































































































































































































































































































Code No. for Pattern of Work. See Table 4.8.1E. 
TAKLE 4.8.6E (CONTINUED) H14a.6E 1iO PER CNTAGE QF ILL COMPLETED PREGNANCIES THAT 




SPONTANEOUS ABORTIONS - BY NUMBER OF LIVING CHILOREN 
0 1 
NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9* TOTAL 
CURRENT AGE 
45 OR MORE YEARS 
PATTERN OF WORK 









































































































































































































































































































Code No. for Pattern of Work. See Table 4.8.1E
 
84Ad F 4404. 04W4032W32V11 OJ!!000V240VTVWP 
TABLE4ON!
 
PERCENTAGEOFALLCOWeLNLDPREANCI$E TOOTEND0 INSPONTANEOLUSO BY "LEN OFLIVINGCHILDREN
TIOS0-
MflTER OF 00RT CEPPTI6LUSEANDCULENTAE. 
6N8DE OF LIVING CHILDREN TOTAL 
0 2 3 4 5 69,8 S 




















91 01 212 26) 102 61 1 4 o l: 
























































































M01 9 282 260 219 47 78 32 27 Z.350 
PAST lIUT N4000282267 
OP s INT V L P 20.0 27.1 2.1 '.0 4.0 2.2 2.4 I.: .0 .0 4.7 
V .9 4.8 A.2 1.0 V.5 8.1 0.0 12.4 10.0 .0 *.7 
S 97 20 51 11 26 ­38 35 	 1 19 
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BY AGE AND BACKGROUND VARIABLE 
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N.B. This Table excludecaes where current use is 'Not Stated' 
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N. H. This Table excludes 2 cases where current use is 'Not Otated' 
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FORMORECHILDREN. ANDAGEEDUCATIO  DISTRIBUTIONR PERCENT OF CURRENTLYMARRIED'FECUND-WMENACCORDINGTO PATTERN USE-OFCONTRACEPTIVE BY DESIRE 
< 25 CHILDREN. ANDAGEFORMORE EDUCrATION 
lEVERUSED IPAST BUTNOTCURRENT - CURRENT 25 - 34 
NOT NO OPEN LAST EARL NO TERIL TOTAL NEVER USED BENRLPAST NCRENTNEVERUE DPEN LAST EAT CURENT TOTALI INTEND INTEND NEED S MT. CLOSED IER NEED S.T. USING S.T.IT. _e' 
EDUCATION 
 1EDUCATION 







YES 46.4 29.7 .0 76.0 2.0 7.0 4.0 .0 13.0 .0 11.0 11.0 455 WANTED 
.0 .0.0 0 .0 15.4 7.7 YES 44.1 19.3 .0.0 63.4 2.7 10.7 9.9 .0 26.7 5.80 15.8DCNT NO 37.2 16.8 54.0 1.5 13.9 8.8 24.1 .F 21.2 21.9 131 NO 17.9 8 5KNOR 27.9 716.9 15.4 .0.0 .0 7.4 Z6. .6 4 1 7 5 .0 0 8 15.8 65313 KNOW 45.? 51.4 25.7 .0 .0 41.1 46.9DON'T 5.7 .0 .0 1I.4 37.1 11.4 1,41611.4 35 
TOTAL 25.6 12.4 .0 36.0 Z.6 13.3 9.2 .0 25.1 3.9 33.0 38.9 2,166 
EDUCATION 
NONE 
 EDUCATION NONE 
FUTURE BIRTH 




YES 45.5 36.4 .0 8L.8 .0 .0 9.1 .0 9.1 .0 .1 9.1 11 RANTED
 
No 33.3 .0 .0 33.3 .0 33.3 .0 .0 33.3 .0 33.3 33.3 
 3 YES 53.7 22.0 .0 75.6 .0 14.6 4.9 .0 19.5 .0 4.9 4.q 41DON-T KNOW .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 - ND 21.1: .2 .0 32.2 1.3 13.2 13.2 .0 27.6 4.6 35.5 40.1 L5Z
-ON'T KNOW .0 66.7 .0 66.7 .0 33.3 .0 .0 33.3 .0TCTAL 42.9 28.6 .0 71.4 .0 7.1 3.1 0 14.3 .0 14.3 14 TOTAL .0 .0 16
3 
.. 14.3 27.6 14.3 .0 41.8 1.0 13.8 11.2 .0 26.0 3.6 26.6 32.1 
EDUCATION 






 96 96 22RNE 
YES 17.4 .i".0 .0 79.4 1.5 5.9 3.7 .0 11.0 .0 9.6 9.6 Z WANTED
 NO 410.5 16.2 .0 56.8 .0 10.8 1O.8 .0 21.6 .0 21.6 21.6 74 
 YES 47.2 23.1 .0 70.4 1.3 6.8 7.2 .0 17.3 .0 12.4 12.4 307DCNh'TKNOW .u 50.0 .0 50.0 .0 33.3 .u .0 33.3 .0 16.1 16.? 6 No 18.6DON'T 7.6 .0 Z6.2 3.0 14.6 11.1 .0 28.6 3.1 42.1 45.2 768KNOW 5.9 84.7 .0 70.6 .0 17.6 5.9 .0 23.5 .0 5.9 5.9 IF 
TCTAL 45.Z 29.0 .0 74.1 1.1 7.4 5.1 .0 13.6 .0 12.2 12.2 352DC TT KW .9 64.7 .0 70.3 .0 17.0 5.9 .0 23.5 .0 3.9 5.9 if 
TCTAL 26.5 12.8 .0 39.3 2.5 13.0 9.9 .0 25.4 2.2 33.2 35.3 1,C92
EDCATIONEDUCATION 




WANTED FUTU E BIRTH
 
YES 42.0 29.5 .0 71.4 3.b 8.0 6.3 .0 17.9 .0 10.7 10.7 112 RANTED
 
NO 30.2 23.3 .0 53.5 2.3 16.3 7.0 .0 Z5.6 
 2.3 18.6 20.9 43 YES 44.2 21.B .0 66.0 1.9 9.0 6.4 .0 17.3 .0 16.7 16.7 15600207 KNOW .0 100.0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 6 NO 19.0 8.? .0 21.7 2.3 14.1 7.1 .0 23.5 8.7 40.2 48.9 311 
TOTL 3. 3 0.4O .0 7.7 3.1 .9 .2 .0 L9.3 . 1. 3.0 161 DON'T KNOW 11.1 ZZ.2 .0 33.3 .0 33.3 22.2 .0 55.6 .0 11.1 11.1 9 








YES 50.9 18.9 .0 6q.6 1.9 9.4 .0 .0 11.3 .0 18.9 18.9 53 WANTED
 
NO 41.2 5.9 .0 47.1 5.9 17.6 5.9 .0 29.4 .0 23.5 23.5 if YES 37.6 9.4 .0 47.0 3.4 17.1 9.4 .0 29.9 .0 23.1 23.1 117DCN-T KNOw .0 100.0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1 
 NO 13.3 9.0 .0 22.3 3.7 12.8 7.4 .0 23.9 11.7 42.0 53.7 186 
DONT KNOW .0 25.0 .0 25.0 .0 50.0 25.0 .0 15.0 .0 .0 .u 4TTA4811 TOTAL 22.3 9.4 .0 31.7 3.6 14.9 8.4 .0 Zb.9 7.1 3*.3 41.4 309 
CLL ECAtIH [HER EDUCATIONCOCOLLEGE I.IGHER 




YES 42.9 14.3 .0 57.1 .0 Z8.6 .0 .0 28.6 .0 14.3 14.3 7 RANTED
 
NO .1 .0 
 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 25.0 s.1 .0 28.1 18YES.8 9.4 12.5 .0 40.6 .0 31.3 31. 32 
DON'T KNOW .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 100.0.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 100.0 2 
TOTAL 42.q 14.3 0 57.1 .D 28.6 .0 .0 28.6 .0 14.3 14.3 1 K. 
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TABLE5.3.3.A (C"NTINUED) "%-
TABLE5.3.3.A (CONTINUED) USE - BY OSIR DISTRIBUTIONOF CURRNTLY MARRIED%.	 USE- BY DESIREWOMEN ACCORDING TO PATTERNOF CONTRACEPTIVE PERCENT 	 TO PATTERNOF CONTRACEPTIVEPERCENTDISTRIBUTION OF CURRENTLY MARRIED"FECUND" 	 DRN DUTION ANT AE FECUND"WOEN ACCORDINGANEREORMORECHILDRENEDUCATION 
35 - 44 	 45 + 
NEVERUSED PAST BUTNOTCUR-TENT1CRRNNOS. 	 TONALNEERUSED PASTTBUTNOTCURRENT CURN PEN LAST EARL TER IL N4T NO LAST EAR I TPENOPEN LIST EAPL NC TERIL TOTALNOT 40 	 TOTALINTD INTNO NEED S.T. INT. ZLOSEJ IER EED S.T. -IIEU USING S.T. 	 INTEND INTEND NEED S.T. INT. CLOSED 1E8END EED .T. NT. LOSEEED S.T.fIZED US11NG S.T. 
EDUCATION 







FUTI'kE BIRTHWANT EDYE 
4.9 .0 s2.? .0 9.9 3.? .0 13.6 .0 3.? 3.1 S1 YES .0 100.0 .0 0 .0 .0 . .0 .0 	 zNO 8.8 9.7 .0 18.-) 6.5 7.3 q.2 .0 23.0 o.1 4a8.4 58.5 1.369 NO 5.3 22.? .0 28.0 8.0 b.7 1.0 .0 26.7 15.3 26.0 65.3 O 
DENT KNOW 75.0 .0 .0 75.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 25.0 Z5.0 4 DCN...TKNOW .0 1OO.0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 . .0 .0 .0 .0 . 054.3 2426.5 11.7 .0 2.0 8.8 25.2 24.7 .0 29.9 7.8 

TOTAL 10.5 
 8.9 .0 22.4 9.5 45.9 55-4 











YES 3q.1 47.8 .0 87.0 .0 4.3 4.3 .c a.? .0 4.3 4.3 23 YES .0 .0 .0 .0 
 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
NO 15.1 12.7 .0 27.8 4.7 7.3 9.6 .0 21.6 .5 43.1. 50.6 381 NO 8.6 3L.4 .0 40.0 8.6 11.4 4.3 .0 24.3 14.3 214 3.7 70 
DCN-T KNOW 100.6 .0 .0 100.0 D .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1 DON'T KNOW .0 100.0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2 
409 TOTAL 8.3 33.3 .0 41.7 8.3 0I.L 4.2 .0 23.6 13.9 ZO. 34.7 72TOTAL ib.b i..7 .0 31.3 *. 7.1 q.3 .0 20.8 7.1 O.8 7.9 

E C U C A T I O NE DU CA TI ON
PRIMARYSCHOOLE CUEATI ON 
FUTURE CHL FUTURE BIRTH 
WNE
FUTURE 611TH 4 RANTEDwANT ED YES 34.1 41.1 .0 61.8 .0 LI.4 2.3 .0 L3.6 .0 4.5 4.5 44 YES .0 100.0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
No 8.% q.8 .0 18.3 b.9 8.6 10.0 .0 25.4 8.4 47.9 56.3 723 NO 3.3 18.3 .0 21.7 6.7 1.7 21.7 .0 30.0 18.3 30.C 48.3 60 
DCNT KNOW 66.7 .0 .0 66.7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 33.3 33.; 3 DCN-T KNOW .0 .0 .0 .0 .o .O .0 .0 .O .0 .0 .0 






TOTAL iO.1 &0.q .u 22.1 6.5 8.7 9.5 .0 Z*. 7.9 45.s 53.2 773 
DLECHLPIIDDLE 	 SCHOOL 
MUTULE SCHOPIOCLE SCHOOL 
IRTH
 




YES 42.9 28.6 .0 71.4 .0 14.3 14.3 .0 Z8.6 .0 .0 .0 YES .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O
 
NO .0 7.8 .0 7.8 5.6 2.9 6.8 .0 L5.5 11.7 65.0 76.7 103 NO .0 .0 .2 .0 .0 20.0 .0 .0 20.0 80.0 .0 80.u
 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 OC'T KNOW .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O .0 ,0DCMNT KNOW .0 .0 

.0 20.0 80.0 .0 80.O
.0 .0 .0 .0 20.0 .0 

tCTAL 
 7.3 .0 L6.4 10.9 60.9 71.8 110 
TOTAL .0 




EEOCEAT IODN HG CH]
 
HIGH SCHOOLSCHOOL






YES 1b.7 66.7 .0
RANT U .0 	 .O .0 
WANTED83.3 .0 16.7 .0 .0 lb.7 
17.8
 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .O . .0 0 .0 .0 .0 
.0 4.0 9.5 5.b 7.1 .0 22.2 17.5 56.3 73.8 l2b YE .0 .0 .0 .0 33.3 .01.7 .0 5.0 .0.0 33.3 0.0 64.0 	 .0.No .U 	 0 . 0: NO 0 . 0 . u . 
. DCN*T KNOW 	 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .00 .0 50.0 5 D.0 
.0 .0 . 0 0 33.3 .0 
DCN'TKNO. .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 . .0 .0 .0 	 44.4 
1 .7 .0 s1.l1.O .0 .0 5 a0. 6 7 .5 132 TOTAL6.1 6.8 .0 22.G lb.7 53.8 	 .0
.8 6.8 .0 7.b Q.1
TOTAL 

DUCATION R	 11.1E DEDUAATION
 
.0E LEcATI ON R IGHER
CLLLEGEHIGHERE 	 .0 
..11
FUTUREBiRrHFUTUs.- BIRTH 	 .FU ATED.1T .0 WANTED 
.0 .0 .0 	 .0 .0 1YES IUO.0 .0 .0 O.0 .u .0 .G 1 

3 YES .0.  100.0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 
 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
NO 3.1 .0 .0 3.1 9.4 .0 3.1 .0 12.5 43.8 4.6 84.4 NO 	 0 .O .0 .0.0 -DT KNOW 0 . 0 .
.0 .c .0 .Q . .0 .0DCIT KI4OW .0 .0 .0 .0 
30.0 70.0 10TTkL 6.1 .u .0 b.t 9.1 .0 3.0 .0 1Z.1 42.4 39.4 81.A- TCTAL .0 20.0 .0 20.0 .0 .0 10.0 .0 1O.c 40.0 
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TABLE5.3.3.B (CNTINUED) 
5..3.381tlIO.]jijWr?~W 	 DISTRIBUTION OFCURRENTLY 'FECUND"WOFENHAL 4JWr*Se !l 	 PERCENT MARRIEDPLACE OF R SID NCE USE 
PERCENTDISTRIBUTION HARRIED"FECUND*WOENACCORDINGTOPATTERNOFCONTRACEPTIVE - FAC 
FOR MORECHILDRENAND TYPE OF 	 ACCORDINGTO PATTERNOF CONTRACEPTIVE 
- BY DESIRE 
USE BY DESIREOFCURRENTLY 
FORMORECHILDRENANDTYPEOF PLACEOFRESIDENCE ALLAGES _________________________________________________NEVER USED IpAST BUTNOTCURRENT I CURRENT 
NOT NO 3PEN LAST EARL NO STERIL TOTAL 
BUTNOTCURENT INT. S.'ERUPAST CURRENT 	 iNEND INTEND NEED S.T. CLOSED lEA NEED -liED USING S.YT 
NOT 
-NCSE- PASTBU OURRET CURNIIINEVERUSED OPEN LAST EARL NO TER IL TOTAL T
 
INTEND INTEND NED S.T. INT. CLOSED IE NEED S.T.-IZED USING S.T. TYPE OD PLACE
 
TYPL OF PLACE 
OF RESIDENCE FUTEDUTE BRT
T OT AL T YES 46.4 29.7 .0 76.0 2.0 P.O 4.0 .0 13.0 .0 11.0 11.0 455NO 37.2 06.a .0 54.0 1.5 13.9 8.8 .0 24.1 .7 21.2 21.9 131 
WIANT, D YES 443 25.3 2 2 5 . 173 1. 1 	 E *TKQ O7.q . bq . 94 . D1.0 13.1 	 CNT KNOW .0 7.9 .0 .0 15.4 .0 .0 15.4 .0 7.7 7.7 13
 
NO 14.1 10.1 .0 24.2 4.6 10.6 9.8 .0 25.0 3.1 42.7 50.9 3.140
 
DCtiT ENOW 9.3 01 .0 61.1 . 20.4 q.4 .0 21.3 .0 11. 1 11. 54 TOTAL 43.3 27. .0 71.1 
 .a .8 5.0 .0 15.5 .2 13.2 13.4 b05 
14.7 .0 37.0 3.9 10.5 8.6 .0 ZZ.q 5.8 34.3 40.1 4,385 TYPE OF PLACESTCTAL 22.3 	 OF RESIDENCECITY 
TYF PLACE FUTURE BIRTH 
OP EIiNC ANTEU 
CITT YES 46.9 29.5 .0 76.3 1.8 5.4 4.5 .0 11.6 .0 12.1 12.1 22' 
NO 42.3 12.8 .0 55.1 Z.6 12.8 5.1 .0 20.5 1.3 23.1 24.4 
TYPE OFO  PL
70 
ETS 40036 223 Ob65 , 1 6.7 .O Iq.7 .0 13.4 13.0 60S4, 	 .U 1OO.0 .0 .0 O ,WANED 2.2 	 DCN-T KNOW .0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0O .0 6 
NO 13.b .7 .0 22.3 5.6 9.0 0.1 .0 22.7 10.5 44.5 55.0 1.659
 
DCNT KNOW 12.5 54.2 .0 66.7 .0 12.5 0.3 .0 20.0 .0 12.5 12.5 24 TCTAL 44.0 26.b .0 71.4 1.9 7.1 
 4.5 .0 13.6 .3 14.6 14.9 308TYPEOF PLACE 




TYPE CF PLACE FUTURE BIRTH
 
OF kESIDENCt WANTED
 YES 44.1 44.1 .0 86.2 .0 5.9 .0 .0 5.9 .0 5.9 5.g 34TON 
.O.U
NO 23.1 23.1 .0 46.2 .D 23.1 15.4 c a.5 .0 15.4 15.4 13 
FUTURE BIkTh 	 .0 1. Ch-T NOt 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 100.03. .O 1O 
RANTED 

YES 51.1 27.0 .0 70.9 .0 7.0 3.3 .0 11.1 .0 10.0 0.0U 
4.2 .0 16.7 .0 0.3 0.3 4516.7 16.7 	 16.1 16l.7 6 37.5 37.5 .0 75.0 .0 12.5DCNT KNOW .0 .0 .0 66.? .0 .0.0 66.?24.0 4.4.0 45 1 49.6 22  TCTALNO 15.5 10.2 .0 25.7 3.1 11.5 10.2 
322 TYPECF PLACETOTAL 25.5 14.9 . 40.4 2.2 11.5 8.1 .0 21.7 3.1 34.8 37. 3 OPRESIDENCETILLAGE 
FUTURE BIRTH





 YES 46.Z 27.4 .0 73.6 2.5 9.1 4.1 .0 15.7 .0 10.7 IC.7 19fNO 32.6 21.? .0 54.3 .0 13.0 13.0 .0 26.1 .0 19.6 Ego 48 
FUTURE BIRTH 	 r.-T K o 66. ? . 66.7 .0 16.? .1 
.0 1.7 16.7 6YES 43.2 2q.1 .0 f2.3 1.0 8.1 5.1 .0 15.0 .0 12.8 12.01g . ZO1,6.4 3.4 12.9 11.6 .0 28.0 5.7 40. G 15-7 112,§ ;TTAL 42.6 27.3 .0 b9.9 2.0 10.0 5.6 .0 17.7 .0 12.4 1.o 21. 
NO 14.5 11.9 .0 .4 12.7 8.3 .0 25.0 .7 40.3 8.3 24 
.0 99 2. 100 .6 0 1.7 0 1.4 24 2.2TTA426 	 7.DCN'T KNOW 4.2 62.5 .0 66.7 .0 6. 0. .02. .0 03 03 1,126 
TOTAL 21.0 11.0 .0 38°. 3.0 11.1 9.9 .0 
24.6 4.1 32.5 36.6 
- "565 ­
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I
TABLE5.3.3.B (CONTINUED) TABLE5.3.3.B (CONTINUED)FORMORE ANDTYPE OF PLACE WOMNACCORDINGTOPATTERNOF CONTRACEPTIVE By DESIRE IRJE CHILDREN DISTRIBUTION MARRIEDFECUNDF ACCORDING OF CONTRACEPTIVE BYCHILDREN OF RESIDENCE 2FOR USE PERCENT ANDOFTYPE OF PLACE CURRENTLY OF R SIDENCE WOTEN TO PATTERN USE ESIREMARRI DFECUND-PERCENTDISTRIBUTION OF CURRENTLY 
25 - 3435-4 
NEVERUSEODAS BUT NO CURRENT CURRENT INE VERUSED ~ PASTBUT NOT CURRENT CURRENT 
T..ISED NOT NO OPEN LAST N TOTALNEESIG T.INTEND EARL TERILR T 0 OPEN LAST EARL ND TERIL TOTAL ITEND NE D S T J T. CLOSED ER NeG .T 





TYPE CF PLACE 

I T A L 




ATED YES 44.1 19.3 .0 63.4 2.6 10.7 7.S .0 Z0.8 .0 15.8 15.8 653 YES 35.8 46.9 .0 82.7 .0 9.9 3.7 .0 13.6 .0 3.7 3.7 41 
NO 17.8 8.5 .0 26.4 Z.7 14.I q.9 .0 2b.7 5.7 41.Z 46.9 1,47q NO 8.7 9.7 .0 1.4 6.5 1.3 9.3 .0 23.0 10.1 48.5 58.5 1,372 
DCNT KNOW 5.7 45.7 .0 51.4 ,U 25.7 L.4 .0 37.1 .0 11.4 11.4 35 DCJT KNOW 75.0 .0 .0 75.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 25.0 45.0 4 
45.9 55.4 1,.57TCTAL 25.b 12.4 .0 37.9 2.b 13.3 1.2 .0 25.1 3.9 33.0 37.0 2.167 TOTAL 10.4 I.7 .0 22.Z 6.1 7.4 8.9 .0 22.4 9.5 
TYPE F PLACE 
TYPE CF PLACE





WANTED YES 44.1 15.4 .0 59.5 3.5 13.2 
 7.8 .0 24.b .0 15.9 15.9 3q5 YES 3D.3 51.5 .0 81.8 .0 9.1 9.1 .0 18.2 .0 .0 .0 33
 
NO 17.7 7.4 .0 25.1 3.4 12.1 8.4 .0 Z4.0 8.Z 42.7 51.0 89 NO 5.6 8.6 .0 14.2 8.3 4.8 7.2 .0 20.2 14.0 51.6 b5.6 6z8DCNT KNOB 1.3 43.8 .0 1j.0 .E 18.8 1 .0 .0 31.3 .0 18.8 18.8 16 OCNT KNOW 100.0 .0 .0 100.0 .D .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2 
TCTAL 25.5 10.3 .0 35.8 3.4 12.5 8.3 .0 Z4.2 5.6 34.3 3q.9 1.300 TCTAL 7.1 10.7 .0 17.8 7.8 5.0 7.2 .0 20.1 13.3 48.9 62.1 b3 
TYPEOF PLACE
TYPE OF PLACE 




FUTURERANT D BIRTH ANTED
WNE
YES 56.0 140. .0 70.0 .D 10.0 6.0 .0 16.0 .0 14.0 14.0 50 
 YES 50.0 50.0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 6 
NO 18.3 9.6 .0 27.9 1.0 14.4 13.5 .0 28.8 1.9 41.3 43.3 104 No 13.0 8.0 .0 21.0 6.0 7.0 4.0 .0 17.0 7.0 55.0 bz.o t0 
DCNT KNOW 20.0 .0 .0 20.0 .0 60.0 .0 .0 60.0 .0 20.0 20.0 5 DCN-T KNOW .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 -
TOTAL 30.2 10.? .0 40.9 .6 14.5 10.7 .0 25.8 1.3 32.1 33.3 159 TCTAL 15.1 10.4 .0 25.5 5.7 6.6 3.8 .0 16.0 6.6 5l.q 58.5 10 
TYPEOF PLACE 
TYPE GF PLACE CFRESIDENCE 
OF RESIDENCE VILLAGE 
VILLAGE 
FUTURE BIRTH FUTUE BIRTHWANTED RANTEDYES D 1.3 27.9 .0 69.2 1.4 6.3 7.2 .0 15.9 15.9 208 YES 30.1 42.9 .0 81.0 .0 11.9 .0 .0 11.9 .0 7.1 .7.1 42 
NO 18.1 10.3 .0 Z8.4 1.9 17.7 11.7 .0 31.3 2.1 38.3 40.3 486 NO 11.2 11.0 .0 22.2 4i.8 9.8 12.1 .0 26.7 6.7 44.4 51.1 644 
DCHT KNOW .0 64.3 .0 64.3 .0 21.4 14.3 .0 39.7 .0 .0 .0 I OOM"T1KNOW s.O .0 .0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 50.0 50.0 2 
12.9 12.9 .0 25.9 4.5 9.9 11.3 .0 25.7 6.3 42.2 ,8.4 688TOTAL 24.6 16.5 .0 41.1 1.7 14.4 10.5 .0 26.6 1.4 30.9 32.3 708 TOTAL * 
-T 7 ­
- T566 ­
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TABLE5.3.3.8 (CONTINUED)C!P
PERCENTDISTRIBUTIdINOF CURRENTLYMARRIED'FECUND'WOMENACCORDINGTOPATTERNOF CONTRACEPTIVEUSE-
FOR ICRECHILDREN AND TYPE OF PLACEOF RESIDENCE 45+ 
BY DESIRE , c 
' 
. N. . 
.~oo~ 
• •- N N 
NEVERUSED 
NOT NO 
INT END INT END N E E D 
PTUTTURENT 
I 
OPEN LAST EARL 
S .T. NT . CLOSED E R 
NC 
NEE D S.T 
CRETIO~..
.TERIL 
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TCTAL S.L 24.4 .0 29.5 7.7 6.4 11.5 .0 25.6 .025.19.9 25. G 44.q44.q INR 19. , U'LS.U7U . . . " " U i 0U 
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TTL.0 2Z.Z .0 22.Z .0 11.1 33.3 .0 44.4 11.1 22.2 33.3 U' U' CpM0 
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TABLE 6.1.2




PERCENTDISTRIBUTIONOF ALL EVWR-lARIEU 
TABLE6.1.3TOTALRELIGION 
PERCENTDISTRIBUTIONOF ALL EVER-MARRIEDOEN ACCORDINGTOHfSAJIOlS OCCUPATIO- Of LEVELOF EDUCATION ANDCURRENTAGE 
HONE BUDDHIST PROTEST. CTHOLIC OTHER 
TOTAL OCPTO P$540STTL 	 85 o~
 
LEVELOCCUPTION 3F USLN LL S-TOTAL N. TL 
NHOSCHOOLING E 	 P r. S  S% S ILL I70. 8 19.2 5.9 2.1 .9 1,135 

PRIMARY SCHOOL 62.8 23.4 8.7 3.5 1.6 2.713 
 RD .CLE.IC44 0ICE AGm 1,1U. M34L 84434L 0 TA L
3.2 .6 803MIDDLE SCHOOL 55.8 Zq.4 11.0 
HIGH SCHOOL 50.5 24.q 15.3 7.q 1.3 594 LEVELOFEDUCATION 
COLLEGE OR HIGHER 43.6 21.8 26.7 7.3 .6 165 NO SCHOLIHS 1.3 .8 1.4 7.3 66.3 I5.0 .H 1.12 7 jjjjPRIMARY SCHOOL 1.1 4.8 5.3 11. I 0 7..
 
SUB-TOTAL 61.5 q.7 1.5 5.413 MIDOLE SCHOOL 1.2 	 :D 2.623.5 3.8 DE.6 	 2.6.0 21 Z.71 
HIGUBC-TOT.AL2. 20.312 5 2.4 137.4 1.3 786qo I?14 SCH OL 3G..6 10.3 1 . 23.73qi 0 	 R235 
NOT STATED 50.0 40.0 10.0 .) .0 13 	 01LL1CR ON VIGHEP 1.9 51.6 7 I..- .z 1.004 	 I15 
TOTAL 61.5 23.6 q.7 3.7 1.5 5,420 MIT ST17E. 	 10.1 34.5 Z5.3 6.6 5,345 b '.410 
C.T STATED 
.0 10.0 .3 Z3.0 50.0 13.3 13.0 13 
CU1RRENT AGE < 25 rI'AL 1.7 0.3 7.3 15.3 34.6 25.3 5.o 5,45 45 5.40E 
LEVEL 	 OF EDUCATION CUIxfr AGE C 21
 
NO SCHOOLING 78.6 14.3 7.1 .0 .0 L4
 
PRIMAPY SCHOOL 72.1 15.8 .0 2.3 .8 355 	 LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
MIDDLE SCHOOL 67.7 1q.3 10.6 2.5 .0 161 	 50 SCHOOLING .0 .0 .0 14.3 8.6 7. .04C ILE EORHGE 28.6 1.0 57.1 1.3 .0 7Z 	 PRIMARYSCHOOL .6 2.5 3.1 14. 4.: .3.3
HIGH SCHOOL 63.9 16.7 12.5 6.9 .0 7 MIDDLESCHOOL 0.1 4.4 7. 14.5 03.0 43 3 11 
COLLEGE OR . S7.1 .0 HIGH SCHOOL 22. 4. 1.1 '3.2HIGHER .0 1.3 7 	 6.9 2 13.4 l.4CqLLEGE 0 HIGHER 14.3 40.9 14.3 08.6 .0 .0 
mlI3-TOTAL 9.6 16.6 10.3 3.0 .0 6 	 'Jl-IOTAL 0.1 7.1 7.1 1,. 03.6 31.. 4.0 635 0 63N ,T STATED .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 	 NrStated .0 .0 .3 .0 . 3 . 
TOTAL 69.6 16.6 10.3 3.0 .5 	 TOTAL609 	 Z.1 7.1 7.1 15.4 23.6 33.3 4.8 635 4 630 
L E E I F T U A 4 
CU R R E N T A G E 2 5 - 3 4 LEVTELIF I VUC A rI
 
LEVEL OF EDUCATION 4 
 SCHOOLING 1.0 .5 2.0 7.4 55.4 13. 
HO SCHOOLING 7I.4 11.8 5.4 1.3 2.5 204 PRIA, T SCHOOL 1.5 2.6 3.- 16.7 3.1 -PRIMARY SCHOOL 66.5 2O.Z 8.5 3.2 1.6 1.133 	 RIDDLESCHOOL 3.s iz.1 o.p 13.5 35.51 ) 3..Z 7 1,*3c 
C HIGH4EOSCHOOL 12 732 00.8 Z 00.51 31 H2OO0LLHIGHER 0.6 	 0.3 Z~ 1.0 
MIDDLE SCHOOL 55.4 2q.q 10.6 3.0 1.0 4q8 
 HIGHE0 21E 8 1. 1.18 1..1 I- ZS 4.4 3 04 4 
321 	 5.5 1.q 1.1 S. t.1 3 ' HIGH SCHOOL 52.3 20.2 15.3 10.3 .q 2.1 17.0 

COLLEGE OR HIGHEC 51.6 23.2 21.1 4.2 .0 
2
95 I' 8-FOTAL Z.3 10.1 8.- 17.0 05.5 z4.3 7.1 2.Z os oo.P 
S118-TOTAL 60.6 21.8 10.2 4.0 
 1.4 2.248 M STATD .0 130.0 .3 .u .0 .i 	 .o -
NOT STATED .0 .0 100.0 . .01 	 I 0.3 1O.Z 8.0 17.0 25.5 23.3 7.1 0.201 28 0.0,0 
1.4 2,249 .UR8E1t AGE35 - 4TOTAL 	 62.6 21.8 10.2 4.0 
LEVELOF EODIATIOH
 
CURRENT AGE 3' - 44 NO SCOOLIKG 1.3 - 2.3 6.3 67.1
 
.7 6.4 5.6 16.q 38.6 03.3 5.8 459 jOP 	 MIDDLE SCHOOL .6 IS.4 16.4. 0.0 Z.5 132 3 086I35LEVEL EDUCATION 	 HIH  2.3 44 3 5. 11.4 3.8.6 31 18. . 6 6NO SCHOOLING 71.8 18.0 6.4 1.4 2.3 560 LL.E R HIGHE .0 .2 1 .13 13O 0 13 
PRARY SCHOOL 58.6 27.2 8.4 4.1 1.7 986 5.. 9. 1 .0 
MIDDLE SCHOOL 44.4 38.5 1z.h 4.4 .0 135 S1SI-TOTEL 1.1 -. 0 6.4 14.6 41.4 03.3 7.0 4.55. 06 1.44HIGH SCHOOL 43.9 34.8 15.. 3.7 2.4 164 M3T ST.TED .0 .0 . 0 3.-
COLLEGE OR HIGHER 41.0 20.5 25.6 10.3 2.6 39 S0 .0 .0 ZO.O 63.3 23.3 .3
 




.0 .0 5CREL 	 OG AT HOT STATED 40.0 60.0 .0 
 LEVEL OF EDUCAI|ON 
' 40 SCHOOLING .8 .8 1.ITOTAL 59.8 259 	 11.9 *blRna. I. 11.8 7.6 45.5 
UREi AE 50E SCHOOL .0 33.31 zz.a S, Z. S.$ 2319 +, 
9.1, 3.4 1.889 SCHOOL 101 16.5 . Q2567 	 1 353 
Z* 	 2 
URRENT ROE 45 * 	 CILLEGEZ* H1G1 HO LII.1 ?.2 t.1 .0C]LLIGI NONoIGHI HER0EROO Z. 16.1 43.0 8.30 q.  . 1 30 39.1 34.811.1 ZZ.2 1 7 .0 3 24 
LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
.'m-3OTZL 
NO SCHOOLING 64.1 25.5 5.3 3.9 3571.1 
t 
IL. 44..8 5.4 66? -1 654 
PRIMURY SCHOOL 49.2 34.3 9.9 4.1 2.5 242 Ol ' STA TED .0 3 .0 05.0 50.0 -3 05.0 
-

MIDDLE SCHOOL 33.3 44.4 11 1 .0 9 t
L.1 	 t34 
HIGH SCHOOL 37.8 29.7 21.6 8.1 2.7 37 157.1 L.1 8.4 6.5 14.4 44.8
 
COLLEGE OR HIGHER 20.8 25.0 41.7 12.5 .0 24 . .3
 
S118-TOTAL 55.3 Zq. 9.3 M.6 1.6 669 
NOT STATED 75.0 25.0 .0 .0 .0 4 
TOTAL 	 55.4 29.1 9.2 4.6 1.6 673 
- T570-	 -T T571 ­
ElR 14 2JQ I S. 21- SWVtI2i? _-qOIU 4INO0qE311 
IERaNT DASBLIEOTTON ACDDIG TO NUMBEROF MOERN OBJECTSOlED - BY LEVELOF NO IDE6A.TIO5F AL EVER-PARRIEDEmN 
CLTRENTAr.[ 	 TA&E£6.1.5COENEDISTDRIBLTIONIOFALL EVI - 3H3N ACCORDING 
- EY LEVELOF E ATI3 AM CRENTMIEO TOPATTERIOFEWO 
54BER OF 8DEN OBJECtS OWNEO S-TOTAL M.S. TOTAL 
r. 	 L PATTERNOF WORE 
CUGRENT CURRENT BEFORE AFTER ONLV NEVER S-TOTAL N.S. TOTALLEVEL OB AND 201TUCATIOSNOT V.D AFTER BUT NOT REFUELNO SCHJLINT 10.1 24.] 34.7 1.3 120.7 25.7 3.3 1,134 1,t35 	 BEFORE BE'URE BUT NOT CURRENTPATNAT SIVOOL 3.4 24.4 44.6 4.5 213.5 25.4 7.3 2.711 Z.?1] CURRENt
 
MIOqLE SCHOOL 1.2 5.4 24.5 5.1 2.5 13.4 8.4 803 2 NO 1 0 T A
4104 SCVOOL .5 3.5 16.4 25.1 16.7 35.0 22.6 544 - 94
 
COLLEGE CTA .0 CqLG 9.7 12.7 11.5 20.00 I515No 15 	 LRATOF LDUCATIOEVIGHER 1 Z7 . 44.LEVE5-9 SC OOLINMG lbq ?? . 47
4]1.9 	 3.7544-TOTAL 4.3 11.8 23.4 Z.h 19.3 8.3 7.b 5.405 5 5.410 	 4.7 2 1.1 123 1 1.135PCINAVE OCHOOR 27.4 24.G .R 5.3 55.2 02.3 20712 I .13
"TOOTS SCI'UL 15.1 13.2 5.3 4.4 24.4 OR. 6 803 803IT 1001. 1. 3. .	 5(401 14.500 00 33 33 	 IGl' 4.1|.Q E. OO 1. 	 4.4 4.3 35.2 27.7 593]1 4OU 3. 0 1 0.LLEE JTSIE :14 IHES 4.4 .9 5.5 	 4.2 32.1 4.4 15 -t15 
VITAL 4.3 11.9 23.A 24.4 18.3 8.0 7.6 5.45 3 5a410 
SUNLTiTL 5. 	 1 0 
STATED 10.0 50.0 .3ITE 	 33.0 10.0 .0 1 10 
LEVEE OF EOUCATIDR 
NO 5C7.LING 7.E 2.. 14.3 7.4 14 VITAL 	 Z3.4 s.7 21.4 5.6 4 21.4 .3 5-3 	 Z5.9 6.4 17.9 5.615 5.A2E 
P419.45 SC400E 5.1 17.8 32.7 25.7 34.1 3.2 .8 354 3 ]55CURENG.7 CVOL 16.1 26.E 	 361 CuRRENTAGE 25T <b6Z 1.2 17.3 14.A .E 
4104 0(7701 1.6 1.3 24.2 26.4 11.1 12. 5 11.1 72 - 7COLLEGE O PlOVER .7 14.3 .0 74.4 .0 14.3 .0 7 - LEVEE OP 	 1"tJCATID4 
1 50 SC0DOLItIS 42.4 21.4 7.1 .3 14.3 14.3 34 341 
5 8.E-TaE 3.6 16.4 31.6 26.2 14.0 6.3 2.0 604 | o. PAISAVI OCROOL 22.0 12.4 5.4 3.1 35.5 23.1 35 355 
OE SOVOL 13.7 6.3 8.1 4.3 44.1 2.0 161C 161 
NOT 500110 .0 .0 .0 .0 .3 .3 .0 .000HOO"UL NI £3.9 5.6 9.2 1.4 48.6 20.8 72 72CLLEGE O3VE 440410 296 .0 0 4.3 8.6 25.4 7 
OAL 3.6 16.4 31. 26.2 14.0 .3 Z.0 08 1 A03 
UR-TOT&L 1.4 IO.2 .4t .3 38.8 2.7 604 631 
rAT STATED .0 .0 .0 . .0 .0
 
LEVEL I]FETUCATIDA
53 SCVO'OLING 4.3 25.5 27.4 24.5 13.3 1.3 -5 204 - TO' TITL 49.4 10.2 6.4 2. 1 38.4 22.7 604 - 600 
OVISAVT SCHOOL 6.0 12.0 24.4 31.5 17.7 4.7 1.2 3.324 I 3.030
 
SODOLE SCHODl 1.4 
 7.4 25.4 27.4 22.3 4.9 4.6 407 1 448 C"AE'NT AGE 25 - 34
4304 SCHIIOL .3 3.4 17.3 28.7 34.6 14.3 36.5 571 321
COLLEGE 4 VIOVIA .0 1.3 7.4 12.6 16.4 22.3 60.0 94 . 5 LEVELOE EDUCATION 
C IRREMT AGE Z5 34 NO SCVOTLIN 30.7 26.5 7.8 0.0 4.3 14.2" 204 - 234SITS-TOTAL 3.2 10.5 24.4 28.4 48.4 7.4 7.2 2.246 2 2.04N 7438047 SC400L 27.3 15.7 7.4 3.5 19.3 22.6 1.124 1 1.33E 
8100L1 STIHOOLNOT ST'E .0 .0 .0 .0 100.3 .3 .3 - 4 NIGH SCOI0L 33.414.3 43.75.6 10.1 3.63.3 41.29.8 24.227.2 447 1 4481 	 8.5 320 1 31 
COLLIERORAIG4EA 24.3 6.3 4.3 2.1 36.4 22.R 45 - 4TOTAL 3.2 10.5 ?4. 28.1 33.4 7.5 7.2 0.247 2 7.48 lSTT2. 	 59 82 3. 47 2. .4 . 
C T STATED .0 .0 .0 .D 300.0 .0 1 1MARY1. 	 3.L ] 4: 1.$56 
LEVEL UF EOUCATION0 SCHOLENG I.2 20.2 23.4 25.4 4.4 .3.8 .8 54 50 OL 2.8 5.4 .2 3.3 4.4 2.0 2.46So0.4 3 
M438041SCHOOL 3.7 4.4 23.4 24.8 73.6 4.4 5.3 454 - 488 
SIDOLE SCHOOL .1 4.5 14.2 17.2 26.1 45.7 23.6 334 1 15 CURRENT4CR 35 - 44 
H4G3 SCHOOL .6 1.8 31.6 37.1 12.8 18.3 37.3 364 - 3 
COLLEGE 04 HIGHEe .0 .0 10.3 5.1 2.6 17.4 44.1 34 - 3 LEVEL OF EDOUATION40 SC H OL I3G 37. 7 6 3 2 3 3 3 . 1 
SITS-TOTAL 5.34 . .4 24.4 14 4.5 0 .5 18R3 £ .834 I T SCHOOL 30.8.6 33. 4.7 6.4 5.5 21.0 -I 
LEVEL OF EDU ATION 
 SIDOLE SCHOOL 17.2 25.4 6.0 7.5 14.9 29.3 34 4 135'IT STATED 70.0 70.0 .0 .0 43.3 20.3 .0 5 -	 " 440 SC4TOt 14.5 12.2 12.5 4.7 18.3 3. N 14 164 
€OLEGE OR HIGEV 23.3 7.7 25.6 5.1 20.5 07.9 3 -ITOAL 5.3 13.4 20.3 24.1 40.6 4.5 0.4 3.983 1 1.83: 
TOI-O TAIL 30.4 3Z.. s.1 5.8 7.3 20.2 3.882 2 1.384 
EV8 10.0 	 TTED 2.0 D .0 4..0 0 5 - I 
40 SCMOLI4G 4.0 18.5 22. 27.2 17.7 3.7 3.3 3561 31 OA 36.4 31.0 5.5 5.9 7.1 00.Z 4.886 0 3.884 
p Ar SCOOL 2.5 4.1 14.4 26.4 34.5 4.5 32.8 292 - 242 
MIDDLE SE1ICL .0 22.2 .0 22.2 11.1 44o . CUORIENT 4.0 . 4 AGE 45 
4IGH SCHO .0 .0 1.5 7. 0 14.4 30.8 24.7 37 
CILLEGE 10 HIGHER .0 .2 O.8 8.3 8.3 14.7 45.8 24 LEVELOF EDUCATION 
40.SCOLING 34.2 4.9 4.4 6.7 2.3 4.2 357 - 5$11-TOTAL 5.7 13.2 ..3 24.0 9.3 .7 .1 68 1 6b PRI a., SCHOOL 74 3.0 54 138 .2 4.8 242 - 4 
401T STATED 75.0 .0 25.0 50.0 6 	 36.2 33.3 .0 37.0 .I .0 - SIODLE' SCHOOLOOl 2 4 .3 11.1  55.6Z.938 4 8 137 
ILLAGE04 .IG4EV 6n.i20.8 16.7 32.5 8.3 8.3 24 - 4VTAL 5.8 33.1 21.0 26.2 15.2 . 1. 6 1 13673 
SII-TOTAL 24.2 38.7 4.8 8.1 6.3 16.0 1aS464 
NOT STATED .0 75.0 .0 25.3 .0 .0 6 -
1&L 26.0 38.0 4.8 8.2 6.2 19.4 613 1 673 
- T572 ­
-T5"/3­
u6.1. 04.-E 2n, Wi 7 1ia Wredd° y'JOW9 TABLE 6.1.7 
I% 
. "M2 I 
TABLE 6.1.6 
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF ALL EVER-WalIED WMN A ONG TO LITERACY - IT 
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF ALL EVER-ARRIEDAE1EN 
CLIDZNTAGE 
ACCORDI-GTO USBAND'SEDUCATION- BY LEVEL OF EDUCATIONAND 
LEVEL OF EDUCATION AND CURRENTAGE 
HUHANP"O FtOICATIO4 
NO P I 4AY MIOOLt: 
SCHJOLING SCOnL SCHOOL 
sIGH C3LLFF 
C4OL 1; HIGHE 




S-TOTAL N.S. TOTAL 
T 0 T A L 



























































































55B-TOT AL 81.6 18.4 5.408 2 5,410 TOTAL 12.0 i3.O .5.S Zs. 15.0 5.437 13 '.423 
N'T STATED 80.0 20.0 10 - t0 C'IRRENT AGE C 03 
TOTAL 81.E 19.4 5.418 2 5,420 LEVEL OF EDUCATION NO SCHOOLINGPO MARY S5CIL z.62.8 71.4SO. I .3t.5 .1414.6 ,.8 .8 I3553S -- 55 
CURRENT 
LEVEL 
AGE C 25 
OF EDUCATION 
Pt'JALY S.HOOLHIGH CH OL 


































































SUB-TOTAL 96.9 3.1 609 - 605 CURRENT AGE 25 ­ 34 
4OT STATED 
TTAL 













































































































LEVEL OF EOUCATIONNO OCHnOLI.Nl, 
PRIHAD SCHOOL 
IOOLE SC HOOL 
HIH SCHOOL 







































CURRENT AGE 35 - 44 SlJ-TOTAL 13.8 37.9 9.7 23.) 15.5 1,871 1 1.154 










































C"RRENT AGE I5 
LEVEL OF EnUCATION 
40 SCHOOLING 
PRIMARY SCO LMIDDLE SCH OOL 
HIGH SCIOOL 
















































TOTAL 73.3 Z6.7 1.888 1 1, 880 SIlTOTAL 37.8 36.5 2.3 13.0 14.4 66? 2 650 
CURRENT AGE 45 N T STATED 5.0 50.0 * .7 .Z 4 4 


























TITAL 32.9 07.0 2.1 13.? 14.3 671 2 673 
SUB-TOTAL 57.7 42.3 669 - 6bQ 
NOT STATED 100.0 .0 4 -I 
TOTAL 57.9 40.1 673 - 673 
- 574 - - T575 -
H11.2.1 942Xj. 21 W mZiAg :7LkUJS 4 E1 
UIA1. OAU 211 IU 1122421% ,i3*U4 1424 My TABLE 6.2.1MENT w 
TAKLE6.1.6 -MARRIED MEN ACCORDING TO RELIGION BY TYPE OF PLACE OF 
PRCENT DISTIR'TIWI OF ALL EVEIR-INAIEOWOMEN ACCORDINGTO WIFE'S MOST RECENTOCCUPATION-Y LEVEL OF EDUCATION PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF ALL EVER 
ANS cuR514 AGE RESIINCE AND CURRENT AGE 
9IST AECENT OCJPATISN S-TOTAL 4.s. fn0. L RELIGION TOTAL 
oII 4' "E VA S A LES I SfUNsK NONE BUDDHIST PROTEST. CATHOLIC OTHER 
WORK CL'4 CAL SEFVICE AG0 I.UL. 84JL 
T O T A L 
















ID.LE SCHOOL 5.5 .5 15.7 11.3 10.6I3 5"3 CITY 56.3 26.3 11.3 4.6 1.4 2,834 
HIGH 





























SI-TCEAL 3.5 2.3 15.8 02. . 5.408 2 1 TOTAL 61.5 23.6 9.7 3.7 1.5 5.420 
NOT STATED 60.0 .0 50.7 3 %*. 10.6 1) 1 
TOTAL 35.5 0.3 15.9 32.0 4.5 5,41E 2 5.423 CURRENT AGE ( 25 
IfltENT AGE C 25 TYPE OF PLACE OFRESIDENCE 
LEVEL OF EOCATIOH 
NO SCHOOLINGPRISAPE SCHOOL 26.655.6 .0.3 .O6.0 64.32.' 
7.18.5 135 





























VILLAGE 74.4 . 8 10.4 2.4 .0 250 
ELLEGE GHIHECA H GHEP 5. *1 286.. t .7 14.3 TOTAL 69.6 16.6 10.3 3.0 .5 609 
SU -TOTAL 61.4 2.3 8.4 1 .2 5.7 6 6U RN T E 
kilt STATED wO.0 SAED.0..0 . .7 .D . u . -C URRENt AGE 25 - 34 
TOTAL 61.4 2.3 8.4 10.2 8.7 62D16 TYPE OF PLACE OFRESIDENCE 
CIIRRENT AtE 21 - 34 CITYTOWN 59.959.2 23.025.4 11.211.8 3.0 L4.. 3.6 1,350169 
LEVEL OFNEDUCATION4a 
No SCHOOLINGPRI840• SCHOOL 24.j41. .0.2 6.015.2 S4.132.5 6.410.2 2041,125 - , 211.137 VILLAGE 68.4 18.8 813270.1: 3.2 I. 730 
MIDDLE SCHOOLHIGH SCHOOL 









321 TOTAL 62.6 21.8 10.2 4.0 1,4 2.249 
CLLEGE 0 HIGHES 5 . 33.7 6.3 .9 1*1 55 - 0 
S'58-TOTAL 48.8 2.7 15.t 24.5 8.4q Z.247 1 t.Z4R CURRENT AGE 35 - 44 
HOT STATED S.o .o .I .I . I - TYPE OF PLACE OF 
TI'AI 48.9 I.S.L 24.% 8.9 z.2~ 1. Z,Z%- RES IDENCE 
CITY 5Z.7 30.4 11.7 4.6 1.6 877 












































.-CURRENT AGE 45 * 
SlIJ-TOTAL Z7. 5 2.0 14.7 41.4 11.2 1.885 1 8E4 T 
TYPE OF PLACE OIF 
NOT STATED .1 .0 so.: 43. .0 q - • RESIDENCE 













CURRENT AGE 45 * VILLAGE 67.2 21.6 7.3 2.7 1.2 329 
LEVEL Or EDUCATIS4 
N10SCHILIG I.8 .3 14.3 67.5 6.0 - o TOT3L3 55.4 29.1 9.2 4.6 1.6 
673 
PRIM.A SCHOOL 31.4 .a 24.C 3..3 5.5 242 247 
MIDDLE SCHOOL 51.6 .0 11.' 33.3 .- 3-
HIGH SCHOOL 45.5 1. 7.7 5.4 0.8 37 32 
CLLEGE OR HIGHER 41.7 20.8 29.2 .0 8.3 24 - 04 
Stlm-TOTAL 22.4 0.8 18.2 49.2 7.6 645 604 
NOT STATED .0 .0 SO.: 25. 25.2 4 - 4 
TOTAL 22.3 1.8 18.2 45.3a .' 671 - 673 
- T5767­
TABLE 6.2.2




ICCUPATION IF -U54I 

NEVER PRnF. 
 % I KILLi IMP ILLETGIFS 
 SAVI*L RASIFAL NWDKED 4NAGEE. CLEI EAL SEuVir, AS.ICU. 
TIJTAL
 
TYPE OF PLACE OF 
b.) 3.6 .7 7,785 q R.N'6 CITY ?.3 12.? L1.Z Z.7 6 at15.1 45.' Z1.9 7.b A.b TOWN Z.0 5.6 5.2 7:.2 I3.: 1.7 1,164 12 2.176 VILLAGE qV 4.q 3.2 6.3 
34.6 20.' 6.b 5,355 65 5,41t5.3 15.11. 7.1TOTAL 

CURRENTAGE f ZS 
TYPE OF PLACE OE 1 I
10 4. .
RETITRACECITY 2.- 8.4 3G.1 20.3 1.0 4q., S.5 33? 1 3EE 
6.4 67 1 IR 
TGWN 6.4 13.l 6 . 1.1. 5.6 
31.1
10.6 36.0





 Z.1 7.1 7.1 15.4 1.6 
31,4 4.P 601 
CURRENT AGE 25 - 34
 




3.N 34.t 7 375
13.1 11.5 ?Z.3
CITY 2.E ) 366.1 I N 
TOAN Z.N 6.3 7.6 63.5 12. S.7 72P 27.7 15.5 
5.7 21.7 731 
VILLAGE *5 5.1 4 
I 723 l 2.040 Z.3 22.2 ER 17.C 1.T 21. 7.1 TOTAL 
CURRENT AGE 35 - 44 
TYPE OR PLACE OF I. :RESIDENCE 0A E . . "$ 4 

CITY 3.3 
 14.1 10.1 215: 6.6 3j N77 
TOWN .7 16.7 . 13.5 46. R. .1 6 2 IA R672.0ILLAGE .6 3.1 2.5 .3 '5 .1 .A a 63 








TOWN 2.3 30.1 7.1 32.5 13.4 36.7 S.3 -
CITY 1.4 i0.q 13.0 .1 Z' 1.2 1 7"6 NP NP 
VILLAGE .6 3.21.3 5.5 77.1 6.3 2.2 375 A 32 













NUMBER OF MOSERN 1NJECTS 'lNED S-TOTAL N.T. TOTAL 
0 1 3 N 5 6. 
10T7A
 
TYPE OF PLACE OF
 ARESIDENCECITY 3.0 3.6 24.5 24.0 37.0 1..3 12.2 2,34 1 014 
A:6 433TO1m 4.4 33.5 ZA.A Z4.9 19.5 1.3 6.q N 
6.0 16.0 23.4 30.3 15.7 4. 1.7 2.l37 1 2.376VILLAGF 
26.6 3.3 5. 7.6 5.415 5 5.401TOTAL 4.3 31.0 23.4 
CIRRENT AGE C 25 
TYPE OF PLACE OF 
RETTOENCE 
CITY 2.5 14.3 38.9 24.8 9.3 6.4 2.9 311 333 
TOWN .) 30.' 29.2 22.5 1.8 R.3 Z.3 4A N 
VILLAGE 3.6 35.7 22.0 23.5 3. 5 .3 24 3 as-
TOTAL 3.6 16.4 33.6 26.Z 14.0 6.1 2.3 blI 3 63. 
CURRENT AGE 25 - 14 
TYPE OF PLACE OF
 
P15 INCE 
CITY 0.6 '.3 21.9 26.0 30.6 03 13.3 17 " l3.3 
TOWN 0.0 26.5 OR.3 ,..36 2 7.2 6.6 3b 2 366 
VILLAGE 4.7 36.4 23.0 3..0 37.9 I.4.z 730 - 73 
25.? 13.4 7.5 7.2 2.74? a ?.?40TOTAL 3.2 10.5 24.4 
CIRRENT AGE 35 - 44 
TYPE Of PLACE OF 
RETIOENCF 
CITY 3.2 1.3 I.5 I.Z - 777.5 21.? 134.1 R7, 
T2N 5.6 135.1 2,5 2:6. 37.4 0.7 7,7 14 1 145 VILLAG; 75 4.8 23.7 07.4 23.3 N.5 .* 6 - 867 
5.5 5.4 3.531 3 3.031MAEAL 5.3 11.4 20.1 24.3 11.6 
CURRENTAGE 45 6 




CITY 4.1 11.5 223 E.3 13.q 7.3 1.9 216 - 703 
TOAN 6.4 6.4 21.3 27.7 27.7 5.6 4.3 67 3 NP 
VILLAGE 7.0 15.1 35.8 3o.4 Z,.7 5. .4 323 - 2. 
TOTAL 5.0 t33.3 01. 26.Z t.0 5.7 11 677 3 3.73 
'a 6.2.5 Y Xl.2P  Ie W 1 l- XlW 71lP-4oI m 
TABLE 6.2.5 
PERCENT DISTRISUTION OF ALL EVER-MARRIED WOMEN ACCORDING TO CHILDHOOD TYPE OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE 
- BY TYPE OF RESIDENCIE AND CURRENT AGE 
CHILOHIOD TYPE OF PLACE 
OF RESIDE'4CE 
CURAL TOWN ITY 
S-TOTAL N. S. TOTAL 
TOTAL 
t~~~~t~ 





0 TC A L-. 




























AGE C 25 
TYPE OF PLACE OF 
























ro-..N - ." C0RRENT AGE 25 -34 
I {} - -RESIDENCE TYPE OF FLACE OF 
69at. - . CN- z.A~ C CITYTOWNVILLGE 62.872.886.0 7.917.85.3 20.3Q.58.6 1.348 73 2-1155 - 1. 35C 730 
04. 0.~a. .... . . . . . .TOT AL 
C'RRENT AGE 35 - 44 
71.1 7.8 21.1 2.247 2 2.24Q 
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3 ATERCET6ITIITW f 
T 0 T A L 
OCCUPATION 'F 
CROAK 608615 










CURRENT AGE C25 
OF.CCUPA.IIoa
O 61018 sOA1EO 
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PcOf L AAGEREL 
CLENICAL 
5 ICRSALES ' 
tNSKILLIISNUAL
AMICULT PRSKIL ED CASUAL 

5U$-OT AL 




V CE OWNED- BY 361$RAJO5RCCUtINl 
C RCURRENT 
MM ACCORDIIGTO Mi"01t W2V8JECTS [ fEVER-IS84RIEB 
NUMBER OF bOROEN 11JECTS04050 S'.L' L 
1 2 3 40 

5A12 Z 
5.6 6.3 21.3 33.3 IA.)3 . . 
AL.5 1.5 1?O 2L. 125 1621 .Z 232BeM .6 23.1 1 .  121.?
& .
 
51ROB 6:58AL C 'E IC.. 31.2 15.16.5 16.5 22.4 
.3 11.2 27.1 2., 7.5 
7.0 17.6 36.0 26.4 .3 
11.0 23.6 26.5 IB.i 
3.1 6.7 Z3.4 31.3 j7.2 




.0 .0 1 .6 3 5.5 7.7 2USA1D 

.0 5.3 32.6 32.6 11.6 
332.3 16.7 22. 36.1:1 1 33.0 23.7 3.4 
5.0 20.1 2 32.2 .2 
3.5 18.1 35.2 22.5 
t . 3 0 . 7 3 7. 0 1 01.. 5 
11.5 13.33.6 16.6 26.3 
.0 .0 50.0 .C 25.0 
3.6 16.4 31.6 26.2 16.3 
DCCUATI 

1.8 2.7 23.122.61.5.3 3.8.7 26.6 28 
6.1 10.2 31.8 27.7I.3 2.6 2.8 23.71.3 .2 6.8 17.3 23.9 36.6 15.3 
3.1 5.5 26.5 27.2 
7.0 13.5 620.3 26.2 53 
3. 1 36,7.6S I E E ­
3.2 10.6 Z4.15 28.7 10.4 

3.7 3.7 L.5 33.3 10.3 
3.2 10.5 Z.6 28.7 18.6 
8.8 23.3 'I.01 2
.R 1.82 5 16 4 16 0 O 
17. 17.6 2.11.R 6.6 
8.6 6.5 
.3 10.3 23.2 23.0 6..7.3 
16.7 21.5 15. 
28.52.26.2 6.5 
5.4 13.5 20.z Z.3 1.7 
3.6 7.? 2b. zb.q 11.5 











13. 35.2 17.7 2.35.3 3.32.2 33.0 37.12O 7 21.6
8.18.  2.33 20.2 16.8 35.33.6 11.7 
5.5 13.2 21.1 25.3 13 
.0 13.3 57.1 20.6 












7 7. 0 4.1 1.1 
6.6 .3 

















































































0-5 33.7 131 1.7
0.5 .7 .5 33 
6.8 32 65 
6.7 3.1 172 
T583
-
TABLE 6.4.1	 F HUSOANTAND CUP-ENT rC 2M34 ccnRDI 1 T',PtCIGION - y CUPATION IrALL EV8-ARRIIO
PErENT 15T8IUTION 

4. s. T 1 TAL Onc c PAT I O O r *41 1 5A45 	 S - T At 
RSKILT0t AF %KILLEDN'VP P47F 
:KE0 CL1' ICAL STVi i t:U. MU4AN'JILNANJAL 
TOTAL 
PELIGIO 1 . . 3,35 3,53 
NoHE 1.7 7.4 6.1 44.0 31.5 74.4 1,277
17.1 27.0 6.5 |,253 1,1.0 -. 4 Z6.90lt025 1. 
.7 4.4 .4 4.7 75.7 24.1 3,1 4 42 56 POTESTAN1 
* 1 40 4 2 3 
C A TO OLIC 2 .0 13 . 1 6. 4 1 0 .6 2.1 Z5.11 . . 




15.1 34.6 Z5.j 6.6 353 63 5.4?C1.7 9.3 ?.5
TTA 

C'IRRNT AGE f 20 
RELIGION ".m IZq .	 43z
 
304*'2.0 6.0
.0 10.4 4.3 1.4 7'.? . 4.9:! 62 I41 363BUDHISTNT 	 2'. 

CITNOLIC 46.7 1.6 16.7 41.1 70.7 16.? 44.4 43 48 
OTHES .0 .0 .D .7 .2 40:. *I 3 
7.4 15.4 24.6 31. 4 4.0 6 4 
60 0 
2. 6 7.1TOTAL 

CURR4NT AGE 05 - 3 
RELIGION 4 474. .03N0N 2z. .6 7. . 
9.3 44.3 6.6 86 1 41 3U00HIST 2.4 11 47.5 76.? 21' 
PAO4L TA4T 4.4 4 . 10.7 z. 43.7 2.5 .3
6 205 5 
4 370 
CATOLIC .4 4.0 4.3 38 1.4 2.4 
4.6 
OTHER 1.. .0 13.1 26.7 13.3 2. 3.3 1? 4 34 
TOTAL 0.3 40.2 30. 17.c 05.0 20.7 7.1 2.224 8 8,24 
CURRENT AGE 33 - %4
 
NEL|GION 1.3 4.8 11.5 40.4 0.4 1,144ONE 6.9 
 3.2 I2 1l11
 
. 8 4 .2 0h.6 24.5 6.5 432 4 44. UPI' T
4l*T. 

21.5 	 266 
. , 64 64
PIOTESTANT I.8 L4.5 4.8 23.5 37.5 0.4 5 171
 
40.9 20.3 ?.7 

OTH0P .0 5.7 5.7 11.4 44.6 5.6 23.3 1 35

CATNOLIC .0 47.2 0 2 ,.4 







RELICGION HIE:4004 5.4 43.2 42.6 : 372 1 74.4 3.4 53.1 l 5.6 1 4 3 
6 16 
UDHIST 4.7 
2.4 .3 2 

.0 4.0 0.6 1.5 





1 3. 3 31 4 3
 0 3 ,3
CAT F O T I C . 6 7 1 2: 0 1.3 3 1 .

27.3 	 11THE8 .0 ,.4 43.2 0 36.4 .4 

17.
1.1 0.4 6.3 1.0 43.3 6.9 .6 660 7 TTAL 

PFRRCRT OISTR4NUTION OF L L FV R-R 411 03M ACCORDINGTO RELIGION - IT NU MER OF 300333 OIJECTS 04333 AND CURRENT 
3UBER OF 4OERN O3JEcTS 15I-TOTAL 4.4. TOTAL
 




NONE 5.4 13. 25.5 26.5 17.3 3..) 5.3 3.332 A 3,336
 
UOHI 1.3 186 40,4 4,276 ,2
3.6 0.4 10.5 4 l4,
P42T205445 3.4 3.6 22.4 24.2 77.4 40.4 14.4 524 2 526
 
CATOLIC 4.0 9.4 43.2 Z1.0 49.7 16.3 11. 21 - 231 
OTHEP 3.8 0.8 14.3 25.0 23.3 2.5 5.n M, - f. 
TOTAL 4.3 14. 23.4 Z6.6 4.3 3. 7.6 1,413 3 5,42 




NONE 4.0 18.4 31.4 27.4 42.3 4.0 4.0 421 4 424
 
BUDDHIST 4.0 13.9 30.7 20.3 4 3 .:'4a.0 101
 
POOTESTANT 1.6 42.7 30.2 30.2 17.3 1.2 4.q 63 - 6
 
CAT"OLIC .0 .0 2Z.2 16.7 16.7 3.1 5.6 44 1n
 
OTHER .0 .0 400.0 .0 .0 .2 .2 3
 
TOTAL 3.6 16.4 31.6 06.2 44.0 6.3 2.2 60 4 609 




30 E .0 1.7 26.2 27,6 17.6 7.6 5.4 .4 6 4 4, 7
3000DIS0 2.0 8.4 24.2 32.6 43.1 5~0 42.6 634 - 444
 
PROTESTANT 1 7.9 22.3 Zt8 24. .7 4|, 4212*2
" 4 
CAT8OEIC 2.2 42.2 47.8 I23. 0 I 92 I.4 
OTHE& 9.7 9.7 24.2 44.4 32.0 .3 .2 34 . 
TOTAL 3.2 40.3 24.3 08.7 4.4 7.5 1.0 2,26? 2 2,43 
CURRENT AGE 33 . 44 
RELIGIONI
 
4ONE 6.5 13.7 23.2 Z4.0 1.2 3.1 1,0 4,1O 3.430
 
BUDDHIST 3.7 7.5 14.3 26.2 2). 3 3,0 13.7 644 .130
 
PIOTESTANT 5.3 7.6 19.9 1q.1 I3q 15.2 41.5 171 . ?|
 
CRT4 IC .0 9.4 41.6 43.3 27.1 24.4 7.8 63 -

OTNIR *C 44.4 22.3 34.4 27.0 2.3g 44.4 33 35
 
T O T A L . 11. 28 .0 4 4 . 3 . 1, 1 43 4 24 .0 .4 4 0 0 .0 19 
CURRENT AGE 45 4 
RELIGION
 
O E 6.7 16.6 22.8 27.1 16.1 5.4 .4 1 331
 
38U0HIST 5, .2 46.3,0 27.0 43.4 43.3 42.2 406 6 
P3OTETTA3T 6.6 9.3 13.7 48.0 23.0 4.2 36, 4 6? 
CATHOLI .0 6.3 22.6 22.6 22.6 0 1.4 31 - 34 
OTIRTI .0 * 43.0 27.3 48.2 5.3 .0 it 14 
TOTAL 5. 13.1 24.2 26.2 43.2 6.7 3.4 67j 4 h7 
TAIL *.1.1A 
PAENT" DISTRIBUTION )F ALL WOMENMADRIEOwaR£i ACCOROINi TO NURER OF MIOERN OBJECTS OWNED- or 
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CURRENTAGE 3 - 44 
NUMBEROF OJECTS 
OWNED 
23.8 33.9 8.2 0.3 24.W 24.0 2.296 3 2.Z4. 
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CONFIDENTIAL Questionnaire No. 
Information to be used for E. D. NO. Household No. 
research purposes only___________________ 





Head of the household:
 








Next visit: Date 
Time 
* 	 Result codes: 1. Completed 2. Partly completed 3. Not at Home 
4- Refused 5. Other (SPECIFY) 
Reioterviewed[ ]S~rutinized Z Spot-checked n Edited [] Coded F] Coded LI 
Name Name Name __ Name __ Name __ 
Date Date Date __ Date JE.nte 
1 9 7 4 
-A I­
No", we would like to have some information about the people who ordinaril) "
 
live 	 in your hou-,ehold or are sta) ing with %ou now.e "eh. jr are st..ving % ith )n 
I*I'N IJAL RATI\, SE KFS\I*,E DATE OF AGE' SURVIVORSHIP F PARENTS % L5TqLb FERTILITY: FOR ALL EVER- MARRIED WOMEN(Fn d 3.nd YESin col18)






 [ | 	 5 I HCtNT i.iV iu rrs __ __ 
-1*0 .. 	 'A C- AcII
 
.EI 	 IF a 
2' 	 - U 
________ 2) 3 i () 	
-~8__j=8~-m 
1 ~ Pl 	 4. 
I 1 O50 ESF CME In M C11 	 M2!j 
E- E 
0F YES YES ESYES YES YES YESM F I 
01 
NO Oo NO NOF 	 S FI 
MNNO O N~ NO NO NO NO NO V~r NO FI'M F M F IF F UP RN yMF NO 03 
NO N LY A. O MF 0F F NOMF M1x M 	 MF 
03 F 	 YI0 FYES YES al A YES YES YES YES YES)YE M F% F 	 SF YES-NIMMMM1FI'lFN1FSL 
04 M~FYES YES IWDY RNO 	 INO LIN JE YESNO YES YES YES YES NO N tFS) oDYMFIS0 05NO NO NO NO 	 1F M FSLY LIMNFININFuINMM~ 
NO NOdYES NO NO OpN 	 NO M F,4E NO NO NO 	 YR NO 03hYESas domesti- serants,YES or lodgers YES usuaF-y YESliSehereL-----------------------------OL.-T-YESS YES YES 	 %riends, Sho YESNOYES NO LINTR NOYES NOYES NOYES YES YENO YESNKnOhFM05E 
07 MEF OMFMFMFMs .I O E 
YES NO 	 Yri.o F NI 
A 
NO NO iit ma O O NO 	 YOE0YR ri NO N Nr 	 Y1NO 07 
- _ _ -_...YE	 
--------
10 M YES YESS YES YES YES YES JYAFT .__ YES_ 	 [MF YES10ME NO NO u YRwYYPi NO NO NO NO NW N IFM F N F INIFN F FYs rnmiaoMF3 07 
YES YES1 -OYmakYES YES YES YES YESI YES08 MEFNO NO LI NO NO No NO NO NO\7 MF IFFM F MIFFiF all 0_____ 9mnoMFYESIs 	 NOo0 L 
YES YES YES YES MS! YESI09YES YES &A 

LIMI Cn"IK I NO M 
 09OIHYRI 
10MIOIOUNNo 	 NO No NO NO M0 M MFM M MF S TM YE 10 
Just to make sure I have a complete listing: 	 , 04I OF HO F3OOWHO RAVE DIEDSINCE 38. W~fh o h .J.j aefud otehe32. 	 Are there any other persons, such as small children or infants that we hall OFtitt012 YEARS AGO Y.TC E O-t~sR 1 __________._thean _______ 
listedYESD[ (ENTER EACH IN CHART) NOE-' RELATOSpSEDAEF Ah AGE AT. Clock or watch YES f~ l&Poo~bYSE . 
33. 	 In addition are there any other people who may not be members of your Mi-SF SO YRMODAY 2 n..lr YEI l N .Tkpo. YS[ U
 
such as domestic servants, friends, or lodgers who usually live here? II.TN I- E OC]7 ~r- ] N
 
YES [D (ENTER EACH IN CHART) NO [U F Yt MODAY io YESE NOE] & Refriertor IVESE]N oE] 
34. 	 Do you have any guests or visitors temporarily staying with you? MF SOL R MO0DAY 4 .wi aIeai-. YES NOE 9. pioo ro YSE O 
YES [: (ENTER EACH IN CHART) NON M)I Y S DAY IL. aTV YrEE ROE 
A 	 2-A3r 
_________________________________ 
37. 	 What kind of living quarter is this? 
DETACHED ATTACHED APART-
HOUSE ] HOUSE D MENT [ ROOMS 
(SPECIFY) 
this place, or are you renting, or what? 
OTHERD[] 
38. 	 Do you own 
OWN n RENT[] FREE [] OTHER] (SPEIFY) 
do) the (house, apartment, rooms,-)of floor space (does, 

that you live in have?
 
39. How many "pyong" 
pYONG 
our household?40. 	 How-many rooms do you have for the use of ROOMS 
a farm? 
41. 	 Does anyone in this household work on 

NOD[
YES (END INTERVIEW) 
LINE NO. OF HOUSE-it that 	 works on a farm? (IDENTIFY BY42. 	 Who is 

HOLD LIST ON REVERSE SIDE) 

. .. . . . . .Time 
in your household? 
or rented by someone that is farmed ownedland43. 	 Is the 
WORKS FOR 
SOME RENTED 
SOME 	 OWNED. 
SOMEONE ELSE y
OWNED [] RENTED g 
TYPE OF LAND OWNED RENTED 
CHEONGCBEONGmuch paddy field is BO 	 BO44. 	 Howowned or rented? 
45. 	 How much dry field is CHEONG CHEONG 
_ 





CONFIDENTIAL Questionnaire NO. 
Information to be used for E. D. NO. Household No. Rea 
research purposes only 
Korean National Fertility Survey 
Individual Questionnaire 
of 	 50)(For ever-married women under the age 
Address: 
Name of respondent:Head of the household: 









3. 	 Not at Home
*Result codes: 1. Completed 2. Partly completed4. Refused 5. Other (SPECIFY)
 
Sor~ie~ ReiteeSpot- checked E]E Edited
edCoded El]CoedE Coded El 
ReinterviE wEd E] 
Name Name Name Name_Name 

Date Date Date Date Date __
 
1 9 7 4 
-A 5­
TIME STARTED (pM.) 	 110. How old are you now? 
Section 1: Respondent's Background ENTER ON EVENTS CHART: CURRENT KOREAN 
-YEARS OLD- AGE IN 1974 AND KOREAN AGES IN PREVIOUS 
CALENDAR YEARS BACK TO AGE 	 15LOCATION OF INTERVIEW(SHI. EUP, MYUN) 
101. 	 Do you live in this house? 
11. In what animal year were you born? IREFER TO EVENTS CHART) 
YES[] NO[ ANIMAL YEAR 
102 Do you live in(SHI. EUP. MYUN) ? 
Yes NoI'- 112. In what year. month, and day were you born? (REFER TO EVENTS CHART) 
103. 	 Where Oo you live? (TO BE FILLED IN BY FIELD EDITOR) 
R's DATE OF BIRTH IN SOLAR 
CALENDAR 
YEAR MONTH DAY YEAR I MONTH DAY 
(INTERVIEWER: OBTAIN Sill, EUP, MYUN) 
104. 	 Have you always lived in(SHI, EUP. !MYUN OF CURRENT RESIDENCE) 
since you were horn? 
YES[ 	 NOD(SKIP TO 106) 
105. What kind of area .ould you say (this, that) was when you were growing up, 	 DK DKE ] _K_-] IiK[- I)K[_] DKAY] 
say 	to age 12? Was it countryside, a town, or a city?
 
COUNTRYSIDED TOWN[-] CITY­
(SKIP TO 110) 	 113. INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE 112 ABOVE) 
106. 	 Where were you born? MONTH GIVENY MONTH DKY 
SHI EU-p 
DO 	 GUN MYUN 114. Is the month of your birih 116. Do you happen to know the 
solar 	 or lunar calendar? season in which you were 
horn - spring summer, 
area did you live mostly when you were growing up. say to age 

in a town, or in a city?
 
107. 	 In what kind of 
it in the countryside, 
TOWNM CITYD SOLAR] 115. Was :hat autumn, or winter? 
12? 	 Was 
COUNTRYSIDE[-] 
leap SPRING L_
month?MYUN OF CURRENT108. 	 Where did you live before you moved to SHi, EUP, 
RESIDENCE)? 	 LUNAR[- SUMMER
 
SHI EUP YES ]
 
DO GUN MYUN 	 WINTER F] 
109. 	 How many years ago did you move to (Sill, EUP. NIYUN OF CURRENT DK D NO _ AUTUMN D
 
RESIDENCE)? YEARS AGO DK DK
 
-A 6-	 -A 7­
117. Have you ever attended school ? 	 125. Do you have a religion which you believe in? 
YESF1 NOD (SKIP TO 121) 	 YES[ NO[ (SKIP TO 128) 
118. What was the highest level of school you attended? Was it primary school.
 
"new" middle school or "old" middle school, "new" high school or "old" high 126. What is your religion?
 
school, or college? 
 BUDDHISTD CONFUCIANISTD PROTESTANT-
NEW OI.D NEW OLD 

PRIMARY MIDI)LE MIDI)LE HIGH HIGH CATHOLC - OOTHERL (SPECIFY}
 
SCHOOL 17 SCHOOL[_ ] SCHOOLD
SCHOOL__] SCHOOLD­ !27. How often do you usually go to a church, a temple, or any place like that? 
COLLEGE- OTHERD- (SPECIFY) 	 tREAD CATEGORIES, IF NECESSARY) 
119. 	 Did you graduate from(HIGHEST LEVEL ATTENDED)? AT LEAST AT I-EAST A FEW TIMES 




120. How many grades did you complete in {HIGHEST 
128. Have you ever attended any meetings of organizatio,,s like the Woman's 
40. OF GRADES COMPLETED 	 Pssociation. Mother's Club, Home Life Improvement Club, or others like these? 
YESj 	 NOD (SKIP TO SECTION 2) 
121. INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE 117, 118, AND 119) 
DID NOT GRADUATED 129. How many times have you attended any meetings of organizations like these in 
NO GRADUATE FROM the past 12 months? 
SCHOOLING FROM PRIMARY[H PRIMARY 
SCHOOL - SCHOOL TIMES 
S OR MORE 	 TIMES 
122. Can you read a newspaper or magazine? 
YES( NOD (SKIP TO 124) 
123. How often do you usually read newspapers to get news and information? 
(READ CATEGORIES) 
A FEW ONCE IN
 
EVERYDAYD DAYS A WEEK[ A WHILED NEVER[
 
124. How often do you usually listen to radio or watch television to get news and 
information (READ CATEGORIES) 
FEW 	 NEVERDEVERYDAYD A ONCE IN 
EEYA[ DAYS A WEEK[-- A \VHILE. NE R[ 
-A 	 8­
-A 	 9­
Section 2: Maternity History -	 212. Are vou pregnant now? 
NOD (SKIP TO 215) D KYESLD 
YF, 	 F 0K (-SKIP*JO 215) 
201. 	 We want to get a complete record of all babies you have actually given birth to 
in all of your life. In the first place, do you have any sons of your own now 	 213. In what month of pregnancy are you in now? tENTER IN EVENTs CIRT 
living with you? 
~214. Would you prefer to have a boy or a girl? 
po GIRLD EI T ERJ OTHERBy~j 3 
NO welewhee?ivig whoar  SPECIFYn* 
are living elsewhere?sons of your own who204. 	 Do you have any 

YESD 204. How many live elsewhere? 215. INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE 211)
 
NO 	 ONE TWO OR MORE 
NO D 	 LIVE BIRTH[_ LIVE BIRTHiF LIVE BIRTHs 
of Your own now living with You? Do you have any daughters205. 
YESD F206. How many live with You? 	 SI O_11O ODRCL O27 G O21 NONFERTIIE OF LIVE BIRTHPREGNANCI' CHART CIIART ON PAGE & 
207/.Do You have 	 ON PAGE 9. 
any duaghters of your 	 own who are living elsewhere? (IGNORE THE 
EXPRESSION IN
208. 	 How many live elsewhere? PAREN THESES IN 25. 
BUT IF CURRENTIA"
 
2N9. hts who later died? PREGNANT. AI)D THE
eoed 	 Please 

PHRASE "apart from your 
209. 	 Have you ever given birth to any sons or daughtr whoASlatert died? Plaeourutprganr
 
include ones who died immediately after birth? 
 current pregnancy.")
 
have 	 died?and daughtersmany of your sons 
S__ 210. How 216. Now I wat to ask some questions about each of your (SUM) 
children you have given birth to. starting with the first child you had. 
NO 	 (GO DIRECTIY TO 217 OF LIVE BIRTH CIIART ON PAGE 81" 
202.,204.SUM ANSWERS To211. 	 INTERVIEWER: 

206, 208. AND 210 AND 
 SUM 
sUM:ENTER TOTAL, HERE: 
NOW ASK. 
have 	 this right,to make sure IJust 	 (SUMl) births. Is that correct?you have had 
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Section 3: Marriage History 	 315. (Were you, have you been) married only once, or more than once? 
ONLY ONCE[] (SKIP TO 317) MORE TI-AN ONCE~f 
aaout your married life. Are you now married,301. Now, I have some questiors 
widowed, divorced, or separated?TMARRed DIVORCED SEPARATEDed316. 	 How many times have you been married altogether? 
MAIER D WID OW EDy D V R E [ E P R T D 	 I E 
SKIP TO 315 _ _317. 	 INTERVIEWER: CIRCLE NO. OF FORMER MARRIAGES (SUBTRACT 
CURRENT MARRIAGE FROM NO. GIVEN IN 316 IF "MAKRIED" IN 301) 
302. How old were you when you and your !usbandmarried? (PLOT ON EVENTS 	 IN CHART BELOW AND ASK 318-32 FOR EACH. 
CHART)	 YEARS OLDFORMAER .MARRIAGE2S
 
CH R )YEARS OLD 
 W1.0-T ON ESKI:NTsCARAT, 
I IR J*303. 	 In what motth were you married? (PLOT ON EVENTS CHART) 
DKF1I OY ISSI OT 
MONTH 	 it 
- 'S. , 	 5 5 ! 
I 	 . ­season was304. Is that solar or lunar calendar? 306. In 	 what 
-"that? 	 j. 
2 	 -SOLAR[- 0b. Was that month a SPRING 	 -. s I - ' 
leap month? 	 S MMER[]
LUNARLI- YES{J_ SUMEW[K­
sDKD 	 NOD UEN A]jm 

DK WINTER "mco
 -4 	 s 
307. How old was your husband when you married him?YEARS OLD	 L wmc 
308. Does your husband ordi iarily live in y ,urhousehold? 	 -0I 
YES -- (SKIP 	TO 315) NO _ AO,-
­
309. Is he away only for the time being or you stopped living together for 	 ,,-1 LP.,, -. h AS-A-good? 	 have[]- KI TO 3151 FOR GO,,u: 
'i', 	 Z 
FOR THE 	 TIME BEINGD(SKIP GOODy 
310. How old were you when you stopped living together for good? 
(PLOT 	 ON EVENTS CHART)A 




,311. In what month was that? (POLT ON 	 EVENTS CHART)
r1* MNHDKY_ ' h 
3121 Is that solar or lunar calendar? 314. In what season was that; n.0A 
SOLAR 313. Was th't a leap month? R S IAj sa 






 " WINTER F1
 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C Section 4: Contraceptive Knowledge And Use 
401. Now I want to talk about a somewhat different topic. As you may Far-aps know. 
there are various ways that a couple can delay the nex: pregnancy or avoid a 
pregnancy altogether. 

Do you know of any of these ways or methods? 
ESNO 
WITH402. 	 ASK 406-416 PREFACE QUESTIONING W 
Just 	 to male sure, 	 let me describe some 
methods to 	see if you have ever heard of 

m 
t-te.(SKIP 	 to 4061)EIOI 
403. 	 Which methods do you know of? 
(PROBE:EAnything else? 

BOXES IN 	 COL 1INTERVIEWER: RECORD ANSWER, AND THEN TICK 
MENTIONED.CORRESPONDING TO THE METHODS 403 AND TICKED COL 1, ASK.404 

FOR 	 EACi IMETHOD MENTIONED IN 40 N IKDCL1 S.44Dwear 
USING SAMEv yu S ASWORDINGS RESPONDENT.404 eR u eHave used EHOD EN T(TICKI ONDOS CL3404. you ever (METHIOD)? BOX 
• 

405. 	 NOW ASK 406-417. IN TURN, SKIPP!NG TIOSE METHODS TICKED IN 
WITH: 
COL 	1. PREFACE QUESTIONING 

There are some other methods .hich you ha',enot mentioned and I would like to 
find out if you might have heard of them. 
OCOL 	2 COL 3 

SEVER 	 EVER 

FWRI 
406. One way a woman can delay the next prenanpregnan YES 7 YES L 
cy. or avoid getting pregnant, is t, take a pill NO [- NO 
every day. 
PILL COL 2. Have you ever heard of this method? 





407. 	 Another way is for a womzn to have a loop 
or coil of plastic e- metal, tie intrauterinedevice(JUDj, inserted in her womb bv a

LOOP doctor and left there.
 
COL 	2. Have You ever heard Of th-s method? 

COL 3. Have you ever used this method? 408. 	 Women may also use other metbods to avoid 
getting pregnant, such as placing a diaphragm 
or tampon or sponge in themselves before sex.]: sn omtbeso el .. .[
 
F2,1OER COL 2. Have you ever heard of any of these 
methods?
 
COL 	3. Have you ever used any of these 
__ 	
methods? 
409. 	 Scme ,)on0mnwash themselves immediately
after 	sex. with[]li..u d. water or perhaps some other 
COL 2. Have you ever heard of this method toDO)UCHE avoid getting pregnant? 
COL 3. tavi you ever used this method to 
avoid getting pregnant? 
410. 	 There are also some methods men use so thattheir wives 	 will not get pregnant. Some men 
a condom during sex. 
NO2 CO 3.Ddyuad)orhsnderuethisc'L 	2. Have you ever heard of this method? 
3rCLDid you and your husband ever usetimethod? 
411. 	Some couples a1o;d having sex on particuiar 
days of the month when the woman is most 
able to becoine pregnant. This is called the 
safe 	 period or rhythm method. 
tah COL 2. Have Y~.j ever heard of this method?('OL 	 3. Did you and your husband ever do this? 
412. Some men practice withdrawal, that is, 




COL 2. Have you ever heard of this method'! 





413. Another way is to go without sex for 
several months or longer to avoid getting 
ABSTI pregnant. 
PmENCE COL 2. Have you ever heard of this methid N 	 E being used? 






YES 	 [ 
NO 
































_COL Col 2- COL 3 	 422. INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BO (SEE 406, COL 3) 
upis
40 414. Some women have at, operation called 
' r2.IuYES 	 Y eV Se D PILL [/ (SI g TO 3nosuch as having their tubes tied,sterilization, 'I' steiliatin, uchas YES[7 	 23.You have told me that You have used the pill. Where have you usually gotten youravig teirtubs ted. STERIlI in order not to have any more children. suppies? 
HEALTH CENTER IZATI ' COL 2. 	 Have you heard of this method? N1 OSAL [HYES415. 	 Some men have a. operation called HOSPITAL
 
as not to get their wives
vasectomy, so 
VASEC- pregnant. NO [_ ;.77 T,, 'PRUGV PRIVATETE OTO/ [OC OR TOIY COL 2. Have you heard of this method? 
.:'" ?
 any othe.... thods 41. Hve yo .....r heard of O TEX/ 
men can use to avoidEl which women or 
 Li (SPECIFY)
OnM pregnancy? 
Yes [7 No~ (SKIP TO 41SI ' x 424: Have ever had any in OL]getting supplies when needed them?/s 	 -<. you difficulties SKPTO19youYES 7 
EAC METIIOD .)BEIOW you FOR of?- Hi VY. 
. ((lISTBELW)417. What"LIST methods have
AND heard 
[ODASK QUESTION FOR COL 31 
were they? 
this method 
What kinds of difficulties 
COL 3. Have you ever used 
YE'OS,
this method?COL 3. Have you ever used 3/, , N - 426. lave you ever discussed any of your difficulties in getting supplies of oral 
CO 3. Have you ever used 	 this method? 
3 ' pills with a doctor, or a family planning worker, or a nurse, or anyonelike that 
418. INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE COL 3,406-417) 	 SNO (SKIP TO 429) 
AT LEAST ONE 	 NOT ASINILYES IN COLT 3](SKIP TO 422) TYESIN COL3 	 427. With whom have you discussed any of your difficulties of this kind? 
419. 1 want to make sure I have the correct information. Have you ever done 	 428. Have any of these discussions helped you? 
anything or tried in 	 annyway to delay o,- avoid getting pregnant? YES I NO [ 
429. Have you ever experienced any side effects from using the pill? 
420. What method was that? 421. Why is it that you have never YE 	 NO[ (SKIP TO 433)used any method? 	 43J. What side-effects have you experienced? 
(PROBE: Any other methods?) 
431.Ltiow severe were any of the side-effects? Would you say very severe. 
Witmewhat severe, or not so severe?PROBE: Any other 	 reasons?) 
NEEDED) 	 VERY SOMEWHAT. NOT SONEEDED) 	 "SEVERE[7 SEVERE [ SEVERE [ 
you seen a doctor, or a nurse. or someone like thatR toD
have any of 
432. Have 
(SKIP TO 422)43..SVRSE 
side-effects treated? 







sing the pill? 	 448. INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE 410, COL 3) 
had any other difficulties in uin th LSI)CNIO	 Fil-EE USED CONDOM F] (SKIP TO 460)433. 	 Have you ever EVER USED ONIOM y NEVER 
YES NO L (SKIP TO 438) 449. 	 You have told me that you and your husband have used the condom.
-




HtOSPITAL [435. 	 Have you ever discussed any of these difficulties with a doctor, or a family PRIVATE DOCTORplanning worker, or a nurse. or anyone likethat? 
YES 7 NO (SKIP TO 438) I)RUG 	 STORE F] 
OTtHER 	 _ __(SIPECIFY)436. 	 With whom have you discussed any of these difficulties? 
50. Have you or your ti-hand ever had any difficulties in getting supplies when you 
437. 	 Have anv of these discussions helped you? needed them? 
NO (SKIP TO 455)F]NYE-S 	 -YES 
B)X (SEE 4107. C(f. 31TICK AP'ROPRIATE438. 	 INTERVIEWER: 451. 	 What difficulties have Nou had? IS 0-IP TO 448)
EVER USED LOOP NEVER USE) LOOP 
452. 	 |lave you ever discussed anv of y.our difficulties in getting supplies of have 	 used the loop. lave you ever esperienced any439. 	 You have told me that you 
condoms o ith a doctor, or a family planning worker. or a nurse or 
side effects from using the I.op? 

YES I NO : (SKI.' "O 443 
 anine like that? 
Y IS N(O SKIP. TO 155i 
440. What side- effects have you experienced? 
153. 	With iwhm hate vou discussed any of your difficulties of this kindi? 
1454.Have anN of th,.'i discussions helped you?441. 	 How severe any of the side-effects? Wvould you say very severe, somewhat 

severe, or nit so severe. 
 NO NOT 	 SOSOMEWHATVRY 
455. Htve xou or .,ur husband iver had any other uifficulties in using the condom? SEVERE SEVERE .SEVERE 
IS No j (SKIP TO 460) 
... effects442. 	 ,,fHave, ,oou everdl-seen atreateddoctor. ' ,r a nurse, or someone like that to have any 456. .Y. What .,difficulties .... have . you had?iYEus e 
|ta~e you had any other difficulties in using the loop'443. 457. Hlave 	 you ever discussed any of these difficulties with a doctor, or a familyYES y ao in u SKIng TO 448) 

YL planning worker. or a nurse, 
or anyone like that?
i l 4 
YES y 	 NO [] (SKIP TO 460)444. 	 What difficulties haxe you had? 
you ever discussed any of these difficulties with a doctor, a family445. 	 Have 
whom have you discussed any of these difficulties?458. 	Withplann_-worker. or a nurse. or anyonelike that* 

N)) L (SKIP' TO 448)
YES 	L 
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A30--
place where a woman around (here, where you 	 live) could go669. 	 Do ,,u know of any 
460. 	 Have you ever attended any Mother's Club Meetings when family planning was if she wanted to get an abortion? 
discussed? 
YES 	 NO (SKIP TO 472)YES 	 NO (SKIP TO 462) 
170. 	 lot long iiould it take a woman to go to the closest of these places if she 
many times have you been to any Mother's Club Meetings during the	 vr ! ofo7erweeYulv)461. 	 How 
past 12 months when family planning was discussed? 
ONE WAY ___tlOUR _ MINUTES I)K D 
171. 	 BY ihat means of transportation would she go? 
in yourfamily planning worker ever visited you 

home to discuss with you 

462. 	 Has anyone like a nurse or a 
about family planning? 
YES 	 NO F (SKIP TO 464) 
172. 	 In general. what is your opinion about a voman getting an abortion? Would you 
463. 	 Ilow many times has anyone like this visited you in y,,ur home during the past sav strongly approie. approve, disapprove. or strongly disapprove? 
12 months to discuss with you about family planning?	 DIS. STRONGLY " STROBNG LY 
__ T ES AP'RVE APPROVE Lj APPROVE [] A'PROVEl)I'ENIS O-K ­
could gowhere you live'around (here,know 	 of any place where a woman 464. 	 Do you 

family planning if she needed it?
 to get information, help. or supplies for 
wvhat ioeit depeniL,
 
YES NO LItSKIl' TO 469)- )4 

7.3. On 
465. 	 How long would it take her to gt tt) the closest of these places if she were 
to go74. l)o vu thinik in cyiilv have an alborti, for vourself in the future if you needed ua es.n..rbsueyn?to go from here, where you live)?t-:Vhl 
i. r 	aisi utel.Y no?Yes. n S [
-
HO U R _ _ _ _ MIN U 	 TFE DK _ON E W A Y 
()I what N. iNOdependD JT,,s 
means of transportation would she go?466. 	 By what 

1 751 ii), what lit's it dellend?
 
ever been to any place to get information, help. or supplies for 46. 	 Have you 
family 	planning?
 
NO D (SKIP TO 469)
YES 





- A3 2 ­
Section 5: Fertility Planning 
INTERVIEWER: ENTER APPROPRIATE INFORMATION ON RECALL 
CHART ON REVERSE SIDU OF EVENTS CHART FOR EASE 
OF REFERENCE IN THIS AND SUBSEQUENT SECTIONS 
501. INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE RECALL CHART D) 
ONE OR MORE 
Section 5: Fertility Planning NO PRENANCY](SKIPTO 514) PREGNANCIES j 
502. INTERVIEWER: ON THE FERTILITY PLANNING CHAR'I ON NEXT 
INTERVIEWER: TICK 
THIS 
BOXES SHOWING PRESENCE OF 
POINT (TICK ALL THAT APPLY)NO OTHERS PRESENT 
OTHERS AT PAGE, CROSS OUT THE NUMBER CORRESPONDING TOOF PREGNANCIES (FROM RECALL CHART D) AND THE 





CHIL)R ER RESENT 











INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE RECALL CHART B)
EVER USED NEVER USED 
CONTRACEPTIONP CONTRACEPTION 
I (SKIP TO 514) 
Did you use any method to delay or avoid getting pregnant at anytime before youbecame pregnant fir the first time? 
YES YNOY 
505. INTERVIEWER: 506. After which pregnancy did you start using aSTARTING WITH method for the first time in your life? 
LINE 0, TICK 
"YES" TO 508 (USE EVENTS CHART TO
AND ASK 509-513 IDENTIFY PREGNANCY INTERVAL INAND REPEAT RELATION TO LIVE BIRTHS)
508-513 FOR 
QUENTEACH SUBSE. CLOSED 
INTERVAL. IFANY, PRECEDING PREGNANCY NO. 
THE CROSSED 
OUT OPEN 507. INTERVIEWER: 
INTERVAL STARTING WITH PREGNANCY INTERVAL 
(LINE NO.) CORRESPONDING TO ABOVE 




REPEAT 50-513 FOR EACH SUBSEQUENT 
CLOSED INTERVAL, IF ANY, PRECEDING 




FERTILITY PLANNING C1IART 
4knx 50? 513IFOR EACII '1(1*1) I'tTf KVI AFY1TRFINSTI . 0ASKIFS 4I 
I 
tI I Cfl liltI 1. 1 
,'PITD BFFI0~lv t .REPREC 





,1E.<YEi ....._ _ ,.a..,>aE D 1I 
- -4 1 = -­,0t. 
--
....... d' 
509 US 1.11 
2nd r iend 




. . .preg. 
'PnD 
In,a dN 
rxtn - t Nilk~l-
_dn 
and NI)"-
th,.., e I +WIIL. ... 
Lo p r2 STOPPEDI -' 
. . .IIFO -
201 ~ NO 
t|hpe. O - SON - - , 
SanEDd 
n e. next 
-- U-t . . K.,, 2 .-
eg. you 
_ - -etwn. 
endndl.7 
and th ne7t NOt preg. STOKPED 
....the WHILE 
STO PEY13 
f..o USINGor. YES _7 
. K
, .S E 713th 
=n h ne..t 1K Oa. '" 
preg. DK7 
- A36--
Het~thlIS I UNG 
end YEf L o7 
4,t h rg2 
-­
arte nex '7 _ __K 
Irg 
Be'~. the YES___ WHILE--DK AnnI oor 'I SUSING I 7 ESI j7teend 
-7_S~rED~ 
and the next NO' 
P g. 3 K . 0/37 










end ,, ,ur 
9 9h 1 ' 
r, and 
off)ur 
I th ne 
h... 
end of you, 
10 u 
and the nextl preP 
end1ESthe 
the o-7 










rnd 1. .th 
ne.t..gnK 
--
BeI-, wtt the 
end of your 
14 tt pe
! nd hernex 
netpreg. 
Bet.n. theend of yourt[7IN1 t 
and the next 
np, 
50&3 FOR EACH CLOSED INTERVAL AFTER FIRSTIF YES-. ASK 50-513 USED METHOD 












50 5 09~ . 0 
-1~ 01 51­
t 0 
N -' 9 
-5 STO PI-Dt --. 51 
- J 
YES USING Li 7 YES j-S  
No -TO D, F Y-­
3 N 
_--- WI--LE 
YES i ~tL 






-_I~ USING YES -D- ri NO r 
N WHILE 
- 3_DK [r NOYE WHILE
 
YESIEU USING l ~ E
 
NO STOPPED [- YES
7P2E YES 3 __ JNO " 3 ________ OK NO [ ~ ­
0 
I _ _ HLYES [-I -3- USN YEHILE-
NO _I) - STOPPED'USe.ING___ 
NO 7 SOPPED Lii- NO [D_ 
--- A37--s 
A3 7 ­
_ _ _ _..fN 	 SIEET 
CURR NTLYWIDO EDINTERVIEWER: 
519-527 ARE ONLY FOR THOSE WHO ARE CURRENTLY514. 	 INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX(SEE RECALL CHART A) 
MARRIED DMARRIED, LIVING WITH SPOUSE. AND CURRENTLY 
AND LIVING LIVING PREGNANT 
AND LVINGLIVIG 7)519.SEPARATELY
WITH SPOUSE 	 Do you want 	 to have anoth.er child sometime, in addition to the .oe you are 
TICK 516. INTERVIEWER: TICK515. 	 INTERVIEWER: 

APPROPRIATE BOX(SEE .PPROPRIATE YES NO OTHER (SPECIFY)
BOX (SEE
RECALL CHART C)RECALL CHART C) 
CURRENTLY NOT PREGNAN CURRENTLY NOT PREGNANTPRGATD 
PRGNNT 
 DK [7	 this time had youhave any (more) children?wanted to 
SKI TO519527SKI TOSKIP TO 566-589 
(Green Sheet) SECTION 6e Sh eet 	 (SKIP TO 523) 
you want, after the one you are expecting?517. 	 As far as you know, would it be physically possible for you and your husband 521. How many more children do 

to have a child, if you wanted one?
 (NUMBER (ACCEPT RANGE)you antd oe? 	 fUMB R (CCEP RA GE)MORE 
YES El NO 	 522. How much difference in age would you like between the child you are expectingand the next child? 
FS KIP To 566- 59 
YEARS 
YE R 
(yellow Sheet ) 523. 	 Do y' andui your husband intend to use any method at any time in the future, in 
order to delay your becoming pregnant ? 
518. 	 INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE RECALL CHART E)YES No DK
 
(SKIP TO 55
ONE OR MORE 

NO L VE IRT
LIVE BIRTHS 71-BIRTH 	 •524-NO 	 LIVE Why is that? 
(PROBE) Is there any other reason ? 
SKIP TO 575
 
SKIP TO 528-546 (Blue 54t
(PnBlue 	 Sheet) 
- A2 8 ­
525. 	 Does yo,,r huabawl want you to have any more children,- after the one you are 
expecting? 
INTERVIEWER: 528-546 ARE ONLY FOR CURRENTLY MARRIED, LIVING 
YES YESVIEWE.NKWITH SPOUSE, NOT PREGNANT, FECUND OR POSSI.NO []UK
(SKIP TO SECtiON 6) (SKIP TO SECTION CL	 BLY FECUND. WITH NO LIVE BIRTH 
528. Do you want to have any children? 
526. 	 How many more children doe. he want you to have, after the one yot: are YESE NO 0 	 DK 
expecting? (SKIP TO 533) (SKIP TO &U* 
MORE 
NUMBER (ACCEPT RANGE) 529. 	 Would you prefer your first child to be a boy or a girl ? 
527. 	 Would he preier the child you are expecting to be a boy or a girl ? BOYE] GIRL 0 EITHER 
BOY t7 GIRL E EITHER 0 DKD OTHER ANSWER (SPECIey)(SKIP TO SECTION 6)DK"LI(SEzY 
530. 	 Would you prefer your first child to be born as soon as T ERpossible or after 




AS 	 POSSIBLE SOME DELAY DK 
531. 	 in how many years 
would you prefer 
your first child 
to be born? 
-	 YEARS
 
532. 	 H-w many children in all do you want to have 
NUMBER (ACCEPT RANGE) 
533. 	 Does your husband want you to have any children? 
YES NO [] DK[
[j (SKIP TO 536) (SKIP TO 536) 
534. 	 How many children does he want 	 you to have? 
NUMBER (ACCEPTRANGE) 
5l5. Would he prefer your first child to be a boy or a girl ? 
BOY D GIRL EITHER DK 
- A4 0 
A4 1­
L 
536. 	 INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE RECALL CHART B) 
EVER FECUND. W~lOEO OELV I~tUSED 	 NEVER USEDCONTRACEPTION (SK~p TO 545)POS'-SIBLY 	 LIVINGCONTRACI ION 	 MARRIED,INTERVIEWER: 547-565 ARE ONLY FOR CURRENTLYCONTRACEDTION CONTRACEPTION (SKIP WIT SPOUSE NOT PREGNANT, FECUND OR 
UNE NOTMITPO OEE LTVEFEIN DHO 
any m ethod now to delay or avoid your getting 	 LIW 537. A re you or your husband using 
547. Do you want to have another chiid sometime?pregnant ? 
YESFz NOD E -_______Fy(SKIP TO 539) 
t5U. What method or methods are you using? / 548. Before you became pregnant with your (last) child, 
ST6 SECT N 6o (sKIP 
539. INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE RECALL 
CHART 




O549. Would you prefer your next child 
wanted to have any (more)
'I']OY553) 
Y S O 
T 
to he a boy or a girl 
children? 
N O0N A NPReEGCur hu b nd usdYn m ethod 
since the termination of your (last) preg-
yo oryunubad ue na Scy? 
nE NO D (SKIP TO 54) 
1 550. hy bj aIL Eoi rlER -ANS WER E_IF OTIIER ANSWE Rz 7 s i-SPCIFY) ______ Would you prefer your next child to be hx)rn as soon as possible 
dly 
or after some 
_ _ __ _ __ _ _AS SOON AFTER 
E D

marriage, 	 your pregnancy,.541. \What method or methods have you used since (your 	 A OS OM DE A 
your last pregnancy) ? 
551. In how mans year: would you1 2 -	 xt wuld o beh o n e 
M OR E T HA N O NE ME T HO D) 542. W hich of these methods did 
you 
I prefe 
(IF us - lasrn 	 refer your next child to be mo 	 rnA? 
YERE 





___-- _____--__________n 553. Does ,ur hus[,and want you to have any more children? 
YES NO P) 




at any time in the future in to use any method you or your husband intend545. Do 	 n - ?ge tt in g p re gna 
or de t o de la y o r a void you rYrEs D] NO DK [L 	 hho" many more chiidrn does he .t tOthave? LRENIu (SKIP TO SECTION 6) 1ACCET RAff-DE)i'5NUMBER 
_ 	
_.__Whys__thatId546.	 55. Wouli he prefer your next clld to le a boyWhy is th at ? 	 N M E ,r a girl?U L F 	 R N E 
55"5 (PROBE) Is there any other reason? 




556. 	 INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE RECALL CHART B) 




(SKIP TO 	564) 
557. Are you or your husband using any method now to delay or avoid your getting 
pregnant? 	 NO 
YES -'NO (SKIP TO 559) 
_____________________________________________children? 
What 	 method or methods are you using?558. 
(SKIP T 

your last pregnancy? 




(S-KIP TO 	 50 
since your last pregnan 
___ 
2L _ _3U 
emthdsOidyo 
560. 	 What method or methods have you used 
(IF MORE THAN 0ONSE these methods did you 
use last? 
AN ONE METHOD) 561. Which of 
in order to become pregnant? to sing the (last) method56id.y u 

562. you WhDidstopi 
ime in the future, in to use any method at any564. 	 Do you or your husband intend 

order to delay or avoid your becoming pregnant?

YES[] NO 	 DK 

YSIPO 6) DT 
(SKIP TO SECTION 6j 
565. Why is that? 
(PROBE)Is there any other reason? 

_______________________YES 











" INTERVIEWER: 566 l589 ARE FOR THOSE WHO ARE MARRIED BUT ARE 
FECUND ORl THOSE WHO ARE N~OT CURRENTLY MARRIED 
566. INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE RECALL CHART A)CURRENTLY
 
MARRIED 	 WIDOWED.AND 	 LIVING DIVORCED. OR 
WITH 	 SPOUSj y LIVINCEDEPORAEY 
567. Has y'ourhusband had an operation that makes
 
for you to have any (more)
it impossible 
NOYES 
5658.How old were you when he had the operation? 




1	 MONTH DK 
570. 	 Is that solar or 571. In what season
 






AUMMER AUTUMN D 
WINTER I 
_ 	 _ 
~ DKD L 
SKI TO57
 
573. 	 How old were you when you had the operation? 
_______YEARS OLD 
574. 	In what month was that?
 yM MONTH DON'T REMEMBER 575. Is that 	solar or lunar 576. In what season was that? 
calendar? SPRING Li SUMMER[] 
SOLAR Li AUTUMN Li WINTER Li 
___DK__LUNAR 

577. 	 Was that operation done at least partly for the reason that you did not want 
(nany [_J NoDV(mor ) 	children? 







I ELOW SHEET] 
578. INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEF RECALL CHART D) Section 6: Family Size Values 
NO PREGNANCY I ONE OR MORE PREGNANCIES K­
(SKIP TO 583)
579. INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE RECALL CHART B- O11. INTERVIEWER: TICK AI'I'ROPRIVFTE BOX (SEE RECALL CIIART D)NO PREGNANCY I (.KII' ro 601) 
EVER SED -- NEVER USED ONE PlEGNAN UI MORE 'iIAN ONE PREGNANCIESCONTRACEPTION 1 CONTRACEPTION 
S(SKI AO
 P TO 582)
 
(SI0O52 )2. lUst tio make sure' I ha e580. What method or methods did you ever use(before the sterilization or lie 603:. lust ti, make sure I have the vasectomy), to delay or avoid %our getting pregnant? 
C 2 
right i-rn,,atn. dad you avant right nfiimati. aid you aant3 
,.r ir-.gnanav at ala.at the time your last pregaiany at alaut the1IF MORE TIIAN ONE NIETHOD) 581. Which of these methods did 
.aauI,,crame arlnot? tim . upregnant gralni. jirignant or nt ? 
vain use last! " " " 
582. Iid ioueter avantta hate any children? i_
x i ]D -is: aflI-R tR.SiONSE ] N)0 I.:sl'oxs
.o I ,:1.KB -YES NESPONS 
tALl. SKIP T( SECTION 6, 





581. Did .ou or vaaur husliand use a methad befare the sterilization or vasectomy)
at an% tlime atter the tnd ofYierainiepregnant? your Ilast, pregnancv so that you would not 604. Now, if ou could choose exactly the number of children to have in your wholeE rL1 
life, how many children would that be? 
585. 'What method or methods afial Niu use? 
1 ' - -3 
IF MORE THAN ONE METIIOD NONE D-Il586- Which of these methods did NUBER RSKIIi IIo 6111 TO 606)

,au use last? rS 
f65. Of these, hoi mans awiull-'a a'aqt ti. la,bos. .ad hac man. gi-ls? 
587. After the end of your (last) pregnancy, did you want to have any (more) BOYS .. . ­ Rl.S It)ESN.MATTER
children'! 
S -iSKIP TO SECTION 6) NO D] O'TII'R Li] ISPE(IFY_ 
588. INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE RECALL CHART B)
 
NO LIVE IIRTI 7 ONE OR MORE
 
SKIl TO SECTION 6) LIVE BIRTiSt
 
T 





. -(GO TO SECTION 6) 
A4 6 ­
-A4 7­
606. 	 Suppose you could have the same number of boys and girls. how many children in 609. Sometimes the number of boya and girls makes a difference. If you were to 
all would you most like to have- none, two (a boy and a girl), Inur (two boys and have exactly three childrei altogether, how many would you want to be boys and 
two girls), or sii (three boys and three girls)? (CIRCLE R'S CHOICE IN how many girls? Wwuod you prefer to hawe 3 girls and no boys. 1 boy and 2 
THE TOP ROW. FOL'LOW THE ARROWS TO THE NEXT ROW. I'HEN girls. 2 boys and I girl. or 3 boys and no girls? (CIRCLE R'S CHOICE ON 
ASK 607.) FIRST LINE. THEN ASK 610.) 
607. 	 If you could not have __(NUMBER R CHOSE IN 606), would you rather 610. If you weren't going to have that combination, would you rather have 
have __ (NUMBER TO LEFT ON LINE BELOW) or __ INUMBER (COMBINATION TO LEFT IN NEXT ROW). or [COMBINATION 
TO RIGHTI, again if you could have the same number of boys and girls? TO THE RIGHT)? (CIRCLE R'S CHOICE IN THE SECOND ROW. 
(CIRCLE R'S CHOICE IN THE SECOND ROW. THEN ASK 608) THEN ASK 611.) 
608. 	 And if you could not have -- (NUMBER R CHOSE IN 607). would yo. 611. And if you weren't going to have that, would you rather have 
rather have __ (NUMBER TO LEFT IN THIRD ROW) or (NUMBER (COMBINATION TO LEFT IN THIRD ROW), or- -(COMBINATION TO 
TO RIGHT), again if you could have the same number of boys and girls? THL RIGHT)? (CIP.CLE R'S CHOICE IN THE THIRD ROW.) 
(CIRCLE R'S CHOICE IN THIRD ROW) 
0 2 4 6 0 BOYS. I BOY. 2 BOYS,
 (GO TO 609) (GO TO 609) 3 GIRLS 2 GIRLS
 (GO TO 612) 
 1 GrRL 0 GIRLS (O T(GO TO 612) 
0BOYS 2 BOYS 1 BOY 3 BOYS 
0 24 6 3 GIRLS I GIRL 2 GIRLS 0 GIRLS 
GOTO 609) (GO TO 609) (OT 61)(GO 	 TO 612) 
0 BOYS. - 0 BOYS 3 BOYS 
3 GIRLS 0 GIRLS 3 GIRLS 0 GIRLS 
0 6 0 6 
- A4 8 ­
- A4 9 ­
612. 	 Thinking back in time, did you have any idea about how many children you wanted 
when you first got married? 
YES 7 NO [] DK Li 	 Section 7: Work History and Opportunity 
(SKIP TO 617) (SKIP TO 617) 	 701. As you know, many women work--aside fro;,housework. Some take up jobs for 
613. 	 How many children did you want at that time? which they are paid In cash or in kind. Others sell things, or have a small 
do any work like this at any timebusiness, or work on the family farm. Did youNONE 
before you were first married?
NUMBER (ACCEPT RANGE) (SKIP TO 616) 
614. 	 When you first got married, did you want to have your first child as soon as YES ] NO Li
 
possible, or after some delay? (SKIP TO iTM)
 
AS SOON AS AFTER DIDN'T
 




615. 	 How long a delay did you want before getting pregnant? ­
_ YEARS 703. What kind of work did you do? (IF WORKED IRREGULARLY, OR HAD 
MORE THAN ONE JOB, ASK ABOUT MOST RECENT WORK DONE 
6!6. 	 Did you have any discussions with your (first) hushand on the number of MORE OR LESS REGULARLY BEFORE MARRIAGE)
 
children you wanted about the time you got married?
 
YES NO DON'T REMEMBER L_ 
617. 	 How many children do you think your (first) husband wanted at that time? 704. Did you work for some member of your family or relatives, or for someone 
DK 	 else, or were you self-employed? 
NUMBER (ACCEPT RANGE) 
FAMILY SOMEONE ELSE SELF[:] 
618. 	 Did any of your relatives or your (first) husbard's relatives wrnt you to have a (SKIP TO 707) 
child as soon as possible after you were married? Y 
YES] NO Li DON'T REMEMBER ] 705. 	 How many people wnrked at the place where you 
were employed? 
619. 	 By the way, how many sons and daughters did your mother have? 
SONS - - DAUGHTERS 	 PERSONS
 
620. 	 How many sons and daughters did yoor (tirst) husband's mother have? ­
709. Did you get paid mostly in cash or mostly in kind. or did you work without 
SONS DAIGHTERS pay 
621. 	 Was your (first) husband the eldest son or not?Li OL O iCASH 	 ] KIND F] NO PAY F] 
ELDEST[] ONLY SON 	0 OTHER Li DK Li 
- A5 0­
-A5lI 
707. Have you worked at any time since you were first married-on the farm, In vfamily bsiness, or anywhere else aside fro-n housework? 716. (Do, Did)
YOelse. 
you work for some member of your family or relatives, or for someone 
YES or (are, were) you self-employed ?INOZ 

(SKIP TO 722) 
 SOMEONE FAMILY ELSE SELF 
708. About how many years in all have you worked since the day you were first 717. About how many 718. How much a month
married ? 
people work(ed) at on the average (do,the place where youYEARS did) you earn? 
(are, were) employed? 
709. INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE RECALL CHART:E) q _PER MONTH 
NO LIVE ONE OR MORE 
- PERSONS CAN'T CALCULATE 
TBIR HN OR Li L IV E O N E OY T H MO R E-----_LIVE BIRT S Li 
_ _719. (Do, bid) you get paid mostly in cash, or mostly 
in kind, or(do, did)you work without pay? 
710. Did you work between the time you were first CASH KIND NO PAY 
married and the birth o your first child? 
YES H NO 720. How much a 
month on the 
711. Have you worked at anytime average (do, 
since the birth of your did)you earn? 
first child? WPER MO. 
CAN'T 
YES NO CALCULATE 
721. About how many hours a week(do, did) you work?712. Are you working these days? HOURS PER WEEK 
YES Y722. NO F OTHER RESPONSE (SPECIFY)_If you wanted to work (more) do you think you could find work around here which 
713. In what year did you last work? 
would be all right for you? 
YES Y MAY BEY NO DKDYEAR 
-_ 
YEA (SKIP TO 727) (SKIP TO 727)723. What kind of work might that be? 
714. Now, I have some questions a ut your (present, most recent)work. 
What kind 7 4. Would that work be mostly at home or away from home?
of work (do, did) you do? (IF WORKED IRREGULARLY, ASK 

ABOUT MOST RECENT WORK 
0 HOME EZ AWAY [] OTHER 0 (SPECIFY)
DONE MORE OR LESS REGULARLY) 
_HOURS725. --How many hours aPERweek could you spare for suchWEEK work?NONE ] 
(SKIP TO 727) 
715. (Do, Did)you work mostly at 726. In that amount of time, howhome, on the family farm, or away from home? much do you think you might be earni inI the average week in such work? 




727. 	 Are You interested in finding (additional) work either now or-in the future? 
YESy 	 NO DEPENDS y 
728. 	 About when do you 17.30. Why is that? 731. On what does it 
think 	 you might look depend? 
for (more) work? 
729. 	 In how many years 
will 	 that be"
IN 	 t YEARS 
732. 	 We'd like to know how much sthooling you expect yo*ur children to have. 

Consider the children -you already have. and also any you might have 'in the 
 future. 
First, let's talk about sons. What is the highest level of school which you 
would expect any sons you might have to attend? 
PRIMARY MIDDLE HIGH 
SCHOOL f1 SCHOOLF] SCHOOLF] COLLEGEF] 
OTHER ] (SPECIFY) 
733. 	 And how about any daughters you might have? What is the highest level of school 
you 	 would expect them to attend? 

PRIMARY MIDDI.E HIGH 

SCHOOL [] SCHOOL [] SCHOOL [ COLLEGE 0 
OTHER ] 
(SPECIFY) 
734. 	 Considering your financial outlook, would providing that much education for your 
childrenat all ? be a very heavy burden, a somewhat heavy burden, or not a heavy burdenVERY HEAVY SOMEWHAT NOT A HEAVYl 
BURDEN ] HEAVY BURDEN [] BURDEN 
735. 	 A-3 a parent, would you expect any of our children to live with you afteIs 
are married? 
YESNO-NOF] 	 (SKIP TO 737)1 
736-	 flow certain are vou that any of your children would actually li 
after they are married. Would'you say very certaij. Somewhat certain or not 
so certain? s c 
VERY CERTAIN [] SOIE'VHAT CERTAINF] NOT SO CER I ] 
737. 	 Would you expect your children to give part of their wages to you when they 
start earning? 
YES LyI 	 NO[:] (SKIP TO 739, 
738. 	 How certain are you that your children would actually give part of their wages 
to you when they start earning? Would you say very certain, somewhat certain. 
or not so certain? 
VERY CERTAIN -] SOMEWHAT CERTAIN[] NOT SO CERTAINDF 
739. 	 Would you expect any of your children to support you in your old age? 
YES Y 	 NOE] (SKIP TO 741) 
740. 	 How certain are you that any of your children would actually support you 
in your old age? Would you say very certain, somewhat certain, or not 
so certain2 
VERY CERTAIN[] SOMEWHAT CERTAIN[ NOT SO CERTAIN[ 
741. 	 Would you expect your children t:., help with chores around the house or on the 
family farm or in the family bl.iness? 
YES Y_] 	 NOD SKIP _TO 	 743) 
742. 	 How certain are you that your children would actually help with chores around 
the house or on the family farm or in the family business? Would you say very 
cer.ain. somewhat certain, or not so ertain? 
VERY CERTAN] SOMEWHAT CERTAIN NOT SO CERTAINF 
VEY_______OE HA______OTS_____ 
743. 	 By the way, are you living with any of your parents- in-law? 
]N 
YES F] NOY(SKIP TO 747) 
744. 	 Have you ever lived with any of themn since you were first married?7 
E ]N 
YESF] 	 NO F 
any of them still living? 
746. 	 How often do you see any of them? 
AT LEAST AT LEAST A FEW 
ONCE A ONCE A TIMES LESS 




747. 	 Are you living with any of your parents? 
YES 	 NO D 
(SKIP TO SECTION 8) 
748. 	 Have you ever lived with any of your parents sine y were first ed? Section 8: Current (Last) Husband's Background 
YES_ NOD 	 801. INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIArE BOX(SEE R(iCAILI. IIART A) 
CURIENTIY MARRIED NOT CURRENTLY MARRIEI H
749. 	 Is any of them still living? 
802. INTERVIFR: "ICK 
 O803. INTERVIEWER: TICK AlPIl{().YES NO D (SKIP TO SECTION 8) 	 PRIATE BOX (SEE RECALL PRIATE BOX (SEE RECLI.[ 
CIAIr A) 	 CIIART A) 
750. 	 How often do you see any oi them? Tlls Is rTis Fs TDVORCED 
AT LEAST AT LEAST A FEW 	 M,,ITG MARRIAGIE' SFA ATEI, WI)I ' I. MARRIA . _]L .A 	.. .E E .ONCE A ONCE A TIMES LESS 
WEEKD] MONTH D A YEAR[] OFTEND_E: 	 IINTFRVIFWFIR: 
ASK ASK ASK I ASK 
ABOT' ABOUT R's AB0UT R's ABOUT R's 
*ilUSBAND" "P SENT Ill IN Nt"] -i.s'I.T Ill11 \NI)" "I.ATE III 51B\NIr 
AND USE PRESENT Am)USE I' NI-T I\ LsE I.ST N) ISE i.ST 
TENSE TEN TNSE 
LTI_,_ - L_ -___S _ __ __ 
804. 	 Where was your (present. last. late) husband boJrn? 
SBi! 
-	 DO GUN MYUN 
805. 	 In what kind of area did %,,ur1Prosent. last. late) husband ii-.e n,,stly when he 
was growing up, say tit age 12 ? '-as it in the countrYside, in a t,,wn, or in a 
city?
 
COUNTIRYSID)E 	 H *O%|N H I-UY,] ,KL­
806. 	 Did your (present. last. late) hislhatnd ever attend school? 
YES LO 171)
fSKII TO 810) 
807. 	 What %%as the highest level of school he attended? Was it primary schoA. 
"new" middle school or "old" middle school. "new" high school or "old" high 
scho, d. or college? 
PRIMARY NEW MlE))l.E OL.) MIDDLE NEW HIGH 
SCHOOL. 1i SClOOL [7 SCHOOL [ SCHOOL [D 
O1.1) 	 HlGH 
SCHOOl. [] COI.LEGE [7 OTHER [] (SPECIFY) 
808. 	 Did he graduate from illIIgiES'l LEVEL ATTENDED)? 
YES [F 	 NO] 




810. 	 INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE 806. 807. 808) 
DID NOT GRADUATE GRADUATED FROM 
NO FROM PRIMARY PRIMARY SCIIOOL 
SCIO NG SCIOOL OR MORE 
ISKIP TO 812) 
__where 
811. 	 (Can, could) he read a newspaper or magazine? 

YES NO[F] DK F'
YESH N UKCATEGORIES 
CHART812. 	 INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE RECALL A) 
CURRENTLY 
MARRIED 	 WIDOWED, 
AND 	 LIVING DIVORCED. 
WITH SPOUSE H SEPARATED [] (SKIP TO 6) 
813. 	 DoesYESDyour husband work (have a job' at present?
YES []NO N [_
 
814. Has he worked in the past 12 months? 
YES NO < (SKIP TO 816) 




recent,81'. 	 Let me ask about your (present, last. latei husband's (preseni. most 

usual) work. What (is, was) his occapation -- that is. what kind of work (does, 

did) he do? 
ASK ABOUT MOST RECENT WORK(IF 	 WGRKED IRREGULARLY, 
DONE MORE OR LESS REGULARLY) 
(DESCRIBE) ­
817. 	 Does he work for some member of his family, or for someone else. or (is. ,asj 
F _] SOMEONE 
FAMILY ELSE SELF 
818." About how many people 820. (Do's. didihe have any
work(ed) at the place regu ar paid empleyees 
he t is, was) in hi:- work? 
e (HO W 
Nl{KI 22 
ON YES N 
CHART IF NECES. (SKIP TO 8221 
SARY 
PERSONS 
BACK OF" EVENTS 	 O L
819. 	 (Does, did) he get paid mostly in cash or flow many regular8 2 1. 
mostly in kind? 
paid employees 




822. 	 Is there anyone else in your household who earns an income? 
(SEI T 8Z 
823. 	 Adding all the current earnings together, how much would you say is your 
household's tctal earnings on the average each month?
 
(SOW INCOME CATEGORIES ON BACK OF EVENTS CHART IF
 
I NECESSARY) 
W __ PER MONTlI CAN'T 
CALCULATE ] 
824. 	 How do you feel about your present income level for the things your family 
needs? Would you say it is more than adequate, just about adequate, somewhat 
o less than L :quate, or very much less than adequate? 
SOMEWHAT VERY MUCH 
MORE THAN JUST ABOUT LESS THAN LESS THAN 
ADEQUATE D ADEQUATE E ADEQUATE n ADEQUATE H 
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832. Does anyone in your household work on a farm?825. INTERVIEWER: TICK APPROPRIATE BOX (SEE 101) 




DOES NOT LIVE 

THE HOUSED-- IN THE HOUSE
 
LIVES IN 
833. Who is it that works on a farm? (OBTAIN RELATIONSHIP TO RESPOND­(END INTERVIEW) 
ENT AND TICK AS MANY AS APPLY)826. 	 Do you have any of the following in your household? 
I SELF D] 
1. Clock or watch YES Li NO 	 HUSBAND] 
;o F. 	 GTHER Lj iLIST)2. Bicycle 	 YES [ 

834. Is the land that is farmed owned or rented by someone in your household?
NO ]
3. Radio 	 YES 

OWRENTED SOIEONE ELSE\NEF) -_I1ENTEIJ-]oSOME 
4. Sewing machine YESE] NO U 
YES NODi D5. TV set 
 OF LAND OWNED RENTEDset____ ___ NO_ _,__ 	 TYPE 
I6. Phonograph 	 YES DNO D 
835. 	 Ilw much paddy field is owned or CHEONG CHEONG 
BO _ 130rented? 

7. Telephone 	 YES ] I NO [] 
CHEONG CHEONGD 	 836. How much dry fieldisowned or 8Y NO 
rened 	 BON CHON




_-_ (END OF INTERVIEW) 
9. Piano ororgar YES D 
827. What kind of livingquarters dn yiu live in? 
DETACHED ATTACHED APART-





828. Do you own the place or are you renting or what?
 
OTHER D Thank you very much for your cooperation.
OWN D RIENT LI FREE I 
(SP$ECIFY) 
829. How many room; Jo you have for the use of your household? 
A.M.ROOMS 
END OF INTERVIEW ITIME: P.M.) 
830. How many "pyong' of floor space ,%ouldthat 1e? 
PYONG
 






1974 KNFS Individual Questionnaire: How It Varies 
From the WFS Core, A Detailed Discussion 
In the text a brief discussion of the ways is which the 1974 KNFS individual questionnaire 
varied from the WFS Core (Mark I) was given. llere these variat:ons are presented in greater 
detail, section by section. 
SECTION 1. RESPONDENTS BACKGROUND 
The Core questions on the type of place of growth are supplemented by a question on place 
of birth (QI06) and questions on previous place of residence (Ql08) and recency of migration 
(Q109). The Korean population is toaay characterized by a high degree of geographic mobility. 
These questions should provide a measure of migration status which is known to affect fertility 
behaviour in significant ways. 
TV) mass 
media exposure and Qi26-129 (frequency of organizational participation), exposure to organized 
groups through which new ideas including--family planning are being-disseminated in Korean 
society today. 
Q123 (newspaper readership) and Q12- (exposure to radio or attempt to measure 
were 
to test once more the L..rlier findings in Korea that religion makes little difference in fertility 
behaviour. An indirect measure of 'religiosity' is afforded in Q127 (frequency of attendance at 
places of worship) to le-mit classification of respondents net just by their religious affiliation 
but also by a measure of their .ommitment to it. It was assumed that if there is reiigious irflu­
ence on fertility behavior it should be stronger amonK those who by attendance at their places 
of worship are exposed to whatever religious position there is on control of human fertility. 
Q125-127 (religious affiliation and frequency of attendance at places of worship) included 
SECTION 2. MATERNITY HISTORY 
The major difference of this section prom the WFS Core is, as alluded to in the text, the int­
egration of the birth and the non-fer-ile pregnancy histories, modelled more closely after the 
WFS's Mark I.-There are othet innovtions in the way the integrated pregnancy history approach 
was applied in Vorea. These innou.ations are presented in Appcndix 4. 
In terms of substance, the questions on breastfeeding (0231-232) are asked of every live birth 
rather than just the last two as recommended in the Core, and induced abortion is probed as a 
possibility after each nonfertile pregnancy. 
SECTION 3. MlARRIAGE HISTORY 
A series of questions (Q330-348) are devoted to the task of identifying periods of temporary 
separation of at least three monthn-a difticult task but a necessary one, given the high geogra­
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phical mobil'ty of the population and the not uncommon practice of the husbands working away
from the family for extended periods of time (not to mention the forced separations during theKorean War and more recently tie Vietnam War to which Korean troops were sent). Together
with the information on marital breaks, obtained from the Core questions, the information on 
temporary separations will help in defining more accurately the periods of risk to conceptionthan the more gross, "duration of marriage (i.e., elapsed time since first marriage) data. Tileperiods of separations were identified by their boundary dates ii, coding so that eventually they 
could be articulated with the relevant pregnancy intervals and periods of actual marriage topermit calculation of net periods of exposure. 
(-122--169 retpresent qetosrelevant to the family planning program anid the abortion situationquestions raim 

in Korea. As mentioned in the text, these questions

and Abortion Modules. were adapted from the WFS's Family PlanningA review of the specific questions included in the Korean version will 
reveal that the adaptations were liberally made. -12437, Q138-447, and Q340 459 deal with 
Supply Problems, side effec, and other problems of use related to each of the major methodsof contraoeption Offered in the national program (pill, loop, and condom). They further askwhether follow-up services were available for these problems arod if any of them had been 
helpful. This focus on follow-up services specifically in addition to accessibility of services 
generally was dictated by the concern of the administrators of Korea's family planning pograin toimprove the continuation of contraceptive use, regardless of method&, amongto the ca ll fo r in itia tion o f us e . Q45 0- .16 1 (f r eq ue nc y o f a ttend a nc e at those who respondM other 's C lub m ettinga )Q
attdt462 463 (fintuercy of home visits by frmily planning workers) telto to the respondents
actual contac with the program's two important channels of communication t 
actual contalrwitthea prbrdmin te imorlat cabnthef ofoplacetoabQ469-475, already described in the text, relate to abortion: the accessibility of place to obtain 
text tOccesibiitybean abortion and attitudes about getting an abortion for women generally and for oneselfspecifically. These too depart greatly from WFS's Abortion Module hut were deemedappropriate to the Korean situatitn. more 
SECTION 5. FERTILiTy PLANNING 
The basic model for this section is thle Fertility Planning Module recommended by WFS iconectionsith thde ore.his(Actually ita ae Fertilitythe cm Planning Modulereomene bv Sig-connectioninally included as Section 5with the Core. (Actually.in the Core, a, it ",' a~ailable forthe Fertility Planningin 197-1" In thiswhat later became Korea Modu  -asection,orig-

an interval-by-interval full contraceptive history. 
 was obtained (Q501 513), adapted from theWFS's Mark II Core for low fertility countrie! I'lis merely servedcommon practice in previous surveys in Korea. Fhe detailed data to continue what has beenby eact irterval of contracep-live use, articulated with the pregnancy histoty data of Section 3, are useful for analysis tht 

Korean investigators have been keenly intereted in. Tie color scheme recommended in the
WFS's Fertility Planning Module. was adopted with effective resulis it facilitated the work of 
the interviewers through thtis apparently com plex section. 
Q534-535 and Q553-555 supplement the Core questions by asking about tite husband's family
size and sizeandsex refrencs itothe ifesIlere aditiosex preferenmces in addition to the wife's. 
All other family size and sex preference questions ae asked in Sectton 6. 
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SECTION 6. FAMILY SIZE VALUES
 
This is a section 
prepared specially for the Korean survey. It expands substantially on the one
set of questions on family size and sex preference (0604-705) adopted from the WFS Core. 
The major component O this section is the series of questios (060 a
seek the respondent's positions oni the socalled scales for number andCrib's preference sex of 
children."thlrn
 
The Coomb' scales 
 were included as a means to quantify the degree of son preference as well 
as preference for a given number of children that prevail among the Korean mothers and to fa­cilitate analysis of these and other variables in relationiour in a multivariate context. to fertility and family planning behav-The strength of son preference in Korea is legendary and one 
ive technique.of this survey was to obtain more detailed measures of this topic by adoptitig his innovat-
Other questions in this section deal with family size and spacing preferences of the respondent(1612-616) the family size preference ,f the husband ( 67) and the spacing preference of 
the relatives (Q618) --all at thie time of first marriage; the number of siblings the respondents(Q619) and the husband (0629i had; and whether or not the tusband was(Q621)- a matter of considerable significance, with fertility impicans in the first born or not 
rilineal and patriarchial family system. 
Q601-603, at the beginning of ti section, were added to ascertain once again, following the01 6 , at t e e g n i g o t h s e c on w r e d e d o a s rt n o n e g i , f o o i g th 
series of questions in Section 5, whether or not the very last pregnancy was 'wanted' or not.This piece of information. to the extent that it is reliable, can be used as a rough index of the 
success of contraceptive eff-rts in 1popul"tion on tie premise the 'unwanted" pregnancies would 
erdcdacotapt'efot
reduced as contraceptiv-e sce.effort, succeed. 
WORK IIISTORY AND OPORTUNITYSE('TION 7. WR ISOYADO!OTNT 
In this section. several questions suggested from the WFS's Economic Module are added. Q722 
-726 deal with the perception of work opportunity and 0727-731 with future intention of labor 
force participation. Q732-73.4 ask about the parem:t's educational aspirations for children and 
assessment of the economic burden associated with their fulfillment. Q735-742 then ask about the
respondent's ex ectation and certainly asp to -hether children would live with her after marri­
age, give part of their wages when thre), start, !!aming, support her in her old age and help withdifferentialchores aroundexpectations with regard tothe house. These questi nsthtese role!. areroleexpected to iililuenceorconcern the of women childrenfamily size, sexin the family; 
preference, and fertility decisions. 
Extended family li'itg is still commo in Korea, thoughon the decline. The extent of invol­
ement it the traditioal family syst em is oeasured by 743-750 (living with parents or howfte n te aredseen. mesured tile hamiy type f y livingpith ats o. hes 
often ttey are seen). Famiy typ can et coded from tile hlouseold composition data, too. These 
i h c e tlt e ii r r a ein which fertility decis ions are made.
 
are a few additional questions in this 
 section which expand on the Core ottly slightly: 
1) For a discussion of the theory ant mthodolvy pertaining t the Coombs scales, see Clyde Coombs. 
t.olagene Cois, and lary tl t5Celand.9opu8a-.", feenc¢ scal,' f.r number and sex of chuldren"tin Studis, Vs. 2 Ijuly 1e75 ). 27 20A.
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Q705 and Q717 ask about the number of emplojees at the place of employment, Q718 and Q719
ask about the amount of earning from current or most recent work since marriage, and Q721,
number of hours of work per week. These were adapted either from the Economic Module or 
the Mark I Core. 
SECTION 8. CURRENT OR LAST HUSBANDS BACKGROUND 
This section follows the WFS Core quite closely. The questions added here are similar to those
added in earlier sections dealing with the wife's background or work experience: Q804 (place ofbirth). Q815 (average monthly income), and Q818 and Q821 (number of people at place of
employment or employed by husband). The husband's income data (itl5) is supplemented byQ822-832 about total household income and QS24 (perception of adequacy of in,ome to meet family
needs). These questions, too, were adapted from either the Economic M\lodule or the Mark i1Core. 
Finally. Q825-836. which are the same questions as Q836-845 of the household schedule, are
repeated here to obtain household data for those few respondents who happened to he visiting in
the household where the interview took place. For these few respondents, the characteristics of 
the housetold in which they happened to be interviewed would not apply and would have to be
obtained separately asking these questions here. 
It should be cleat from the foregoing, detailed discussion that the basic principle in designing
Korea's questionnaire was to start with the WFS's Core, to maintain comparability with the 
world wide effort, and to ecpand on it to meet the iterests and needs specifid to Korea either byselectively adopting or adapting items and, or ideas si-ggested by the various WFS mod:les orby Mark II Core or other efforts at large or by devisin,( new questions that would give a better 
understanding of the Korean fertility situation. The iten, aho-- and beyond the Core, whatever 
their source, were dictated by their relevance for ferti'.,y studies in Korea, based on past
research here and'or new directions suggested by similar efforts elsewhere. 
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APPENDIX 4 
A Special Feature; Calendar-Year Approach to Pregnancy History 
Various approaches have been devised in fertiity stirveys to improvw the reporting of pregna­
ncies. which tend to be underreported depending on how many there were, how long ago they
occurred, how they were terminated, and whether, if live born, they survived or not) Both the
Mark I and Mark I versions developed by the WFS represent efforts this direction, each versionbeing adapted to the respective, general situation to which it is addressed: the developing,
high fertility countries and the developed, low fertility countries. In Mark I, addressed to thehigh fertility countries, it is assumed that reporting would be difficult but at least the live births 
would be better recalled than the non fertile pregnancies. Hence, the focus is on tle birthhistory. The non-fertile pregnancies are obtained separately and primarily for the purpose of
uncovering live births zhat may have been missed because of early death. It is further assumed
that contraceptive practice is still marginai in many of these countries and recent in others,
and so contraceptive history is restricted to the open and the penultimate birth intervals. InMark It, addressed to the low fertility countries, it is assumed that most pregnancies coild be 
reliably reported because of the smel number each woman is likely to have had, and thereforeboth live births and non-fertile pregnancies are obtained in a single, integrated chart, though
the live births are elicited and recorded first. followed by other pregnancy interval. 
In Korea the situation is more complex and required a bold, new approach. Fertility is still
moderately high, though declining quite rapidly. Contraception is wide-spread, but, in addition,
induced abortion has increased in recent years. Badly needed are not only reliable estimates offertility--especially in the absence of a reliable vital statistics registration system as noted earlier.. 
but also of induced abortions and contraceptive effectiveness. 
These data needs, coupled with the cultural factors, noted earlier (See pp. 16-17 ot the text),that affect the manner in which dates are reported in Korea, led to the development of a novel
approach in obtaining pregnancy history, referred to hereafter and *the calendar-year approach' 
for reasons that should presently become obvious. 
The approach has indigenous origin, having been tried successfully in a cruder form in the 
1971 Fertility and Abortion Survey. The basic components of this approach, as refined for the1974 Korean National Fertility Survey, are described below. (See pp. 8-15 of the Individual Questionnaire, reproduced in Appendix 4). 
1. A row is provided for each calendar year spanning the entire repreductive years (15-49) of 
the oldest of the eligible women. This means there would be at least 35 lines, one for each
• of the calendar years from 19-to through 1974, the year of the survey. Three additional rowsP937. 1938. and 1939) are added to allow for marriages before age 15 and/or ambiguities in 
age reporting. 
2. To pages facing each. other are needed for each unit of about 10 years, with the questions 
-pertaining to live births printed on the left-hand page and the questions pertaining to non­
1) For an example, which has come to be identified as the "Bogue Approach', see Donald J. Bogue andElizabeth J. Bogue, Techniques of Pregnancy fHitory Analysis, Family Planning Research and EvaltationManual No. 4. Community and Family Study Center, University of Chicago, 1969, pp. 26-40. 
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fertile pregnancies on the right-hand page, facing the former. The rows on both pages are 
lined up and identified by the appropriate calendar v-ears Each row, demarcated by sol;d 
lines, is further divided by dotted lines in;, three sub-rows to permit recording of mere 
than one pregnancy in a given calendar year. 
3. 	 All live births are recorded .n the left-hand page in the rows (Tile middle sub-rows, to he 
exact) corresponding to the calendar years in which they are reported to have occurred. 
4. 	 Once ail the live births that a woman reports ont the basis of the series of questions on the 
left-hand page (Q 218-232) ate recorded, a wavy fine is drawn through the middle sub-row 
on the right-hand page correspondig to -ath of the ros withit a live hirth on tite left-hand 
page. The resulting rows with the wavy lines row define all birth inter-a.l, whose width arc 
easily gauged visually, 
5. 	 For each birth interval, including the interval from first marriage to tile first live tirt, and 
interval since the last live birth (or ,he (,pen birth interval), a probe is made to a certain 
whether there were any other p -- ,;;,-cies in tite given interval and is repeated until the resp-
ondent indicates that there o, re nq ye-. Then, for ea th pregnancy elicited, information is 
obtained on date of termination, g-r',atis period, and mode of termination--including, in the 
case of Korea, induced abort.cs.. 
The advantages of this aIproact, if administered properly, are urnercus. First, through The 
interval-ty-interval probing after the initial reporting of live Lirth,, the responder, is helped to 
recall any other live births that may have been missed in the initial round for 'arious reasons 
(such as early death or simply recall lapse). Second, the same probing procAdure helps the 
respondent to recall her pregnancies and, with the help of an additional probe that the Korean 
version includes, induced abortions as welt. Third, the prohi lg. whether for additional live births, 
miscarriages, stiitiirths, or induced abortions, i3 facilated by the ease with which the interviewer 
csn identify the relevant birth intervals and eve-,n more, tite widths of the intervals. This 
procedure is simpler than the approach :hat instructs the interviewer to identify long intervals' 
by mental calculation from the dates already reported and to probe for possible additional pre-
gnancies. FF,--rth. the decision to probe itt this approach i:: not left to the qleslioin eqluentce attd 
applied to ecl. birth inter,,al. Fifth, unlike other app, laches, this one pro'. ides ample space for 
recording of event:,, making the task of interviewing and transcriptil much easier, and thereby 
reducing errors from these sources. 
Some may object to the nt:mber of pages this approach requires and the apparent complexity 
of the procedure. lioever, if h, helps to overcame tile problems of inderreporting that plagues 
all fertility surve. , tile nunier -f pages that is retaired is not a compelling argument against 
its use. As for th-. apparent cotti:sxity of the procedurc. Korean experience is that with good 
training the interviewers can easily learn it and with apprpriate supervision use it efficiently 
and effectively in the field. 
In addition to the basic components of this approach described so far, there are several 
auxiliary components dictated further by tite peculiar, Korean s't-amion, h:t'ing to do with the 
system of age-reckoning and reporting of dates. They are described beow: 
1) At the head of each row to the left of the calendar designation, there are three additional 
columns that show from left to right: the number of years ago tite given calendar year of 
the interviewer, in this case 1974 (or the Korean age of a ctild if born in tile given calendar 
year); the animal year corresponding to the given calendar year; and a blank column in 
which to enter tile Korean age of the given calendar year, starting from her Korean age as 
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of 1974, obtained fro.i 0110 of 2c,-tion 1. and going back each calendar to age 15. All of 
these entries can be us,2 it varying combinations to determine the appropriate row, or 
calendar year, in which to enter a giver event. Essentially they answer the probes: In what 
year was the event? How old were you then? flow many years ago did it occur? Or, if a 
live birth, in addition: How old is the child now? In what animrl year was he born? 
2) A separate form called the "Escnts Chart' (reproduced on n,. below) was prepared for 
use in connectio. with the pregnancy, marriage, and separation histories. The basic propose
of the form was to facilitate the recording of pregnancies, marital breaks, and temporary 
separations in such a way as to avoid impossible overlaps between them. Impossible over­
laps are particularly difficut to detect because different events tend to get reported in 
different calendars. Lice births, for example, tend most often to get reported in the lunar 
calendar but other cvents less so. The Events Chart provided a row for each calendar year, 
from 1973 to 1974, and twelve columns to a row, each column representing the solar month 
of each year. Imposed or ach row were heavy line segments representing the lunar months, 
articulated with the corresponding solar months. In the last column of each row was shown 
the lunar date corresponding to tbe last day (December 31) of the given solar year. Guided 
by these, the interviewer cold record a given event, whether reported in the lunar or the 
solar calendar, in the proper row aid column aiid detect immediately any impossible overlaps. 
Different symbols were used for different events, and if impossible overlaps were indicated. 
the interviewer would probe f,!rther to untangle the sequerce of events and ascertain 
the -roper dates. The first three columns of each to:. were the same as those used iii the 
pregnancy history chart, described ai,,ve. They facilitated the calendar-year determination 
for the given event. In the column for the animal year, a leap month, if any, was shown in 
parentheses to alert the interviewer to the need to probe for it if the date of an event was 
reported in the lunar calendar. 
The actual sequence in the ase of these auxilliary components of the calendar-year approach 
to the pregnancy history, under discussion here, was to use the Events Chart first to record the 
pregnancies in such a way as to avoid impossible overlaps and, to fill in the pregnancy history 
chart in the main interview schedule. 
Finally, the reverse side of the Events Chart--the side that is labeled the "Recall Chart'--should 
be noted. The interviewers made the appropriate entries in the upper part of this chart to be 
used as an aid in the following skip instructions especially in Section 5 (Fertility Planning). The 
lower part of this chart was used to assist the respondents in answering Q717 and Q8i8 (size of 
place of employment) and Q823 (household income), by offering them these categories. 
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2. 5 - 9 
3. 10 - 19 
4. 20 - 49 
5. 50 - 99 
6. 100 ­ 199 
7. 200 - 499 
500 go 
9. 1.000 Persons or more 
u2 w 5.000'-W 9.00O 
u3 0 W2,0 
)3 W 10, 00 - W 29,000 
W 31),000 - W 49,000 
05 W 50.0G - W 69.,0o 
U6i W 70,000 "-W 89,000 
07 w 4oooo - w1Ia.000 
08 W110.000 -W129, 000 09 W130.00 - W149.000 
10 W150, 00 - W199,000 
11 W2LO.000 -W499.00O 
12 W500, or more f 
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a) The 1974 Korean National Fertility Survey: Aims and Objectives 
APPENDIX 5 b) An overview of the Survey: Its Main Component 
Part I. Principles of Interviewing 
Supervisor's Manual and Interviewer's Manual: a) Characteristics of the Interview Table of Contents b) Starting the InterviewI) Gaining Access to the Respondent 
2) Call-backs and Revisits 
3) Need for PrivacyA. SUPERVISORS MANUAL3)NefrPivc 
4) Building Up a Good Interviewing Relationship 
c) How to Interview 
nroti aon I) Using the Questionnaire 
1) General organization the surveyQuestions 
1.01) Training ii) Answers
 
1.02) General field work procedure 
 iii) Instruction 
2) How to Ask Questions 
2) The survey tasks 3) How to Probe 
2.01) Survey director's instructions 4) How to Record the Answers 
2.02) Field supplies 
d) Checking and Editing the Completed Interviews2.03) Organizing Travel 

2.04) Introduction and accomodation in the sampling 
 e) Tape-Recording 
2.05) Interviewer's conduct
 




2.08) Sampling a) Introduction
 





2. 10) Spot cnecking for eligiblity 

2.11) Checking quality of selecting interviewers 1) Introduction
 
2) The Basic Procedure 2.12) Continuation of interviewer's training during field work 3) The Structure of the Household Questionnaire
 
2.13) Reporting of problems to headquarters 
 4) Detailed Notes on Each Column and Question
 
2.14) Control sheets 

2.15) Collecting completed questionnaires2.16) Other administrative duties The Individual Fertility Questionnaire 
1) Eligiblity for the Individual Fertility Questionnaire 
2) Outline of the Sections 
2) Outline oftrSctions 
2.17) Community level questionnaire 
3) Dealing with non-contact and refusals Detailed Instructions3.01 Noncontcts3)
3.02) Ref-cuas Section 1: Respondent's BackgroundSection 2: Maternity History3. 02) Refusals 

4) Details of field work control sheets Section 3: Marriage History
Section 4: Contraceptive Knowledge and Use 
Section 5: Fertility Planning4.01) The household interview Section 6: Family Size Values4.02) The individual interview 
control sheets 
Section 7: Work History and Opportunity4.03) Interviewer 4.04) Supervisor's weekly record 5) E i tSection S: Current (Last) H_:,and's Background
 
5) Editing the questionnaire
5.01) The househol qu,-stionnaire Part IV. Special Difficulties in the Questicnnaires 
a) The Household Questionnaire5.02) The individual frtility questionnaire 
The Individual QuestionnaireB. ITERVE'WES, MNUALb) 
B. INTERV'L'RS MANUAL 
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a) Introductior­
b) What to Look For: General
 
c) What to Look For: The Hosehold Questionnaire
 
d) What to Look For: The Individual Fertility Questionnaire 	 APPENDIX 6 
Part VI. Field Work 
a) The Field Staff 	 Curricula for Field Supervisor and Interviewer 






4) Interviewers A. Supervisor Training Session
 
b) Reaching the Respondent 
1) Locating the Household Twenty-five supervisors, including the 3 roving supervisor, were trained one week in advance2) Contacting the Household 	 of the training of the interviewers and participated further in the three-week training session 
3) Contacting the Respondents 	 for the latter. (10-24 August, 1974). 
4) Incomplete Interviews 
Date 	 Subject
c) Completing the Face Sheet and the Summary Page 

1) Face Sheet: The Household Questionnaire 19 Aug. 1974 1) Welcome and opening
 
2) Face Sheet: The Individual Fertility Questionnaire 2) WFS IKNFS objectives
 
3) Survey procedured) Control Sheets: Travel Records: Check Lists 
4) Interview techoique
 
5) Sampling & household selectionPart VII. Prelisting and Sampling Procedure 
20 Aug. 1974 	 1) Household schedulePart VIII. List of Enumeration Districts and Team Members 2) Reproductive physiology 
3) F.P. method 
4) Current demographic trend in Korea 
21 Aug. 1974 	 1) Individual questionnaire, section 1 and 2 
2) National family planning program
3) Induced abortion 
22 Aug. 1974 	 1) Individual 1uestionnaire, section 3 and 4 
2) Interview V.T.R. and family planning slides 
3) Individual questionnaire, section 5 and 6 
23 Aug. 1974 	 1) Individual questionnaire, section 7 and 8 
2) Discussions on sampling procedure
3) Discv _ions on supervisors manual 
24 Aug. 1974 	 1) Discussions on household listing 
2) Discussions on questionnaires 
3) General discussions prior to interviewer's training 
B. Interviewer's Training Sessions(26 Aug.-13 Sept., 1974) 
Date 	 Subject 
26 Aug. 1974 	 1) Welcome opening ceremony 
2) General orientation 
3) interview technique
4) Demonstration of let dummy interview through VTR 
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27 Aug. 1974 1) Household schedule 
2) Reproductive physiology 
3) Sampling procedure 
and F.P. method 
APPENDIX 7 
28 Aug. 1974 1) Individual questionnaire, section 1 and 2 
2) Induced abortion 
3) National family palnning program Notes on Construction of Variables 
29 Aug. 1974 
30 Aug. 1974 
1) Individual luestionnaire, section 3 and 4 
2) Current demographic trend of Korea 
3) Interview situation through VTR 
1) Individual questionnaire section 5 and 6 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Most of the variables used in the tabulations were derived directly from the household and 
31 Aug. 1974(AM) 
2) Recording practice throagh VTR 
3) Review of interviewer's maaual (General part) 
1) Observation on F.P. exhibition room 
2) Review of common errors from recording results 
individual questionnaires, either from a single question, or from straightforward combinations of 
answers. A number of the more complex variables, however. may require some amplification 
concerning their corstruction front the raw data. Two of these variables, critical to the inter 
-pretation of the findings of this report, are discussed here. 
2 Spet. 1974 
3 Spet. 1974 
1) 'ndividual questionnaire. section 7 and 8 
2) 2nd dummy interview on complicated one (Section 1-6) 
3) Further training in use of household schedule 
1) Recording practice through VTR (section 1-8) 
2) Review of results on 2nd dummy interview 
3) Discussion of most common error 
2. EXPOSURE STATUS (V 317) 
Of the total number of respondents to the individual questionnaire, all those who reported a 
current pregnancy were clessified as belonging to the first category of this variable. Among the 
women remaining, those currently widowed, divorced, or separated formed the second category 
of exposure status. Currently-married non-pregnant women who have contraceptively sterilized* 
constitute the third category, and throughout this report are referred to 'fecund' women curre­
4 Sept. 1974 
5 Sept. 1974 
1) Review of recording proLlem and guidance to field practice 
2) Fieid practice 
1) Individual and groups assessment of previous day's recording 
2) Editing procedures 
and editing 
r.tly practicing contraception. Those sterilized for non-contraceptive reasons or stating that they 
are infecund are grouped together as the fourth category. The remaining body of respondents­
currently-married, non-pregnant, and able to bear children--from the fifth category of exposure 
status. 
6 Sept. 1974 Field work (4 cases per each interviewers) 3. PATTERN OF CONTRACEPTIVE USE (V540) 
7 Spet. 1974(AM) 
Date 
9 Sept. 1974 
1) Editing previous day's recording 
2) Review of interviewer manual 
Subject 
1) Organization of field work 
2) Discussion on field work, individual reports and problems encountered 
This variable, used extensively in Section 3. 8 and 3.9 was derived from a number of questions 
concerning family planning attitudes and practice. In broad terms, the respondent.; were 
trichotomized into (1)nevers user, (2) past but not'- current users, and (3) current users of 
contraception. 
Women who reported never using any method were by fecundity status, and those who were 
10 Sept. 197A 
11 Sept. 1974 
12 Sept. 1974 
1) Field work 
2) Discussion of field work 
1) Further training on editing procedures 
2) Recording practice 
3) Editing practice 
11 Recording sod editing practice 
fecund further categorized according to intent for future use. 
Past but not current users (excluding sterilized women) were also divided by fecundity status. 
Those currently fecund were then classified by their most recent use of contraception with 
egard to birth intervals: use in the open interval, use in the last closed interval, and earlier use. 
eurrent users were sub-divided into those sterilized for contraceptive purposes and these 
presently using any other method. The construction of V540, Pattern of Contraceptive Use, 
2) 
3) 
Final discussion on interviewer's manual and questionnaire 
Practical consideration of working in the field 
may be summarized 
NEVER 
as follows: 
13 Sept. 1974 1) Preparation for field work 01 Intends future use 
14 Spot. 1974 Departure -either the respondent or her husband. 
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PAST BUT 'JOT CURRENT 
Used in last open birth interval 
Used in last closed birth interval (not in open interval) 
Used earlier 
Not currently fecund 
CURRENT 




The principal aim of a descriptive sample survey such as this one is to derive estimates ofcharacteristics of a population (or sub-population such as a region) from a probability sample 
drawn from the population. In many instances the process involves estimating an averagequantity in the population (e.g., the mean number of live births per woman in the population)an average from the sample. The difference between the estimate and the true value can betermed the total error in the process, and this is in turn a combination of errors of two types:
non-sampling errors and sampling errors. Non-sampling errors are gcnerally deviations whichwould be present even if the entire population was sampled: for example, reporting errors,
mistakes in coding and punching, coverage errors. Sampiing errors are deviations caused by
limitingthe enquiry to a sample of the population.' 
If a probability sample is taken, then the particular sample obtained in the survey is one of 
a large number of all possible samples which could have been selected using the given sampledesign. The estimates derived from different samples would differ from each other. The expected
value of an estimate is an average of the estimates from different samples, and the samplingdeviation is the difference between the observed sample estimate and the expected valuL. The
sampling or standard error of the estimate is a measure of the expected magnitude of thesampling deviation. One of the advantages of a probability sample is that the sampling error canbe estimated from tne results of the one sample which is actually available. 
Apart from non-sampling errors, all estimates considered in th;::.idy are approximately
uibiased; that is, the e: pected value from all possible samples approximates the true populationvalue of interest. Thus if non-sampling error: are small, the sampling error measures the size of
the expected deviation of the sample estimate from the true population value. In the presence
of non-sampling errors, the sampling error should be interpreted as the lower bound of this 
quantity. 
. common and convenient criterion asserts that the true value (apart from non-sampling
erroi.s) lies within a range of twice the standard error on either side of the sample value. This ishow standard errors presented in this appendix may be interpreted. If. for example, in the case
of the variable percentage of women preferring their next child to be a boy" the sample esti­
mation is 67 percent, and the standard error is 2 percent, then one can assert that (except for 
tlhe non-sampling errors) there is a probability of 0.95 that the true value lies between 63 and71 percent. Another way of saying this is that the odds are only one in twenty that the true
value lies outside the range. This range (63 to 71 percent- i.e., sample mean± 2xstandard error)
is thus called the '95 percent confidence interval'. 
The same concept applies to estimater of difference of means between two subclasses of thesample.. If, for example, inthe case of the variable mentioned above the sample value for one
subclass is 65 percent, and that for the other subclass is 70 percent and, further, the standarderror of the difference (70-65=5 percent) is 2 percent, then one can assert that the true differ­
ence between the subclasses is 5±4-i.e. 1 to 9 percent. 
* These do notinclude errors inthe implementation of the sample devign.* By "subclass" we mean part of the sample composed of individuals possessing certain specified character­istics. For example, individuals "aged under 25 years" may define a subclass of interest. 
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2. DISCUSSION OF TIE MAIN RESULTS 
The sample design for the Korean National Fertility Survey has been described elsewhere in 
this report. It is a single area stage selfweighting sample consisting uf 318 clusters-191 urban and 
127 rural. Clusters were census enumeration districts; households in sample clusters were listed 
and a sample of households was selected in each cluster A large sample consisting of approxi­
mately 18.000 households was used to collect data ,on general fertility and mortality. lowever, 
the sampling errors presented in this appendix relate to tile smaller sample for the individual 
5,400 eligible women successfully interviewed,interview. This second sample consists of just over 
giving an average of 17 respondents per cluster. The computation procedure for the results 
discussed below takes into account the actual structure of the sample, and in particular the fact 
that the sample is a s-tratified clustered sample. 
Sampling errors have been computed for 18 variables of substant:ve interest over the whole 
sample, as well as for 1-4subcla~bes and 6isubclass differences. All tlhese results were computed 
for the total sample as a domain, and also for the urban and rural domains separately (the 
latter included small towns). The 14 subclasu.ts considered are the main control variables used 
in tabulations of the survey results (though categories considered here are necessarily coarser 
than those in the tabulations) and are rather "ell distributed ,ver sample clusters. In this 
appendix only results likely to be of diirect relevance to the user of the survey report are 
presented; more detailed results can be made available to the specialised user on request. 
2. 1 Tnble 1 
orthistoal dempn the folvarias furban 
m =mean or percentage estimatesSE =standard errr ,or the actual (clustered) sample 
n =the appropriate sample size for the variable 
DEFT= the 'design effect' which 2ompares the relative error of the actual clustered sample with 
what the error would have been had the sample been selected by simple random sampli­
ng of individuals. DEFT=SE-SR where SR, is estimated by the usual simple random 
sample formula. 
e standard defined s=SR. This a of thecasce,variabilitytwte deviatison, as .'n- is 
between individuals. Though it is eslimated trom the san;;le results, it is acharacteristic 
of the population, and trot of tire particular sample desin, 
Table 1 also shows SE and n for the urban and rural domain The main results to emerge 
from this table are: 
1) that, for the sample as a whole, or for the two main domain,. sampling errors are generally 
small compared with the corresponding estimates; and 
2) that DEFT are also small (often near 1.0, mostly under 1.51, implying that sampling precision 
has not been greatly affected by clustering of the sample. 
Part (B) of Table I defines the subclasses used for the present calculations. Itfere subclasses 
have been treated as characteristics (dichotomous'1' =individual belongs to the subclass; '0' 
individual does not belong to the subclass) distributed over the sample. The standard errors shown 
are not of direct relevance to the present survey since these variables do not actually comprise 
the basic survey estimates lowever, it may be noted that the standard errors are generally 
small. In addition, DEFTs are small, implying that all the subclasses considered are well 
distributed over sample clusters, 
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2,2 Table 2 
This table displays detailed results for computed standard errors, along with estimated means 
or percentages and relevant sample bases, for all variables and subclasses considered. The main 
points to be noted are as follows: 
1) The most noticeable feature of the results is that sampling errors are generally small. For 
all variables and all subclasses considered, standard errors are well under 5 percent of the 
mean in most caes, and often under 1 to 2 percent. 
2) Individual results show significant scatter. Since the estimates of sampling errors from a 
2 niiulrslsso infcn cte.Sneteetmtso apigerr rn
sample are themselves subject to sampling fluctuation, attention should be focussed on the 
general pattern of results rather than on individual figures. 
The results on the whole do confirm rather well to ar overall pattern on the basis of which 
Table 3 has been constructed. Table 3 gives, for each va.-able, the approximate variation of 
standard error with the sample base, for any subclass of the sample. 
2.3 Table 3 
The table gives, for each variable, approximate values of the standard errors for various 
sample bases-i.e., for various subclass sizes. This table can be used directly to obtain approximate 
standard error for any cell of the tabulations. In fact, this may be used also for the rural/ 
domains separately, as well as for any subclass within each domain. This generalization 
applies in particular to variables sith small DEFT (say-l.2, see Table 1). For variables with 




Suppose that, for a subclass of size 185, the estimated percentage of women 'who have ever 
used a method of contraception' is 50. Reading, for this variable, the value from the column 
witit n nearest to the subclass size (n=200), the standard error 3.5 percent. This means that 
it can be asserted that (apart from nor-sampling errors) the true percentage is in the range 
50±2(3.5)-i.e. 43 to 57; 43 to 57 is the '95 percent confidence interval' for the estimate 
Similarly if, for a subclasc of size 720, the estimated length of the open birth interval is 45 
months, the standard error from Table 3 (n=.:01 to 1000) is 2 months. The 95 percent confidence 
interval is 45-2(2) -i c., 41 to 49 months. 
2!4 Table 4 
Sampling errors can be particularly relevant in interpretation of the fertility and other differ­
entials observed from the survey results. Generally speaking the present report is concernd as 
much with differentials as with absolute levels of fertility and factors associated with it. Even 
for a relatively 'efficient' sample such as the present one, many observed differentiarls are 
statistically insignificant once the sample has been divided by the introduction of necessary 
control variables. 
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For the set of variables considered here, Table 3 can also be used to obtain, in an approximate 	 TABLE 1. STANDARD ERRORS AND DEFT'S FORAND STANDARD ERRORS VARIABLES OVER THE TOTAL SAM8PLE.OVER TE RURAL AND URBAN DOMAINS SEPARATELY.way, standard errors for subclass differences, including rural'urban differentials. The appropriate A. SUBSTANTIVE (DEPENDENT) VARIABLES
 
sample size to be used in Table 3 for differences of two subclasses of sizes, say n, and n, is TE 
 ampe -	 VARaARLES given in Table 4. 
Variable Total Sample Urban Rural m s SE n DEFT SE rn SE nSuppose that a mean (or proportion) value it; estimated for two subc as.-cs of any size, and . Age at first marriage (for 19.4 2.66 0.06 4369 1.39 0.06 2187 0.09 2182that these means are to be compared and tested to see whether or not the observed difference is . women aged 25 or over, who
statistically significant. The procedure to obtain an approximate value for the standard error marry before age 25)
of the dilfer2ce between means for the two suwases is as follows: Number of children ever born 3.59 2.26 .047 5420 1.54 .044 2218 .075 2602 
Select sample bases n, and n: nearest to the actual sizes of the two subclasses. Read n 	 3. Number of births in first a yearsof 	 oarriage (for 1.62 0.82 .013 4226 1.04 .016 2082 .021 2144womencorresponding to the.e values (at, nj) from "abia 	 first4 and use that n in Table 3 to obtain the married at least a years age)
approximate value of the standard error fcr the difference between the two subclass means. It
should be stressed that this procedure is an apl:oximate one. 4. 	 Interval between marriage and 21.1 12.7 0.22 3765 1.06 0.31 1870 0.34 1895 
first birth-months (for womenhaving a birth within first 2 
years if marriage) 
5. 	 Number of births in past s 0.91 0.91 0.16 3827 1.08 .025 1876 0.21 1951 
Suppose we want to estimate the standard error for the difference for 	 years (for women cooutinouslythe 'mean number of 	
.narried for S or more years)births in the past five years" (Variable No. ) between two subclasse:; of sizes 350 and 625. 6. Last closed birth intervamoths 31.1 10.5 0.1? 4222 1.17 0.29 2125 0.22The nearest sample bases (oihi n) shown in Table 4 are respectively 400 and 600, 2097 nand the 	 (for women with at least
corresponding to them is 200. From Table 3 he standard error for this variable for n=200 is 	
two 
'fertile' pregnancies)0.065. If, for example, the means for the tw'. subclasses being considered are 0.80 and 0.88 7 	 Open birth intervalnths 42.6 50.0 0.86 3596 1.00 1.43 t879 1.03 1717respectively, it can be asserted that the true value of the difference lies in the range 0.08:t2 (for women with at leastmone
(.065) =-0.05 100.21. Since this range inclules both positive and negative values, it cannot 
 birth)be 	 asserted that toe truemean for the second si bclass is higher than the true mean for the first of reast-feedingmonths) 18.1 10.0 0.19 4489 1.29 0.22 2246 0.33 2243
subclass. .n fact, the actual differetnce can be i; a direction opposite to that observed from the in last closed interval 
sample. Note that this does not establish that the means for the two subclasses are the same.

only that the observed difference in the subclas; means can be explained by sampling variability 9. Percentage of currently married 
 71.A 45.1 0.83 4385 1.23 1.30 2325 1.04 2060alone. fecund women who want nomore children 
As another example, consider the variable "length of the first birth interval in months', for 	 is. Total number of children wanted 5.22 1.13 .024 5362 1.56 .023 2796 .040 2566two subclassess of sizes 875 and 410. The means for the two subclasses are, say, 18 and 23 II. Percentage preferring a boy (for 67.3 .6,8 2.04 1187 1.50 3.41 645 2.16 542
months. The nearest sample sizes shown in Table 4 are n;=400 and it, low, and the n corres-	 wnting another child. and epre­curre tly married fecund wom nponding to them is 300. From Table 3 the stondard error for this variable for n-300 is 0.7. ssing sex preferece)
Hence it can be asserted that the true value of the difference batween two means is 5Xl.4 -i.e. 
in the range 3.6 to 6.4. Since this range does not include the value zero, the observed difference 	 contraceptionis 	 statist..ally ignificant. 13. Percentage of exposed women, 45.7 49.8 1.03 3847 1.23 1.60 2052 1.38 1795 
currently using contraception 
14. Of exposed wanting no more 55.9 49.6 1.17 2856 1.26 1.69 1524 1.67 1332
children, percentage not 
using contraception 
Is. 	 Percentage of exposed women ]1.o 31.3 0.54 3847 1.07 0.75 2052 0.76 1795using the PILL 
16. Percentage of exposed women 10.4 30.6 0.49 3847 1.00 0.65 2052 0.74 1795using 6e LOOP 
17. 	Percentage of exposed women 6.8 25.1 0.41 3847 1.01 0.51 2052 0.59 1795using the CONDOM 
IS. 	 Percentage who have had an 30.3 45.9 0.85 5420 1.36 1.34 2818 1.33 2602induced abortion 
*NOTES: 	 m=mean or percentage; s=standard deviation 
SE=standard error (for clustered sample); -~sample base 
DEFT=SE/(,/V), the design effect 
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TABLE I. STANDARD ERRORS AND DEFT'S FOR VARIABLES OVER THE TOTAL SAMPLE: TABLE 2. STANDARD ERRORS FOR 18 VARIABLES OVER 14 SUBCLASSES 
AND STANDARD ERRORS OVER THE RURAL AND URBAN DOMAINS 
It. VARIABLES USED TO DEFINE SUBCLASSES 
(DISTRIBUTED OVER TOTAL SAMPLE, n=6420) 





mean SE n 
Age of the resAondent 
(2)Age 25-34 (3) Age,35 
mean SE n mean SE a 
1. Aged under 25 
2. Aged 25-34 
3. Aged 35-49 
4. Years since first rnarriag,<o 
5. Years since first marriage<;0--1 
6. Years since first marriage <20 or over 
7. Age at marriage under 25 
8. Age at marriage 20 or over 
9. Number of living children<4 
10. Number of living children 4 or more 
if. No education 
12. Primary education 
13. Middle education 
























































1.Age at marriage 
Children ever born 
3. Births in the first 5 years 
of marriage 
4. First birth interval 
(months) 
. Births in past 5 years 
6. Last closed interval 
(months) 

































































8. Months breast-fed 
last child 
15.5 0.65 193 16.4 0.25 1869 19.6 0.24 2427 
9. Z wanting no more children 22.6 1.78 605 68.3 1.16 2167 94.5 0.63 1613 
0. Total number of children 
wanted 
2.75 .042 608 2.97 .025 2235 3.56 .033 2519 
i1. % preferring a boy 66.7 2.82 454 66.2 2.64 650 79.5 4.41 83 
12. % ever used 
contraception 
28.9 1.92 609 61.0 1.34 224 59.4 1.14 2562 
13. % currently using 
contraception 
18.7 2.04 434 43.5 1.43 1843 55.9 1.35 1570 
14.X not using 
contraception 
29.7 5.14 101 54.6 1.56 1271 58.8 1.38 1484 
15. % using the PILL 7.6 1.38 434 10.6 0.71 1843 12.4 0.95 1570 
16. %using the LOOP 3.5 0.93 434 9.8 0.73 1843 13.2 0.92 1570 
* 17. Z using the CONDOM 3.0 0.83 434 8.1 0.64 1842 6.2 0.62 1570 
28. % with an ABORTION 11.7 1.54 609 29.2 1.19 2249 35.7 1.08 2562 
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-TABLE 2. (continued) 
TABLE 2. (CONTINUED) 
Age at first marriage No. of living children 
Variable 







Years Since First Marriage 
(s) YSFM 10-19 (n)YSFMz20 
mean SE n mean SE n 
19.9 0.06 1539 17.2 0.07 1581 
Variable 
I. Age at marriage 
(7) AFM<20 
_ 
mean SE n 





n, mean SE n 
2177 20.6 0.05 2111 
(10)Children_-4 
mean SE n 
18.3 0.07 2258 
2. Children ever born 
3.Births in first 5years 
of marriage. 
4. First birth interval 
(months) 





































2. Children ever born 
3. Birthsin first 5 years 
of marriage 
4. Firstbirth interval 
(months) 
5. Births in past 5 years 





























































6. Last closed interval 
(months) 




















7. Open birth interval 55.5 1.54 1414 34.2 0.99 2182 34.3 1.12 2110 .4.3 1.26 1486 
(months) 
8. Months breast-fed 15.0 0.26 1445 19.0 0.28 1342 20.1I 0.30 1301 
8. Months breast-fed 
last child 
19.8 0.25 2220 16.4 0.26 2269 16.3 0.24 2199 19.8 0.26 2290 
last child 9. % wanting no rore children 80.4 1.38 1670 66.2 1.01 2715 57.2 1.07 2699 94.6 0.59 1186 
9. % wanting no more children 50.2 1.08 2169 90.1 2.87 1461 97.5 0.63 755 
10.Table No. of children 3.51 .020 241J 2.99 .022 2939 28.8 .023 3098 3.69 .035 2264 
to. Total no. of children 2.82 .025 2211 3.33 .032 1601 3.56 .033 2519 wanted 
wanted ]I. % preferring a boy 72.1 3.52 312 65.6 2.09 875 65.1 2.08 1101 95.3 1.66 86 
II. % preferringa boy 65.6 2.16 1032 77.5 3.67 138 79.5 4.41 83 
12.% ever used 53.9 1.22 2460 58.9 1.18 2960 49.5 1.21 3121 66.3 1.18 2299 
12.% ever used 48.9 1.38 2219 73.5 1.28 !620 59., 1.14 2562 contraceptiun 
contraception 
13. % currentty using 
contraception 
34.4 1.48 1723 37.5 1.52 1382 5,9 1.25 1570 
13. % carrentlyusing 
contraception 
47.5 1.53 1530 44.5 1.19 231 40.5 1.29 2221 52.9 1.35 1626 
14. 11 not using 
contraception 
49.7 2.19 870 62.8 1.61 1247 58.8 1.38 1484 14. - not using 
contraception 
54.6 1.61 1259 57.0 1.40 1597 56.7 1.66 1318 55.3 1.40 1538 
is. % using the PILL. 8.7 0.81 1723 14.4 0.92 1382 12.4 0.95 1570 15. S using the PILL 13.2 0.93 1530 9.6 0.66 2317 9.7 0.70 2221 12.9 0.83 1626 
16. % using the LOOP 7.3 0.65 1723 13.2 0.94 1382 12.5 1.27 742 16. % using the LOOP 21.7 0.96 1530 8.9 0.59 2317 8.2 0.56 2221 13.6 0.93 1626 
17. % using the CONDOM 1.0 0.59 8.3 0.76 3.5 0.66 11 17. % using the CONDOM 5.0 0.61 1530 7.9 0.61 2317 7.2 0.58 2221 6.15 0.61 1626 
18. % with an ABORTION 22.7 1.18 2219 40,0 .38 1620 31.1 1.38 1581 18. % with an ABORTION 29.1 1.80 2460 31.3 1.08 2960 271 1.04 31" 34.7 1.27 2 '9 
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TABLE 3. 	 APPROXIMATE VALUES FOR STANDARD ERROR FOR VARIOUS 
SAMPLE BASES(I.e. SUBCLASS SIZES)TABLE 2. (CONTINUED) 
Standard Error for Sample base. n= Level of education 
Variable Deviation 50 100 200 300 500 501- 101- 2001- over 
Variable (I) None (12) Primary (13)Middle (14) High or more 1000 2000 3000 3000 
SE n 	 mean SE n aean mean SE 	 n mean SE n 
.11 .08 .07 .06
 1. Age at marriage 2.66 .38 .27 .19 .15 .14 
:. 2 0.12 	 542 21.3 0.11 495 
2. 	 Children 2 children 1.10 . 16 1! .08 0.6 .05 .045 .035 .03 .025
 
.2 .16 .13 .10 .09 .07 .06 .05 ever born1>2 children 2.26 .32 2.25 0.73 803 2.3o .071 759.086 .045
2. Children ever bora 5.34 1135 3.59 2703 
.02 .D2 .015
.03
3. 	 Births in first 5 years 0.82 .12 .08 .06 .05 .04 1.81 .036 	 4791.34 .028 	 1107 1.68 .018 2169 1.82 .032 4613. 	 Biths in the first 5 years 
of marriage 
of marriage 0.25 0.3 0.2 
. First birth interval 12.7 1.8 1.3 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.56744 	 (months) 
17.4
0.56 431 
923 20.2 0.26 1960 17.4 
0.67 
26.7 0.51 
4. 	 Firt birth interval (o(months) 
.02 .015

.13 .09 .065 .05 .04 .03 .025
5. 	 Births in the past 5 years 0.91 
.056 	 0.60 0.50 444 951 0.21 1987 1.17 436 
5. 	 Births in past 5 years 0.71 .029 0.96 0.4 0.250.3 0.26.Last closed interval 10.5 1.5 1.1 0.7 0.6 0.5 
33.4 0.31 	 949 31.1 0.24 2169 29.1 0.78 566 28.8 0.47 530 (months)6. 	 Last closed interval 

(months) 7 O r 2 5 months 25.0 3.5 2.5 1.8 1.4 1.2 
 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.45 
2.4 1.4 1.0 a.9
3.6 2.9 2.0

.>25 months 50.0 7.0 5.0 
7. 	 Open birth interval 54.4 2.10 597 42.6 1.17 1906 32.1 
2.00 582 40.8 2.00 507 




0.24 231! 	15.3 0.36 555 12.5




691 71.4 1.0488.3 1.25 no more children9. 	 , wanting 
.035 .03 .025
10.Total No. of children 1.13 .16 .11 .08 .065 .05 .045 
t0.Total No. of children 3.78 .051 1107 2.27 .24 2004 2.80 .0o35 795 2.69 .036 756 	 wanted 
4.7 4.2 2.4 2.6 2.3 2.1 - ­
. % preferring a boy 46.0 6.6
wanted	 wate 217





a boyIt. % preferring 	 49.5 7.0 5.0 3.5 2.9 2.3 2.0 1.4 1.2 1.012. Y ever used 
contraception2713 56.5 	2.92 803 68.8 1.76 759 




contraception2.C 573640 43.4 I. 30 2002 45.2 2.35 626 55.3 13. % currently using 44.7 2.15 
7.0 5.0 3.5 2.9 2.2 2.0 1.4 1.2 ­contraception	 14. % not using 49.6 
contraception2.69 410 	68.8 2.66 38S
49.3 2.23 	 572 54.0 1.47 1480 59.514. .%not using 
4.4 3. 2.2 1.8 1.4 1.15 0.6 0.65 0.5513. % using the PILL 31.3 	 0.8 0.6 0.5contraception 	 4.3 3.1 2.2 1.8 1.4 1.130.616. Y using the LOOP 
626 5.9 1.16 57312.1 0.78 	2002 9.3 1.4213.9 1.60 	 640 
15. % using the PILL 
1.4 I. 0.9 0.65 • 0.5 0.45 8.3 1.07 	 17. % using the CONDOM 25.I 3.5 2.5 1. 16. % uing the LOOP 10.9 1.45 o40 12.2 0.73 2002 1,06 626 5.9 573 
3.2 2.6 2.1 1.85 1.35 1. 1 0.95ta. % with an ABORTION 45.9 6.5 4.6 2002 7.0 	 1.03 626 13.6 1.52 57317. % using the CONDOM 3.9 0.86 640 5.6 0.54 
* For small sample bases, say n upto 400. more accuratevalueofthe standard error may be obtained byIa. % with an ABORTION 20.2 1.27 1135 29.5 1.02 2716 33.5 2.45 803 44.8 1.79 759 





F TlE DFFERNCEBETWEN ro S~tICASSF OFy
TABL 4. OR SAND D ERORIIETWEEN TWO0 SCtICLASSES OF 
BE USED iN TABLE 3. 
n..TilE APPROPRIATE 
TABLE 4. FOR STANDARD) ERROR OF THlE D)IFFERENCE 
SAMPLE 	 BASE n TO SIZE n, and 
100 2 0 , 206  50 
400 	 1 100 100 200) 
100 10( 100 200 300 50 / 
1500 100,200300-500.500 
300 500 1501 00 12000 	 l00 200 1 
prced.e 	 Select n,and n: nearest to the sies of the two subclasses Read t from Table 4. column for 

that n in Table 3 gives aptsroxirtately standard error for the difference between the two sub-

class means for a particular varial!e.
 
3. SOME TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
for computing sampling errors forclusteredthe b,sic formula used 
on the results presented in Tables 1 to 4.In this 
section we provide These 
samples and make some additional comments 

should be of interest to the more speciaiised readers. 

3.1 Outline of the computation procedure 
Since in the present sample clusters were selected by systematic sampling, it is necessary for by pairing adjacent clusters. To sup­the purpose of sampling error computation to define strata 

ply the basic computation formula, we cons~der a ratio statistic 

r=y TI, 
wherey and .z are 'aggregates' (,weightet' for the present self-weighting sample design)-
study, e.g. urban or rural) is composed of ItstrataSuppose that the sample (or a domain of 	 and h),lethave been sampled. In any cluster i (in stratum from 	any stratum. h, m, clusters 

y,,i=the value of variable y for the individual t 

yul , 7 yiu, the sum of all values y,, for all sample individuals in the cluster (note that 
the present sample is self-weighting). 
y.= ,y, the sum of values over stratum h, and 
-A 90­
= ... A the sum over the whole sample (or a domain of :study). 
Similar terms can be defined for the variable x. 
'The variance (square of the standard error) of the ratio estimate r=y/x is estimated as 
var,­
where f is the overall sampling fraction - here negligible; 
Equation 	 (1)also applies to estimates like means, proportions or percentages which can be regarded as special cases of ratios. The denominator. x,may be a count* variable (Le., number 
of individuals in the cluster) or it may be a substantive variable like y. (The above equations 
also apply to subclasses of the sample: individuals not belonging to a subclass of interest are 
simply ignored.*) 




As mentioned earlier, DEFT compares the relative error of the actual DEFTclustered sample with it would have been had the sample been selected by simple random sampling of individuals.what 




DEFT=SE SR.	 cluster 
design, 

where SE i c.timated from equation (1),and SR from:
sample 
a particular 
For(SvR,= ) j. (2)SR'=-ni2n_-_----
domain).(or 
where n is the total sample (or a domain) size, and 'Z' is the sum for all individuals over 
sample
the 
measure of the loss in sampling precision due to clustering of the sample. The two main factors 
on which its magnitude depends are the average cluster size and the homogeneity (corresponding 
to a particular variable) within these clusters. For samples (or for subclasses there of) with very 
small clusters, or for variables with little within-cluster homogeneity. DEFT can be expected to 
approach unity, which implies that no sampling precision has been lost through clustering. 
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(2) Tables 2 aad 3: Patterns of results for the subclasses 
In spite of the scatter of the computed results for individual subclasses 
pattern of results for subclasses is generally well approximated from the 
sample by the relationship 
given in Table 2, the 
results for the whole 
Usually cov(r,r') is positive due to positive correlation between individuals in the two 
subclasses who beiong to the same clusters of the sample. Hence the variance of the difference of 
estimates for two subclasses tends to be smaller than the sum of variances for the two estimates. 
Assuming equation (3) to be valid, the sum of variances for the two means is 
SE2+SEI.t=SRI + 2(DEF7'l 
.
I) (5) 






n, +n ',Ii6 
where :he sulfix t refers to the total sample (of size n ) and the suffix 's' to a subclass of 
size n,. 
Figure I illustrates this point for ten variables; the same is true of the remaining variables. 
The solid lines in Figure 1 correspond to the variatic- of SE. with n, if the sample was a 
simple random sample (l)EFT, 0); on the log scale used these are straight lines. The dotted 
lines correspond to equation (3), using the computed values for DEFT, for the variables. 
However. for certain variables and certain subclasses, equation (3) which is, in fact, a 
semiempirical relationship, is not adequate for predicting SE,. This is particularly the case for 
three variables-number of children ever born, length of the open birth interval, and percentage of 
fecund women wanting no more children. These variables are strongly related to life-cycle-i.e. to 
age or marriage duration of the respondent The standard error here is obviously related to the 
mean or percentage being estimated, whi,-h in turn varies considerably from one subclass to[. 
another. Nevertheless, we find that in this particular case exceptional subclasses (with, say, 
exceptionally low value for the mean of the variable) can be dealt with by replacing SR, in 
eqtiona() v e hTable 
equation (3) by 
Generally, equation (5) over-estimates var (r-r')somewhat, unless the two subclasses comefrom entirely different clusters-as, for example, when rural and urban differentials are being 
considered. 
The increase in variance due to clustering of the sample tends to be relatively less significant 
when subclass differences are being considered. Equation (7) below, which completely ignores 
clustering, will genera;ly under-estimate var (r-r'): 
(n 
SR;+SR (7) 
4 actually gives n", as a function of (n,,n',)-called in that Table n, and n, and the 
method recommended there for estimating standard errortof subclass differences assumes var (r-r')to be given by 
(f.SR,), 
where .=a constant, < I gives a reasonable fit. [var(r-r')]=SR,, +(DEFT,) 
(8) 
These results are 
one for the user of 
used in constructing Table 3 
survey results. 
which is perhaps the most directly relevant which is mid-way between equatiuns (5) and (7). Actually, 
equations in the present case is generally quite small since 
the difference between these three 




of the diff,rnce of two subclass means 
subclass in the pair by prime t'), the 
: given by the following formula. 
,.ariance of the difference of two 
Denoting 
ratios is ii. For the subclass sizes usually of most interest n". is small compared 
so that the first term in (5) or (8) dominates. 
to n, (say n."<O. I ) 
var (r-r')=var(r)-var(r')-2 cov(r~r'), 
where the covariance is given by 
" ( r'), ' 
(Hence we can use (8) to provide reasonable estimates for standard errors for differences 
between any pairs of subclasses. 
The ratio estimator is not unbiased; the magnitude of the bias depends upon the variability of the 
cluster sizes x,. However, for the present simple the bias is generally negligible since the coefficient of 
variation of cluster sizes is small not only for the sample as a whole, but also for each of the subclasses 
co-r .t lr+# IL-__ z_-_z 
omately 
considered; it is under or around 0.05 in all 
unbiased estimate o2-r the subclas 
cases. This implies that 
3-s. 
equation (1) provides an approxi. 
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1. Year & month 
conducted 
1 April. 




1 9 5 6 
1966 April. 




2. Universe 15-49 
ever-married and 
age of under 50 
15-44 
ever-married and age 




2. Universe 15-44 ever-married 
and living with 
husband 
15 44 ever-married 
and living with 
husband 
15-.-9 ever-married 
and living with 
husband 
3. Sample size I ,477 for fertility 
6,889 for KAP 
1.126 for IUD 
6,285 for fertility 3.445 
5,629 for KAP 
1,205 for IUD follow-up 
women 
3. Sample size 3,445 couples 3,368 couples 3.624 couples 1,!64for ora! pillfollowup 
4. Sample design i Stratified 
multi-stage











sampling weighted seif-weighted 













5. Main topics 



















7. Exact wording 
of question on 
ideal size 
In general. what 
number of scns 
ar d daughtersidealosizeadduthins 
would you think 
appropiate for an 
avprae fo n 
In general, what 




appropriate for an 
aprae foit 
In general, what 
number of sons 
and daughters
anddauhthk 
would you think 
a p o r tef r ni
appropriate for an 
on abortion 
7. Exact wording 
7.Eatwr iof question on 
ideal sizeandugtrea si eand 
In general, what 
ngerlwht
number of sons 
daughters
would you think 
appropriate for an 
flow many children 
ow aycidendo you think is the 
betum rtohvest numbe  to have 
if you could 
control this freely? 
fow many children 
]o mnyhirndo you think is the 
bstubrtoaeest number to have 
if you could 
control this freely? 
8. Main report: 




The findings of the 
national survey on 
family planning 
Dec.1965 
Ministry of Health 
and Social Affairs 
The findings of the 
national survey on 
family planning 
Dec. 1966 
Ministry of Health 
and Social Affairs 
The findings of the 
national survey on 
family planning 
Dec.1968 
Ministry of Ilealth 
and Social Affairs 
8. Main report: 
Title and year 
of pubication 
average family 
The Korean 1968 
fertlity and family 
planning survey, 
the national family 
planning center 
An interim report 





















APPENDIX 10. GLOSSARY 
ENGLISH SPANISH FRENCHAge ;-t first marriage Edad en se cas6 porque primera Age au premier mariageAnevetm~o fCnrcp eooStcnepioeiaAn eficieat me,hod of contracep- yeaMetodo anticonceptivo eficaz 
tioa 
Mvt ,ode de costraception enCace 
An ineffic,ent method of contracep- Mdtodo anticonceptivo ineficaz dt contraception ineficaceBackgroundicn variables tinCollegeCiracteristicas socio-econ6rmicas Caractdristiques socio-iconoomiques
Child survived at least 24 months El nacido vivo sobrevivio por 10 L'enfant a survdcu as moin 24Imelnos 24 meses moisChildhood type of place t f Tipo de lugar donde residi6 Type de residence durant l'enfanceec)Non-pregnantdurante so ninmz (urbano, rural, resider.ce etc.)Current age Edad actual Age actuelCurrent marital status: Estado civil actual Sitation matrimoniale actelle 
WidowedMarried ViudaCasada VauieMaride 
Divorced Wi d o w e d DivorciadaViudai uaDivorcre 
Separated SeparadaCurrent Separeepregnancy Erobarazo actual Grossesse actoelleCurrently married women mbljeres actualmente casade e actueleCurexos arriedwomen Mujeres epuaetasaris Femmes actuelleent mari~esExposed women Mujeres expuestas al riesgo de Femes soumises au risque dechildren 
Exposed women wanting no more Mujeres exuestas al riesgo decilrnenarazo que no deean tener Femmes soumises as risque degorsese et qui no dcsret plus
Exposure status: ros hijos denfantsFxposici6n al riesgo de embarazo Situation d'exposition a risque 
Pregnant de gr oss cseEmbar-zada EnceinteWidowed, separated, divorced Viuda, separad, divorciada Veuve, separbe, divorceeSterilized Esterilizada Strilis.eInfecundExposed lnfdrtdlnxpuesta SterileFertile 
Ever-married women Mujeres alguna vez casadas Femmes noncilibataires 
Fecusd women Mujeres fertilesFiist marriage dissolved by death Primer matrimonio disuelto por Femnes fertiles Premier inariage dissous par docs
mucrte del esposo du martaeerdonoonrctie
First marriage dissolved by N
-'rimercocengnmairimonio disuelto por Idoem dissous partoo ,'re ier mariagedivorce or separation os t nNoicoltonceidivorcio o separact6ngu itdo divorceNe cuonnatvs separationmethodeaucune 
Hsadsocpto;Ocupacibn ant icnceptivo ocotracepticedel esposo Occupation professionnelle du marl 
Never worked Hu s a t d s c c p a t o nli up ci i n el es p s oONunca Ila trabajado Proessonastd anaerilrofsinclyurfeAdmnitraivo cc pai o pr f e sio ne leN'a jamais travaille Care irgeat u anP 
Professional and managerialCl e rica l Profesional Y Jefe AdministrationO fficin is t a Cadee dirigeantE m ploy d de bu r zau 
Sales and ServicesSkilled manual 
nSkilledmanual-
Unskilled manual 
Ventas y Servicios 
Obrero especializado 
Obrer noespeci slizado 
Obrern no especializado 
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Illiterate 
Interval between first marriage
and first bitrhLast closed interval 

Last closed interval did not 

exceed five years 










MHighdtholleschsooliddle s h l
corohigherLiterateLegbe rer 
Marriage undisoolved 
Mostragen cu atisoedMtion 
Most recent occupation 




Numberor withinof childrenfive born efirst eforyears of 

marriageNumber of children born in the 

eVe roust five yearsdltocno 
Number of children ever born 

Number of deceased children 

Number of living children 

Number of living children (tr-

cluding any current pregnancy, 

Number of living childrc at the
beginning ofNumber the five year periodof living children at the 

beginning of the interval 

Number of living daughters 




Number of modern objects owned 

Number of times married 

Open interval 
Pattern of contraceptive usePtPtrl 
Never used: intends 
Nevr-used: Not intends 
Nevejaused: no need 
ast but n t curr ent: op eninterval 
Past-but not current: last closed 
Past but not current: earlier 
Analfabcto Analphab~te
 
Intervalo entre el primer 
 Intervalle enteematrimonio y ei primer acimiento le premiermarriage et la prenigre naissanceUltim o inter. .alo .errad o Dernier intervallie fermi 
El tiltimo intervalo cerrado no foe Le de-sier intervalle ferm& n'a pas 
m-s de cinco afios depass6 cinq ars
 
El ltimo intervalo cerrado es de Le dernier
mis de intervalle fermi est,2 meses sup~rieur i 32 mois
 
Duracion de Ia lactancia 
 Periode d'allaitesentNivel de educacion Nis'eau d'etudesSinSin escolaridadescolaridad N~antNian
 
Escoela primaria 
 Ecole Primuite 
Escuelal  mediasecundria E rnle interm idiaireUnliversild Ecole secndaireSup~rieurcisc sabie adleer y escribir SuplreetrSait lire et i~crire 
Mlatrimois qwe no ba sido disuelto Manage qui n'a Faioen o eti dissoshamseidodu eh darierqenap; t isou
 
Oropacifn run reciete 
 Le dernier ero:io;No embarazada Nc.s-evcein~e
 
Numero adicional de ninos 
 Nombre d'nfants sccre dSirdsdeseados 
Nreumero de hijos nacidosdurante los primeros antes o Nombre d'enfant t avant oucinco a los durnt pTotal de hijosde matrimonio nacidos eree cinq annes deen los marageNumbr  d'enfants ncs durant leo 
tCtlim os cne o a fos c inq derni f res ann~es 
Numero total de hijos Nombre total denfants 
Total de hijos que ban fallecido Nombre d'enfants dicdes
 
Total de hijos actuahlente vivos 
 Nombre d'enfants vivants
 
Total de hijos actualinente vivos 
 Nombre d'enfants vivants(inc!':endo embarazo actual) (ycompris la grossesse actuelle)
Ndmero de hiios 
 vivos al Numbre d'enfants vivants ascomien"a delNi ero de hijo.periods de cit -o anus commencementivos al Numbre denfantsdes cinq arsviants aucomienzo del intervalo commencement delintervalle
 
Total 
 de biss mujeres actoalmente Sombre de filles vivantes 
vi asTot l do hijos varoneo artualmente Nombre de garons vivants 
de atios drns ualne Sombre de moarnes t
Nimero de articulos modernos
posee que Nombre d'ubje "moderne"possedesNumero de veces que Ita estado Nomire de lois maride 
Intervalo ahierto 
Patron de sos de mntho' anticon- Utilisation des tntbodes
ale derthe 
ceptivos
usar nunce perNo ha usado piensa Na jamais stilise main pense enutii±ser 
Na ha usado nunc y no piensa Na jamais utilis et ny songe pus 
no necesitaNo ha usado nunca y actualmente besoinN'a jamais utilisk et n'en a pus
Uso'en el intt r val s ab ier toe actalnte ns aet pp er s A uti l is 6 d u s l'in ter vlle c overtactualmene no usa er A antilismanue e paintevhormais n'en utiline pus actuelles 
Uso'enp o elt ultimoe eintervalose cerrao A utilisime danan tn le dernier intervals 
Use antes de Ils ultimos dos A utilisd avant les deux derniersintetvalos, pero no usa intervalles mais n'en ut'liseacualmente actuellement 
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Past but not current: no need 
Current: sterilized 
Current: using 
Percentage of women havi.3 alive birth in the past year 
Percentage of women whe are 
currently using cctraccption 
Percentage of women ho ever 
used any contraceptive method 
Percentage preferring a boy 
Percentage preferring a girl 
Percentage who remarried 

















Specific contraceptive methods: 
Pill 
Intra uterine device (IUD) 









Time elapsed since last birth 
Total number ef children wanted 




Whether lastfor cur-ers, 
pregnancy was wan!ed 
Whether tot.l numb. r of children 
wanted exceeds number of living 
children 
Women who did not want last 
Uso en el pasado pero ahora no 

necesita
Usa actualmente: esterilizada 
Usa actualmente 
Porc-.itaje de mujeres qua tuvieron 
on naido vivo en el afio recien 
pasado 
Porientaje de mujeres que est-n 
actualmtnte usando anticonceptivos 







yaron on hijo 
Porcentaje que prefiere usa bija 






















Metodos auticonceptivos expecificos 
Piidora 
Dispositivo intra uterino (DIU) 


















Tiempo transcurrido desde el 
ultimo nacido rivo 
Total de hijos deseadrs 




Deseala la mujer el ultimo (o
actuil) embarazo? 
,El nt6itn-ro total de hijos desead. 
es mayor que el numero de hijos 
actualmente v vos? 
Mujeres ue no deseaban el tiltimo I 
--A 9-
i 	A utilish mais n'a pas besoin d'en 
utiliser actuellemenbActuellement sterilisee 
Utilise actuellement 
Pourcentage des femmes ap'ant eu 
one raissance vivante durant l. 
dernitre anne 

Pourcentage des femmes utilisant 

actnellementcontraceptive one methode 

Pourcentage des femmes ayantitil-cvttcetieso 
ise one methode contraceptives au
moins ue fois 
Pourcentage deson game feomes prdfdrant 




Pourcentage qui se sont remariees 











































Temps ecule depuis ]a derniere 
naissance 
Nombre total d'eifants desires 




La dernidre grossesse (o la 
grossesse actuelle)etait-elledesiroe? 
,Le nombre total d'enfants dtsirde 
depasse t-le nombre d'enfants 
sivants? 
Femmes qui ne d6siraieat pan la 
birth (or current pregnancy) 
Women who first married at least 
five years ago 
Work status before marriage: 









Pattern of work: 

Current and before 

Current but no before 
Before and after but not current 
After but not current 
Only before 
Year of birth 
Years since first marriage 
Years since most recent work 
nacido vivo (o el embararo actual) 
hieres quee eanaron por primera 
vez pr 10 mnoes hace cinoo aios 
Situaci6n de trabajo antes del prime
primer matrimonio 
No trabajaba 
Trabajaba par cuenta propia 
Empleflada pr un miembro do 
familiaEmpleada par ner persona 
Patrin de trabajo 
Trabaja actualmente y trabajo 
antes de sumatrimono 
Trabaja actualmente pero no 
trabaj6 antes de so matrimonio 
Trabajoantesy despues de casada 
pero no trabaja actualmenteTrabajo despoes de casada peo 
no trahaja actualmente 
Trabajo solamente antes do so 
matrimonin 
Afio de nacimiento 
Ains transcurrido des le el 
primer matrimonio 
Arias transcurridos desde st tiltima 
cupc 
dernifre naiasance (ou Ia gronso 





N'a Jamais travaille 
Travaillait a son. proore compte 
Employ' par un membre do la 
familleEmployepar quelquun anti 
Epoques d'emploi 




Actuellement mais pasavant 
Avant et apresmais pan actuelle­
mentApris main pasactuellement 
Seulement avant 
Annee de naissance 
Annies 6coilleca deputs In premier
mariage 





List of WFS/ISI Consultants Involed in the Survey 
Name Area of Consultation 
Dr. Yuzuru J. TakeshitaDr. Crtru Sotata 
All Stages of the Survey
SurvetagesiofthDirector-General 
Dr. Christopher Scott Survey Design 
Mr. Roy Henwick Survey Contract 
Mr. David Smith Survey Contract 
Dr. Vijay Verma Questionnaire Design, Sampling, and 
Training 
Mrs. Agnes Whitfield Training 
Ms. Marie Argana Training, Editing and 
Coding 
Mr. Manuel Pasaba Computing 
Mr. Bogale Demissie Computing 
Mr. Mick Pearce Computing 
Mr. Lennart Rehlin Computing 
Dr. Rod Little Report Writing 
Mr. John Cheland Report Writing 
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Names and Titles of the 1974 KNFS'WFS Staff 





National Bureau of Statistics Family Planning
 
Mr. Yong Kwon Kim Mr. Ehn Hyun Choe 
(Project Controller) Director (Survey Director) 
Population Division Chief, 
Research Division, KIFPNBOS 
Samp.le Design 
Mr. Jay Soo Park Mr. Hoon Bang Kye 
Consultant, NBOS Statistician, NBOS 
Survey Planning & Roving Supervision 
Mr. II Hyun Kim Mr. Soon Choi 
Statistician, NBOS Researcher, KIFP 
Mr. Nam II Kim Mr. Joe Chul Choi 
Statistician, NBOS Statistician, NBOS 
DataProcessng 
Mr. Pil Bong Han Mr. Young Hoon Lee 
Senior Programmer NBOS Researcher, KIFP 
Mr. Yoon Sook Yang Mr. Yuh Sung Im 
Programmer, NBOS Programmer NBOS 
~Re W-riting.port 
Mr. Sae Kwon Kong Mr. Douglas J. Nichols 
Researcher, KIFP Fellow, KIFP 
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